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ABSTRACT
IX

A scarcity of research exists on consumer self-storytelling relative to consumer 

attitude research. With over 126 million blogs online (Nielsen Company 2010), the 

unsolicited unstructured self-report consumer brand stories performed in naturalistic 

settings and found as blog posts represent first-hand conversations taking place between 

brands and users. These consumer stories provide direction for story genre and consumer- 

brand relationships for products or services and brand repositioning. This research 

proposes a theory of brand-enabling archetype enactment by consumers of core archetype 

stories. The model describes how consumers use brands as props or anthropomorphic 

actors in stories consumers report about themselves on the Web. The stories are drama 

enactments enabling the storytellers to experience powerful myths. The construction of 

these first person stories about the online self (“I” or “me”) occurs through a process of 

storification (Aylett 2000) driving consumer sense-making about brands and completing 

gaps in autobiographical memory (Fivush and Haden 2003).

The research method incorporates a modified form of netnography (Kozinets 2010) 

Brand netnography using Wiki technology and purposive sampling of consumers’ brand 

stories found on weblogs provide the key source of interpretive data. These emic reports 

and self-interpretations involve the purchase and/or consumption of fashion, travel and 

luxury brands in which consumers experience high emotion during purchase or use. A 

key research finding discrepant with the mainstream thinking of advertisers and marketers 

who use archetypes to connect with consumers suggests the caregiver archetype and not 

the hero as the pre-eminent mental model driving online consumer brand stories. These 

findings represent archetypes derivable from consumer brand stories in place of the 

traditional focus on creative stories by marketers.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background to Research

This research is an existential phenomenological study focusing on stories of lived 

human experiences (Manen 2003) rather than intentional behaviour. The research 

describes how consumers interact with brands to experience primal forces (i.e., 

archetypes). The consumer brand stories under study are first-person viewpoints that 

protagonists write (main characters—usually the authors of the stories) and represent 

phenomenological value. These self-report stories appear on Weblogs (blogs) and 

includes consumption-oriented blogs (Zhao and Belk 2007), a form of electronic diary or 

journal, “usually displayed in a reverse chronological order, accessible by the general 

public” (IOC 2009) and “...in such personal memoirs as diaries and journals, a person 

may seek unconsciously and partly self-consciously a narrative frame for life...” 

(McAdam 1993).

“When people punctuate their own living into stories, they impose a formal coherence 

on what is otherwise a flowing soup” (Weick 1995, p. 128). This process of focusing on 

words reflecting lived experiences helps the consumer identify or construct a consistent 

view of self. Consumer blog entries are the emic interpretations of self rather than 

researcher etic interpretations of consumers’ interpretations of use of brands and products. 

In analysing consumer blogs, consumer researchers do not ask what, when and where 

intentionality questions to solicit necessary information. This side-stepping of the bias of 

the researcher framing issues to achieve consumer own-framing is the elegance of this



research approach, the self report stories are an explanation of the consumer’s behaviour 

including the roles brands and products play in these stories.

“The ways in which people typically explain and predict social behaviour have a 

great deal in common with how people understand and tell stories” (Read, 1987). The 

motivations for explaining behaviour are to find meaning and social interaction (Malle 

2004). “Stories provide simplified cause-effect accounts of puzzling, unexpected, 

dramatic, problematic, or exemplary events” (Tilly 2006). To make sense of extended 

sequences of behaviour people use sequences of actions with inferences about the actor 

plans and goals to achieve a coherent scenario (Read 1987).

2

21. Would I buy 
Versace again? Best 
coat 1 ever bought!

2. Fur Coat

iroblcm I had was that the evening was very 
I they asked why I was wearing a coal when it

was so hot.

11. "Proud of my purchase and 
having just been into Rigby and 
Pellar for my six month refit of 
lingerie 1 started my journey .. . "

14." It didn't take long to change into 
the lingerie and on a whim I didn't 
redress but just put on my coat. "

3. Designer Shop

1. Police

19." I arrived at my mans 
house, 'nice coat' he said...."

13." into a garage and use 
the loo"

20."I resorted to 
standing in front of the 
TV and slowly 
unbuttoning my two

15. “The local constabulary [two police 
officers] wanted to discuss me using a mobile 
phone while driving."

home .... We agreed I would get a 
takeaway on the way back.".

12. "On speaking to the man of

7."The fit of the coat 
was wonderful and I felt 
like I was one of those 
film stars sweeping into 
the room wearing the 
most wonderful outfit."

8."Versace is available at so 
many stores now. almost always 
tied up by anti theft devices so 
this was the first time I had ever 
been able to try Versace on."

4. "I have discovered a 
lovely second hand ladies 
wear shop in Beachamp 
Place near Harrods in 
Knightsbrisge which has 
designer wear at vastly 
reduced prices."

9. "This coat was less than 6 
months old and had been 
sent in by a lady who gets 
her clothers for nothing and 
wears them once or twice 
and then sends them in for 
resale "

would definitely look to buy 
something else from their 
'stable' as the finish on this 
coat is the best. It has been 
hand stitched and reeks of 
quality."

18."Quick as a flash I told them I was going to a fancy
dress ‘vicars and tarts party*."...."I pulled up my coat
to show the top of a leg and told them that was all they 
were getting!"

6. "I spoed [English for spied] 
a beautiful cream coloured 
cashmere coat .- Versace no
less for 150 pounds........
No way would I be able to

price of nearly £1,000.'

5.1 bought a Valentino short leather skirt 
(and the leather is baby soft, ok I know I 
said I wouldn't wear fur - so I’m 
inconsistent! ) which would cost £600 
new for £ 110 and it it rclly as new' - you 
would never have guessed it’s second

16."Versace did not let me down. The coat, all 
encompassing, only using two of the buttons 
provided kept my chastity covered. This coat has 
quality and after several dry cleanings because of 
the colour still looks as good as new!"

Figure 1 Long Coat, No Knickers...(Versace), Pollee 2001

The consumer emic story found online and visualised (Figure 1) reflects a 

narrative story, “Long Coat, no knickers” by Pollee (an alias for Tracey Dell) about a 

Versace coat purchase. The story opens with Pollee discussing the purchase of a
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Valentino skirt at a second hand shop. Subsequently, at the same shop Pollee’s attention 

is drawn to a Versace coat with a price about 85 per cent below the retail price of the new 

coat. She also buys lingerie at Rigby and Pellar (retail store) and she decides to pull “into 

a garage to use the loo.” She decides to surprise her “man of the moment” by removing 

her dress and knickers in the loo to wear only her coat and lingerie (likely a slip and 

stockings) home to “my man.” She is stopped by two police officers after the garage stop 

for using a cell phone while driving (illegal in Britain) and the officers also ask why she 

was wearing a coat on such a warm (August) evening. “Quick as a flash I told them I was 

going to a fancy dress vicars and tarts party.” Such a party requires guests to arrive 

dressed as a vicar or a prostitute; such parties are an English tradition.

This story expresses characteristics of the Versace coat assisting in a courtship 

relationship and participating directly in a secret affair (see Fournier 1998). Courtships 

refer to an interim relationship state possibly on the road to a committed partnership 

contract with the man of the moment morphing into “my man” with no hindrances 

apparent to a possible committed relationship. Brand Versace is a co-conspirator with 

Pollee in a secret affair when she wears the coat without knickers—a highly emotive, 

private bonding that leads to a risky exposure to police officers. In the story’s ending 

Pollee includes a “happy face” emoticon (;-) in suggesting her secret affair drama with 

Versace leads to a final emotional high point. Her man achieves an erection (“only the 

Nan bread went soft”) and the happy face follows this development.

While not consciously stated, the actions of Pollee throughout the story including 

her comments, “The fit of the coat was wonderful and I felt like I was one of those film 

stars sweeping into the room wearing the most wonderful outfit” reflecting a classic 

transforming siren myth enactment of seduction dating back some 3,000 years (Lao

1999).
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Jung (1959) defines archetypes as “forms or images of a collective nature which 

occur practically all over the earth as constituents of myth and at the same time as 

autochthonous [biologically based unconscious thinking] individual products of 

unconscious origin”. Campbell (1968, 1974) argues most archetypal forms originate in 

Sumer and Akkad around 2500 B.C. Hirschman (2000a) reports ample evidence of 

archetypal thought among consumers in the stories they tell.

Holt (2004) considers consumers to be living-out myths without recourse to any 

of the works by Jung, Campbell, Hirschman (2000), or Mark and Pearson’s (2001) book, 

The Hero and the Outlaw: Building Extraordinary Brands Through the Power of 

Archetypes. Holt interprets storytelling in television commercials as manifestations of 

archetypes without acknowledgement of the term or phenomena. He views myth 

enactments by iconic brands as helping overcome contradictions in society. For example, 

Holt (2003, p. 48) provides the following interpretation for the “Do the Dew” advertising 

campaign for Mountain Dew soft drink brand.

With the ‘Do the Dew’ campaign, Mountain Dew reinvented the 

wild man [prior campaign focus for the brand] as a slacker. In these spoofs 

of extreme sports, all presented as do-it-yourself quests, the brand asserted 

that the real men of America’s free-agent frontier weren’t the most buff or 

competitive athletes but the creative guys who pursued their stunts as 

whimsical art. Slackers did not just face downright dangerous situations 

that came their way. They sought out insane life-threatening risks. The 

Dew guys upped the ante on masculine risk taking to absurd levels, which, 

in the end, made fun of the idea that manhood has anything to do with such 

feats. The people with real power, in Mountain Dew’s worldview, were 

people with extreme and very particular tastes. Slackers had no power as



workers, but they could assert their will in the corporate world by asserting

their opinions.

1.2 Research Problem

Blogs help drive the explosive growth of the Internet to over 126 million websites 

(Nielsen 2010) and growing at a rate of over 42,000 blogs per day (ibid). Brand managers 

increasingly pay attention to the consumer conversations taking place on the Internet 

about their brands. Nonetheless, a schism exists with brand storytelling advertising 

creative for broadcasting and mass consumption diverging from the individualistic 

storytelling created by consumers found on blogs. Whilst the consumer stories may 

appropriate elements of the advertising messages they are not the same as the messages 

intended by the brand managers. The move to integrate consumer conversations in 

mainstream advertising is an emerging phenomenon across a variety of industries but not 

as yet a standard practice.

The unconscious collaboration between knowledgeable consumers and brand 

owners has “the purpose of the post-consumer to produce life experiences and meaning” 

(Firat & Dholakia 2006). This “co-creation” (Prahalad & Ramaswamy 2004) branding is 

made possible not only due to the marketing savvy consumer but attributable to the 

technology of blogs available to consumers. “Research attention is needed on these 

collaborative formats as they evolve” (Firat & Dholakia 2006).

1.3. Research Issues and Contributions

Research on consumer self-storytelling is scarce relative to consumer attitude 

research. A “consumer storytelling” search via Google reveals 531 sites versus 41,900 

sites for “consumer attitude.” A focus on consumer self-report stories can avoid issues of

5



researcher or experimenter biases that normally arise from asking a consumer brand 

intentionality questions.

The research of this thesis contributes to theory, managerial and marketing 

practice. Firstly, the research extends the work of Holt (2004), contributing to theory by 

demonstrating brands reflect archetype-enabling behaviour of consumers. This model 

helps describe how consumers use brands as props or anthropomorphic actors in stories 

they report about themselves found on the Web. The stories are drama enactments 

enabling the storytellers to experience powerful myths.

Additional insights to theory include an understanding of the type of brands that 

associate with specific myths and archetypes. The research method developed in this 

thesis to analyse online consumer self report stories and experience with brands enables 

future researchers to develop further theory.

From a managerial perspective this research gains insights into the value created 

by brand stories especially those found on blogs. The brand stories can help provide 

inputs for a new product or service not yet positioned in the marketplace. The potential 

exists to develop a new type of brand story audit.

The contribution to marketing practice allows marketers and advertising executives 

to explicitly understand the brand conversations taking place between consumers as well 

as consumers and brands rather than only thinking about what buyers and users say to the 

brand and what the brand says first and back in such conversations. Further, a corpus of 

self-report consumer stories generated by this research helps can help to create realistic 

advertising strategies rather than a sole reliance on storytelling by creative agencies and 

marketers. More broadly, the research provides guidelines for mining blogs of consumer 

brand stories. Once brand stories are collected a mechanism to classify open-ended

6

feedback from the consumer stories or reports helps to provide deep insights into



consumer marketing processes not readily accessible through questionnaires and 

associated techniques for eliciting consumer attitudes and preferences resulting in 

marketing action.

The research delivers prototype archetype software allowing advertising executives, 

marketers and researchers to detect archetypes within brand stories using psychological 

content analysis techniques.

1.4 Research Method

Systematic analysis of the corpus is undertaken by considering stories as cases and 

using a combination of fuzzy set scoring (Ragin and Benoit 2004; Woodside 2010) and 

social network analysis (Wasserman and Faust 1997) to explore the alignment of stories 

with the proposed theory of archetype enactment within brand stories.

A critical success factor of the thesis research is the procurement of consumer 

stories from the enormous volume of blogs available on the Web. Wiki software 

technology advances make collecting stories effective by putting the “messiness” of 

multimedia stories at the heart of the research conversation (Bonser 2010) through 

providing a workbench and special purpose brand dashboards for real time sampling of 

stories and their subsequent archival.

A story assessment stage checks story fitness with the consumer storytelling 

paradigm/theory. Psychological content analysis (Pennebaker 2002; Martindale 1975) 

provides both a window into the psychological states of the bloggers and furnishes a 

measure of deception as an indicator to exposing stories cleverly crafted for advertising 

purposes.

The brand stories under study generate a corpus derived from the voices of nearly 

600 consumers online reporting about well-known fashion, luxury, and travel brands. The
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corpus integrates socialgraphics (Dougherty 2010; Li and Owyang 2010) of story
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protagonists (bloggers), portrait images of real people and rich psychographic data 

alongside consumer stories about fashion, travel and luxury goods. Additional consumer 

insights are obtainable from the story gist, brand relationship (Fournier 1998; Sweeney 

and Chew 2000), story myth types (Matthews and Wacker 2007) and cognitive style 

(Urban et al 2009) of the storyteller.

1.5 Outline of the Thesis

This thesis divides into three separate elements: Volume I, the overall thesis, 

Volume II appendices and Volume III, an electronic copy of the corpus of unsolicited 

consumer brand stories central to the research activity. In Volume I, chapters 1 to 4 set the 

contextual framework of the research inclusive of the theory of brand enabling archetype 

enactment by consumers, exploration of the existing literature informed by theory 

development on the convergence of storytelling and branding and detailing execution of 

the research method. The proposed theory model Chapter 2 incorporates a range of 

hypotheses for testing using consumer stories found naturally on consumer blogs. Chapter 

3 encapsulates a literature review focusing on key theory elements centring on archetypes 

and archetypal analysis of stories. Chapter 4 walks through the method of capturing 

suitable consumer stories and an exploration of the corpus holding these stories. Chapter 5 

elaborates the analysis to elicit archetypes from the stories. Chapters 6 to 18 apply the 

archetype elicitation technique illustrating each archetype with the analysis of a story. 

Chapter 19 covers the testing of the hypotheses along with a discussion of the results, 

implications for managerial and marketing practice and potential areas of generalisation 

as well as proposing areas for future research.
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CHAPTER 2: THEORY OF BRAND ENABLING ARCHETYPE 

ENACTMENT BY CONSUMER

2.1 Model of Brand Enabling Archetype Enactment by Consumers

The overall thesis of this research study is emic explanations of specific 

experiences involving brands reflect archetype enabling behaviour. The theory puts centre 

stage archetypes for sense making of consumer brand stories. Figure 2 summarises the 

model encapsulating theory of brand enabling archetype enactment by consumers of core

archetype brand stories (CABS).

Archetype
Core archetype 

story affecting consumer 
and brand enactment 
mostly unconsciously

Consumer 
~ (tl)

Brand

Ecological development 
stage unconscious

Consumer

0 0
Proper

Pleasure
Story Enactment (t2). Reporting and Interpreted (t3)

(Aqstotle. 384 BC)Archetype story performed by consumer via brand use. 
Emic sense-making by consumer and marketer; 
etic sense-making by researcher. Which archetype enacted? 
How was enacted
accomplished? What complementary archetypes 
also are enacted in the realized story?

Key: 1 ~ emic/etic indicators of achieving proper pleasure

Figure 2 Brand Enabling Archetype Enactment by Consumer

The model commences with the archetype story mostly unconsciously affecting 

consumer and brand enactment resulting in the model interactions depicted by arrows
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(Figure 2). Arrow 1 highlights the consumer unconsciously awaiting an archetypal 

trigger for the consumer to enter into consumer acts. Arrow 2 is the marketer projecting 

archetypes to the consumer by way of advertising productions (Wertime 2002). An 

example archetype production is the Louis Vuitton core values advertising (Sandison 

2008). The focal point of the production is the original James Bond, Sir Sean Connery 

shown sitting on a wooden pole boat landing stage with the background of a beautiful 

Bahamas beach. Right next to him, the ultimate Louis Vuitton “keepall” canvas travel 

bag. The advertising tagline builds on the notion of travel as a personal journey, “There 

are journeys that turn into legends” reads the archetype gist. This gist line with the 

presence of James Bond takes travel beyond a geographic dimension confirming the 

status of James Bond as hero. Arrow 3 in the model reflects the desire by the brand 

manager to ensure the archetype matches the consumer unconscious desire to enact the 

hero archetype representation by Sean Connery of James Bond.

Arrows 4, 5 and 6 refer to the consumer enactment of a story reflecting one or 

more archetypes. The brand archetype story (Arrow 2) undergoes ecological 

development (Bronfenbrenner 1992) through a variety of brand stimuli and advertising 

interactions between the individual consumer and other consumers, bystanders 

(reporters), strangers via Internet, brand supporters and haters, brand controllers 

(marketing manager) using mass media and the supporting ecosystem consciously 

depicting a brand story or report portrayal to the consumer.

The brand story feeds both situation data as well as context to the consumer brain 

ensuring “learned information becomes associated with the context ensuring recall is best 

when testing takes place in the learning context” (Smith and Mizumori 2006). The 

resultant cognitive package incorporates both action and cognition in the form of 

archetypal trigger patterns and potential courses of action forcing a cognitive imperative



(Newberg and D'Aquili 2002) for the consumer to make sense of the situation. A 

mental simulation (Klein and Crandell 1995) of the unconscious desire to enact the 

archetype and rationalise the course of action gives birth to the first person story about the 

self (“I” or “me”) and through a process of storification (Aylett 2000) drives emic sense 

making (Weick 1995) constructing the archetype story presented by the consumer as 

found on blogs while at the same time completing gaps in autobiographical memory 

(Fivush and Haden 2003).

Many consumer blogs are self-report stories that include brands sometimes as 

props and sometimes as anthropomorphic actors (Fournier 1998). These are stories by 

consumers unsolicited by others (e.g. brand managers) and include both positive brand 

user stories as well as negative brand rejecter stories. Through etic (researcher 

perspective) sense making and explanations, the researcher learns the answer to a number 

of archetype questions. Which archetype does the story illustrate as an enactment? How 

does the specific story plot structure demonstrate the archetype story? What 

complementary, supporting archetype stories does the emic story represent?

A brand name and associations of feelings serve as a cue (information or signal 

with an initiating condition; Read 1987) activating images formed on past information or 

prior experience with the brand (Swait et al. 1993). In this context, reference to images 

(Knox 2001; Zaltman 2003) refers to archetypes as abstract patterns comprising both 

spatial and conceptual mental representations. These archetypal thoughts drive the 

spreading activation within the consumer unconscious mental connections leading to 

complex representations. The thoughts derive from a library of archetypes stored in the 

unconscious, awaiting activation of corresponding myths through relevant cues and 

subsequently take the consumer through the hardwire situation-complication-resolution

11

Aristotelian framework (Vincent 2002) of the myth. Hence, with regard to the proposed
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theory model (Brand Enabling Archetype Enactment by Consumer) contextual cues in 

the form of brand associations activate both the memories and hardwire archetypal 

response appropriate to the context at hand.

The matching of the myth and cue takes place unconsciously at the level of the 

story “beat” (Vincent 2002), “the smallest part of a story that still retains the essence of 

story itself’ (ibid). The story beat is a component of story and recognisable as an action 

(cause or effect), chapter, an episode, event or scene to name but a few of the more 

familiar names suited to structural analysis of stories.

Within real life situations, the “Latent Segment Analysis” (Landauer & Dumais 

1997) model of context processing is suitable for modelling hardwire archetypal 

responses with first order cues provisioning anticipatory context information. 

Subsequently, the context serves to minimise false positives and negatives to ensure the 

correct response to a primal fight or flee situation e.g. witness a rattlesnake in the ground 

vs. an inanimate object shaped as a snake or the ceiling debris falling inwards as a result 

of an explosion vs. paint peeling off the ceiling.



Strictly speaking, the hardware archetypal response is a “script” of “stereotyped 

event sequences” (Abelson 1981) defined as “a procedural knowledge structure or 

schema for understanding and enacting behaviours” (Gioia and Manz 1985) and 

therefore, the actual invocation of the script results in behaviour consistent with the 

situation signalled by the cue (Figure 3 all cells). Invocation means the script execution is 

instantaneous and during a time of status quo unconscious preserving cognitive capacity 

(cell II). In situations of major change including anomalies, rare events or dramatic 

circumstances (Mumbai attacks of 2008, September 11 or the Great Financial Crisis of 

2008) the invocation of script becomes a conscious act with an opportunity to revise an 

existing script or start point for generation of a new script (Figure 3 cell IV).
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Invocation
Unconscious Conscious

Conscious

Enactment

Unconscious

II
New archetype scripts are consciously 

enacted when facing new or changed 

conditions as a result of ecological 

development. When changed conditions 

assimilated consumer unconsciously 

invokes enacted scripts.

1
New archetype scripts are consciously 

enacted meeting new conditions. Consumer 

aware of cues/conditions for invoking 

script. Opportunity to revise and fine tune 

previous enacted script.

Ill IV

Small change leads to minor Unconsciously enacted archetypal scripts

enhancement either terminates existing script or

of existing archetypal scripts. The conscious enactment of new scripts.

Unconscious enactment of scripts based

on old habits. Enhanced scripts are

unconsciously invoked but subtle

change means situations are similar

enough and old script is invoked.

Figure 3 Unconscious and Conscious Enactment and Invocation of Scripts



In the proposed theory, the consumer stimulus or cues arise from ecological 

change arising from interactions between the brand story told through the reporter, brand 

opposers, supporters and the brand employee (manager) within media (mass and social 

media). These stimuli mirror the Thematic Apperception Test (TAT; Morgan and Murray 

1935) use of external images as story stimulus material arising from media, personal 

experience of subject, real events involving family and friends, conscious and 

unconscious fantasies of the subject.

Ecological change is an essential prerequisite for enactment because “people 

normally are not aware of things that run smoothly” (Weick 1979). Enactment means the 

consumer interacts with the environment and is not just a passive receiver of information 

as part of a producer/consumer model. Here, the stimulus-response (or environment/actor) 

interactions are indistinguishable with both processes occurring simultaneously (Follett 

1924; Weick 1979, 1995). To make sense of this situation, a consumer brackets and 

punctuates the continuous flow of experience through cues extracted from the 

environment and categorises some of the cues (Weick 1995). This data a consumer 

extracts unconsciously and devotes cognition to is called “capta” (Checkland and Howell 

1998).

The consumer, in making personal meaning through enactment, treats not all 

capta equally. Capta itself is capable of informing the psychological state of the consumer 

and certain word groupings if spoken to oneself as an internal dialogue evoke emotions 

resonating with special meaning. For example, the grouping of words “as if’ (Smythe 

2005) is very powerful:

Acting ‘as-if is magical. It is the fantasy play of children (and adults), it is theatre

and play-acting, and it has the power of converting imagination into reality. If you
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will, as-if-ing involves faith and belief and hope and expectation. It is the essence



of the placebo effect in the sense that as the person believes in the efficacy of 

the particular treatment or drug; the placebo taker acts if the placebo were the real 

“curative” with all of its potency and power. Thus, there are mind/body 

interactions involved with as-if, and there are mind/mind interactions as well. 

Acting as if the relationship with your spouse has significantly improved will 

change that relationship. Acting as if your life has taken a turn for the better and 

you are happy affects how you think, feel and act. Acting as if the cancer in your 

body is part of you rather than apart from you makes it more accessible to your 

immune system having an effect on it (Battino 2006).

Another set of words “Once upon a time” have universal appeal and “.. .the words have 

meaning to all of us, and bring up recollections of story time, sitting on dad’s lap, 

inventing tales with imaginary focus on the need for meaning in our lives” (Allen and 

Krebs 2007).

“1 wish” occurrences are extremely important in stories and reflect personal hopes 

and desires. The wish in a story or fairy tale sometimes serves as a blueprint to provide 

moral guidance. A different pattern of thought words “What if...” (Dugas and Robichaud 

2006; Bell 2009) signals the concerns of consumers worrying about daily life situations 

and uncertainty arising from new experiences.

Distinct from these word groupings comprising capta for sense making select 

patterns of behaviour guide people with the execution of scripts in daily life. Not so much 

a theory but working model, Transactional Analysis (TA; Berne 1964, Steiner 1990 and 

Stewart & Joines 1987) proposes six script patterns impacting behaviour in daily life:

1. After - something now in return for something later

2. Almost - never quite finished
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3. Always - same problem recurs



4. Never - desire is impossible to achieve
16

5. Open-ended - focus on immediate goals and not longer term

6. Until - Complete something difficult before good arises.

The final aspect of the model Arrow 7 in Figure 2 emphasizes “good” (see McKee 

2003) storytelling results in “proper pleasure” (Aristotle refers to this as “catharsis”, see 

Hiltunen 2002). Living out a good story and retelling such a story offers a captivating 

emotional experience leading to “proper pleasure” (ibid) fulfilling one or more archetype 

outcomes (arrows II, 12, and 13 in Figure 2).

Popular television reality shows learn to focus on this final aspect of proper 

pleasure to create good storytelling. The X Factor UK program (devised by the producer 

of American Idol, Simon Cowell) demonstrates “catharsis” in a 2009 audition by Daryl 

Markham:

“ Did you cry when carpenter Daryl Markham got up on stage last Saturday and started 

singing, I Don’t Want to Talk About it [Rod Stewart hit song], as a tribute to his brother 

who’d just died [six weeks after marrying, from lung cancer] and who had shared his 

tools [the brothers trade is carpentry] with him? Cheryl Cole [a judge on the television 

show] couldn’t stop a tear rolling down her cheek when his fatherless nephew ran on to 

the stage to hug him” (Thomas 2009).

This theory model as discussed increases understanding of why weblogs report 

seemingly mundane experiences including product use and service brands. The case 

studies generated for this research illustrate this model. Further, the theory in this thesis 

builds upon the notion that a consumer comes to know a brand by creating a story of the 

self. The created story brings the different parts of her multiple selves (“I” or “me”) into a 

whole. The story has a beginning, middle, end within a specific plot structure. The story is 

imagination integrating past, present, and future. Though the parts of the story have been
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acted out in daily life, the story exists within the mind of the consumer and her written 

story provides sense making for her and readers. Since myths and stories emanate from 

imagination, both myths and stories are representative of unconscious expressions, 

meriting further analysis in this context.

2.2 Propositions for Research and Consumer Storytelling Theory

Several propositions follow from the discussion of brand enabling archetype enactment 

theory (Figure 2) and the literature review (Chapter 3) of storytelling and archetypes. 

These propositions describe how brands enable archetype enactment.

PI: Narrative storytelling on purchasing-consumption requires a protagonist 

consumer to experience an “inciting incident” (McKee 2003) that focuses her attention 

and results in action in response to this incident.

P2: Consumer storytelling theory extends beyond highly risky consumption acts 

to the more mundane and improvisational presentations of self to self and others 

(Goffman 1959) in everyday life.

P3: Consumption stories protagonists tell about themselves consciously and/or 

unconsciously often match the plot lines scripted by brand controllers (e.g., Nike’s myth 

of individual achievement through perseverance) or by deep-seated, “hardwired” (see 

Hirschman 2000; Rapaille 2005) cultural archetypal myths.

P4: The story presents a protagonist engaging in actions to achieve goals.

P5: The story informs about conscious and/or unconscious thoughts of the 

protagonist and other actors.

P6: The story informs about how personal evolution or change in the life of the 

protagonist occurs.

P7: The story informs how events involving the protagonist take place.



P8: The story has an inciting event (a crisis or turning point) involving the 

protagonist along with a beginning and a resolution.

P9: The story presents the protagonist in clear-cut situations.

P10: the storyteller provides a lesson learned— a gloss/gist of wisdom—in a sense 

making summary comment in the closing or opening emic interpretation to the story.

PI 1: the story reflects anthropomorphism of the brand with the protagonist 

(Fournier 1988).
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Evaluative
slope

Act 1 (Balance) Act 2 (Imbalance) Act 3 (Resolution) Act 4 (Sensemaking & Storytelling)Prequel

Acts through Time (Seconds, Minutes, Hours, Days, Weeks, Months, Decades)

Dictionary. Ai = actor; Vi = event/action; Si = scene; * interaction/dialogue. Note: only A1, the protagonist, appears in all acts.
In Act 4 the protagonist makes sense of the action when telling the story to herself and/or others about the events occurring 
beforehand (prequel), the action leading up (Act 1) to the inciting incident (act 2) and how the story turns out (resolution, Act 3.

Figure 4 Consumer Storytelling Theory 

Encompassing Research Propositions

Source:Woodside, Sood & Miller 2008

Consumer story telling theory (Figure 4) brings together these key propositions 

illustrating the consumer (protagonist) and major story elements of time (past, present and 

future) on the x-axis and the level of emotion within the story on y-axis. The diagram is

an attempt to convey the elements and flow of story activities a consumer is likely to



report online. The Five-act story (Prequel and acts 1 to 4) unfolds in the broadest 

possible story beats (Vincent 2002) comprising acts in a drama. Each of the acts has a 

beginning, middle and ending. The protagonist appears in all acts but not all episodes or 

scenes. Episodes are the related scenes within acts in a drama where the scenes represent 

activities in a single physical place but Bearden and Woodside (1976) extend the notion 

to go beyond theatre suggesting a scene change is akin to a change in any of five factors 

of atmospherics, people, physical place, props or time.

The Five-act story is in reality a Three-act Poetics play from the days of Aristotle 

with a back-story, a prequel describing the previous history of the consumer brand 

interaction and a moral ending to allow the audience to make sense of the actions and 

how the brand plays a role in the life of the consumer. In reality, the consumer story 

timeline is actually a continuous flow (Escales 1998) and not broken up in segments as 

conceptualised by acts.

A key aspect of Figure 4 is depiction of increasing emotional peaks. A review of 

three blog stories (see Table 1 overleaf and Appendix 1 for analysis and complete text of 

blog stories under consideration) found naturally occurring on the web illustrates the 

intent of the figure. Protagonists report four emotional peaks of consumer storytelling 

(Acts 1 to 4). The acts inform the protagonist on a variety of events. Act 1 is a conscious 

awareness by the protagonist of embarking upon an adventure with a pending turn of 

events. Act 2 is when the protagonist recognises the occurrence of the inciting incident 

and commencement of the adventure. All subsequent elements of the story relate back to 

the inciting incident, which sets up the “motivating question” (Bruch 2003) of the story. 

During Act 3 the protagonist achieves resolution of her incident and catharsis (Hiltunen 

2002). Act 4 provides sense making (Weick 1995) to the protagonist and pearls of
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wisdom for future intrepid adventurers (consumers).
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Table 1 Acts 1-4 of Natural Blog Stories

Act I Love Paris Unzipped Long Coat

1- Balance
Gayle takes cousin 
Paige to Paris

Scott purchases 
suitcase for Xmas 
travel home

Pollee shopping near 
Harrods in London

2 - Imbalance
Arrive at
apartment to see 
the lights of Eiffel 
Tower

Enter luggage shop 
with beautiful shop 
assistant with 
trousers unzipped

Pollee tries on beautiful 
Versace coat and sees 
herself as actor in 
mirror

3 - Resolution
Paige coming of 
age meets artist in 
residence

Scott gets out of shop 
without trousers falling 
down

Changes into coat and 
new lingerie without 
pants and drives home

4 - Sensemaking
Paige will always 
treasure memories 
of Paris

Garment bag too small 
for trip

Meet "man of moment"

In terms of communication, the consumer story presentation type is either a 

dramatic storytelling performance or a narration by the protagonist. For the purpose of 

theory development, we exclude professional storytelling by bystanders e.g. reporters. A 

narrated consumer story provides sense making to the protagonist by looking back and 

describing the story together with interpretation. Unlike drama, the narration allows the 

consumer protagonist to discover what has been done to achieve an understanding of the 

impact of subsequent actions. Beyond this, the differences between drama and narration 

(Arp 2006; Boiler 1990) provide valuable lessons for consumer storytelling and theory:

• A drama draws an audience to the stage creating a community while narration 

creates distance between characters and audience.

• Drama creates strong empathy, ownership and sharing of the enactment of

story experiences with audience members.
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• Unconscious thinking or talking inside the head to sense make does not 

come across in narration but can be presented as spoken interaction in drama 

either off stage or as a soliloquy.

• With narration, the power of words alone matter in simulating the imagination 

of the audience rather than the creation of a scene for consumption by a 

spectator.

• Drama tends to avoid long periods of narration instead focusing on interaction 

of characters via spoken word.

• Drama supports expressions, gestures, and intonations in speech making 

spoken words in drama more compelling to audiences than narration.

• Drama rarely focuses away from the stage action and rarely comments on 

actions or characters, as does narration.

• Narration handles certain actions very well or large-scale presentations e.g. an 

entire Roman legion preparing for battle or the Ben-Hur 1959 film chariot 

race.

• Drama tends not to scene shift rapidly or jumps back or forwards in time.

Further extensions from drama theory are applicable to consumer storytelling and 

theory development. Core to this thinking is the generation of a dramaturgical framework 

(see Figure 5) building upon “Presentation of Self in Everyday Life” and “information 

about the individual helps to define the situation, enabling others to know in advance 

what he will expect of them and what they may expect of him” (Goffman 1959), 

distinguishing between the drama content of cultural resources “...which dramatically



highlight and portray confirmatory facts that might otherwise remain unapparent or 

obscure”(ibid, p.30), drama interactions and drama structure (Moiso and Arnould 2005) 

and links between service marketing and theatre (Grove and Fisk 1992).
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Observable 
drama content:

Observable cultural resources 
that infuse activity with signs that 

dramatically highlight and 
portray confirmatory facts 

that might otherwise 
remain obscure

Observable 
drama structure:

the set of theatrical components— 
setting, actors/audience and 

performance (set of activities 
that occurs before an audience) Observable 

drama interaction:
participants’ conversations and actions 

shaping, directing, structuring the 
performance

Observable

Unobservable

Unobservable 
drama content:

Unobservable archetype 
resources interpreted partly 

consciously but mostly 
unconsciously; during the drama 
participants’ struggles to make 

sense of archetype 
relevancy

Unobservable 
drama structure:

how the participants and audience 
interpret the emotional meaning, 

intensity, and slope via 
observing the theatrical 
components during and 
after the performance

Unobservable 
drama interaction:

the meanings behind/ 
underneath what the 

participants say and do; 
what the audience 

hears/interprets the what the 
participants say and do

Figure 5 Extensions to Dramaturgical 

Framework for Consumer Storytelling

Source:Woodside, Sood & Miller 2008

In terms of observable interactions, conversations and actions are explicit between 

consumer and brand with a causal relationship linking interactions to structure and 

content. Below the line (see Figure 5), the framework extends to the unobservable drama



content-structure-interaction. This causal chain of observable to unobservable drama is 

fuelled by archetype sense making of actors within the drama and the audience 

interpreting the action. Here, the audience includes actors attending own performance as 

audience participants and marketers consciously and unconsciously interpreting the drama 

content, interactions and structure.

To understand the central importance of archetypes for sense making within 

consumer storytelling and foster an understanding of the dramaturgical framework, an 

analysis of the Susan Boyle brand story (Montgomery 2010) from contemporary culture 

using the framework and the aspirations created in the wake of the storytelling is relevant. 

Most consumers recollect the story commencing with a six-minute YouTube video of 

Susan Boyle (Leach 2009) with over 92 million viewings making her an instant 

international star. In a nutshell, the story sees Susan Boyle an unknown 48-year old single 

woman becoming an overnight sensation after performing on the third season of Britain’s 

Got Talent television show. As a result of her performance, “she holds the record for the 

fastest selling female debut album of all time” (Montgomery 2010). Susan has sold over 4 

million copies of the album.

Using the dramaturgical framework the Susan Boyle story of instant stardom and 

brand recognition decomposes in the following manner:

1. Observable Drama Content

The venue is a theatre stage with majestic curtains open, crystal chandlers and 

audience seating in stalls and balconies. Cameras off stage follow the narrator 

presenters Ant and Dec prior to Susan Boyle coming on stage. She eats a 

sandwich and talks to narrator about having never been kissed and singing
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since she was twelve. As she walks onto the stage the narrator peers from 

behind the stage entrance out of purview of the observing audience. Stepping 

onto the stage Susan is immediately confronted with the judging panel of 

three, the famous Simon Cowell, Amanda Holden and Piers Morgan. Judges 

have backs to the audience who cannot see the expression on the faces of the 

judges during the performance but can see the non verbal impressions given 

off (Goffman 1959) when the judges clap or stand at the end of a performance. 

As the cameras scan the audience some members of the public roll the eyes at 

the thought of a middle age woman competing with so many talented 

youngsters now and in future.

2. Observable Drama Structure

The Susan Boyle action takes place in a theatre with a judging panel facing the 

stage. Susan Boyle sings “I Dreamed a Dream”, a song from first act of the 

musical Les Miserables. Surprisingly, even before finishing the song she 

receives a standing ovation from the audience and at least one of the judges. 

Susan exits the stage making way for the next performer. The video of her 

performance is uploaded to YouTube and through word of mouth millions 

worldwide start to watch the video multiple times with family and friends.

3. Observable Drama Interactions

Susan Boyle is an overweight 48 year old woman without dress sense who 

receives sniggers and head shaking from the audience as well as what appears 

to be a rolling of the eyes from the judges. In fact, “she is middle-aged, 

dowdy, with thick eyebrows and an unfortunate gait, she couldn’t have looked



less like a star”(Thomas 2009). As she “stomps” (ibid) across the stage 

announcing her chosen song the judges appear unexcited and just as the 

audience carry out sideways glances so too do the judges as if she has already 

failed to woo them and the audience before uttering a single note. Once she 

commences her rendition both judges and audiences are noticeably surprised 

and appear speechless with the singing of an angel. By the end of the 

performance much cheering and clapping together with a standing ovation 

ensues.

4. Unobservable Drama Content

During performance the archetype relevance is not understood but at the 

beginning, middle and end the story is very different. At the beginning of the 

story we have the commencing story of an ugly duckling or servant. By the 

start of singing audiences and judges realise something magic is happening. At 

the end both judges and audience realise a star is bom and a transformation 

from ugly ducking to swan or servant to Cinderella has taken place.

5. Unobservable Drama Structure

At the moment when Susan begins singing the mental model of judges and 

audience is irrelevant and a new mental model needs to fill the void and 

accommodate the sense making between all participants as well as to one self. 

Cinderella has just appeared at the beginning of the song and emotions move 

from negative to positive with catharsis at play. By end of play everyone from 

judges to audience recognise Susan Boyle as a star in making.
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6. Unobservable Drama Interaction
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To merely suggest the story as mirroring either a real-life Cinderella or the 

Ugly Duckling, while sufficient, misses a key aspect of meaning making 

attributable to the judges and audience interaction. At a deeper level of 

engagement, the story is about Simon and Amanda who start being sceptical 

and are surprised to find a singing star in the making. The audience on 

YouTube witness the non-verbal cues first hand of the judges. Simon is often 

very blunt and insults performers about a lack of talent. In the case of Susan 

he is surprised and Simon is outwardly very supportive and happy about her 

performance. In this role, Simon is the caregiver archetype who provides an 

assisting hand to help Susan achieve global stardom. Interestingly, until 

recently Susan Boyle enacted the role of caregiver for her mother until she 

died at the age of 91.

Each of the audience members and online viewers are playing the role of 

judge and take the lead from Simon. As the confidence of Susan Boyle grows 

during the act she transforms not only into a star but becomes an archetype; 

others wish to follow and emulate her success from humble beginnings. 

Simon and Susan represent the contemporary archetypes resolving 

contradictions in society and the interactions between these two provide the 

prototypical archetypal patterns for others to follow whether they are in a

position of judging or to be judged.
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CHAPTER 3: LITERATURE REVIEW

The development of the theory of brand enabling archetype enactment informs the 

key areas of attention for the literature review. Particularly important is to understand 

what happens when consumers seemingly tell brand stories online without brand 

management participation and “hijack” the brand (Wipperfurth 2005). Does such brand 

storytelling without the presence or permission of brand managers reflect a societal shift 

signalling the rebirth of ancient yet familiar myths with enhancements resolving problems 

in today’s society (Levi-Strauss 1962; Holt 2003)? This question guides the concepts and 

key concerns discussed in this chapter.

This chapter commences with consumer storytelling and the role of myths in 

society. A variety of story classifications are canvassed dependent on the functions and 

usage of stories and myths. The recurring characters within myths, the archetypes, are an 

important construct and the literature review is informative towards the creation of the 

taxonomy of archetypes. Marketing practice associating with archetypes tends to be 

restrictive and traditionally employed in stories told by marketers in mass media 

environments. Increasingly, as the literature review uncovers, brand conscious 

organisations turn to archetypes to convey the skills and knowledge inherent within 

employees to consumers. To this end, archetypes are a key facet and ordering mechanism 

of the unconscious. Therefore, archetypal analysis requires sense making by researchers 

and a supporting methodological approach to elicitation and analysis with consumers 

stories as shown by the close of the chapter.



3.1 Consumer Storytelling

The research orientation is “branding with a storytelling perspective from the 

consumer viewpoint” in contrast to the traditional firm or advertising agency viewpoint. 

Beyond this, the usefulness of storytelling as a vehicle for communicating brand 

experiences is seen no more clearly than recognising “a brand is a person’s gut feeling 

about a product, service or organisation” (Neumeier 2003).

Evidence suggests stories are deeper than culture shaped by language and 

thinking. The human mind is a vehicle for storytelling (Hiltunen 2002), reinforcing 

humans knew story before reading (Fisher 1987) and reconceptualising humans with 

innate storytelling logic as Homo narrans (the storytelling ape; Niles 1999) rather than 

Homo sapiens.

Schank and Abelson (1995) take very little poetic license to suggest nearly all 

social knowledge acquired and retained is stored in memory as stories. This underlines 

the importance of storytelling in preserving culture as well as sharing knowledge, “Stories 

are our personal take on what isn’t script-like about the world; we don’t tell a story unless 

it deviates from the norm in some interesting way. Stories embody our attempts to cope 

with complexity, whereas scripts obviate the need to think” (Schank 1999).

Humans seek to put confusing social and personal experiences or “messy” 

situations (Bruner 1990) into a rational story whereby “sequencing is a powerful heuristic 

for sensemaking” (Weick 1995) and indexes happenings in their lives for storage and 

retrieval (Schank 1990). This form of sense making supports the view of the human mind 

as organising events with human actors striving to do something over time supporting the 

assertion, “Human memory is story-based” (ibid) and “One reason we tell stories, 

therefore, is to help ourselves in remembering them” (Schank 1999). This story-based
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reminding (ibid) is essential since “people attempt to construe new stories as old stories



they have heard before, because absorbing new information is actually quite difficult to 

do” (ibid) and the consumer thinking process follows the script “unconsciously do I know 

a story relating to the incoming story and is it one that will allow me to rest from mental 

processing or one that will cause me to have to think?” (Schank 1999). The resulting story 

telling is either based on non-anomalous (an old story is triggered by new one) or 

anomalous story (the connection with old story is questionable) reminding dependant 

upon the cue to access memory.

Beyond sensemaking and reminding capability, a story can entertain and bring 

pleasure that otherwise will be very difficult to achieve as “the components of pleasure 

are to a great extent unconscious” (Hiltunen 2002). This linkage between emotional 

experiences and storytelling first arises 2050 years ago with Aristotle the Greek 

Philosopher in his book the Poetics. Aristotle provides the reader with guidance on how 

to use the ancient storytelling method of tragedy to create “proper pleasure” comprising 

“pity, fear and catharsis” (Hiltunen 2002).

Human thinking is narrative by nature, and we make sense of the world by 

constructing individual stories of the world (Bruner, 1990). Through this process of 

storification and by the stories produced, we express our personal views on matters, how 

we think and feel about them and how we have experienced them.

A person achieves self-understanding based on narratives she constructs to make 

sense of her life (Gergin & Gergin 1988). Self-report stories written by consumers exhibit 

an immersion phenomenon or “transportation” (Green and Brock, 2000) with a story 

including the consumers’ innermost thoughts and elaborations that go beyond the brand 

or product (West and Huber 2004).

Stories represent goal directed behavioural sequences (Stein 1982). Most textual 

stories have the same the form as human behaviour: goal-actions-conditions (initiating the
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goal) -outcome (Read 1987). This mental representation helps answer questions about 

an event, complete any missing detail and provide an explanation. Inferences about causal 

connections are made during comprehension. Hence, causal reasoning is a part of 

comprehension and proceeds automatically (Schank and Abelson 1977), with gaps being 

filled as spreading activation takes place through the brain.

Structural - affect theory (Brewer and Lichtenstein 1982) sees the primary 

purpose of stories as being entertainment. Under structural - affect theory a boring 

scenario describing problem solving, goal directing events (e.g., driving home from 

university or fetching milk for tea) traditionally conform to a story schema but this is not 

a sufficient condition for rating as a story by Brewer and Lichtenstein. Structural-affect 

requires the elicitation of an emotional response from an audience (not unlike the 

catharsis of Aristotle) and that whilst a goal is an element of a story, the goal must be 

important to an audience and difficult to achieve. Narratives exhibiting suspense, 

curiosity or surprise classify as stories by readers even if certain story elements including 

resolution are missing. “For sale: baby shoes, never worn,” reputedly wrote Ernest 

Hemingway in response to a bar room challenge to write a story in six words or less. This 

supports the notion “a good story usually has some element of surprise” (Klein 1999) and 

that “good stories fulfil a profound human need to grasp the patterns of living - not 

merely as an intellectual exercise but within a very, personal, emotional experience” 

(McKee 1997).

3.1.1 Consumer Storytelling Theory

A good consumer story has a protagonist (main actor in the story), beginning, 

middle and end, an unusual event and a moral and teaching perspective with some 

suspense (Gergen and Gergen 1988). The fundamental tenet of all stories is to possess an 

“inciting incident” (McKee 2003) enhancing the story tension by causing an imbalance to 

occur (Woodside and Chebat 2001) moving the protagonist from an original balance state
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to imbalance; the imbalance causes action (implicit or explicitly planned or unplanned) 

to restore balance by finding a solution or resolution. This thinking concurs with “The 

function of the story is to find an intentional state that mitigates or at least makes 

comprehensible a deviation from a canonical cultural pattern. It is this achievement that 

gives a story Verisimilitude [direct Latin translation implies appearance or similar to 

truth] ” (Bruner 1990).

3.1.2 Stories versus Lectures

The consumer blog reports are not always stories. An alternative classification is a 

non-story or report that provides readers advice, a lecture. Consumer stories cannot 

simply qualify on the basis of key elements alone.

Lectures have an explicit directness about them and can derive from “boiler 

plates” commencing with an introduction, a highly structured look & feel and can be 

easily prepared by inserting the appropriate factual content into the template sections. 

Stories tend to be semi structured, emotional and less about facts and more about 

meanings. The conclusions or take home of a lecture are inevitably difficult to recollect 

unlike stories. Lectures tend to have a clear-cut recommendation while stories can often 

be interpreted in numerous ways and the conclusion or lessons learnt are often left to the 

reader. Adaval and Wyer (1998) contrast vacation information presented in the form of a 

story made up of a sequence of events compared with the same information presented as a 

list. The findings highlight the story structure has more favourable ratings from readers 

relative to the list information.

Comparing lectures and drama key differences exist. The term drama and story are used 

interchangeably here. Lectures tell rather than show by being directed at the audience. 

Instead, dramas are overheard with the fingerprint of a drama in which the viewer is “an 

eavesdropper” (Wells 1989). Importantly, “conclusions drawn from dramas are ‘mine’
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while conclusions urged in lectures are ‘ideas other people are trying to impose on me’ 

’’(ibid). In the case of drama, the viewer experiences feelings and is drawn into the drama.

Stem (1994) extends the lecture drama taxonomy to include vignettes a drama 

comprising many stories but no overarching plot. Since the research focus is writers of 

consumer brand stories who are thinking in terms of individual stories no further analysis 

or discussion regarding vignettes is pursued as the primary research focus is on lectures 

and stories.

3.1.3 Myths

Myths are stories of a special kind that are superficially about fictional characters, 

invented places and fantastic scenarios, but which are in fact about ordinary life. Since 

myth works at an emotional, rather than a logical level this provides an opportunity to 

access deeper experience within humans (e.g. loneliness). “They pretend to be nothing but 

entertainment, but in fact address the hopes and fears of the whole human race”

(Brayfield 1996). Myths attempt to answer the questions of life. Where do we go when 

we die? Who made this world? Where do we come from? In other words, “Myths provide 

ideals to live by, and they work to resolve life’s most vexing questions” (Holt 2003, p.44). 

More precisely, “Myths are clues to the spiritual potentialities of the human life” 

(Campbell 1991, p.5), stories “about the wisdom of life” (Campbell 1991, p. 11) that are 

“practical models for understanding how to live” (Vogler 1998) and “evoke the eternal 

because they explore the timeless concerns of human beings - birth, death, time, good and 

evil, creativity and destruction” (Cousineau 2001).

Myths are a conscious elaboration of initially unconscious content involving 

storytellers. The content depicts the dramas of our life and through looking inwards 

allows the narration of human values, personalising them and presenting these values in a 

powerful myth setting. A myth becomes ingrained in our culture as stories that 

communicate ancient themes around a fundamental truth about life. “Myths of different



cultures all probe similar enigmas: life and death, creation and destruction” (Manhart 

2005) and “it has always been the prime function of mythology and rite to supply the 

symbols that carry the human spirit forward, in counteraction to those other constant 

human fantasies that tend to tie it back” (Campbell 1973).

Myths provide mystical, cosmological & sociological rules for society (ibid) as 

well as a learning aspect arising from moral lessons and role models. The Campbell 

“monomyth” (ibid) represents a universal structure of mythology witnessed across the 

world, the common pattern found across all these ancient stories, the journey of the 

mythological hero into other worlds, fight against all odds and a return home with 

treasures or an elixir. The monomyth is a single structure like the hero who is a single 

figure but has a “thousand faces” similarly the myth has “thousand plots”.

For travellers the linkage with a monomyth structure is very direct “When we are young 

children and our parents read fairy tales and folktales to us, we are, unconsciously, 

finding heroes and heroines whose adventures—and whose travels—many of us will 

emulate later, when we grow up and become travellers” (Berger 2009).

The diversity of subject matter across time and the world that myths touch make for 

challenges when attempting to focus research efforts. A follower and colleague of Joseph 

Campbell, Phil Cousineau, distils all “once and future myths” (Cousineau, 2001) into six 

themes encompassing creativity, time, mentorship, travel, cities and sports. Simmons 

(2002) and (Douglas 2009) describes six archetypal stories which one needs to know how 

to tell: Who I am; Why I am Here; Vision (I have a Dream); Teaching (I’ll show you 

how); Values-in-action (I do therefore I am); and I Know What You're Thinking. While 

these are stories needing to be told the “10 discrete common, historical uses and functions 

of myths, stories, legends and other lore” (Matthews and Wacker 2007) are worthy of
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recognition for classification of stories:



1. Explain origins

2. Define individual & group identity

3. Communicate tradition and outline taboo

4. Meta question to simplify by reducing complex problems to simple principles

5. Highlight natural order of things

6. Concise communication of complex history

7. Moral and ethical positions with a transfer and preservation of values

8. Illustrate relationships to, and with, authority

9. Describe responses to life or suggest model behaviours

10. Rewards with details of “the paths to salvation and damnation” (ibid).

Contemporary travel writers (Austin et al 2005) suggest 3 additional types of stories not 

necessarily restrictive to travel alone:

11. Service - provision of practical information

12. Destination - feeling of what it is like to be a traveller in the destination

13. Personal essays - protagonist reflections of travel experience

No matter the classification of myths the purpose remains the same since time 

immemorial, “the word myth suggests the passing down of the wisdom of the ancestors- 

wisdom being simply “knowing how to act” in any given situation” (Zaltman 2003). 

Hence, through myths new patterns of action or behaviour are instilled within a culture 

(Rosenberg 1994). Individuals can resort to personal myths to direct behaviour through 

asking fundamental questions of identity, purpose and direction by inquiring “Who am I 

now?” “Where would I like to be?” and “How to get there?”(Feinstein and Krippner 

2007; Petersen 1999). Collectively, answers to these questions help individuals get
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through contemporary life changing transitions of divorce, children, new job, setting up a



new business, moving home or an illness. In this context, myths are not just tied ancient 

themes and do indeed answer questions of contemporary life through:

... Spontaneous modem forms because they tell us how to act-spontaneous 

because they have formed in reaction to new social contexts... We wake up every 

day in a world where we aren’t quiet sure how to live. This fundamental 

uncertainty embraces trivial lifestyle decisions such as what to eat for breakfast 

and what to wear, as well as important issues like how to be a man [or woman] 

(Zaltman 2003).

To just consider myths to guide most mundane consumer decisions in isolation of a 

bigger picture is a failure to realise the full potential of myths in the lives of consumers:

There are days when life appears to be merely a crazy quilt, a random collection 

of episodes, punctuated by inevitable failures, victories great and small, moments 

of joy, grief, and loss, and simple absurdity. Yet when life is viewed as a totality, 

a continuous process of growth, each event has meaning as part of something 

greater than itself. In the myths we see attempts to comprehend the cosmos, and 

the roles, however small, we as humans play. We see ourselves as part of the 

totality of the cosmos. We see patterns of growth and recovery in the face of life’s 

starker realities. Myths show the way others have worked at reconciling the 

opposing forces at work in human experience (Bierlein 1999).

3.2 The Archetype

The recurrent characters of heroes and villains in myths along with fairy tales are 

archetypes. These archetype characters keep reappearing because they represent deep, 

universal needs and desires that need to be fulfilled in human beings. The archetypes 

represent different aspects of the human mind collectively enacting the drama of our life.
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Archetypes provide deep structure for motivation and meaning, a permanent 

frame of reference in humans unlike fads or generational factors. Archetypes influence 

the interests, motivations and satisfaction of individuals. Being unconscious archetypes 

are hidden but indirectly discemable through the arrangements produced in the 

consciousness. For a normal person’s life experiences the archetypes provide “psychic 

templates” (Gray 1996) representing hardwired thought patterns underpinned by 

unconscious knowledge (Jaffe 1971) guiding individual behaviour and feelings like an 

“autopilot”. Thus, the archetypes are “pre-conscious psychological potentials” (Tsai 

2006) providing for patterns of instinctual behaviour in a state of readiness, analogous to 

a compressed spring, to act as a compensatory response of the unconscious to typical 

human situations with pre-programmed response patterns of human functions. These 

archetypal patterns remain buried until actualized in the life of an individual. They are 

“powerful inner patterns...dominant forces within us”(Bolen 1984). The manifestation of 

the archetype can be considered as with a complex biological system of components to be 

an emergent property (O’Conner et al 2009) of a biological system as the archetype 

“crosses from unconscious activity to consciousness”(Gray 1996).

The manifestation of archetypes in consciousness is reflected as “forms or images 

of a collective nature which occur practically all over the earth as constituents of myth 

and at the same time as autochthonous individual products of unconscious origin” (Jung 

1959). These images, figures and experiences shared by all humanity as part of the 

collective unconscious are transpersonal. Therefore, the Jungian concept of the archetype 

goes beyond the inherited thought patterns of instinctual-emotion and drive pattern to 

include the notion of basic, fundamental symbols, which are unchanged across time and 

culture. From a Jungian perspective these archaic or primordial types connect to the
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collective unconscious as universal images in existence since the remotest times. Joseph



Campbell saw the culturally coded archetypes as representing meaning in a culture 

much like rules, law and language via iconic representation.

Maud Bodkin the literary critic applies Jungian ideas to literature but rejects the 

notion archetypes (known as motifs in literary terms) are “biologically grounded” 

(Campbell 1991) or inherited in the structure of the brain but sees archetypes as cultural 

symbols passed down through generations via folklore and literature to bring readers 

together with dispersed cultures and periods of history. Hence, there are similar 

archetypal patterns that manifest themselves in various forms amongst a variety of 

writings including stories, myths and legends. The notable example of a mentor Merlin 

appears in the Arthurian Legends, the solitary hero and the Great Gatsby. Campbell 

(1973) writes of “the helpful crone and fairy godmother as a familiar feature of European 

fairy lore”, this female figure serves as a helper or guide to the novice in these stories.

Independent of a biological basis or recurring patterns of thought in text, 

archetypes behave in essence akin to an instinct or tendency in humans to organise 

experiences. The archetype is ever ready to allow consumers to experience life events in a 

prescribed manner acting as a principle of guiding behaviour but never before learnt. This 

supports both psychological and literary thinking as follows:

... I do not intend that we “store” specific archetypal stories or myths, as 

C.G.Jung has proposed. That seems like misplaced concreteness. Rather, I mean a 

readiness or predisposition to organise experience into a narrative form, into plot 

structures and the rest (Bruner 1990).

This predisposition towards organising allows for a consumer story to be the same 

overarching archetypal story shared between consumers while accommodating variations
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and nuances peculiar to individual circumstances.
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3.2.1 Taxonomy of Archetypes

Joseph Campbell saw the culturally coded archetypes as representing meaning in 

a culture via iconic representation. Archetypal imagery stemming from mythology, rituals 

and symbolism, as available online at the Archive for Research in Archetypal Symbolism 

(ARAS 2010) stem from early imprinting (Rapaille 1995) of experiences. These 

archetypal images are frequently personified in dreams, myths and fairy tales and underlie 

a common theme through the shared associations. The same characters keep reappearing 

because they represent deep, universal needs and desires that need to be fulfilled in 

human beings. The archetypes represent different aspects of the human mind collectively 

enacting the drama of an individual life.

An initial taxonomy of archetypes (Jung 1959) provides rich descriptions of archetypes 

from the case history of Jung but remains elusive in providing a definitive list and set of 

short descriptions. Table 2 derives from a comparative analysis of archetypes most 

frequently appearing in classical texts Jung (1959) and Campbell (1972); as well as 

contemporary brand orientated readings, Randazzo (1993), Mark and Pearson (2001), 

Vincent (2002), Wertime (2002), Holt (2003) and Zaltman (2003) and the classic text 

used by screenwriters Vogler (1998).

Table 2 Archetypes from Analysis of Classic, Brand & Screenwriting Literature

Identifier Full Name Description
_ i _ 1 I _„

S---- !
.

CAREGIVER

CREATOR

Feels the right thing to do is helps others and sacrifice
Create something new, a wealth of ideas and visions

EV EVERY(WO)MAN Common person as underdog trying to better oneself.
EX EXPLORER

HE HERO
IN INNOCENT

Always on the move seeking new destinations.

Take journey, Overcome obstacles and bring reward home 

Associate with humbleness, purity and naivety
■ipJE JESTER Self interest in happiness, tricks and play.

LO LOVER Seeks sensuality, romance, intimacy and love.
MA MAGICIAN Interest in healing, transformation and alchemy.

OU OUTLAW Live outside the rules of society as rebel.
RU RULER Thrives on power and control of assets.
SA SAGE True expert backed by knowledge and wisdom.
SH SHADOW The dark side of human behavior.
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A reader of brand stories discerns the different archetypes through a minds eye 

visualisation of the archetypal patterns of actions and outcomes. Archetype descriptions 

(Table 3) profiled around Outcomes- Conditions - Initiation - Actions - Goals (Read, 

1987) makes discrimination between archetypes transparent.

Table 3 Archetype Action Description based on Read (1987)

Archetype Goal Action Initiating condition Outcome

Hero Succeed in completing 
the journey

Embark upon the 
journey

Crisis or challenge Heroism

Innocent Happiness Simplify life East pace of life Renewal

Magician Make dreams a reality Create vision Creative idea Innovation

Rebel Do the right thing A cause Confusion Survival

Fairy

Godmother

Rejuvenation Provide care Guidance Purity

Trickster Challenge order Sutprise attack Order

Conformance

Humor

Siren Transfix onlooker Cast a spell Sexual drive Attraction

Destruction

3.2.2 Cultural Archetypes and Imprinting

Rapaille (1995) introduces the notion of cultural archetypes extending the work of

Jung, Bastian (1895) and the work of Bettelheim (1969) with autistic children to elaborate 

upon cultural imprinting and cultural archetypes (Levi -Strauss 1962). Rapaille (1995) 

introduces the notion of a “logic of emotion” that imprints from the first emotional 

experience and is reinforced over years to finally become inseparable from culture

through rituals and language.



The cultural component in the work of Rapaille originates from recognition 

that part of the unconscious comes from biology and is common to the entire human race 

in matters of eating, breathing, surviving and dying. The way in which each culture deals 

with the biological schemes results in different logics of emotion due to race, geography, 

history and climate etc. The differences are intrinsic and not spoken as the programmed 

behaviour is held in the unconscious outside of awareness. For example, the cultural 

dimensions of eating dinner in Spain are very different from America. Dinner in America 

is eaten around 6 p.m. and lasts a few minutes. In contrast, the dinner in Spain is eaten as 

a social occasion after 8:30 p.m. and lasts at least 3 hours with a multitude of courses 

presented as small dishes (tapas) with wine.

People discover, experience, and assimilate key aspects of the surrounding world 

including objects, other people, concepts, words, smells, tastes and sounds through a first 

moment of experience effecting learning through emotion rather than intellect. The 

imprinting moment is the “first time when you create a mental structure in your brain” 

(Rapaille 2005) when you know what something is (e.g. taste of ice cream, fresh aroma of 

coffee, heat on a stove top or a birthday). This imprinting moment represents the first 

meaningful experience for a given element (e.g., smell, taste, sound, object, concept, 

product and service) and “you never get a second chance to have a first experience” 

(Rapialle 1990). The Archetype is the pattern of meaning arising from that first imprinting 

moment, the “logic of emotion” and becomes more deeply engraved in an individual each 

time it is used.

The degree of intensity and stability of an archetype is greatest the earlier the 

moment of imprinting and the stronger the emotional transfer. But not all imprinting 

occurs early in life and the first imprinting of smoking a cigar can be associated with 

initiation into fatherhood by marking the birth of a child. Subsequent encounters with
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cigars expect to unconsciously reuse the “mental highways” (Rapaille 2005). The 

cultural cognitive structure or emotional logic of these encounters representing the 

patterns, code, syntax or sequencing at such encounters to re-ignite the strong emotions 

relating to fatherhood. Other factors impacting the archetype are physiological and 

psychological as well as intensity and frequency of subsequent encounters. Equally, a 

young child as an onlooker need not partake in the activity but can still be imprinted, the 

aroma of coffee can be suggestive of a comfortable home feeling or watching adults 

smoke becomes an association with adulthood (Rapialle 1990).

3.2.3 Archetypes, Advertising Agencies and Marketing Practice 

Marketers make frequent use of archetypes in productions (Wertime 2002) and taglines to 

inform consumers the experience the brand aims to deliver. Illustrative brands are 

Campbell Soup as caregiver with “Mmm.. .good”, IKEA for every (wo)man with “better 

everyday life for many people”, SevenUp as outlaw with “uncola”, Dick Smith 

Electronics (a major Australian retailer of electronic goods) the sage with “talk to the 

Techxperts”.

The stories told about brands are in the form of advertising campaigns and 

developed by creative teams within advertising agencies (Johar, Venkataramani, 

Holbrook and Stern 2001). Furthermore, the use of mythic themes (Levy 1981; Randazzo 

1993; Stem 1995) creates stories to resonate with consumer audiences. The archetypes are 

to be seen as being natural and spontaneous rather than being formally introduced into a 

conversation with a consumer.

Increasingly, archetypes are taking a greater and more direct role to aid in 

differentiation between brands. The American Subaru campaign using Crocodile Dundee,
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as the outback hero is a well-documented example (Randazzo 2006). Marks and Spencers



a major UK retailer developed the notion of a “Stocking Fella” (Rohwedder 2006), the 

sage, saviour and father Christmas to assist men with doing shopping for women. The 

purpose-developed archetype came about after substantial qualitative research around the 

shopping experience of men and the resulting dissatisfaction of girlfriends and wives 

receiving an ill fitting gift. An Australian retailer, Dick Smith Electronics promotes 

talking to the “Techxperts” while Apple stores around the world promote the notion of 

meeting “Geniuses” at the Genius Bar. Whether the intention is for consumers to meet 

with caregivers, magician types or sages, the archetype construct is becoming not only 

more prevalent but instrumental in marketing to consumers. This form of archetypal 

marketing sits comfortably with the Service Dominant (Vargo and Lusch 2004) 

marketing mindset of promoting skills and knowledge rather than goods and services. In 

all these instances, the archetype is from the marketer perspective. On the other hand, a 

most promising development for bridging the marketing and consumer perspective of 

archetypes is the use of informant research to actually construct audio-visual 

representations of consumer archetypes (Caldwell et al 2010).

3.2.4 Marketing Approaches to Archetype Amplification

Although the archetype is not accessible directly, the archetype has an ordering influence 

on the contents of the unconsciousness and connects between the deepest human 

motivations and lived experience. The degree to which a consumer is motivated by an 

archetype is through this unconscious brand association. Marketers (not consumers) 

broadly attempt to connect through psychological attachment with the consumer 

unconscious archetypes through four techniques to amplify the archetype (Wertime 

2002):

1. Exaggeration by highlighting products and services beyond normal situations to 

activate the underlying archetype. Duracell Bunnies (pink) and Energizer Rabbits
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are used to show batteries operating for a long time period over rivals before 

running out of power. The bunnies and rabbits of rival firms are shown in 

impossible situations scaling multi-storey buildings. In the Blendtec (a company 

based out of Orem Utah, USA) advertisements the company founder Tom 

Dickson is seen across the Internet blending various items. The exaggeration is 

shown by the items chosen for blending including the Apple iPhone/iPad, 

camcorder, golf balls, marbles, credit cards and of course food. A subtitle further 

reinforces the exaggeration by indicating whether the item is safe to blend to 

home or not.

2. Novelty or “surprising parallels” (ibid) captures attention of consumers through 

exaggerating the context. A case in point is the Cadburys chocolate Gorilla 

advertisement (Benady 2007). The film opens with a title, “A Glass And A Half 

Full Productions presents” and opening bars of “In the Air Tonight”, a Phil 

Collins hit. Next, a Gorilla feels the air with camera on nostrils to prepare for the 

right moment to spring into action. The camera pulls back to a purple background 

(Cadbury brand colour) revealing a gorilla deeply absorbed in drumming to the hit 

song. A final scene shows a chocolate bar in Cadbury purple colour.

3. Contradictions provide a means for a marketer to deeply connect the archetype 

underlying a product or service with a consumer. Cultural contradictions form the 

key building block for iconic brands (Holt 2004). The Axe deodorant body spray 

(a Unilever product) “Boom Chicka Wah Wah” advertisement (Mortished 2007) 

shows a woman in tight jeans showing her sexual desire with animal like sexual 

body language and a mating call “Boom Chicka Wah Wah”. The contradiction is 

the woman’s sexual desire triggered by the Axe fragrance worn by a man and
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breaks from society by having the man as the object of sexual desire rather than 

the woman. Just as explicit is the Starburst confectionary embracement of “it’s a 

juicy contradiction” tagline for the hard outer candy with a soft centre. The video 

advertisement (Wong 2009) features a Scottish-Korean man in a bag pipe and kilt 

screaming at a Scotch-Korean boy eating Starburst and shouts (in a Scottish 

accent), “one contradiction eating another”. By the end of the commercial, the 

kilted Korean points to “Timmy, the ‘albino lifeguard’ is riding a bicycle half 

naked, except for some swimming shorts and a surfboard” (ibid).

4. Exposure is another means of reinforcing the archetype in a variety of ways and 

channels. Six types of exposure are advocated (Wertime 2002) - frequency, 

advocacy for independence, viral messaging for consumer sharing, affinity-group, 

contextual for subliminal bonding and experiential through online demonstrations, 

free samples and testing e.g. Pepsi taste testing, soap powder whiteness and test 

driving cars.

3.5 Consumer Archetype Brand Stories as Research Focus

The key archetype branding literature (Holt 2003; Mark and Pearson 2001; Vincent 2002; 

Wertime 2002; and Zaltman 2003) interprets archetypes through imposing a projection of 

the archetype onto the consumer or object of study. This is very different from the paucity 

of etic interpretations by researchers of consumer emic reports of own lived stories. 

Further, the gap the literature presents is the opportunity to theorise the concept of sense 

making to augment and amplify the ability of the marketer to make greater sense of 

archetypes in brand stories written by consumers not marketers. Here, sense making 

commences with the consumer spotting archetypal patterns in stories.
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Such research extends the Hirschman (1986) call for researchers to provide 

“member checks” of facts and interpretations collected in case studies by a field- 

investigating researcher. However, the consumer emic reports of own lived stories are 

unlikely to describe archetypal origins of stories because few consumers have training in 

sense making using archetype theory. Etic interpreting by researchers with such training 

is necessary usually to achieve such insights for consumer stories.

Archetypal story pattern (Roesler 2006) analysis by researchers requires these

steps:

1. Reduction of story to the core elements assists identification of the 

archetypal pattern in the story.

2. Match the core story with the prototypical story. For example, the core 

story talking about strong difference in power between the protagonist 

and an opposing character leads to the Old Testament archetype of David 

and Goliath.

3. The story pattern leads to a variety of alternative story forms not 

necessarily all supporting the facts of the story but requires 

reconstruction and investigation prior to archetype selection.

4. Using a suitable story pattern chosen by a researcher implies “the 

experience of the storyteller does not remain a totally personal thing, but 

becomes a collective topic” (ibid).

The researcher process inherent in these steps spells out the challenge for consumer self 

identification of archetypal story patterns and complexity for sense making archetypes in 

own consumer stories.

An archetypal analysis of consumer emic reports (see Appendix I for blog text of
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stories) reveals the siren myth in the Versace coat story of Pollee as she drives home



chased by police cars to her awaiting boyfriend; the jester in a shopping trip to buy a
46

suitcase in which the protagonist wears Tommy Hilfiger jeans in which the zipper cannot 

stay up; the fairy godmother (i.e., mother-of-goodness archetype) in the retrospective 

report by two American travellers Paris trip includes an older cousin Gayle paying all trip 

expenses of Paige the younger cousin and arranging events leading to coming of age 

transformation experiences for the younger cousin. Alternative archetype interpretations 

of the Paris trip are Pygmalion (George Bernard Shaw classical play based on the myth 

made into the successful 1964 musical My Fair Lady) capturing the relationship of 

phonetics Professor Henry Higgins (Gayle in our blog story) tutoring the very Cockney 

(working class Londoner) Eliza Doolittle (Paige in story) in speech as well as etiquette. A 

possible alternative form includes consideration of the shadow attributes of the godmother 

(Gayle) who has an obsessive passion to show interest in her niece (Paige) leading to 

potential harm. Further sense making reveals the dark side of the archetype does not hold 

in this case (McRae 2010). These alternative interpretations serve to illustrate the 

necessity for multiple rounds of emic-etic-emic-etic interpretive case study research (Cox 

1967) reflecting a deepening sense making of archetype interpretations.



CHAPTER 4: METHOD: STORY LISTENING AND
47

COLLECTION

4.1 Introduction: story listening and collection

The study builds and tests theory for explaining the contents of stories written by 

consumers in naturalistic settings as “consumer archetype brand stories” (CABS). A 

number of the theory propositions are examinable empirically through a process of story 

listening and collection.

A netnography (Kozinets 2010) provides a mosaic of brand consumer insights and 

connections as concepts associating with the brand and discemable from convergence of 

the brand controller plots and consumer stories. The netnography guides the researcher in 

the search of stories by providing a set of brand concepts and associations as essential 

ingredients for story development. Specifically, the testing of propositions uses theory 

insights to enhance the story listening and collection of stories. This approach is 

illustrated using some (not all) of the propositions:

PI: First person stories containing inciting incidents (McKee 2003) use a search 

strategy made up of brand netnography concepts and subsequent researcher purposive 

sampling of first person stories. Researcher observation locates the inciting incident in 

each story.

P2: Consumer stories embrace presentations of self (Goffman 1959) uses search 

strategy of concepts generated by brand netnography in conjunction with the 

script patterns e.g. After -Almost -Always -Never - Open-ended - Until (Berne 

1964, Steiner 1990 and Stewart & Joines 1987).

P3: Protagonists stories match the plot lines scripted by brand controllers are 

sourced from netnography and researcher intervention.



P5: The story informs about conscious and/or unconscious thoughts of 

protagonist require the netnography concepts and capta /consumer internal dialogue 

groupings “as if’, “once upon a time”, “what if’ and “I wish”.

P10: the storyteller provides shared wisdom in a closing or opening summary 

combines the netnography concepts and “once upon a time”

This approach advocated to testing propositions and locating suitable stories 

overcomes the key issues of the initial pilot experimentation. Most notably, the “search 

and store” paradigm of using “Google” is very primitive and highly inefficient towards 

seeking CABS. For example, the sheer volume of resultant data from a simple brand 

name is overwhelming; Versace returns 22,400,000 results (viewed 25 April 2010) 

excluding any additional brand association search terms or focusing on first person 

stories.

These search results incorporate not only traditional online advertisements but 

foreign language blogs, flogs (fake blogs) and splogs (spam blog). The flogs or splogs are 

blogs specially constructed to display Google advertising and automatically generate 

blogs from lecture type (Wells 1988) boilerplate entries with search terms inserted as key 

content amongst randomly selected words. Automated techniques to generate junk 

content dates back over fifty years (Luhn 1958).

Combining netnography with psychological textual content analysis to uncover the 

online mythology of the brand and the constituent stories offers a radically better 

paradigm than the sole use of Google or specialised blog search engines to trawl the Web 

and seek stories of marketing interest. The uniquely developed end-to-end process (Figure 

6) by the researcher is called Brand Netnography to distinguish the method from standard
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netnographic practice.
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This chapter explains the brand netnography used during the course of this 

research capturing and storing CABS to generate a story corpus for subsequent archetypal 

analysis.

5. Corpus 
Exploration

Explore
Corpus
Patterns

and
Integrity
Check

Archive Stories 
Classify ROSE 
SocialGraphics 
Membercheck

1.Online Brand 
Mythology

Beyond Blogs
Deviant Art
FIkkr
Forums
Youtube
Wikipedia
Twitter

Story Check 
LIWC & RID 

Deception Analysis

3. Psychological 
Content Analysis

Setup Brand Wiki 
Content Analysis of Myth? 
Automated Blog Search 
Real time sampling 
Early warning of stories 
Flag Stories of interest 
Brand Netnography

2.Story Listening

Figure 6 Story Listening and Collection Method: Stages of

Brand Netnography Process

4.2 Online Brand Mythology

The online brand mythology follows from theory of brand enabling archetype 

enactment (Figure 2, pg. 19) and reconceptualisation of the collective unconscious (Jung 

and Gerhard 1981) online. The collective knowledge of individual consumers and online 

communities (via social network web sites) is available online via popular knowledge 

sharing Web sites especially through the visual imagery of the deviantART online art 

community, Flickr photographic community, YouTube video community and the 

encyclopaedic text of Wikipedia. These popular community-networking sites contribute 

to the continuous development and circulation of online myths around brands and key 

topics. For example, the online myth of Tommy Hilfiger clothes as being representative 

of racism or Abercrombie & Fitch conjuring up a vision of scantily clad teenagers 

frolicking in the summer waters of a lake displaying angst on the teenage faces.

Consumer readers of brand stories come across myths in the course of explicitly 

visiting community sites while searching consumer blog stories and brand related content. 

The entree stage (Kozinets 2010) of the brand netnography reveals the popular or shared



knowledge (online collective unconscious) web sites for the brands under study (see 

Table 4). These web sites are a useful focal point for brand managers seeking to 

understand the body of online collective intelligence and the development of the brand 

online and to gain community insights as opposed to needlessly “Googling” or 

“egosurfing” (i.e. brand managers “Google” own brand name).

For the researcher to systematically locate the “collective unconscious” of the 

Web for the brand under study, visualising the direct links to/from the primary brand web 

sites within the web is a natural starting point for this exploration. This approach is 

consistent with the proposed archetype enactment theory and ecological development 

(Bronfenbrenner 1992) of the brand story. The links to/from the primary brand web sites 

map the “mesosystem” (Bronfenbrenner 1992) providing connections between brand 

contexts.

The tool and technique used for the visualisation of the online mesosystem is the 

Navigator (Touchgraph 2008; Shapiro 2002) visual browser. The tool evaluation amongst 

a variety of online research browsers (Zillman 2009) finds Touchgraph simple to setup 

and easy to use with little or no training. The visualisation is a node link graph with a 

force directed layout (Tollis et al 1998) representing an aesthetically pleasing layout.

Node halo sizes are proportional to a specified attribute, for example, number of inward 

Web links. The visualisation technique is ideally suited for exploratory investigation of 

the theory. The approach directs the mind of the researcher towards patterns of interest 

using the technique of “train of thought analysis” (Mittal 2010; Galloway and Simoff 

2006). Figure 7 shows the visualisation of the Abercrombie & Co. mesosystem. The same 

exploratory approach is applied to each brand in order to determine key shared 

community sites contributing to the myth of the brands under study (see Table 4) and
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directly linking to the primary brand web sites.
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Figure 7 Visualisation of Abercrombie & Co

using Navigator



Table 4 Online Collective Unconscious of Brands under Study
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Category Brand Web Sites for Sharing Brand Knowledge

Fashion

Abercrombie http://www.abercrombielife.com/

& Fitch http://www.aQustice.com/

http://www.snopes.com/politics/christmas/abercrombie.asp

http://topics.nytimes.com/topics/news/business/companies/abercrombie-and-fitch-

co/index.html

http://www.businessweek.com/ap/financialnews/D9DESRQ00.htm

http://www.time.eom/time/business/ai1icle/0,8599,1918160,00.html

Old Navy http://www.oldnavyweekly.com/

http://www.blackfriday.info/sales/oldnavy-black-friday-ad.html

http://www.black-friday.net/bf/oldnavy-black-friday.html

http://www.gapinc.com/storejobs

http://www.retaiImenot.com/view/oldnavy.coin

http://www.dealcatchcr.com/old-navy-coupons

http://www.couponchief.coin/oldnavy

http://bfads.net/Old-Navy

Tommy http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tommy_Hilfiger

Hilfiger http://vimeo.com/2269774

http://www.shoebuy.com/tommy-hilfiger-shoes.htm

http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0383966/

http://www.zappos.com/tommy-hilfiger

http://www.askmen.com/celebs/men/business_politics/37 tommy hilfiger.html

http://topics.nytimes.eom/topics/reference/timestopics/people/h/tommy_hilfiger/index.html

http://urbanlegends.about.eom/od/tommyhilfiger/a/tommy_hilfiger.htm

http://nymag.com/fashion/fashionshows/designers/bios/tommyhilfiger/

http://www.nypost.eom/p/news/business/jobs/tommy hilfiger nLbkHhlNpG7tEnR72wlsmM

http://www.answers.com/topic/tommy-hilfiger

http://beddingstyle.com/
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Luxury

Gucci http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gucci

http://tinagazine.blogs.nytimes.com/2010/01/19/group-hug-gucci-versace-mcqueen/

http://www.eluxurybrands.com/

http://www.myguccistore.com/

LVMH http://www.lvmh.com/

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/LVMH

http://www.hoovers.com/company/LVMH_Mo%EBt_Hennessy_Louis_Vuitton_SA/crxfci-

1 .html

http://magazine.wsj.com/features/the-big-interview/being-amault/

Tiffany http://www.tiffanycoltd.com/

http://www.moretiffany.com/

http://www.tiffanyguide.com/

http://www.oursorry.com/

http://www.rnytiffanyonline.com/

http://www.tiffanycentral.com/

http://www.etiffanyshop.com/

http://www.tiffanyonsale.com/

http://www.tiffanystore.org/

http://investor.tiffany.com/

Versace http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Versace & http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gianni Versace

http://nymag.com/fashion/fashionshows/designers/bios/versace/

http://www.gq.com/fashion-shows/brief/S201OMEN-VERSACEMEN

http://www.fragrancex.com/products/_bid_Versace-am-lid V brands.html

http://www.purseblog.com/versace/

http://www.vancouversun.com/life/Versace+takes+shears+cent+jobs/2157234/story.html

http://movies.nytimes.com/2010/01 /22/movies/22murder.html

http://latimesblogs.latimes.com/alltherage/2010/01/versace-mens-fallwinter-2010-runway-

collection-in-milan-channels-tron-tenninator-pink-floyd-album-co.html

http://www.raffaello-network.com/raffties/gianni-versace.html

http://www.style.com/fashionshows/designerdirectory/VERSACE/seasons
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Travel

Beijing http://www.ebeijing.gov.cn/

http://www.beijingpage.com/

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Beijing

http://beta.thehindu.com/news/intemational/article94833.ece

http://www.travelchinaguide.com/cityguides/beijing.htm

http://wikitravel.org/en/Beijing

http://www.cityweekend.com.cn/beijing/

http://www.cbc.ca/canada/newfoundland-labrador/story/2010/01/] 1/quebec-seal-products-

china.html

http://www.cnto.org/beijing.asp

http://www.un.org/womenwatch/daw/beijing/platfonn/declar.htm

http://www.cityweekend.com.cn/beijing/classifieds/

http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2010/jan/24/beijing-cycling-capital-plans

http://www.sinogogue.org/

http://english.peopledaily.com.cn/data/province/beijing.html

New York http://www.state.ny.us/

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_York

http://www.nynyhotelcasino.com/

http://www.nycgo.com/

http://www.newyork.com/

http://www.nytimes.com/

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_York_City

http://www.mta.info/

http://newyork.citysearch.com/

http://travel.nytimes.com/travel/guides/north-america/united-states/new-york/new-york-

city/overview.html

Paris http://en.parisinfo.com/

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paris

http://www.lonelyplanet.com/france/paris

http://www.independent.co.uk/life-style/fashion/news/haute-couture-in-paris-secondhand-

luxury-and-radical-chic-1878768.html

http://www.parislasvegas.com/
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http://wikitravel.org/en/Paris

http: //www. pari s. org/

http://www.pariscityrama.com/

http://www.timeout.com/paris/

http://www.tour-eiffel.fr/teiffel/uk/

Sydney http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sydney

http://www.cityofsydney.nsw.gov.au/

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/travel/article-1244991/Prince-William-Australia-How-trace-

Sydneys-aboriginal-past.html

http://www.smh.com.au/sport/a-league/sydney-rise-to-the-challenge-with-title-hopes-on-the-

line-20100124-mso3.html

http://www.smh.com.au/national/sydney-celebrates-australia-day-20100126-mv5b.html

http://www.lonelyplanet.com/australia/sydney

http://sydney.citysearch.com.au/

http://www.sydney.com.au/

http://www.visitnsw.com/sydney.aspx

http://www.sydneyports.com.au/

http://www.sydneyfilmfestival.org/

Tokyo http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tokyo

http://www.japan-guide.eom/e/e2164.html

http://www.tourism.metro.tokyo.jp/english/

http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0976060/

http: //w i k i tra ve 1. org/en/T oky o

http://www.metro.tokyo.jp/ENGLlSH/

http://www.lonelyplanet.com/japan/tokyo



4.3 Story Listening and Brand Dashboard Wiki

To locate brand stories of interest, the researcher listens to stories using the brand 

dashboard with the online mythology as an initial starting point for each brand. The 

brand dashboards are built using free open source (gratis and libre) wiki technology 

(Mindtouch 2009) licensed under a General Public License version 2 (GPL 2010) 

ensuring the core software and improved versions remain free of charge. The wiki is 

effectively a Web site editable by the researcher and users. Very few examples exist on 

the use of wikis for marketing research beyond classroom teaching.

Wiki software technology assists with overcoming the “messiness” of 

netnography and placing centre stage multimedia stories at the heart of the research 

conversation (Bonser 2010) providing a workbench for real time sampling of stories and 

subsequent archival. Further, the wiki allows developments of “mashups” (Ogrinz 2009 ; 

Mosher 2008) to create composite pages from a variety of live information sources 

(feeds) contributing to the myth.

The “myth page” of each brand (Table 5) under study serves to illustrate the 

creation of a mashup from the text of static web pages. Tag clouds contribute to the 

content analysis of the myth highlighting the frequency of word associations for a given 

brand myth (see Figure 8 for Abercrombie example).
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abercrombie american apparent attitudes bitch buy class ClOtflGS company cool 

defines different expensive fttch »» qirl god h&t6 hater hey idiot individual jeans life IPV6 
roars mar maybe mind oh person polo prep preppy quality a Share shirt shop StpJL 
Store re Style sure think trends wanna W8dX worn young

Figure 8 Abercrombie Brand Myth Word Association

Frequency - Tag Cloud



The mashups extensively used within the brand dashboard require a lesser 

amount of programming expertise relying on the community Web sites exposing well 

behaved application programming interfaces (APIs) and feeds.
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Table 5 Brand Myths Representation as Tag Cloud

Category Brand URL for Brand Myth Tag Cloud (user name & password = ‘brand’)

Fashion

Abercrombie http://brandstory.wik.is/index.php?title=Brands/Fashion/A%26F/l Abercrombie_%26_Fitch_

-_Myth

Old Navy http://brandsto17.wik.is/Brands/Fashion/Old Navy/1 Old Navy - The Myth

Tommy http://brandstory.wik.is/Brands/Fashion/Tommy Hilfiger/lThe Myth of Tommy Hilfiger

Luxury

Gucci http://brandstory.wik.is/Brands/Luxury/Gucci/lGucci_Myth

LVMH http://brandstory.wik.is/Brands/Luxury/LVMH/1 LVMH Myth

Tiffany http://brandstory.wik.is/Brands/Luxury/Tiiffany/lTiffany_Myth

Versace http://brandst017.wik.is/Brands/Luxu17/Versace/lVersace_Myth

Travel

Beijing http://brandst017.wik.is/Brands/Travel/Beijing

New York http://brandstory.wik.is/Brands/Travel/New York/lNew York Myth

Paris http://brandstory.wik.is/Brands/Travel/Paris/1 Paris Myth

Sydney http://brandst017.wik.is/Brands/Travel/Sydney/1 Sydney Myth

Tokyo http://brandstory.wik.is/Brands/Travel/Tokoyo/lTokyo Myth

The Web sites representative of the collective unconscious (Table 4) primarily 

contain static information. Sampling of these stories by brand represents the online myth

for the particular brand. The brand myths remains relatively unchanged in short



timeframes (Holt 2004). However, the researcher via the overall brand dashboard is 

able to go beyond the myth stories and both probe and witness consumers expressing 

thoughts about a brand anytime and from anywhere through stories of consumer everyday 

experiences “...to acquire an embedded sense of what life really feels like if one were in 

their [consumer] shoes” (Holt 2004, pg.212).

This consumer-generated content inclusive of stories is available in real time. 

Unlike traditional myths these stories require frequent sampling and study by brand 

managers and researchers to determine stories requiring further investigation. Stories are 

potentially representative of “break outs” from the existing myth encompassing 

spontaneous modem forms of the brand myths (Zaltman 2003). The spontaneous stories 

provide insight into new cultural directions, resolution of cultural issues, social change in 

life and inconsistencies as well as highlighting the brand in the context of consumer use 

stories.

The brand dashboard mechanism to allow real time monitoring of the user brand 

stories uses the construction of “feeds” from blog search engines, forums, review sites 

and social networks (Facebook, Flickr, Twitter, Wikipedia and YouTube). The individual 

“feeds” generate “feed stories” (Facebook 2009a) concerning an actor (protagonist) and 

an object.

Consumers are encouraged by communities to post blog stories for sharing and 

consumption by others. The feeds generate a news headline representative of the “feed 

story” with direct links from the headline to the actual content or URL being made 

available through the dashboard. A brand dashboard combines all the feeds of interest 

into a single composite view for the researcher or brand manager providing direct access 

to blog entries, video and visual imagery. The Twitter feed (Twitter is a special type of
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blog for consumers to publish short text updates of 140 characters as microblogs)



provides early warning of new or emerging stories shortly to appear on blogs or
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popular community sites.

Brand dashboards (Table 6) constructed for each brand are accessible via the wiki 

http://brandstory.wik.is/ with a user name & password “brand”. Each dashboard provides 

real time information feeds for the specified brand from the English versions of the 

popular sources. The sample software code for the dashboards and generation of feed 

information for each brand is documented (see Appendix III) using brand Abercrombie as 

an example. The code is printed in Appendix III to allow cutting and pasting into any 

page on the wiki as HTML source. This allows immediate reproducibility of the 

dashboard for any brand and variations in automated search terms.

The stories of particular interest include the first person stories narrated by the 

protagonist who refers to herself using the words “I”, “me” or “we”. Another aspect of 

stories is the emotion or sentiment expressed and whether the blogger (protagonist and 

storyteller) is a bystander reporter, opposer, supporter or employee of the brand company. 

To draw out emotional first person stories requires the online search to be steered in the 

right direction using the inputting of seed terms or phrases mindful of the inability of a 

search to overcome subtleties of the language including sarcasm and inferences within 

stories. When such stories occur the researcher must read the story and make a 

determination. No degree of automation can overcome the nuances of consumer story 

telling.

Mindful of automation’s limitations for interpreting stories, the whole process of 

search is automated by presenting the relevant terms embedded in the software code for 

the dashboard (Appendix 3). By presenting the terms once only the results are 

automatically returned to the dashboard as the feed content varies in real time acquiring 

stories from the chosen sources under programmatic control. Experimentation with



searching individual feeds e.g. blog search engines involves supplementing the brand 

name with not only the high frequency myth word associations from the dashboard but 

also emotional terms together with first person words.

The core emotional terms for seeding come from “Humanity: An Emotional 

History” (Walton 2005) fear, anger, disgust, sadness, jealousy, contempt, shame, 

embarrassment, surprise, and happiness together with the additional terms of hate and like 

serve to locate rich stories. This technique stems from recognition, “the emotional 

connection comes first with storytelling; understanding and imagination follow” (Waal 

2007).

Surprisingly, “like” is the most effective term relative to other emotional terms in 

accessing the largest number of stories across brands under study (setting quality of the 

brand story aside) delivered through the experimental brand dashboards during December 

2009. For this reason, the term is incorporated into the software code for interrogating the 

feeds. The presence of “like” does not select only positive stories with “do not like” 

stories appearing in the feeds. Extended terms are sourced from the community web sites. 

Additionally, the Princeton Wordnet (Cognitive Science Laboratory 2009) lexical 

database uncovers all potential English variants of the search terms. The use of terms 

“knock off’, “discount store”, “outlet” and “discounted” unearth stories normally beyond 

the daily purview and involvement of the company executives or brand controllers.

Through a process of refinement additional terms add to the search focus with the 

inclusion of meaningful capta (Checkland and Howell 1998) providing sense making to 

the self when spoken as an internal dialogue using (but not limited to) word groupings “as
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if’, “once upon a time”, “what if’ and “I wish”.
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Table 6 Brand Dashboards (user name & password = ‘brand’)

Category Brand URL for Brand Dashboards

Fashion

Abercrombie http://brandstory.wik. is/index.php?title=Brands/Fashion/A%26F/2Abercrombie_%26_Fitch_

SocialDashboard

Old Navy http://brandstory.wik.is/Brands/Fashion/01d Navy/Old Navy - SocialDashboard

Tommy Hilfiger http://brandstoiy.wik.is/Brands/Fashion/Tommy Hilfiger/Measurement 11

Luxury

Gucci http://brandstory.wik.is/Brands/Luxury/Gucci/2Gucci Social Dashboard

LVMH http://brandstoiy.wik.is/Brands/Luxury/LVMH/2LVMH_Social_Dashboard

Tiffany http://brandstory.wik.is/Brands/Luxuiy/Tiiffany/2Tiffany Social Dashboard

Versace http://brandstory.wik.is/Brands/Luxury/Versace/2Versace_Social_Dashboard

Travel

Beijing http://brandstory.wik.is/Brands/Travel/Beijing/2Beijing Social Dashboard

New York http://brandstory.wik.is/Brands/Travel/New York/2New York Social Dashboard

Paris http://brandstory.wik.is/Brands/Travel/Paris/2Paris Social Dashboard

Sydney http://brandstory.wik.is/Brands/Travel/Sydney/2Sydney_Social_Dashboard

Tokyo http://brandstory.wik.is/Brands/Travel/Tokoyo/2Tokyo Social Dashboard



4.4 Brand Netnography
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The key focus questions the netnography helps the researcher to answer are 

“Where are the stories and discussions taking place ”, “What are examples of creative 

instances of the brand?” and “What is being said about brand under study?”

Netnography as online ethnography provides a lens to gain cultural insights within 

the stories of people's everyday experiences in fashion, luxury goods and travel. The 

researcher listens to stories in the real consumer voices taking place in naturalistic settings 

of home, a cafe or the work place. Also, the netnography suggests themes or concepts for 

further searching and continuous acquisition of stories. The concepts and keywords 

illuminated by netnography represent the terms consumers use. While outside the scope 

of this research, the concepts surfaced by the netnography are applicable both online and 

offline.

Brand Abercrombie serves as a step-by-step example to illustrate the brand 

netnography achievable after accessing the brand dashboard. The netnography provides 

relevant consumer insights from existing stories to help pinpoint stories of interest as they 

emerge.

4.4.1 Abercrombie Brand Netnography

The Abercrombie investigation commences with the myth of Abercrombie 

comprising inputs from the online collective unconscious (see Table 6 for URL). Next, 

the investigation moves to a variety of web locations including blogs, Flickr, forums, 

Twitter, Wikipedia and YouTube through observing stories emerging via the brand 

dashboard. This reveals the following insights:



The brand actually started out in the late 1800s as a store for outdoor/hunting 

enthusiasts and today aims to resonate with sexually provocative young models. The 

keyword associations with the Abercrombie & Fitch myth in order of frequency (from 

high to lower) are Abercrombie, clothes, store, wear, love, shirt, preppy [North American 

term referencing East coast upper class family kids attending university preparatory 

schools], American, Fitch, shirt, bitch, style, girl, idiot and jeans.

Stories and comments abound on the Abercrombie & Fitch scantily clad sales 

clerks as a drawcard to drive customers into the stores. Nude and sexually suggestive 

photographs of young models circulate. Some members of the community show interest 

in “How do you become an Abercrombie and Fitch model?”

A range of allegations on racial ethnic and gender discrimination against 

employees and job applicants circulates. Respondents to blog entries are unhappy about 

the immoral advertising and the teen messaging.

The popular Web-based dictionary of slang words urbandictionary.com contains 

over 30 multiple entries for Abercrombie including “abercrombian bitch,” Abercrombie 

"V" and “abercrombie & bitch”.

Specific entries from urban dictionary encapsulate the following Abercrombie 

sentiment:

“A clothing store, often worn buy [by] high school and college kids. Know 

[known] for there bad history of racial profiling and sex addiction, they have arisen to
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become a staple in America's new fashion era for people of all races”.



“Overpriced, yet stylish clothing that is seen on preppy, rich kids but mostly poor kids 

who save up money to shop there and have but four things from there”.

Flickr images show “A&F Admire” showing black and white image of a male 

model with no top and extremely well developed biceps.

The Abercrombie dashboard encapsulates links to all the Abercrombie artefacts 

inclusive of audio, images and video. Twitter messages set the scene and cover the 

opening of a Japanese store:

“I went into Abercrombie&Fitch over the past weekend. I’ve become an even sour man 

knowing that my image lies within $150's worth of clothing.”

“Abercrombie Ginza = cramped, creepy, smelly, noisy, headache-inducing gay bathhouse 

that happens to sell clothes http://twitpic.com/14iggu”.

YouTube hosts over 7 million views since early 2006 with a popular sequence of 

videos on Mad TV known as the “Abercrombie Skits”. Over 24,000 viewers leave 

comments e.g.

"This is abercrombie, we dont help" LMAO! [Internet slang for laughing my arse off] So 

True!! They dont lol [shorthand for laughing out loud] (ShayDaGreenQueen).”

“A&F it's really expensive and but the real models are hot!” (autumrosel)

“I love the clothes at a&f but the image of the brand is oh so shallow, unfortunately” 

(darksnow07).

Other videos cover a stand up comedian David Cross - Hidden Track 

(Abercrombie & Fitch), Abercrombie and Finch commercial parody television
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advertisement of a male model and an exploding gas BBQ tank, plenty of Abercrombie 

spoofs and Abercrombie and Fitch rants.

The netnography reveals the following about the Abercrombie brand:

■ Well entrenched in society with a strong presence within popular Web 

destinations ranging from Flickr, urbandictionary.com, YouTube, to Wikipedia.

■ The brand strongly associates with young male models and the gay community

■ Customer service is seen as a joke within stores i.e. hot models vs. sales assistants

■ Buying clothes is a second rate experience comparing with visiting the store

4.4.2 Old Navy Brand Netnography

The online myth of Old Navy is a discount clothing store with plenty of coupon 

deals and in store discount offers and sales taking place throughout the year. Refunds and 

returns are an integral part of the shopping experience.

Lots of Flickr images of maternity, large size clothing and individual consumer’s 

shopping “hauls” [shopping spree]. YouTube Videos of people showing mismatched 

socks. Back story of a “pattern play” tv commercial shot in Buenos Aries with a little dog, 

models dressed in Old Navy and a variety of scenes. A variety of tv commercials showing 

seasonal commercials e.g. family fleece, shorts and bikinis. Stories of the 

“Supermodelquins” take a life of their own. Home video of a little girl dancing with 

mannequin at Old Navy. Spoofs of tv advertisements.

Twitter message captures store staff in comprising situation, “Dear Sir: 1 

understand Old Navy's staff dress code is casual, but when wearing low rise jeans you
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may wish to wear underwear”. Other messages share the shopping experiences
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. .yeah, it's been too long! I'm in old navy now shopping”, “Going to Old Navy with 

Momma :) then making lunch...” and “Ayeeee [another word for yeaaa] old navy so this 

kid could get his cargos...”.

Urbandictionary.com captures essence with “a store where anyone can find 

affordable and fashionable clothes” but sentiments about advertisements are unflattering 

“Clothing company that makes the shittiest commercials/jingles ever”.

The netnography reveals the following about the brand:

Old Navy is a part of everyday life for families and kids

The brand association is strongly discount clothing and families

Families including kids are welcome at stores

Mannequins are a key element of Old Navy shopping experience

Low wages mean the store staff is not well presented

4.4.3 Tommy Hilfiger Brand Netnography

The myth of Tommy Hilfiger as a racist and making inappropriate comments on 

the Oprah show regarding Asians, Hispanics and Jews wearing his clothes show continue 

to circulate even after being recognised as rumours over ten years. No interview 

apparently took place with Oprah regarding the racism but an interview did take place 

between Tommy and Oprah to dispel the lies. Spike Lee refers to the designer as “Timmi



Hilnigger”. The designer is synonymous with the fashion label and represents the 

personal face of the brand. Whether rumours or true the message of racism appears 

strongly to be part of the selling story and consistent with strong use of American flag 

colours to depict the brand symbol and remind consumers of patriotism. Tommy has a 

partnership with an Indian entrepreneur and accounts for strong interest in Tommy 

products amongst Indian youth. TommyTV music channel conveys the Tommy 

experience to tv viewers.

Blogs supports reviews by consumers of fashion and perfume.

Flickr images show massive crowd around midnight awaiting opening at Concord Mills 

store with 40% off entire stock. A consumer wears a new shirt and sweater to I HOP 

[(International House Of Pancakes] for breakfast in Cedar City, Utah. An elegant female 

posed in classy checked suit. Asian young man in Tommy check shirt in office setting.

YouTube fashion runway shows with popular music themes (e.g. love is in the air, 

interviews with Tommy Hilfiger and models.

Twitter advertisements strongly push for Tommy watches and straps.

The netnography reveals the following about the brand:

Connects with racism and American patriotism 

The brand is Tommy Hilfiger.

4.4.4 Gucci Brand Netnography

The Gucci brand is strongly tied to leather goods especially handbags.

Flickr images from around the world cover “vuitton for her, gucci for him” on 

shijo bridge, Tokyo and “finally spring has arrived” from Venice with young girl sitting 

on steps with handbag and wearing white jeans. Gucci white denim jacket modelled from
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home.



YouTube edgy runway shows with music. Plenty of postings of David Lynch 

opium perfume runway commercial.

Twitter message pertain to Gucci Mane the rapper.

The netnography reveals:

Strong linkage with handbags bearing Gucci motif

White jeans

4.4.5 LVMH Brand Netnography

Custodian of 50 luxury super brands especially Hennessey, Louis Vuitton, Moet 

and Chandon, Tag Heuer. Represents the good life and pretentious objects of consumer 

envy.

Flickr is replete with Louis Vuitton brand insignia handbags, luggage and store 

exteriors. An LA car decorated with LV brand symbols gamers lots of comments from 

consumers online. In another image a consumer stacks luggage and references as his 

birthday cake configuration.

YouTube carries advertising for all the brands e.g. Tag Heuer and interviews with 

the chairman.

The netnography finds:

■ LVMH is about the good life
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Having luxurious showy objects



4.4.6 Tiffany Enhanced Brand Netnography

The brand focus is jewellery acquired by customers normally through shopping at 

Tiffany stores. The product lines goes beyond engagement rings covering a variety of 

earrings, bracelets and necklaces in sterling silver as well as gold. Made accessible to the 

general public through the 1950s movie Breakfast at Tiffany’s with Audrey Hepburn 

window-shopping in her nightdress at the Tiffany Manhattan store.

When searching, the term Tiffany & Co helps disambiguation with a popular 1980s pop 

star Tiffany.

Flickr images highlight Tiffany turquoise blue gift boxes accompanying the 

jewellery. Other images are shown in turquoise including the Breakfast movie posters, a 

blue box rich dark choc mud cake filled with ganache, messy storage space with Tiffany 

bags and a rose.

Twitter message linking to film “I'm watching Breakfast At Tiffany's for the first 

time...and I can't get Deep Blue Something out of my head, go figure”.

The Tiffany brand netnography is:

Tight association with turquoise blue boxes as hallmark of luxury

Bridge to Breakfast at Tiffany’s film

Seen as timeless and generational
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Special occasions e.g. baby shower, anniversary or even job promotion



Beautiful stores with customer service
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4.4.7 Versace Brand Netnography

The brand myth still has a strong association with Gianni Versace and in 

accordance with his will his grand daughter owns 50% of the company stock. However, 

since his untimely murder the company leadership is in the hands of his sister Donatella. 

The label stands for Italian quality in bags, fashion clothing, and sunglasses. The brand 

carries the Medusa motif as symbolism of over the top fashion and sexiness with strong 

links to the gay community owing to Gianni’s gay sexuality. Medusa started life as 

beautiful and after being violated by Poseidon in Greek mythology transforms to a 

monster with snakes hissing out of her head.

Blogs cover fashion catwalks and compilations with vibrant music (every breath 

you take by Police). Experiences shared on blog sites about visitations to the Versace 

hotel in Queensland Australia provide access to lifestyles of the rich and famous. The 

label works with plenty of famous supermodels e.g. Claudia Schiffer, Cindy Crawford 

and Eva Herzigova and has no shortage of fans e.g. Axl Rose, Beyonce, Elton John 

(associates with outrageous sunglasses), Elizabeth Hurley and the late Princess Diana. 

YouTube videos host perfume reviews by consumers e.g. Blue Jeans Versace spicy floral 

cologne.

Twitter comments on glasses with “The Guy at bread Co recognized my glasses 

as versace. Weird”, “Versace sunglasses and YSL bags make for great early birthday 

presents” and “What's the issue w my purple Versace glasses?”

The Versace brand netnography is:

Recognised association with exuberant lifestyles 

Untimely deaths - Gianni Versace and Lady Diana



Luxurious sunglasses 

Transcends age and beauty.

4.4.8 Beijing Brand Netnography

Capital city of China with hubs for all major transportation forms. Centre of 

cultural and political activities as well as home to the historical sites of the Forbidden city 

and the Tiananmen square massacre. Snow creates mayhem from late November.

Blog postings covering experiences of Beijing Olympics (2008) with desires to 

keep dog meat off the menus. Flickr images of major landmarks cover Great Wall of 

China and YouTube with Olympic videos and Beijing Holiday a satirical adaption of 

Roman Holiday (1953) converging politics and culture.

The brand netnography for Beijing calls for links to:

Major city of China

Railways and airport

Great Wall of China

Politics

Olympics

4.4.9 New York Brand Netnography

New York City (NYC) is a major American city often remembered in songs New
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York New York (Sinatra) and Boy from New York City (Manhattan Transfer) to mention



but two. People regarded as brash with plenty' of eateries and cultural hot spot of 

Broadway.

YouTube with plenty of video clips of New York songs, drives around New York 

City, I love New York and Flickr with landmarks encompassing Statue of Liberty and 

Manhattan and night skyline.

The brand netnography for NYC:

Resonates with “I love New York”

Food

Music

Manhattan and Statue of Liberty

4.4.10 Paris Brand Netnography

As one of the most popular holiday destinations in the world the distinction 

between myth and reality is blurred. The myth encapsulates popular city museum, art 

gallery venues and monuments. Also, Paris is the home of Disneyland in Europe. The 

name conjures up the city of lights, a painter’s dream, cafes and love.

An overwhelming amount of information is available about Paris on blogs. A 

search for Paris, France (helps disambiguation with the socialite Paris Hilton) on Flickr 

returns well over one and a half million photos and over quarter of a million for the Eiffel 

tower e.g. Lamps, Eiffel Tower, night, Notre Dame, church, architecture, tour Eiffel, city,
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cathedral, Louvre ,museum



You Tube has over 130,000 videos tagged Paris, France e.g. City of love, city 

of lights, landmarks, museums & galleries, Cafes, coffee, conversations, friendship, 

artists, lovers, philosophers. Two videos /film clips, popularize Paris “An American in 

Paris” and Casablanca with the famous line “We’ll always have Paris”.

Many Pages of real time Twitter messages e.g. “Had an amazing weekend in Paris 

with best girlfriend ever!”, “have fun in Paris =)” and “Photographic tour of the best 

baguettes in Paris”.

Google blog search shows 300,000 blog mentions of Paris, France 

Over 60,000 entries on Boardreader forums

The brand netnography for Paris is:

City of love 

City of lights

Landmarks

Museums & galleries

Cafes and conversations

Friendship, artists, lovers and philosophers
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Links to films Casablanca and An American in Paris



4.4.11 Sydney Brand Netnography

Sydney major Australian city built around harbour regarded as a world-class 

metropolitan city. Key landmarks are the iconic Opera House and beaches. Initially, the 

First Fleet established Sydney in 1788 as a British Colony.

YouTube videos and Flickr images of Sydney views, walks across the harbour 

bridge, a tour of the Opera house, climbs of the harbour bridge, the Rocks, Monorail and 

the Queen Victoria shopping mall.

Twitter messages “I'm glad you're having an awesome time in Sydney - it's not 

such a bad place”.

The brand netnography for Sydney is:

Harbour city 

Opera house

Beaches

Ex-British colony

4.4.12 Tokyo Brand Netnography

The myth of Tokyo is not only the largest city in the world but busiest. A culture 

shock waits in store for westerners with temples, shopping and nightlife.

Flickr images tagged Tokyo visualise colourful plates of sushi, spring trees with 

pink blossom, bus queues, Shibuya crossing at night, sunset pictures of Tokyo skyline and 

traditional Japanese kimono. YouTube captures dance video of star wars Stormtroopers
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dancing to music of Earth, Wind and Fire and Ai no Corrida in main crossings of Tokyo,



Shibuya and videos of Tokyo robots. Movie clips are Lost in translation (Shibuya 

Crossing) and Tokyo drift.

The brand netnography for Tokyo is:

Busiest city on Earth with Shibuya crossing

Association with “Lost in Translation” movie

Robots

Pink blossom

Sushi platter
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4.5 Psychological Content Analysis

Using the steps of online mythology and story listening to locate a story of interest 

an examination of the text and visual imagery (via tagging the audio, photos and video 

with verbal text) for psychological content increases familiarity with language usage 

within the brand context, provides deeper insights into the individual voices of the 

consumers, brand associations and deception. Through the learning from a pilot project, 

the content analysis is conducted before committing the brand story to the corpus for 

further analysis and interpretation. This step ensures strong and early feedback ensuring 

the voice of the consumer is present and not the marketer or brand manager. Another

aspect is through gaining early stage familiarity with the story determines the boundaries
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of the story and a whole blog post extraction takes place during the archival rather than 

a collection of text fragments taken out of the natural context of an entire story.

4.5.1 Story Check

The first step during psychological content analysis is the story check using a 

degree of freedom test (DOF; Woodside 2010, Wilson and Woodside 1999, Wilson and 

Wilson 1988) to determine fit of the case story data to consumer story theory. The 

instrument (Exhibit 1) derives from the propositions for research (see 2.2) and scores each 

case to determine compliance with a story (see Appendix I for application of process to 

pilot data with exhibits D to F for completed instruments). By using a clear definition of a 

story and application of the DOF instrumentation immediately after story listening helps 

create an early sense of the performance metrics of story capture and allocation of time.
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Exhibit 1 Consumer Storytelling DOF Instrument

Blog:_________________________________________________________________

Title of Blog Entry:_____________________________________________________

For each item below, please circle one: N = No; ? = Not sure; Y = Yes.

Item No ? Yes

1. Protagonist experiences an inciting incident? N ? Y

If yes, describe the inciting incident:_____________________________________________________

2. Mundane presentation of self in everyday life of a protagonist is apparent in the story?

N ? Y

Evidence:

3. Consumption stories matches myth identified for brand?

Evidence:

N ? Y

4. Protagonist engages in actions to achieve goals?

Evidence:

N ? Y

5. The blog presents a story that informs about conscious and/or

protagonist and other actors?

unconscious thoughts of the

Evidence:

N ? Y

6. The blog presents a story about how personal evolution or change in the life of the protagonist occurs?

N 9 Y
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Evidence:

7. The blog informs how events involving a protagonist occur? N ? Y

Evidence:

8. The blog has a beginning, middle, and ending? N ? Y

Evidence:

9. The blog presents a protagonist in clear-cut situations? N ? Y

Evidence:

10. The blog has a protagonist who offers a lesson learned? N ? Y

Evidence:



4.5.2 Linguistic Analysis (LIWC and RID)
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Screening brand stories to reveal the psychological states of the storytellers 

requires focusing not on the actual content of brand stories but specifically word usage. 

Two key dictionaries categorize words into psychologically relevant categories. The 

Regressive Imagery Dictionary (RID) (Martindale 1975, 1990) and Linguistic Inquiry 

Word Count Dictionary (LIWC) (Pennebaker et al. 2007) reveal different aspects of 

blogger personality and mental insights inclusive of deception. LIWC refers to both the 

dictionary and accompanying text analysis software (ibid). LIWC measures cognitive and 

emotional properties. The RID method centres on three categories of content: primordial 

(reflects unconscious thoughts as in fantasy or a drug induced state), conceptual (reflects 

logical and rational thinking) and emotional.

LIWC generates an Excel format output of word category frequencies. RID 

analysis is performed using Open Source Python code (see Appendix IV) adapted from 

Wiseman (2009) and furnishes the RID output in html or text. Both LIWC and RID 

outputs are reviewed on a story-by-story basis to recognise similarities and patterns of 

psychological constructs within stories, between stories and by category of story. At a 

later stage, after the corpus has been generated both the LIWC and RID analyses are 

directly read into the story corpus held in R via read.csv function using the Python CSV 

module (Python Software Foundation 2009) and LIWC Excel output.

A study of the “official genome” for LIWC 2007 categories detailing linguistic 

cues draws attention to focusing on “I” and “We”, conjunctions/negations, cognitive 

mechanisms, emotions (positive, negative and sadness) and achievement.
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Figure 9 LIWC Analysis of Fashion Brands

The brand categories under study follow the LIWC pattern established by fashion 

(Figure 9). The only point of difference between categories is travel and fashion contains 

relatively more conjunctions than the luxury category. This is indicative of less rambling 

amongst luxury brand stories relative to travel and fashion.

RID captures primary, emotional and secondary thinking (Figure 10). For RID, 

the brand categories exhibit similar patterns with travel indicating a greater frequency of 

primary words relative to other categories supporting general sensation, visuals and sound 

with lesser frequency of abstract words.
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Figure 10 Regressive Imagery Dictionary Travel Category

4.5.3 Psycho-linguistics and Deception

Linguistic analysis assists with reducing the likelihood of too many false stories 

appearing in the corpus with the generation of a deception flag (Slatcher et al, 2007) for 

inclusion as part of the corpus. Using LIWC frequencies of anxiety words (e.g. nervous, 

afraid, tense) as a proxy to determine a relative measure of deception, a threshold 

frequency of 0.68 for anxiety words affords consistency with emotional writing and the 

base rates of LIWC word usage (LIWC 2010c). Thus, anything above this emotional 

threshold is worthy of consideration for flagging as deceptive writing. The visualisation 

of the plot of deception versus story ID (Figure 11) illustrates few stories merit scrutiny 

with potentially less than 3% at risk (~ 10-12 stories). These outlier stories require



inspection to determine if the stories are representative of anxious storytellers rather 

than untruths.
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Deception Indicator versus Story ID

Figure 11 Deception Flag Versus Story ID

4.6 Corpus Generation and Exploration

The early part of this chapter focuses on the selection of suitable stories (stages 1-3 Figure 

6). The remaining steps are generation of the corpus and exploration (stages 4 and 5 

Figure 6). Our attention now turns to these latter stages of the brand netnography process.

4.6.1 Story Archival

The actual archival process and development of the corpus commences.

In pre-testing, the archival process of downloading and storing files on a local computer 

becomes messy especially when trying to classify consumer brand story source materials. 

The “messiness” problems exist even when using an automated approach to capture 

stories e.g. screen/web scraping. Further complexity arises when stories incorporate 

multimedia capability embracing not only still images but moving images and audio. A 

lot of valuable information is lost when attempting to save a link. Many techniques have

been explored to capture blog stories under study and their context to ensure the final
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dataset/corpus does not just resemble a fragmented collection of text segments. The 

most innovative technique and experimentation to capture story materials uses “screen 

recording” software (TechSmith 2010) to capture the audio, still images and video. This 

approach creates a significant overhead when retrieving stories and does not overcome 

the need to individually review and extract story text. Another innovative technique is the 

use of Google Sidewiki (Google 2010b) a universal commenting system (Pash 2009) to 

annotate stories found on the web. Comments about any web story previously made after 

returning to the web location are shown in a sidebar. The comments are centralised for 

research purposes and directly fed into a spreadsheet at the time of the annotation using 

the Google labs Application Programming Interface (API; Google 2010c). This approach 

still does not resolve the issue of maintaining the context of the story should the web site 

under study be altered or taken down.

In light of the experimental techniques, the most efficient and effective approach 

to meeting the archival challenge on a long-term basis is satisfied by usage of an online 

service iterasi (iterasi 2010) capturing the entire blog posting and not just an address of 

the page. The potential brand stories for this research are archived into a private account 

on iterasi (ibid) web servers where the stories can be searched by brand or category and 

saved stories are retrievable anytime and from anywhere. To archive a story and annotate 

with researcher comments, the researcher navigates to iterasi and clicks on the ‘archive a 

page’ link. This ‘archive a page’ dialogue box requests the URL, title, folder name 

(category) and tags (brand name) for the story undergoing archival.

The brand story is kept private by selecting the private checkbox. A useful feature 

for member checks (see section 3.6.5) is an ability to email the original selected stories 

with a researcher message. The brand story archive of nearly 600 stories is accessible 

online within iterasi, username = ssood & password= suresh.
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Iterasi facilitates story based data analysis with each story touched a minimum 

of 3 times. The first time is a story reading to understand basic story structure, second to 

re-read anything not understood on first reading and completion of an etic gist based on 

the researcher understanding. The third time results in the creation of a member check 

package. While time consuming, this procedure ensures the corpus eventually contains 

only validated stories.

A story achieves initial membership of corpus by virtue of the psychological 

linguistic analysis of the brand story and deception and classifying: reporters, opposers, 

supporters and employees. These steps outlined are part of the brand netnography 

representing a screening of the stories to create the corpus.

To recap, the nature of the research is exploratory informed by the set of research 

propositions. Capture of the user-generated stories without asking the consumer any 

questions is tantamount to asking open-ended research questions about the brand hitherto 

not yet considered. Hence, as much possible information regarding the context of the 

story requires capture together with the profile of the blogger. To achieve this, the iterasi 

retrieval /archival mechanism capturing the original brand stories works in tandem with 

the corpus of nearly 600 (—588) stories. The contents and structure of the corpus is 

discussed shortly. This corpus is distributed in CSV format (comma separated value) and 

can be read directly into Microsoft (MS) Excel or R (R Development Core Team 2009) 

for more advanced text, story or whole of corpus manipulations including (but not limited 

to) Qualitative Comparative Analysis (Ragin and Benoit 2004) and Latent Semantic 

Analysis (Landauer and Dumais 1997).

Accompanying story text is .txt format whilst the original web pages always 

appear as archives in iterasi unless still available online at original URL. The overall 

corpus is created, manipulated, analysed and generated using R and the tm text-mining
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package in R (Feinerer 2010). To overcome the learning curve for casual researchers a 

Bento 3 database for Mac OSX (Filemaker 2009a) exports from R using the MS Excel 

output format. Further, the ability to browse the corpus on an Apple iPhone (Filemaker 

2009b) is proven as part of this research and highly suited to marketing managers and 

researchers working outside of the office. The phone allows direct access to the online 

archive as well as brand dashboards through the Web. Figure 12 highlights the 

interrelationships between the relevant systems, online archive, brand dashboards and 

corpus. The approach selected is highly scalable with an ability to not only accommodate 

millions of stories but multiple researchers in large-scale brand story projects yet 

minimising software investment through extensively using the Open Source R (R 

Development Core Team 2009).

R & tm
Corpus 588 {8ento)

Figure 12 Interrelationships of Archive, Dashboards & Corpus

4.6.2 Reporters, Opposer, Supporters and Employees (ROSE)

A simple classification of the stories during generation of the corpus provides the 

perspective of the storyteller. Brand managers and corporate executives regarded as



employees offer an ideal user experience and brand storyline as espoused by the 

advertising agency serving the brand. A consumer brand story encapsulates the lived 

brand experiences and relationships of the consumer protagonist with the brand. If the 

consumer is a brand supporter (champion), the storyline includes elements unique and 

different from the ideal employee viewpoint. Opposers are consumers advocating brand 

rejection offer own brand story experiences with climaxes and consequences counter to 

the story told by consumer brand supporters. Reporters of news offer a fourth source of 

brand information and interpretation of brand experiences but generally are not expected 

to . .do things in a first person way” (McClusky 2010).

These “bystander” stories contain scenes and acts conjoining the stories of brand 

supporters, opposers and employees with the reporter perspective. Recognising and 

keeping track of these different perspectives each consumer story represents within the 

corpus provides for deepening an understanding of the consumer and brand choice 

behaviour alongside consumption (rejection) behaviour whether brand resistance is from 

Burning Man Rituals (Kozinets 2002b) or the consumer exhibits anthropomorphism with 

everyday cleaning products (Fournier 1998).

4.6.3 Socialgraphic Profile

The most important question socialgraphics (Li and Owyang 2010 ; Dougherty 

2010) attempts to answer is “Where is the storyteller online?” Namely, the arrangements 

used by online storytellers (bloggers) to incorporate popular social networks (online 

communities) enabling the sharing of story enactments beyond the blog. In order to 

answer this question, an understanding of the network associated with each 

blogger/storyteller provides information on the identity, relationships, social influence
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and usage of social media (activities).
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In the case of blogging, a component of socialgraphics provides the source e.g. 

livejoumal.com, wordpress.com, blogspot.com or typepad.com. This profile information 

compliments the behavioural, demographic, geographic and psychographic dimensions of 

a consumer profile (Owyang 2010).

The profile provides one or more photographs, basic information about the 

individual including the online name, additional mix of demographic, geographic and 

psychographic information. This information can support the story under study or prove 

to be at conflict, invalidating the storyteller profile. As an extreme, the necessity to 

provide a false profile points to criminal or paedophile activity (Closing the Net 2010).

4.6.4 Consumer Privacy

The blogs under study are available publicly on the Internet and accessible 

without passwords or any special software beyond a Web browser. As such, these blogs 

are viewable not only by family and friends of the writers but anyone with Internet access. 

On this basis, one considers the blogs under study as “public spaces” and as such 

“sociologists may conduct research in public places or use publicly available information 

about individuals (such as naturalistic observations in public places and analysis of public 

records or archival research) without obtaining consent” (American Sociological 

Association code of ethics). This follows the same recommendation as the American 

Psychological code of conduct and supports the views of Eysenbach and Till (2001),

Lueg and Fisher (2003) and Sharf (1999).

Such thinking conflicts with stories appearing on social networking sites (SNS). 

The popular Facebook “Statement of Rights and Responsibilities” stipulates with regard 

to sharing content and information “You own all of the content and information you post 

on Facebook, and you can control how it is shared through your privacy and application 

settings” (Facebook 2009b). Additionally, “When you publish content or information
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using the "everyone" setting, it means that everyone, including people off of Facebook, 

will have access to that information and we may not have control over what they do with 

it” (ibid). Inherent within the Facebook statement is explicit ownership of the content 

generated by a user as well as privacy advice on the “everyone” setting. Hence, the 

research ethics are clearly to seek permission in every instance where information will be 

published “off Internet” as opposed to taking a laissez faire attitude. With respect to blog 

stories appearing on personal weblogs the situation is not as clear-cut as SNS. Still, the 

best way forward is to gain informed consent from the individual storyteller. When 

publishing data relating to the blog story, a level of concealment with regard to the 

identities is dependent upon the research context (Kozinets 2010) and researcher ethics.

Where contact details are publicly available, for example, e-mail address, 

independent member checks (Hirschman 1986) take place and an email package of 

materials created for review by the protagonist storywriters. The expectation is to achieve 

at least 10 member checks from the universe of 500 to 600 consumer stories. In the event, 

the story is highly engaging from a research perspective, a blog entry providing contact 

details are left on the storyteller blog with a rationale.

The entire corpus is kept securely in spite of the information readily available 

online. Primarily the need for securing the corpus is individual profiles of 

bloggers/storytellers are assembled from digital “breadcrumbs” whereby a blogger for 

whatever reason does not make available a reasonable amount of profile information 

within the blog or Website. In this event, the blogger on occasions inadvertently leaves a 

“breadcrumb” in the form of a link to a social network e.g. Facebook , Flickr or Twitter. 

Typically, the link provides further details on the blogger and the information can be 

brought together from artefacts held in more than one social network to create a deeper



profile than the one provisioned by the consumer storyteller. Artefacts providing 

additional intelligence in the case of a sparsely populated profile are photographic image 

names. These image names inadvertently conflict with the user desires to hide aspects of 

the profile and even provide clues to nicknames and activities. A variety of “.jpeg” image 

names are preserved within the corpus e.g. ajkath, londonmanishlaia, Hippy+Wayne, 

Misty+-+wedding+day2.0, fox, Japanese-queue-up-for-Krispy-Kreme, jodi crop, Emily+ 

May +Christening, IanProfilePic, kwelss, kieranheadshot, matt_bertuzzi, mehan, molly- 

tiffany, cyndi+++lee, The+real+deal, uimg.wendeln-casey, Hooded Me, mandi+pic, 

Labradorinnoutaja, roxanne+and+i & Eve's+new+suit.

4.6.5 “You” Member Check, Analysis and Commentary

Member checks serve as the last step of brand netnography. A departure from 

traditional netnography is the “You” member check developed during the course of this 

research. This form of member check now takes place owing to the very poor response to 

an initial pilot member checking. Literally, no member checks from the initial pilot data 

set were received in a timely manner. Owing to this experience, the email communication 

is rewritten with greater care taken with phrasing and purposefully choosing the name of 

the blog story as the email subject to obtain a higher rate of response and achieve a 

conversational dialogue with informants. The turning point arises with responses when 

“you” phrasing within the story description and questions causes the storyteller to 

unconsciously own the story and devote time to the member check.

To test the interpretation of stories, the researcher analysis is subject to member 

checks (Hirschman 1986). The dialogue between storyteller and researcher during the 

member check follows. Storyteller/consumer emic interactions:
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1. Story as consumer expression



2. Consumer impression of story - feedback to her self when reviewing finished
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blog entry.

Consumer story as mediator and etic interactions:

3. Communication of consumer to researcher through story

4. Communication of researcher etic member check in response to story

Direct Relationship:

5. Researcher perception of consumer

6. Consumer perception of researcher

Out of the corpus of 588 consumers 173 (-30%) member check communications 

generated with a response within 10 days of 49 members (-28% of communicated 

members or -8% of overall corpus consumer storytellers). The response breakdown is 

A&F (10), Gucci(6), LVMH (5), Paris (5), Old Navy(5), New York(5), Tokyo(4), Beijing 

(4), Tiffany (2) and Versace (1). Email domain names from responses are gmail (14), 

other or own names (8), hotmail (5) and yahoo (2).

Turning attention to the member check responses. Storytellers had different memories, 

views and sensitivities about the blog entries they write.

“It took me a while to locate the entry that you were mentioning, and here's the answers 

after refreshing my memory”

“I have re-read it, thanks for the chance to read it again..

“I have to be honest with you, I don't remember this post exactly (I do know which post 

you're talking about, just not what exactly I said) and 1 can't seem to find it, despite



searching. If you happen to have a link on hand I will gladly answer your questions, 

otherwise I'll just have to do my best from memory”.

“Thank you for your inquiry, which prompted me to re-read the article”.

“I don't remember anything specific, it being 10 months since I wrote that particular 

piece.”

“As I can remember...”

“Suresh, The article you reference was written in 2004 - 2005. I'm not sure if it is still 

relevant today in 2010. It was a personal essay and not a journalistic exploration of 

LVMH so I request you to be careful in how you use that information.”

“Let me reread what I wrote about and then I'll respond to your questions. I am very busy 

and it may take a few days”.

“I haven't been able to access my blog in so long because blogspot.com is blocked in 

China, but I vaguely remember that entry...”

“I've re-read the post. To answer your questions...”

“To be honest, the entry that you're referring to was written over five years ago, and I no 

longer recall...”

“I wrote the blog post in 2003, when my daughter had just turned 14”.

In terms of leaving anything out of the story, the member check informants believe the 

stories are complete representations and felt comfortable with the researcher etic
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interpretation. But there’s always an exception or two wishing to write much more. 

Comments include:

“Regarding that particular entry, I don't think I left out any major details. Often I will 

leave out some details in my blogs because otherwise they get too long, but this one is 

quite complete”.

“I did not leave anything out of my blog entry in regard to the point I was trying to make, 

which was how stores use advertisements to appeal to our needs and desires in order to 

persuade us to purchase their products”.

“Hello! Wow, you pretty much summed up my trip to Paris and my posts! Don't think I'd 

have much to add, and wouldn't want to change anything, so that's about it. I had a blast, 

though, and loved it”.

“It's important to keep in mind that the blog post was about the pollution in Beijing and 

nothing else. I think I accurately described my experience with the pollution in Beijing. 

There's a lot I left out about Beijing itself’.

“I left out an unbelievable amount of information about Paris, in fact, I barely said 

anything about Paris. The city is so vast and intricate in it's delicacies that I could run 100 

blogs that were entirely devoted to writing about Paris, and there still would be so much 

left to discuss. That being said, one of the things that really struck me about the city was 

the attention it pays to art and appearance, so I decided to post that video of the eiffel 

tower's light show”.

“I no longer recall whether I deliberately left anything out of that particular entry. One of
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the reasons I write such detailed entries is because it's difficult for me to remember



specifics later on, given the wealth of experiences and impressions gained while 

traveling. I have a small laptop I take with me on my travels, and I set aside a couple of 

hours every evening to record my impressions of that day's experiences”.

“Looking back at the entry I think I would have mentioned how easy it is to put the jacket 

on my dog, it closes with two easy to use velcro straps”.

“There is so much to be said about Tokyo. I wrote a good deal about the city in several 

blog posts. In this particular post I do not believe there is much that I left out of 

importance except for maybe that there were not many Mexican restaurants in the city”.

I think you've got it right! That trip was four years ago, so I don’t remember all of the 

details perfectly, but I think I included everything pertinent in the post.

“The piece is accurate - as it happened. If I had the chance to rewrite-1 not have excluded 

anything, rather included. I would have commented more on the sterility of the store and 

unfriendliness of the staff (but hate to get sued!)”.

“I don't think I left anything out of this particular post. Living in New York is such a 

multifaceted experience, and interesting/crazy/funny/annoying things happen every day 

here. But, in that post, I believe I reported the night as it happened”.

“There is one error: the date that we arrived was actually May 1, 1968. For some reason I 

wrote 1969, which is a year off. Otherwise, the short account of our time together in Paris 

is correct”.

“ Nope, nothing important was left out”.
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“Everything in the entry is as it stands, and nothing has been left out/would be changed”.



“I don't believe I left anything important out. And if I had, it's been 5 years since I 

wrote that entry, so I doubt I'd remember any such things anyways”.

“On a more general note, since my travel blog is written primarily for friends and family,

I have occasionally chosen not to mention distressing events (such as being assaulted and 

robbed on a trip to Naples, Italy) to keep relatives from worrying about me while I'm 

overseas”.

During member checks some consumers share wisdom on brands:

“I do buy branded bags, and i do not dislike people who buy branded bags as well, what i 

feel is that, one should only consider buying it only when it is within their means - having 

spare cash after spending on the necessities/basic needs, going blindy after a brand is not 

exactly a smart thing to do. i know it's an aspirational thing, but still, the bottom line to 

me is - being able to really afford it before you do the buying”.

“In all honesty, although I despise entering the store for reasons mentioned in my blog, I 

still rather like the quality of the clothing. It is a bit overpriced, however, I will be the first 

to admit that anything I have bought there, whether that be 2 years ago, or 10 years ago, it 

has all certainly stood the test of time”.

“Instead of traditional luxury fashion advertising (aka a close-up of a woman decked out 

in LV), they've chosen a more intellectual and lifestyle-based direction. In chronicling the 

journeys of three well-known space heroes, they've started a conversation in a new way. 

I'm not sure if they've succeeded in engaging customers in a conversation, as I haven't 

looked into response rates. But in terms of starting a new type of conversation, yes, 

indeed they have done that. As a marketer and huge advertising fan, I believe that's an
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admirable choice on LV's part”.



“HOWEVER, I ADORE Old Navy's children's clothing. They are priced right, don't 

fall apart, and are pretty cute. I refuse to spend a lot of money on clothes I know won't fit 

my sons in another few months”.

“In contrast, Haigh's choc shop in Sydney - they were nothing but courteous, happy 

(despite a packed shop full of people wanting to buy and get out and 2 burly security 

guards). So it was also a piece that was intended to contrast what (I perceive to be) the 

haughtiness of the global luxury brands compared with a smaller boutique shop that is 

closer to its customer base”.

4.7 Corpus Exploration

The final stage of story acquisition is an exploration of the corpus to gain 

knowledge of the patterns within the corpus as well as a final check of the schema and 

integrity of data and fields (table 7). Each story is associated with real consumers (Exhibit 

2) and rich demographic, psychographic and socialgraphic data. The online profiles from 

which the rich demographic data is extracted convey personality traits matching desirable 

consumer self-presentation (Goffman 1959).

Table 7 Corpus Variables and Field Descriptions

ID. Corpus Variable /Field Description Variable Type

(raw state)

1 Age Age as shown on profile on blog or social Numeric

media
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2 Astrological Sign Appears on profile Categoric



3 Author Rarely used signifies blog story writer if
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Categoric

differs from protagonist

4 Background/Frame Description on the context, colours and Categoric

background

5 Blog Name As shown on blog home page and Categoric

browser bar

6 Blogger Image As on profile Categoric

7 Blogger Since Per description on profile Categoric

8 Books Profile Categoric

9 Brand The brand of focus for the story tell Categoric

1 of 12 brand names

10 Category Fashion, Luxury and Travel Categoric

11 Cognitive Style Analytic Visual/, Analytic/Verbal, Categoric

Holistic/Verbal and Holistic/Visual

(Urban et al 2009)

12 Consumer Brand Brand Relationship Taxonomy of Categoric

Relationship Fournier (1998) and extensions (Sweeney

and Chew 2000)

13 Country As on profile or extraction from body of Categoric

text

14 Course or Previous Profile extraction Categoric

Study

15 Date of Birth Profile extraction Categoric

16 Date Published Blog story entry date Categoric



17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

Digital Assets

Deception Flag

Email

Fantasy Pattern

Gender

Industry 

Interests 

Location 

Member check

Metadata (Image)

Movies 

Music 

Occupation 

Protagonist - First Name 

Protagonist - Surname

All electronic materials relating to 

protagonist

A check of last resort based on 

psychology of words provides measure 

deriving from Z score and anxiety of 

writer (Slatcher et al 2007).

Email address from profile or elsewhere 

for member check and communication 

Fantasy Patterns of Deprivation and 

Enhancement (May 1980).

Profile extraction (if available), story, 

comments left elsewhere on blog or 

images of protagonist 

Mentions within story or profile 

Profile extraction 

Profile or mention in story 

Flagged as 1/0 - Email to storyteller and 

return feedback

The actual name under which the image 

is stored 

Profile 

Profile

Profile or body of text 

Profile, story or blog entry author 

Profile, story or blog entry author
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Categoric

Numeric

Categoric

Categoric

Categoric

Categoric

Categoric

Categoric

Numeric

Categoric

Categoric

Categoric

Categoric

Categoric

Categoric



32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44
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Pseudonym Assumed name used to either protect

identity or nickname

Categoric

ROSE Reporter/Opposer/Supporter/Employee Categoric

Social Media: Twitter link to Twitter profile Categoric

Social Media: Facebook link Facebook Categoric

Social Media: Flickr link Flickr Categoric

Social Media: Linkedln Clink Linkedln Categoric

Social Media: MySpace Clear link MySpace Categoric

Social Media: Other Clear link Other e.g. Delicious, YouTube,

Digg etc.

Categoric

Story Gist Description of story Categoric

Story ID ID allocation by researcher. Normally by

bank of numbers e.g. 1 - 50 Abercrombie

and Fitch stories

Numeric

Story-Myth Type 1 of 13 Story Myth types Categoric

URL Web location of story before archival Categoric

Views Available on consumer profile a potential

proxy for popularity of protagonist.

Number refers to number of viewings of

Numeric

profile by family, friends and strangers.
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4.7.1 Corpus Dimensions, Cognitive Style, Myth Types and Brand Relationships

Exhibit 2 Actual Brand Consumer Storytellers are Real People

The corpus stories by brand (including common short form abbreviations used in this 

study) by story ID# and category are:

• Fashion (159 stories):

• Abercrombie & Fitch (Abercrombie, A&F; #1 - 57), Old Navy (ON; #251-303),

Tommy Hilfiger (Tommy; #493- 540)
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• Luxury (192 stories):

• Gucci (#106-152), LVMH (Louis Vuitton, LV, Louis Vuitton Moet Hennessey; # 

153-205), Tiffany (Tiffany & Co; #401-447), Versace (#541-588)

• Travel (237 stories):

• Beijing (# 58-105), New York (New York City, NYC; #206-250), Paris (Paris, 

France; #304-354), Sydney (#355-400), Tokyo (#448-492).

Consumers making up the corpus exhibit cognitive style as:

Analytic-Verbal (241), Holistic-Verbal (39), Analytic-Visual (139) and Holistic- 

Visual (169). The style variation by brand exhibits lesser verbal preference for travel 

destinations.

Table 8 Corpus Stories by Myth Type

Story-Myth Type
1. Origins
2. individual
3. Tradition
4. Meta
5. Natural
6. Concise
7. Moral
8. Authority
9. Response
10. Reward
11. Service
12. Destination
13. Personal Essays

Number of Stories in 
Corpus

55
45
71

7
37
19
24
18
45
63
27

133
29

Total Stories Categorised 573



The distribution of stories by myth type (table 8) covers story-myth type 

destinations beyond just city visits by consumers as tourists and includes new retail store 

openings.
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Table 9 Story Classifications by Brand Relationship

Source: Adapted from Fournier 1998 & Sweeney and Chew 2000

Type of Brand Relationship Number of Stories

1. Arranged Marriages 127
2. Marriages of Convenience l ...... 41
3. Best Friendships ... . .............. 35
4. Kinships 38
5. Rebounds/Avoidance Driven 13
6. Dependencies 16
7. Emnities 24
8. Love-Hate (Sweeney-Chew 2000) 19
9. Casual Friends/Buddies
10. Committed Partnesrhips

IT I 45
31

11. Compartmentalised Friendships 43
3312. Childhood freindships —

13. Courtship 32
14. Fling 28 .. .................... .
16. Secret Affair zrz 20. _ '1517. Enslavement

......................... ..

Total Stories Classified 560

Owing to the potential for misclassification of stories with 17 different brand relationship 

types (Fournier 1998; Sweeney and Chew 2000) a panel of 3 students act as judges and 

review the story corpus in one sitting. The basis for classification is the 16-Category 

definitions of consumer-brand relationships (Fournier 1998) with an additional category

(Sweeney and Chew 2000).



Alternatively, with classification by type of consumer the stories are 

significantly supporter stories with a very low number of employee stories break out as: 

Reporter [19], Opposer [64], Supporter [491] and Employee [3],

Categorisation of stories by myth story, brand category, brand and type of brand 

consumer relationship (ibid) are readily achievable as these characteristics form part of 

the corpus schema/fields (table 9).

4.1.2 Female Domination

The most noticeable aspect of the corpus either when perusing individual stories 

or informing overall patterns is the domination of female bloggers over male by an order 

of magnitude (-270 female: 112 male). Further reinforcement of the gender imbalance 

comes from review of the fantasy pattern. Discussion regarding the reasons for the female 

attraction to online storytelling has arisen during feedback from member checking and 

communication with select mothers. Stephanie Delgar owner and writer for “Mama Still 

Wears Gucci” (story ID =133) puts the attraction down to the ability for mothers at home 

to feel productive when blogging, reflect upon life at home during a quiet time from kids, 

ability to write about everyday life and potential to earn extra money by blogging about 

select products.

4.1.3 Geography of Storytellers

The geography of the storytellers/bloggers is USA centric with North America 

contributing to over 33% of the corpus population. Australia, UK and Singapore are 

worthy of mention but still represent smaller numbers behind the USA. A detailed map by 

country and city location (Figure 13) is available for interactive viewing and closer 

inspection on the research wiki (see http://brandstory.wik.is/Corpus, username 

/password=brand). The location information for the bloggers is communicated directly 

from the corpus to Google maps without any transformation of relevant data records.
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Figure 13 Geographic Distribution of 

Bloggers/Storytellers

4.1.4 Blog Sources, Day of Week, Social Linkages, Colours & Features

In retrospect an analysis of the corpus reveals, the key sources for blog stories (Table 10).

Table 10 Major Sources of Consumer Stories

[Source Stories Percentage
blogspot (Google) 
livejournal

298 50.68%
37 6.29%

live (Microsoft) 10 1.70%
travelblog 12 2.04%
travelpod 7 1.19%
typepad 12 2.04%

Sources contribute to 376 63.95%

Notes:all are .com except t 'avelblog .org



Further exploration of the corpus allows an understanding of on which day of the 

week do protagonists publish own blog entries?
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Table 11 Story Posts and Artefacts by Day of 

Week

Day of Week Number of Posts & Artefacts
Sun 96
Mon 100
Tues _ _. ® f
Weds 116
Thurs 106
Fri 81
Sat 82

Looking beyond the words of the story and the protagonist profile, a review of the 

context of the stories provides insights. These include features used by storytellers online 

to make stories pleasing to readers as well as the different arrangements of the web or 

blog sites. The patterns amongst the stories from the corpus inform us photos and videos 

are a key focal point in stories when made available to readers. Similarly, social network 

badges (Facebook, Flickr and Twitter) are prominently displayed on the main page of the 

blog site and users integrate the information from social networks inclusive of video and 

still images into their own blog story (Table 12).



Table 12 Social Networks Sharing and
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Contributing to Story

[Social Network Artefact Consumers Percentage
Facebook Story (update) 57

Images 49
Relationships 23

9.69%
Flickr 8.33%
Linkedln 3.91%
MySpace Story 37 6.29%
Twitter Short message 131 22.28%

....*""j

Social Networks story contribution and/or sharing 297 50.51%

Connecting outside of blog sites, Twitter features amongst the corpus as the most 

popular destination for linking to/from stories and blog locations. 131 bloggers or over 

20% of the corpus explicitly use Twitter comparing with Facebook (57) and Flickr (49). 

The bloggers use Twitter to let readers know about story updates through a microblog.

The corpus uses Twitter when profile information is not available on the blog as a 

digital breadcrumb. A Twitter messages or the handle of the Twitter user inevitably leads 

the researcher to a shorter Twitter profile containing relevant email information or a 

profile photo previously not disclosed on the blog. The bloggers with Facebook, Flickr or 

Twitter presence maintain the blog as central to the online presence with social networks 

secondary.

Background colour is a major characteristic impacting the social appearance of the 

blog. The use of light over dark colour provides support of the consumers at time of 

developing the blog post to have positive emotions over negative in line with Boyatzis 

and Varghese (1994). Thus, white backgrounds make up the significant proportion of 

backgrounds with white (92) and a variety of other colours black (8), purple (39), red 

(57), pink (47), orange (52), green (62), blue (83) and blue-green (30) of blog sites under 

study. On foreground colours, the users favour blue (138) over pink (74). This counters



the Hamid and Newport (1989) findings amongst children suggesting the mood to 

have been less positive amongst the consumers at the time of designing the blog and 

postings. A review of background colours finds wide diversity exists outside of pure 

black and white blogs. For example, the brown (53) and yellow (49) background 

observations from corpus:

“Brown background with swirls and white text on left-hand side with blue highlights, 

brown background with white text”

“Brown border with red and turquoise flowers brown text on pink with orange highlights” 

“Brown floral background with black text on parchment” (variation on a theme)

“Brown floral wallpaper with purple text” (variation on a theme)

“yellow background in standard livejoumal layout, purple text and red highlights”

“yellow border with an orange and yellow header with white maple leaves.”

“yellow on white floral background with text on white & turquoise frame”.

“yellow tan with strong green header”.

“yellow tan with title highlighted in red”.

While not representative of substantial findings on the theme of colour amongst blog sites 

and psychology of the protagonist at the time of the blog posting, the capture of the 

context of the blog post holds promise for further development and analysis.
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The processing and analysis of story data beyond the generation of the corpus as 

discussed in this chapter comprises two major steps of archetype elicitation and story 

visualisation using social network analysis.



CHAPTER 5: ARCHETYPE PROCESSING AND STORY
108

ANALYSIS

5.1 Introduction

Once stories are available within the corpus two pre-processing steps directly 

associate with the analysis and merit further scrutiny:

Final round screenings of the stories to ensure non-stories (lectures) are flagged 

using a prediction matrix.

Pre-processing of the stories uses Fuzzy Set Scoring (FSS) to allow archetype 

elicitation within stories.

Both steps use scoring instruments and this chapter reviews the processing steps and a 

method of analysis using visual analytics to extract predominant archetypes across stories 

by using social network analysis combining with Fuzzy Set Qualitative Comparative 

Analysis (fsQCA.com). The rationale for a hybrid technique stems from recognising 

solely using FSQCA as an analysis technique does not provide sufficient explanatory 

power when processing high multivariate 9 to 13 archetype conditions (see Appendix VII 

for details of only applying FSQCA to the story corpus data). A surprising outcome of the 

analysis is the absence of hero and outlaw archetypes as important to the triggering of 

consumer stories.

5.2 Test Story versus Lecture

A critical test in consumer brand story theory development is hypothesis testing of 

the natural communications created by consumer blogs. To ensure validity, a panel of 3 

students trained as judges implement the test on each potential story using a prediction 

matrix (see Exhibit 3). This prediction matrix sets up the pattern of a lecture (the rival 

theory to a story) based on lecture theory (Wells 1988) and will either confirm or reject
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the lecture theory in accordance with the pattern obtained from the case data. Each of 

the statements within the prediction matrix represents hypothesis statements concerning 

the lecture type of blog post. If the blog story is judged to be a lecture with “yes” to all 

questions using the matrix the story remains part of the corpus but flagged as a lecture or 

non-story i.e. “0”. This treatment of story data ensures during analysis or a later stage, 

consideration is given not only to theory matching but theory divergence features (Wilson 

and Woodside 1999; Yamasaki 2003). As Donald T. Campbell argues if a social scientist 

tries out multiple theories before finding one that fits, “he has tested the theory with 

degrees of freedom coming from the multiple implications of any one theory” (Campbell 

1975).
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Exhibit 3 Lecture-Drama Prediction Matrix 

Instrument

Blog:__________________________________________________________________

Title of Blog Entry:_____________________________________________________

Please circle N = No; ? = Not sure; Y = Yes for each item below.

Item No ? Yes

1. Does the communication speak directly to third-party (e.g., reader) audience? N ? Y

Evidence:_______________________________________________________________________________

2. Communication presents specific feature details of a product/service? N ? Y

Evidence: _______________________________________________________________________________

3. Use of persuasion tools (e.g., selling, “you should,” “limited time offer”)? N ? Y

Evidence: ________________________________________________________________________________

4. Is a protagonist absent from the communication i.e. no names given? N ? Y

Evidence: _________________________________________________________________________________

5. Does the communication present a source or spokesperson as an N ? Y

expert (highly credible, e.g., Michael Jordan spokesperson for Nike brand)?

Evidence: _________________________________________________________________________________

6. Is a one or two-sided argument logic found in the communication? N ? Y

Evidence:



Ill

7. Does the communication include one or more conclusions? N ? Y

Evidence:

8. Does the communication include one or more recommendations N ? Y

for the viewer/reader to follow ?

Evidence:

9. Does the communication specifically mention benefits N ? Y

from features or from using the product/service?

Evidence:

10. Does the communication include normative statements that signal what conclusion is most appropriate 

and/or what actions are best? N ? Y

Evidence:



5.3 Fuzzy Set Scoring of Archetypes

Using the archetype scoring instruments (Appendix V) with an instrument 

devoted to each archetype, the FSS procedure commences with the generation of a matrix. 

For each brand of the stories as rows (id =1 to 588) and conditions, the pattern of 

archetype features in the columns. Columns represent the first two characters of the 

archetypes as per each of the 13 scoring instruments e.g. LO -Lover. The actual value at 

the cross of story id and archetype is the degree of membership of the story within the 

archetype category represented by the column. After each story reading the scoring 

instrument generates the score.

However, the membership of the archetype is not binary, that is, either a member 

or non-member but follows fuzzy scoring. To this end, a five-stage fuzzy score 0-0.25

0.5-0.75-1 allows for degree of membership of the archetype category. A value of 1 

constitutes full membership of the set; zero means no membership; a fuzzy score of 0.5 

means neither in nor out representing the cross over point or maximum ambiguity. A 

fuzzy score of 0.75 means the story is ‘mostly in’ the archetype category while 0.25 is 

mostly out but not totally. When a story has been fully characterised the story is assigned 

a 1 or 0 depending upon a re-reading as a story and application of the lecture prediction 

matrix, (see Table 9). The 0 story remains for further processing and hypothesis testing. 

Taking this approach, all the FSS combinations of stories and archetypes (Appendix VII 

includes all FSS tables for brands under study) allow the story analysis to proceed as 

configurations or combinations of stories by brand. Thus, each brand story is seen as a 

case with a configuration of a particular combination of archetypes.

With the fuzzy set scoring the analysis qualifies to be FSQCA (fuzzy set 

qualitative comparative analysis) (Ragin 2000). The ultimate goal of the technique is
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given a dataset with stories on the rows and various archetype conditions on the columns



is identification of the different ways archetypes combine (configuration of
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archetypes) to produce an outcome of a consumer archetype brand story (CABS). The 

CABS outcome, is not an independent variable in statistical terms but the row comprising 

the combination of scores representing the archetype conditions affecting the outcome.

The next step is to find the minimum combination of archetypes necessary or 

sufficient to trigger the outcome of CABS. The solution to this minimisation problem is 

the Quine-McCluskey algorithm (McCluskey 1956) forming the core of QCA software 

packages. Presently, the R software routines handling QCA, QCA-package (Dusa 2009) 

and QCA3 (Huang 2009) are problematical and incomplete with regard to handling fuzzy 

sets. Personal e-mail communication on 17,18 and 20 January 2010 with one of the 

software developers, Adrian Dusa suggests the recoding of data to qualify for multi-value 

QCA and the developer flags interoperability issues between the R routines QCA- 

package & QCA3. The latter package lays claim to supporting fuzzy sets but at time of 

thesis publication is incomplete. Hence, the ideal approach is use of the free software 

fsQCA 2.5 (Ragin and Davey 2009) for analysing fuzzy sets.

But, the immediate challenge is 13 archetype conditions are feasible (see Table 9 

for sample fuzzy set table and Appendix VI contains the entire dataset of fuzzy set tables 

for each brand story). A test run using fsQCA.com encounters a problem and shows no 

minimization is possible. This should come as no surprise as with so many 

conditions/variables only one causal combination is possible representing the actual 

solution. For minimization purposes, the requirement is at least two causal combinations 

differing by at most one literal.

One approach to reducing the models to four or five conditions is creation of 

macro conditions and coalescing relatable archetype conditions together. However, as 

previously discussed even with reducing 13 archetype conditions to 9 using macro



archetypes fails to deliver results with reasonable explanatory power (see Appendix
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VII for application of fsQCA on the entire dataset). In light of this, the analysis 

commences with an alternative minimisation procedure.

Table 9 A&F 5 State Scoring of Archetypes by Case/Brand Story

A&f (ID na ) CA

i 0.75 0 0.25 0.25 0 0.5 0 0.2S
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
$ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 0.25 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.2S
5 0 25 0.25 0 0 0 0 0 0
6 0 O 0 0 0 0 0 0
7 0.25 0 0.25 0 0 0 0 0
8 o 0,5 0 0.25 0 0 0 0 25
9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

10 0 0 0 25 0 0 0 0 0
It 0 0 0.5 0.25 0 0 0.25 0
12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
a 0.25 0 0.25 0 0 5 0 0.5 0
it 0 25 0.25 0 0 0.2S 0.25 0 0
IS 0 O 0 0 025 0 0 0
16 0 0 0.25 0 O 0 0 0
17 0 0.25 0 2S 0 0 0 0 0
18 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
19 0.5 0 2S 0 0 0 0 0 0 25
20 0.5 OS 0.75 0.5 0.25 0.25 t 0.25
21 J 0.25 0.25 0 0 0 0.25 0.25
22 0.25 0.25 O 0 0 0 0 0 2S
22 0 25 0 0 0 0 0 0.25 0
24 0 25 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
IS 0 25 0 0 0.25 0 0 0 23 t
26 0,25 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
27 0 0 0 0 0 0 O 0
28 0,25 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
29 1 05 0 0 O.S 1 O.S 0.25
30 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.5 0
31 0.25 0 0.2 5 0 0 0 0 0
32 1 0.25 0,25 0 0 Q.2S O 0
33 1 0 0 0.2S 0 OS 0.25 0.75
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5.4 Visual Analytics and Archetype Extraction

Visual analytics and more specifically “Train of Thought” analysis (Mittal 2010) 

makes possible the use of the human mind to work visually with data and pursue avenues 

of data exploration through a process of investigating the visually dominant patterns 

exhibited by the story data. Currently, the marketing literature is sparse with regard to



visual analytics but shows signs of growing interest (Sood and Pattinson 2004;

Galloway and Sood 2004). The Visual analytic approach allows systematic investigation 

of archetypes from the perspective of grouping stories by brand through:

Obtaining a concise visualisation of the stories comprising a brand and centric around 

archetypes

Exploring the story visualisation and identifying key archetypes of interest deemed to 

be important in holding the stories together

The visual analytics technique uses social network analysis procedures to identify 

the key archetype players according to the degree centrality measure (Hanneman and 

Riddle 2005), a topological property relating to the connectivity and inter-relationships of 

the archetypes across stories.

5.4.1 The Method of Analysis

To further the analysis a combination of Social Network Analysis (SNA) and the 

pre-processing technique of Qualitative Comparative Analysis (QCA) is applied across 

brand stories to uncover archetypes through using the archetypal story instruments 

(Appendix V). A technique of visualisations using SNA help pinpoint the archetype 

triggers resulting in a specific consumer archetype brand story. Pre-processing of data is 

consistent with fuzzy set scoring to represent the archetype conditions (Woodside 2010; 

Ragin 2000).

As a hybrid technique SNA and QCA has been used for policy analysis 

(Yamasaki and Spreitizer 2006) but no instances of marketing application are known to 

exist. In this instance, SNA is suitable for a network centric view of each brand with the
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story archetypal features for each brand comprising a single network entity. This is in



sharp contrast to traditional quantitative or data mining techniques whereby stories 

(cases) contribute to independent variables.

The software to visualise the brand story patterns is the freeware Netdraw 

(Borgatti 2009) program for drawing networks. The companion program for social 

network analysis is UCINET 6 (Borgatti 2010). Alternative options explored for the 

actual network analysis include a template for Excel “NodeXL” (Hansen et al 2009) and 

the R package ‘sna’ (Butts 2009). After evaluation and consideration of ease of use the 

Netdraw/UCINET combination fulfils the requirements to further the research and 

operates successfully with passing information freely to/from the FSS datasets (Appendix 

VI) with no technical dependency.

The procedure for visualisation and SNA commences with the FSS spreadsheets 

by each brand comprising the stories and FSS archetype conditions. The spreadsheets are 

CSV files ensuring interoperability with R and other applications. Using the UCINET 

spreadsheet interface the spreadsheets are read and undergo conversion to UCINET 

format. Using Abercrombie as the example dataset, the following steps create the 

archetype story visualisation (Figure 14 below):

1. Visualisation of archetypes as nodes with “spring embedding” is the most 

aesthetically pleasing layout produced by UCINET. However, the other layouts 

of principal components and multi dimensional scaling provide different views 

for enhancing exploratory investigation.

2. Potential elimination of stories without archetype connectivity. Stories lacking 

connectivity are visualised by invoking the UCINET option the analysis of 

“isolates” (isolated nodes are highlighted in red with this software function). The 

latter action provides further screening of misclassified stories e.g.
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3,9,12,18,27,39 & 49. A manual review of these stories determines elimination



or a do nothing strategy. For the research study, the “isolate” stories are 

correctly classified as non-stories i.e. 0.

3. Remove the CABS node and linkages (this is just the outcome story condition) 

to create a less cluttered visual.

4. Set node sizes by the degree centrality measure (Wasserman and Faust 1997; 

Hanneman and Riddle 2005) representing the number of stories incident on a 

node. In this manner, the size of the node now reflects the measure of each 

archetype condition contributing to the stories within the brand under study. 

Invocation of degree centrality updates the node attribute database within the 

UCINET application and the results are examinable (transform -> node attribute 

editor). Thus, the process is not dependent on visual inspection alone by the 

researcher and the process is highly repeatable with precision by reading out the 

centrality measures in any further analysis. For the brand stories the visualisation 

reduces the extracted archetypes to an overall fuzzy score (table 12) for each
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archetype by brand and category.
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-*16

Figure 14 Abercrombie Archetype Visualisation

5. Smaller nodes can be eliminated at this stage and if required to form the basis of 

a new analysis using macro-variables. Since the degree centrality is a measure, 

elimination of nodes < 10 provides a measurable and repeatable approach to 

reducing the archetype conditions. Thus, the researcher eliminates EX, HE, MA, 

OU and SA archetypes. This elimination step completes the Abercrombie 

archetype visualisation with 7 nodes /archetypes remaining.

6. Manipulating the position of the degree centrality nodes by hand (spring 

embedding layout is ideally suitable for this form of manipulation) and 

placement to avoid clutter illuminates the archetypal pattern prevalent in the 

configuration of brand stories representing Abercrombie.
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With fewer archetypes per brand (e.g. 7 for Abercrombie) and a modest number of 

archetypal conditions after administering the visualisation process for all 12 brands, a 

final round fsQCA technique is executed.

The degree centrality and visualisation technique results in the reduction of 

archetype conditions for QCA analysis (Table 12). The visualisation technique 

contributes to the reduction of conditions from 13 to 7 and serves to provide an aid to 

refining the QCA solution coverage.



Table 12 Final Round Fuzzy Scoring of Archetypes, Brand & Category
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Brand

Abercrombie 
Old Navy 
Tommy 
Gucci 
LVMH 
Tiffany 
Versace 
Beijing 
New York 
Paris 
Sydney 
Tokyo

Travel

Luxury

Fashion

Ail stories

5.4.2 FsQCA

QCA sits between qualitative and quantitative approaches by executing a 

qualitative process systematically with traceability for researchers. As a case-oriented 

method QCA is ideally suited for analysis of the brand stories. The small number of cases 

per brand ~50 further reinforces use of the method. Comparisons are made across cases 

within brand configurations with the visually reduced FSS table/dataset (Table 12). This 

procedure determines the minimum archetype configuration of conditions to trigger the 

brand story conditions (explanation as per discussion 5.3).

Model: Brand = f (ca, cr)

Algorithm: Quine-McCluskey

—COMPLEX SOLUTION

frequency cutoff: 15.000 consistency cutoff: 1.000
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Solution Raw Coverage Unique Coverage Consistency

ca 0.906 0.906 1.000

solution coverage 0.906; solution consistency 1.000

Coverage (relevance of condition amongst stories) and consistency (agreement in 

generating causal condition amongst stories) as goodness of fit measures indicate a very 

good fit supporting the causal condition of ca. A presence of caregiver archetype accounts 

for over 90% of conditions.



5.5 Heroes and Outlaws Commentary
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An intriguing aspect of the archetype conditions for the consumer brand stories 

under study is the predominance of the “CA” caregiver archetype and a noticeable 

absence of both “HE” and “OU” at this stage of analysis. This absence of “Hero” and 

“Outlaw” is most surprising given both archetypes are seemingly the most pervasive of 

archetypal patterns to be found in culture and branding (Campbell 1973; Pearson 1991).

In all brand archetype story visualisations (Exhibit 4) the story the visualisation tells about 

the data is story archetype characteristics “HE” and “OU” repeatedly maintain a lesser 

importance in consumer stories than “CA” as seen from the low number of links to the 

consumer stories (low degree centrality) under study.

One rationalisation for the discrepant result is consumer first-person stories told 

by protagonists are not seen as an etic interpretation in the same light as a bystander or a 

brand owner e.g. crowd sees policewoman putting out fire as hero. The consumer deflects 

hero status projecting the hero archetype onto the brand imagery or object of desire. In 

effect, heroes do not often tell stories about themselves because everyone is familiar with 

heros. Support for this thinking is found in mental simulation theory (ST) “.. .if the 

resources our own brain uses to guide our own behaviour can be modified to work as 

representations of other people, then we have no need to store general information about 

what makes people tick.. .’’(Gordon 2009).

To further uncover the consumer thinking requires “.. .a combination of 

introspective conscious and unconscious thought- retrieval elicitation techniques” 

(Woodside 2004) going beyond the member checking already to have taken place. This 

confirmatory personal introspection (ibid) method is outside the scope of this research 

study but merits investigation. An alternative hypothesis centres on the Holt (2004) 

anthropological view of myths resolving contradictions in society as exemplified by the



Slackers and promotion of Mountain Dew. The parallel drawn is today’s society 

resolves contradictions through caregivers and does not require the traditional outlaws 

and heros to dominate. However, this perspective is from the brand owner’s viewpoint 

and not the consumer’s. Whatever the reason, the finding is counterintuitive to the history 

of archetype literature and if anything at all reinforces the importance of studying 

naturally occurring emic consumer brand stories written by real people and not marketers.

5.6 Archetype Analysis and Brand Stories

Subsequent chapters (6-18) utilise the method of archetype visualisation as 

discussed to elicit archetypes. Each of the following chapters devotes attention to 

archetypal analysis using brand stories to illustrate and amplify the researcher 

understanding of the archetype. Brand stories deepen and humanize the research output. 

Each chapter/research output constitutes a package for researcher validation and 

evaluation of the brand archetype.

The package components are mindful of the rules set by Hirschman (1986) 

facilitating research evaluation of output for credibility, transferability, dependability and 

conformability. Therefore, each chapter is an exploration of the individual archetypes 

encompassing the method of brand story visualisation, fsQCA, emic interpretation of the 

story, etic researcher analysis and the primary archetypal story pattern (Roesler 2006). 

Taking the steps outlined ensures “the experience of the storyteller does not remain a
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totally personal thing, but becomes a collective topic” (ibid).
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CHAPTER 6 CREATOR ARCHETYPE

6.1 Archetype Story Visualisation

Using the technique of archetype story visualisation for brand Versace stories 

generates the visualisation (Figure 15) as per the method of analysis (section 5.4.1). 

Identification of archetypes in stories is made using degree centrality to track the number 

of stories incident on the relevant archetype node. Stories # 546,559,562,576,584 and 588 

are non-stories with no archetypal features and in a network sense are isolates. Further re

reading of the stories results in these stories remaining classified as non-stories.

550

555

* 546

* 559

*
*576

•58-1

*588

Figure 15 Versace Archetype Story

Visualisation
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6.2 fsQCA Analysis of Archetype Conditions for Brand Versace

Model: CABS (Versace) = f(sa, ma)

Algorithm: Quine-McCluskey 

—COMPLEX SOLUTION —

frequency cutoff: 1.000 consistency cutoff: 0.849

Solution Raw Coverage Unique Coverage Consistency
~ma 0.958 0.958 0.870

solution coverage 0.958; solution consistency 0.870

Coverage and consistency still suggest a good model for the causal combination:

An absence of magician accounts for nearly 96% of all conditions.

6.3 Archetypal Analysis of Creator

To study the stories with Creator (CR) features, the stories incident on node CR of the 

Versace story archetype visualisation (Figure 15) appear visually and each one re-read for 

archetypal interpretation. As an example, the brand story #560 convergent on node CR 

illuminates and exemplifies the CR archetype features present in the blog story of the 

title, Tailor Ho! Exhibit 5 encapsulates the entire blog story as captured together with 

supporting images using method of story listening and collection (chapter 4).

Commencing the analysis, an emic narrative interpretation map (Figure 16) 

captures the story found online at the blog “It’s not the fall that kills you, but the sudden 

stop” authored by Marquis Deja Du (pseudonym marquisdd) from New Orleans.



Exhibit 4 Emic Interpretation of Versace by Marquis Deja Du
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Once upon a time, I was walking through a casino in Vegas with my friend when 1 
noticed the really nice cut of his suit.

"Where did you get that?" I asked, having tried on numerous suits trying to get just that 
effect. Just for fun, I've tried on $4000 Armani suits, and while they're better, less boxy 
than Fat American Tailored Clothes, it still wasn't quite right.

"This guy in Hong Kong. He travels the world. You catch him in a city, look at the 
thousands of fabric swatches laid out on the hotel bed, then he measures you, makes the 
clothes in China for a fraction of the price it would cost here, then ships them to you."

I've been trying to hook up with this guy for almost two years.

I extended my El Uh trip by a day when I was out there recently so I could catch him on 
his Beverley Hills date. That tells you how much I wanted to meet him; I willfully stayed 
in California 24 hours more than necessary.

My friend Patrick, out there from Brooklyn, went with me, thinking he might have a dress 
shirt made. We both spent about three hours looking through the fabric choices, and I 
ended up getting THREE suits and FOUR dress shirts, and even Patrick ended up with a 
suit and a few shirts.

Today, the first one arrived, with one of the shirts. This was the "normal" one. (Two of 
them are pure David Bowie.) The "normal" one I kinda went out on a limb for, shelling 
out some extra $$$ for the fabric I wanted, which is a beautiful Versace fabric with subtle, 
eroded, muted gold stripes.

The shirt that arrived is a thin striped pattern.

1 unwrapped the clothes, worried that nothing would fit. I mean, the Hong Kong guy 
knows what he's doing, but I was making special requests for how I like MY clothes to fit, 
which is not really standard in the world of suits. "Contoured. Fitted. Super-tailored.
Think Gaultier. Think corseted." I wasn't sure how much was getting through since there 
was a bit of a language barrier.

I put the shirt on first and squealed like a little girl. ■2»matel and I went shopping at 
$ak's a few weeks ago. I had a pile of about ten dress shirts I wanted to try on. Only two 
fit the way I like them to, and these are $250 shirts (at $ak's, that is. Liz had a 25% off 
coupon and I had gift cards, so really it was "free", but you get the point — if you can't 
find what you want at high end stores, you tend to think it doesn't exist).
But this shirt — ahhhh — my words did get through to Mr. Hong Kong. It was like the 
shirt was made exactly for me. Which, in fact, it was, but I was beyond pleased with the 
cut, and the delicious length of the sleeves (my arms are 6' long), and the yummy French 
cuffs. I don't have enough clothes to wear with which I can utilize my collection of really 
cool cufflinks.
Then the pants. Again: perfection. Not just in the waist and leg length (my legs are 27' 
long), but the whole baggy/saggy ass thing which sometimes happens with suit pants 
because I don't have a hot black man's bubble butt — was not an issue. It was like
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wearing a second skin. I remember sucking in my gut when he was measuring me 
because I planned on losing more weight. Which I have, and so the pants are perfect. 
Then the coup de grace — the coat, for it's the coat that makes the suit.
Oh my god. It was ALMOST my dream cut, but even I realize my dream cut is a bit 
impractical because you can't really move in it:

So, there it is. A $4,500 custom tailored Versace suit for ... considerably less. God bless
sweat shops and favorable exchange rates.

(The pattern of the suit is too subtle for the glaring afternoon light in this photo.) 
Can't wait for my rockstar stuff to show up!

Source: http://marquisdd.livejoumal.com/369918.html
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2. “Once upon a time, 1 was walking through a casino in 
Vegas with my friend (Patrick] when I noticed the 

really nice cut of his suit.'’

1. Marquis Deja

16. “So, there it is. A S4,500 custom 
tailored Versace suit for ... considerably 
less. Cod bless sweat shops and 
favorable exchange rates. (The pattern 
of the suit is too subtle for the glaring 
afternoon light in this photo.)”

17.” Can’t wait for 
my rockstar stuff to 
show up!"

3. "Where did you get that?" 1 asked, 
aving tried on numerous suits trying 

to get just that effect. Just for fun, I've 
tried on $4000 Armani suits, and 
while they're better, less boxy than Fat 
American Tailored Clothes, it still 
wasn’t quite right.

15. “Then the coup de grace — the coat, for it's the 
coat that makes the suit.
Oh my god. It was ALMOST my dream cut, but 
even I realize my dream cut is a bit impractical 
because you can't really move in it:.”

5. You catch him in a city', 
look at the thousands of 
fabric swatches laid out on 
the hotel bed, then he 
measures you, makes the 
clothes in China for a 
fraction of the price it 
would cost here, then 
ships them to you."

12.” I unwrapped the clothes, worried that nothing would fit. 1 mean, the
Hong Kong guy knows what he's doing, but 1 was making special requests 
for how 1 like MY clothes to fit, which is not really standard in the world of 
suits. "Contoured. Fitted. Super-tailored. Think Caultier. Think corseted."
I w asn't sure how much was getting through since there was a bit of a 
lanpiiaoe barrier."

11. “The shirt that arrived is thin striped pattern.”

14. “But this shirt — ahhhh — my 
words did get through to Mr. Hong 
Kong. It was like the shirt was made 
exactly for me. Which, in fact, it was, 
but 1 was beyond pleased with the cut, 
and the delicious length of the sleeves 
(my arms are 6' long), and the yummy 
French cuffs. I don't have enough 
clothes to wear with which I can utilize 
my collection of really cool cufflinks."

13.” I put the shirt on first and squealed like s 
little girl.”

10. “Today, the first one arrived, with one of the shirts. This was the 
"normal" one. (Two of them are pure David Bowie.) The 
"normal" one I kinda went out on a limb for, shelling out some 

extra $$$ for the fabric 1 wanted, which is a beautiful Versace 
fabric with subtle, eroded, muted gold stripes.”

9.” My friend Patrick, out there from 
Brooklyn, went with me. thinking he 
might have a dress shirt made. We 
both spent about three hours looking 
through the fabric choices, and I 
ended up getting THREE suits and 
FOUR dress shirts, and even Patrick 
ended up with a suit and a few 
shirts."

6. "There’s nothing more dreadful than 
being embarrassed in front of a person 
you find attractive, and this seemed like 
the inevitable outcome of my current 
situation. "

7. “I've been trying to hook up with this guy 
for almost two years."

tt. “1 extended my El Uh trip by a day when 1 was out 
there recently so 1 could catch him on his Beverley 
Hills date. That tells you how much I wanted to 
meet him; 1 willfully stayed in California 24 hours 
more than necessary."

Figure 16 Emic Narrative Interpretation 

Map Tailor-Ho! By marquisdd 2008

The story is about the protagonist (Marquis Deja Du) interacting with a Hong 

Kong tailor (the Hong Kong guy) and with a friend (Patrick). Marquis purchases three 

suits and four dress shirts.

Imagery and references to David Bowie reinforces the importance of dress. In the 

case of David Bowie a 70s rock star constantly changing appearance is very important. So 

important is dressing to the Marquis, he waits another 24 hours in Beverley Hills 

California [the protagonist home city is New Orleans] just to meet with the Hong Kong

tailor.



The story covers his choice of fabric (Versace) and unusual instructions to the 

non-English speaking tailor, according to the protagonist “there was a bit of a language 

barrier.” The story includes the emotions of the protagonist upon receiving his suits and 

dress shirt.

At conclusion of the story, the protagonist shares an image of him posing in a new 

suit with a comment, “the pattern of the suit is too subtle for the glaring afternoon light in 

this photo”. The photo shows the Marquis with a hairstyle and standing posture similar to 

the public persona portrayed by David Bowie.

The etic archetypal analysis reveals the creator archetype is central to the story 

about the Hong Kong tailor and custom fitting suits and shirts. The archetypal story 

pattern instrument when complete supports this finding (see exhibit 5); the primary story 

archetype is CR. In light of this, the prototypical story pattern inherent within this 

consumer story is Zeus the Creator (Hamilton and Moser 1988). Zeus is regarded as the 

most powerful of the gods of Olympia and “controller of the skies” often portrayed with 

thunderbolts to bring order. Zeus has numerous affairs to satisfy his passion.

In order to secretly continue with his philandering, Zeus took many different 

forms inclusive of a flame of fire, shower of gold, a male companion, swan and white bull 

to bed; the women and goddesses of Aegina, Antipoe, Danae, Leda and Europa not to 

mention numerous others including nymphs.

The blog story of the “Marquis” supports many explicit representations of the 

pattern of Zeus. Commencing with the name of the protagonist, the Marquis is a French 

nobleman with the astrological star sign of Leo. The Marquis Deja Du on his blog 

proclaims, “Here are the states I've had sex in. You totally wanted to know this, right?” 

his ruler status comes across in his guidance to readers on taking a cruise ship. He
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espouses, “It is imperative ...to have a balcony room on a cruise. If 1 couldn't get a 

balcony room, I would not deign to board in the first place.”

Deja Du aligns strongly with David Bowie commenting on his newly made shirts 

as, “two of them are pure David Bowie” and above an image of David Bowie awkwardly 

poised in an ill fitting suit the protagonist expresses, “Oh my god. It was ALMOST my 

dream cut, but even I realize my dream cut is a bit impractical because you can't really 

move in it”.

The importance of the protagonist thinking about David Bowie reinforces the 

different forms of Zeus. David Bowie made famous the song “Changes” emphasising the 

many faces of his adopted characters including (but not limited to) Aladdin Sane, 

Detective Professor Adler, Jareth, The Man Who Sold The World, The Earthling, The 

Elephant Man, The Thin White Duke and Ziggy Stardust (Buckley 2001).

The protagonist embraces at least three known forms as Marquis Deja Du, 

marquisdd and the real persona Todd Perley, “a Musician, Painter, Bohemian Layabout” 

expresses his twitter profile. The Zeus thunderbolts as extensions of self and a sign of 

masculinity are analogous to the classical piano playing of Todd captured on the blog site 

as video shows the protagonist hands traversing the piano with great dexterity.
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Exhibit 5 Creator Archetype for Tailor Ho! 

Creator (CR) - Archetypal Story Pattern Instrument
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Blog: It’s • not • the • fall • that • kills • you, * but • the • sudden • stop.

Title of Blog Entry: Tailor-Ho!

Please circle N = No; ? = Not sure; Y = Yes for each item below.

Item No ?

1. Is the protagonist creating something new? N ?

If yes, discuss evidence : Describes a suit and dress shirts he wants from Hong Kong 

tailor

2. Protagonist is using creativity or imagination ? N ?

Yes

Evidence: Imagery of David Bowie to describe cut of his suit. 

Also, an investment of 3-4 hours choosing fabric.

3. Is the story about overcoming boring or routine work ? N ?

Evidence: Focus of story and self-modelling photograph at end is entirely 
about ordering custom shirts and suit.

4. Does the protagonist helping others to reignite the passion within? N ?

Evidence: His friend Patrick seems very involved judging by his time commitment

5. Is the protagonist offering friendship? N ?

Evidence: The context of the blog supporting the story and ability to send 
a virtual gift suggests friendship to be a distinct possibility.



6. The story relates to lots of ideas? N ?
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Evidence: Discussion of everything from cuff links to meeting with friends

7. The protagonist is skilful? N ?

Evidence: Protagonist has a keen dress sense and spends on dress shirts 
and without saying negotiated a good price for his custom clothing.

8. Does the protagonist have a vivid imagination? N ?

Evidence: His reference to David Bowie and his awaiting of “rock stuff’ 
as well as cool cufflinks, “Think Gaultier. Think corseted” and on 
wearing pants “It was like wearing a second skin” all add up to well 
developed imagination supported with a descriptive vocabulary.

9. The protagonist follows a predetermined direction ? N ?

Evidence: The blog story focus is entirely on his purchase from 

a Hong Kong tailor.

10. Alignment with stories of other inventors, artists or entrepreneurs? N ?

Evidence:: Strong references to David Bowie and Hong Kong Tailor 

as a super tailor.

11. Does the story highlight the protagonist’s aesthetic sense ? N 9

Evidence: The entire story alludes to dress sense and beautiful clothes.

12. Avoidance of the mundane? N ?
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Evidence: Story only covers travel and fashion without reference to work.

13. The protagonist is critical of herself and others? N

Evidence: Every aspect of the protagonist commentary is a critique from 
packaging to the fitting of clothes.

14. Is co-creation of artefacts an important aspect of the storyline ? N

Evidence: The protagonist is a co-creator of the suit and shirts having spent 
t3 to 4 hours with friend choosing fabrics, colours and designs.

15. Any areas where the story illustrates following intuition? N ?

Evidence: Placing the order alone with the Hong Kong tailor is a move 
based on intuition.

16. Any sign of the protagonist following her dream ? N
1 O

Evidence: The dream associates with David Bowie a rock legend from 
1970s and is always changing his clothes, appearance and even 
cross dressing. David Bowie developed Ziggy Stardust an alter ego.



CHAPTER 7 Every Person Archetype
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7.1 Archetype Story Visualisation

Using the technique of archetype story visualisation for brand Tokyo, stories generate the 

visualisation (Figure 17) as per the method of analysis (section 5.4.1). Identification of 

archetypes in stories is made using degree centrality to track the number of stories 

incident on the relevant archetype node.

465

Figure 17 Tokyo Archetype Story

Visualisation



7.2 fsQCA Analysis of Archetype Conditions for Brand Tokyo

Model: CABS (Tokyo) = f (ca, ev, cr)

Algorithm: Quine-McCluskey 

—COMPLEX SOLUTION —
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frequency cutoff: 1.000 consistency cutoff: 1.000
Solution Raw Coverage Unique Coverage Consistency
~sa 0.839 0.617 1.000
~lo*~cr 0.239 0.017 1.000
solution coverage 0.856; solution consistency 1.000

A reasonable level of coverage allows for nearly 86% of conditions with a perfect level of 

consistency. Causal combinations are: absence of sage; absence of lover and creator.

7.3 Archetypal Analysis of Every Person

To study the stories with Every Person (EV) features the stories incident on node EV are 

noted visually and each one re-read for archetypal interpretation. An archetypal analysis 

(Roesler 2006) of brand story #478 convergent on node EV illuminates and exemplifies 

the EV archetype features present in the blog story of the title, Japan Travel blog: Day 3 

(November 27, 2004).

Exhibit 6 captures the entire blog story and limited graphics in support of the blog. 

Commencing the analysis, an emic narrative interpretation map (Figure 18) captures the 

story found online at the blog “Sharibet’s ramblings -Travels and Tales”.

An etic analysis follows and reveals the everyperson archetype is central to the 

story. The archetypal story pattern instrument supports this finding (see exhibit 7); the

primary story archetype is EV.
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Exhibit 6 Emic Interpretation of Visiting Tokyo by Sharibet (2004)

Japan Travel blog: Day 3 (November 27, 2004)
Another gorgeous, warm day-the weather is absolutely 
unbelievable
for late November. We got off to an early start this morning, 
headed
for Tokyo via Yokohama (which is the main transfer point for 
the
Yokosuka trains).
The trip took about two hours, and involved changing trains 
several
times, finally ending up on the Tokyo Metro subway. I continue to be 
impressed by the clean, efficient rail service in Japan.

We arrived in Tokyo around 1 lam, and found the New Sanno hotel with 
no problem. It's about three blocks from the Hiro-oe (or Hiroo, as 
it's spelled in various street signs around the neighborhood) Metro 
station, not far from the nightclub district of Roppongi. We enjoyed 
a lovely Sunday brunch at the hotel, which is a very posh 
establishment reserved for US military personnel and their families.
The brunch was held in the hotel's boardroom, and featured an 
amazing spread of fresh and smoked seafood, sushi, eggs, waffles, 
coldcuts, pastries, cheese, fresh fruit, and champagne.

The huge meal, combined with our hangovers from last night's pub 
crawl, and Kevin's efforts of hauling a large suitcase up and down a 
multitude of train and subway station stairs, completely destroyed 
whatever sightseeing impulses my sister and brother-in-law had. We 
booked a half-day sightseeing tour of Tokyo's highlights for 
tomorrow morning, then they took a nap while I headed out and 
explored the neighborhood.

Hiro-oe is an urban residential area. A lot of embassies are 
apparently located in this area, as well as lots of shops and 
apartments. The most unusual architectural features in this area are 
the tall but extremely skinny apartment buildings lining the 
boulevard where the hotel is located. Each of the buildings is only 
one apartment wide, with an exterior stairwell, and each of the 
buildings is in a different style from its neighbor. It looks like 
some enterprising folks built these apartment blocks on what used to 
be lots for individual houses.

Wandering a few streets off the main drag, I found an interesting 
neighborhood-little cafes and noodle shops along an extremely 
narrow street, which had even smaller brick-paved streets- 
practically alleys—leading off from it. I rounded one comer, and
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came across a lovely Buddhist temple tucked away in the comer 
between a hill and a curve in the road. It had a curving fa£ade of 
weathered, carved wood, an immaculately clean paved courtyard, and a 
wooden frame from which a large cylindrical bronze bell hung 
suspended.

By this time, it was a little after 4pm, and the sun was starting to 
set. I headed back to the hotel, and was just crossing the big 
intersection near the hotel (which is spanned by four pedestrian 
footbridges arching high above the street) when 1 saw a young woman 
in full kimono—with elaborately upswept hair, multi-layered kimono 
belted with a wide obi, and tabi socks and traditional sandals— 
trying vainly to take a full-length self-portrait with her 
cellphone's camera. I offered to take her photo, and we chatted for 
a few minutes-she was a university student on her way to a 
celebration of some kind, and she joked that as a tourist, I'd 
probably been expecting to see a lot of people dressed like her. She 
was kind enough to allow me to take another photo of her with my 
camera, and then she headed off, and I returned to the hotel.

Most of the people I've seen on the trains and on the streets have 
been very fashionably dressed, especially the young women, many of 
whom 1 see tottering along in extremely high spike-heeled boots.
Given the number of stairs involved in any trip on the metro, I'm in 
awe, especially when I see them running for a train. I've seen a few 
of the older folks in traditional clothing, but it's pretty rare.

On the whole, Tokyo looks a lot cleaner and prettier than Yokosuka, 
which is a bit on the seedy side. I'm looking forward to the city 
tour tomorrow morning, and then doing a bit of exploring in the 
afternoon.

Source: http://sharibet.livejoumal.eom/l551 .html
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2. “Another gorgeous, 
warm day-the weather is 
absolutely unbelievable 
for late November..”

11.” By this time, it was a little after 4pm, and the 
sun was starting to set. 1 headed back to the hotel, 
and was just crossing the big intersection near the 
hotel (which is spanned by four pedestrian 
footbridges arching high above the street) when I 
saw a young woman in full kimono—with elaborately 
upswept hair, multi-layered kimono belted with a 
wide obi, and tabi socks and traditional sandals— 
trying vainly to take a full-length self-portrait with 
her cellphone's camera."

4. “The trip took about 
two hours, and involved 
changing trains several 
times, finally ending up 
on the Tokyo Metro 
subway. I continue to be 
impressed by the clean, 
efficient rail service in 
Japan."

5. We arrived in Tokyo around 11am, and found the New 
Sanno hotel with no problem. It's about three blocks from 
the Hiro-oe (or Hiroo. as it's spelled in various street signs 
around the neighborhood) Metrostation, not far from the 
nightclub district of Roppongi. We enjoyed a lovely 
Sunday brunch at the hotel, which is a very posh 
establishment reserved for US military personnel and 
their families.

10.” 1 rounded one corner, and 
came across a lovely Buddhist temple 
tucked away in the corner 
between a hill and a curve in the road. It 
had a curving facade of weathered, 
carved wood, an immaculately clean 
paved courtyard, and a wooden frame 
from which a large cylindrical bronze 
bell hung suspended..""

9. “Wandering a few streets off the main drag, 1 
found an interesting neighborhood—little cafes 
and noodle shops along an extremely narrow 
street, which had even smaller brick-paved 
streets—practically alleys—leading off from it.

13.” On the whole, Tokyo looks a lot cleaner 
and prettier than Yokosuka, which is a bit on 
the seedy side. I'm looking forward to the city 
tour tomorrow morning, and then doing a bit 
of exploring in the afternoon. "

12. “Most of the people I've seen on the trains 
and on the streets have been very fashionably 
dressed, especially the young women, many of 
whom I see tottering along in extremely high 
spike-heeled boots. Given the number of stairs 
involved in any trip on the metro. I'm in 
awe, especially when I see them running for a 
train. I've seen a few of the older folks in 
traditional clothing, but it's pretty rare..".

12. “I offered to take her photo, and we chatted 
for a few minutes—she was a university student 
on her way to a celebration of some kind, and 
she joked that as a tourist, I’d probably been 
expecting to see a lot of people dressed like her. 
She was kind enough to allow me to take 
another photo of her with my camera, and then 
she headed off, and I returned to the hotel."

6. ” The brunch was held in the 
hotel's boardroom, and 
featured an amazing spread of 
fresh and smoked seafood, 
sushi, eggs, waffles.coldcuts. 
pastries, cheese, fresh fruit, and 
champagne.."

7." The huge meal, combined with our hangovers from 
last night's pub crawl, and Kevin's efforts of hauling a 
large suitcase up and down a multitude of train and 
subway station stairs, completely destroyed whatever 
sightseeing impulses my sister and brother-in-law had. 
We booked a half-day sightseeing lour of Tokyo's 
highlights for tomorrow morning, then they took a nap 
while I headed out and explored the neighborhood."

8.” Hiro-oe is an urban residential area. A lot of embassies are 
apparently located in this area, as well as lots of shops and 
apartments. The most unusual architectural features in this area 
are the tall but extremely skinny apartment buildings lining the 
boulevard w here the hotel is located. Kach of the buildings is 
only one apartment wide, with an exterior stairwell, and each of 
the buildings is in a different style from its neighbor. It looks like 
some enterprising folks built these apartment blocks on what 
used to be lots for individual houses."

Figure 18 Emic Narrative Interpretation Map Japan Day 3 by Sharibet 2005

The female protagonist Sharibet visiting from the Bay area in the United States 

finds weather in late November in Tokyo “absolutely marvellous”. The train journey to 

Tokyo takes two hours to connect to the Tokyo Metro subway. The protagonist finds the 

new Sanno Hotel three blocks from Hiroo.

Sharibet enjoys a lovely Sunday brunch at the hotel comprising fresh seafood, 

cheese, fresh fruit and champagne. The protagonist, sister and brother-in-law are 

overcome by the heavy meal, hangover from a pub-crawl and lugging a suitcase around 

subway stations.

The protagonist leaves the others behind and sets out to explore the 

neighbourhood. The district of Hirooe has lots of embassies, shops and apartments. The 

unusual apartments are only one apartment wide, tall and thin. Each building is very 

different. A few streets from the main area the protagonist finds little cafes and noodle



shops. A lovely Buddhist temple is to be found around the comer with a large 

cylindrical bronze bell.

On return to the hotel, the blogger stops to help a lady in full kimono taking a self

portrait with her cellphone camera. The protagonist discovers the lady to be a university 

student and gets to take a photo with her on the protagonist camera.

This experience serves to remind the blogger how well everyone is dressed on the 

trains and very few people wear traditional outfits. With a half-day sightseeing tour of 

Tokyo yet to come in the morning Sharibet looks forward to a further exploration in the 

afternoon.

The prototypical story pattern inherent within this consumer travel story is the 

Parable of the Good Samaritan taken from the Gospel of Luke (10:25-37). The story 

educates the reader about the story of a man who has been robbed and lies in a ditch with 

injuries. The story proceeds to explain not one but two men pass the injured man. A third 

man a Samaritan stops to help the injured man of Jewish persuasion. Since, the Jews and 

Samaritans are normally at odds, the story teaches the “every person” is a good neighbour 

prepared to offer anyone a helping hand no matter the background.

The consumer brand story contains an incident mirroring the parable,

...when I saw a young woman in full kimono-with elaborately upswept hair, 

multi-layered kimono belted with a wide obi, and tabi socks and traditional 

sandals—trying vainly to take a full-length self-portrait with her cellphone's 

camera. I offered to take her photo, and we chatted for a few minutes. (Sharibet 

2005).

Sharibet, the protagonist does not hesitate to assist the Japanese women dressing 

in the traditional kimono and reinforcing no matter the background and dress of the 

individual requiring assistance help should be offered.
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Exhibit 7 Every Person Archetype for Japan Travel blog
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Everyman/woman (EV)- Archetypal Story Pattern Instrument 

Blog: Sharibet's ramblings- Travels and Tales 

Title of Blog Entry: Japan Travel blog: Day 3 (November 27, 2004)

Please circle N = No; ? = Not sure; Y = Yes for each item below.

Item No ? Yes

1. Protagonist an underdog? N

if yes, describe: She is impressed by the Japanese environment especially cleanliness.

2. Is the protagonist described as an ordinary person? N ?

Evidence: She states she is in “awe” of the well-dressed people on the trains.

3. Does protagonist demonstrate down to earth behaviour? N ?

Evidence: Her exploration of Tokyo and comments as well as the
“amazing spread” at brunch shows her behaviour to be very much down to earth.

4. Protagonist likely to be friendly? N ?

Evidence: She admirably illustrates her friendliness in meeting the 
woman in kimono.

Any sign of protagonist being a reluctant hero? N ?

Evidence: She chooses to explore the city on her own without disturbing 

her sister and brother-in-law.

The story is not an ordinary everyday occurrence? N 9



Evidence: The travel story is based in Tokyo while the protagonist lives 
in the Bay area. In light of this, story is not an everyday occurrence 
for protagonist.

7. Any protagonist action suggesting she is just an average person? N ?
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Evidence: The protagonist demeanour to wondering about Tokyo observing 
everyday life is an indicator of her being an average person.

8. Do the actions of protagonist help others? N ?

Evidence: Most decidedly two instances demonstrate: she did not wake 
up her sister and partner when they were tired and the assistance 
provided to the Japanese lady in taking a photograph.

9. Does the protagonist interact with similar people to herself ? N ?

Evidence: This appears to be the case with her desire to help
the lady in full kimono and the manner in which she struck up a conversation.

10. By end of story is a good deed by the protagonist obvious? N ?

Evidence: At least one deed is very clear, the photo taking to help the lady.

11. By finish of story does protagonist remain an average person? N ?

Evidence: Protagonist continues in the same manner after the 
incident as she demonstrates throughout the story.

12. Does protagonist have fear of being a hero? N ?

Evidence: She does not promote her activities in a manner best 
described as “over the top” including her writing of novels.

13. Is the story about an average person in extraordinary situation? N 7



Evidence: The situation is extraordinary for the protagonist as she is 
visiting Tokyo and crossing at a busy intersection.
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14. Does the protagonist want more in life?

Evidence: The protagonist while satisfied by her Tokyo trip does wish 
to complete her writing.

15. Any areas of story where protagonist deals with similar individuals? N ?

Evidence: Her incident reinforces her comfort level is with people 
of a similar disposition, ordinary people.

16. Any sign of the protagonist exhibiting cynicism?

Evidence: She appears to be trusting of a variety of people and
does not express any comments within story suggestive of being cynical.



CHAPTER 8 Explorer Archetype
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8.1 Archetype Story Visualisation

Using the technique of archetype story visualisation for brand Old Navy stories generate 

the visualisation (Figure 19) as per the method of analysis (section 5.4.1). Identification of 

archetypes in stories is made using degree centrality to track the number of stories 

incident on the relevant archetype node. Stories 260,282,289,290 & 292 are non-stories 

with no archetypal features and in a network sense are isolates. Further re-reading of the 

stories results in these stories remaining classified as non-stories.

Figure 19 Old Navy Archetype Story

Visualisation



8.2 fsQCA Analysis of Archetype Conditions for Brand Old Navy

Model: CABS (Old Navy) =f (ca, cr)

Algorithm: Quine-McCluskey 

—COMPLEX SOLUTION —
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frequency cutoff: 1.000 consistency cutoff: 0.881
Solution Raw Coverage Unique Coverage Consistency
~cr 0.875 0.724 0.894
ca 0.187 0.036 1.000
solution coverage 0.911; solution consistency 0.897 

An Old Navy story requires the following conditions: 

absence of creator and the presence of caregiver.

In terms of solution coverage, the causal conditions account for 91% of outcome values 

while achieving consistency of 90% in support of the solution term.

8.3 Archetypal Analysis of Explorer

To study the stories with Explorer (EX) features the stories incident on node EX are noted 

visually and each one re-read for archetypal interpretation. An archetypal analysis 

(Roesler 2006) of brand story #286 convergent on node EX informs the EX archetype 

features present in the blog story of the title, Old Navy - my ship was sold.

Exhibit 8 captures the entire emic of blog story and photographic portrait of the 

protagonist in support of the blog. Commencing the analysis, an emic narrative

interpretation map (Figure 20) captures the story found online at the blog “Manic Mom”.



Exhibit 8 Emic Interpretation of Old Navy Shopping with
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Daughter

Old Navy- My ship was sold 
Hey Y'all!!! Have you missed me????
Imagine here with me for a moment. Are you 
imagining yet?
A shy, timid, slightly tanned skin country girl. Propped 
on a hay bale drinking a tall, freshly made glass of iced 
tea. The wind blowing softly but steady through her 
dark ringlets of hair. She looks out towards the field 
where she sees dear frolicking with one another. Tired 
from straining her delicate neck she looks down on her 
lap & readjusts her laptop. Why the hell can't I get 
some damn reception over here. Dam Internet!!
BLEEP, BLEEP, BLEEP! Blahhhhhhhhhhh,
Blahhhhhhh, Blahhhhhhhh!!!!!
So, I was describing my weekend folks. Okay...... minus the hay bale. Ok, the timid thing
may be a tad off, but I got me a tan right now. So that should count fro something, right? 
There was no damn dear running around my back yard thankfully. Because while I 
gulped my iced tea down I might have shot one I was damn upset my Internet was down.
I thought I would die!!!!!!
So, since I couldn't blog this weekend I decided to go shopping. Fun, fun, right? Not 
when your shopping with Mahala. I went Sunday, because I thought maybe the Lord 
would bless me. And kind of he did. We went to Old Navy right after church. We spent a 
little over an hour to try on 13 different pairs of jeans. I wanted to claw my eyes out. She 
hates trying on clothes....period. Especially jeans. We finally found a pair she was happy 
with so I grabbed the same style, but in a different wash. And luckily they were on sale. 
HALLELUJAH!!!!!
The lady in the fitting room gave me a coupon saying if you buy this much you get this 
much off. Well, I decided to ask them to hold the jeans for me until 1 could go get my 
husband. She said she could keep it for 3 days. 1 said I just need to go get him, an hour 
tops!
So, 45 minutes later I roll in the joint with hubby in tow. I asked the same girl I talked to 
before for my bag with the jeans. She couldn't find it, MY JEANS WERE GONE!!!! I 
wanted to cry. All that work, try jean after jean. So, she told me that if I wanted her to she 
would help look for some new jeans. I walked away, I was going to just brush it off.
BUT! I couldn't because I know customer service & it hadn't even been a full hour. WTH! 
So, I went back up to her & told her that I needed her to find some new pants for my 
sweet daughter. She was shocked that I took her up on her offer.
She looked & looked to no avail. I was pissed to say the least. The manager talked to me 
& explained that the girls at the front were sorry, but there was nothing else that they 
could do. She handed me 2 $5 coupon cards. I smiled & took them graciously. BUT! I 
need some jeans & I found 2 in the clearance for $6.99. Now, because of your employees 
that obviously do not understand protocol with the "ON HOLDS". I am without them, yet 
my daughter still needs pants. So what if you find her 2 pair from whichever Old Navy 
line that you have that fits her. And then mark them down to $6.99. And everything will 
be right, once again.
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By the way..... I used my kind, yet authoritative, BIG girl voice.
Sure....I would love to do this for you. Wow! Great, that's going to hurt less. I sat in the 
dressing room & watched as 2 young girls & the manager swooned after Mahala. Not too 
shabby, because the jeans were wonderful, even though she tried on 9 more pairs. Her 
body is growing up, so this stag is a tad awkward to fit. All in all it turned out great. We 
spent a little over 5 hours in Old Navy. I thought I was going to die.
So, there you go, My Sunday & a little day dream for Shits & Giggles!

Source: http://loudmouthmomma.blogspot.com/2008/09/old-navy-my-ship-was-sold.html



Darn Internet!! BLEEP, BLEEP, 
BLEEP! Blahhhhhhhhhhh, 

Blahhhhhhh, Blahhhhhhhh!!!!!

10. “So what if you find her 2 pair from whichever Old Navy line that you have that 
fits her. And then mark them down to S6.99. And everything will be right, once again.
By the way__ 1 used my kind, yet authoritative, BIG girl voice.
Sure....I would love to do this for you. Wow! ”

4. “We went to Old Navy right after 
church. We spent a little over an hour 
to try on 13 different pairs of jeans. I 
wanted to claw my eyes out. She hates 
try ing on clothes....period. ”

5. “We finally found a pair she was 
happy with so 1 grabbed the same 
style, but in a different wash. And 
luckily they were on sale.

6. “The lady in the fitting room gave me a 
coupon saying if you buy this much you get 
this much off. Well, I decided to ask them to 
hold the jeans for me until I could go get my 
husband. She said she could keep it for 3 days. 
1 said I just need to go get him, an hour tops!”

3. Shopping

7. “So, 45 minutes later 1 roll in the 
joint with hubby in tow. 1 asked the 
same girl I talked to before for my bag 
with the jeans. She couldn’t find it, MY

cry. All that work, try jean after jean.

hours in Old Navy. I thought 1 was going to die.
So, there you go, My Sunday & a little day dream for Shits 
& Giggles! ”

11.” Great, that’s going to hurt less. I sat in the dressing 
room & watched as 2 young girls & the manager swooned 
after Mahala. Not too shabby, because the jeans were 
wonderful, even though she tried on 9 more pairs. Her 
body is growing up, so this stag is a tad awkward to fit. ”

8.” So, she told me that if 1 wanted her 
to she would help look for some new 
jeans. 1 walked away, I was going to just

been a full hour. WTII! So, I went hack

up to her & told her that 1 needed her 
to find some new pants for my sweet 
daughter. She was shocked that 1 took 
her up on her offer...”

9. “he looked & looked to no avail. T was pissed to say the least. The 
manager talked to me & explained that the girls at the front were 
sorry, but there was nothing else that they could do. She handed me 2 
$5 coupon cards. I smiled & took them graciously. BUT! I need some 
jeans & I found 2 in the clearance for $6.99. Now, because of your 
employees that obviously do not understand protocol with the "ON 
HOLDS". 1 am without them, yet my daughter still needs pants.."

Figure 20 Emic Narrative Interpretation Map Old Navy - My 

ship was sold Manic Mom 2008

The story is about Manic Mom, the protagonist blogger. The protagonist provides a back- 

story of a girl sitting on a bale of hay trying to get Internet reception for her laptop and 

unsuccessful, the protagonist cannot blog. Instead, with her daughter Mahala (age 9) after 

church visits Old Navy for shopping.

After spending hours and finding just the right pair of jeans on special she leaves 

the jeans with the shop assistant. She is returning with her “hubby” to pay for the goods in 

an hour even though the goods are held for up to 3 days.

Upon arriving back to the store, the assistant cannot locate the jeans. The blogger 

takes up the shop assistant's offer to help find other pairs. Some time later the assistant 

cannot find any suitable pairs. In return, the blogger is given two vouchers but still needs



two pairs of jeans. She asks if she can find two pairs from any Navy line, can she have 

them for $6.99? The store manager agrees and together with two young assistants helps 

her daughter choose after trying on 9 pairs. 5 hours later in Old Navy the shopping is 

finished.

An etic archetypal analysis by the researcher reveals the explorer archetype is 

important in the story of Manic Mom and Mahala shopping for jeans at Old Navy. The 

archetypal story pattern instrument for EX supports these findings (exhibit 9).

The prototypical story pattern within the old Navy story is Paulo Coelho’s The 

Alchemist. The story is about a journey of discovery for fulfilment of life’s purpose. The 

shepherd Santiago travels the world only to find his treasures lie at home. The story is a 

balance of inner and outer journeys permitting the discovery of our selves through 

adventures and finding purpose within.

In the story of the protagonist Manic mom leaves home, as she cannot blog 

(“internet down BLEEP, BLEEP, BLEEP Blahhhhhhhhhhh, Blahhhhhhh...”). She leaves 

the confines of home and boredom without being able to blog and takes a journey to 

church (perhaps to find her inner self) and afterwards Old Navy with Mahala the daughter 

for outside adventure in the form of finding jeans. Eventually through a mishap of first 

finding jeans and bringing hubby leads to having to re-establish the finding of jeans with 

the help of the old Navy shop assistants.

After a long journey of five hours the treasures (jeans) are brought home with the 

added incentive of an Old Navy markdown. The overall story is more a call to a quest to 

find jeans for Mahala as opposed to a story of personal ambition.
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Exhibit 9 Explorer Archetype for Old Navy -
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My ship was sold

Explorer (EX) - Archetypal Story Pattern Instrument 

Blog: Manic Mom

Title of Blog Entry: Old Navy - My ship was sold 

Please circle N = No; ? = Not sure; Y = Yes for each item below.

1. Protagonist constantly moving or wandering? N ?

if yes, describe: Movement is within Old Navy store shopping for over 5 hours.

2. Is the protagonist described as an adventurer? N ?

Evidence. The story title conjures up adventure at Old Navy

3. Does protagonist demonstrate the desire for wisdom? N ?

Evidence: This is seen by the time wasted first time around to find jeans 
and bring back hubby.

4. Protagonist likely to uphold the truth? N ?

Evidence: In her dealings with Old Navy staff Manic mom is truthful 

and does not create any misinformation.

5. Any sign of protagonist chasing freedom? N ?

Evidence: The opening daydream scene of a girl on a bale of hay 
evokes a desire for freedom.
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6. The story contains a desire to fulfil a need?

Evidence:: On this occasion, the need is simply to find the protagonist 

nine year old daughter a few airs of jeans

7. Any actions of protagonist to look at new ways of doing? N ?

Evidence: Protagonist enlists helps of Old Navy staff with 
“a strong authoritative voice.”

8. Actions of protagonist represent desire for self-sufficient? N ?

Evidence: Manic mom, the protagonist prepares to invest further time with 
staff at Old Navy to find her daughter a few pairs of jeans.
In fact she contends “WTH” [common teenager phrase to indicate I can’t 
believe anyone to be so stupid]

9. Does the story contain a love of space and openness? ? N ?

Evidence: : The opening scene of the back-story of a girl sitting on a bale 
of hay has a sense of open spaces.

10. At end of story sign of protagonist experience better life? N ?

Evidence: The story ends with “all in all it turned out great.”

11. By finish of story protagonist become more liberated? N ?

Evidence: As previous, the story ends with “all in all it turned out great.”

12. Does protagonist have fear of being trapped or emptiness? N ?



Evidence: “We spent a little over 5 hours in Old Navy. I thought I was going to
die”.
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13. Is a journey part of story ?

Evidence: The story covers daydreaming in the countryside, 
attending church and visiting Old Navy.

14. Does the protagonist want a better life?

Evidence: : The welcome banner to the blog quotes, “Welcome to my 
online therapy session. This is where I go to let go of my past, enjoy 
the present & look forward to the future”.

15. Any areas where story shows protagonist helping others? N ?

Evidence: : She is helping her daughter find jeans.

16. Any sign of protagonist striving to be authentic? ? N ?

Evidence: Her opening backstory with girl on a bale of hay strives 
to be an authentic opening to the story of shopping in Old Navy.



CHAPTER 9 Hero Archetype
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9.1 Archetype Story Visualisation

Using the technique of archetype story visualisation for brand Gucci stories generates the 

visualisation (Figure 21) as per the method of analysis (section 5.4.1). Identification of 

archetypes in stories is made using degree centrality to track the number of stories 

incident on the relevant archetype node. Stories 108,110,127,132 & 141 are non-stories 

with no archetypal features and in a network sense are isolates. Further re-reading of the 

stories results in these stories remaining classified as non-stories.

Figure 21 Gucci Archetype Story

Visualisation



9.2 fsQCA Analysis of Archetype Conditions for Brand Gucci

Model: CABS (Gucci) = f(ca, sa)

Algorithm: Quine-McCluskey 

—COMPLEX SOLUTION —
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frequency cutoff: 2.000 consistency cutoff: 0.858
Solution Raw

Coverage

Unique

Coverage

Consistency

~sa 0.869 0.869 0.879

solution coverage 0.869; solution consistency 0.879

Absence of sage accounts for nearly 87% of the conditions with acceptable consistency.

9.3 Archetypal Analysis of Hero

To study the stories with Hero (HE) features the stories incident on node HE are noted 

visually and each one re-read for archetypal interpretation. An archetypal analysis 

(Roesler 2006) of brand story #126 convergent on node HE exemplifies the hero 

archetype features present in the blog story of the title, Kiera Gucci. Exhibit 10 represents 

the emic interpretation and captures the entire blog story and photographic portrait of the 

protagonist in support of the blog using the method of story listening. Commencing the 

analysis, an emic narrative interpretation map (Figure 22) captures the story found online 

at the blog “CuteCarry - Confession of an Asian Styleholic”.
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CMtedarty
Exhibit 10 Emic Interpretation of Hafiz Recommending Kiera Gucci

KIERA GUCCI
Posted on 21 October 2008

This is not super-rich Kiera Knightley. This is my friend [friend]; super-girl Kiera, that 
has two job, sport apparel marketing executive by day and holiday resort telemarketeer at 
night. Kiera currently skipping her mid afternoon snack to buy Gucci bag. She is not 
really sure what type of bag she wants but she told me that the bag must be very 
affordable (most important!), unisex, practical for work and play and something really... 
well... very Gucci.

Maybe for some, buying Gucci is nothing. But for this girl, it is everything. She is a sole 
breadwinner after her father passed away 3 years ago. Believe me, she works so hard day 
and night to support her family (especially her two younger brothers are still in college!). 
I give her credit for looking like a rich classy spoiled girl on MTV reality show even after 
very long working hours.

It s quite challenging task to find a Gucci bag that fit her requirement. The main criteria 
are that Gucci must be affordable. Frankly, looking at Kiera financial situation, she can 
only get a fake Gucci. But, this is Kiera. She set her own standard and principle like “I am 
not rich but fake is not in my vocabulary”.

Unisex bag is so easy to find. The rule is girl can always carry man bag if she knows the 
limit. Baggy jeans with man bag are ok if you want to be Elle DeGeneres. But if you want 
to be Portia De Rossi, you must carry your man bag with a splash of feminine wear.
Travel from office to office in her day job required her to have something very easy to 

carry. I will not recommend her any tote because just last three month ago, a theft snatch 
her Calvin Klein patent leather tote. What an inconsiderate thief, she must sell about 5 
holiday packages to buy that bag!

She do not have enough fund to buy Gucci every season so “her Gucci” must be very 
classic, luxurious, and very Gucci (think Victoria Beckham). The one that she can carry



now and still relevant in 2012. I definitely refrain her from buying black nylon logo 
applique messenger bag for USD1, 695.00. It look too “street wear” and she is not a
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gothic cult follower.

Instead I will ask her to buy Gucci black nylon messenger bag. It’s a man bag but at the 
same time very ok for lady, at only around USD450.00; it is cheap for Gucci standard and 
it is within Kiera reach. The leather trimmed woven nylon with signature web stripe down 
front and Rubberized GG logo with front patch pocket proved this is a real Gucci 
signature. Hope Kiera can buy this bag ASAP. This is too good too be true.

Kiera, once you have enough fund, placed your order at www.bluefly.com

Source: http://www.cutecarry.com/2008/10/21/kiera-gucci/
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super rich Kiera 
Knightley

16." Kiera, once you have 
enough fund, placed your 
order at wsvw.bluefly.com”

after her father passed away 3 
years ago. Believe me, she 

works so hard day and night 
to support her family 

(especially her two younger 
brothers arc still in college!).

6. “It s quite challenging task to find a Gucci bag that fit 
her requirement. The main criteria are that Gucci must be 
affordable. Frankly, looking at Kiera financial situation, 
she can only get a fake Gucci. But, this is Kiera. She set 
her own standard and principle like “I am not rich but 
fakt* is not in mv vnrjihnlarv'V'

unisex, practical for 
work and play and 
something really... 
well... very Gucci"

5. I give her credit for 
looking like a rich classy 
spoiled girl on MTV 
reality show' even after 
very long working hours.

9. “Travel from office to office in her 
day job required her to have 
something very easy to carry. 1 will 
not recommend her any tote because 
just last three month ago, a theft 
snatch her Calvin Klein patent leather 
tote. What an inconsiderate thief, she 
must sell about 5 holiday packages to 
buy that bag!”

8. “Unisex bag is so easy to find. The rule is girl 
can always carry man bag if she knows the limit. 
Baggy jeans with man bag are ok if you want to be 
EUe DeGeneres. But if you want to be Portia De 
Rossi, you must carry your man bag with a splash

10. “She do not have enough fund to buy 
Gucci every season so “her Gucci" must 
be very' classic, luxurious, and very Gucci 
(think Victoria Beckham). The one that

2012. I definitely refrain her from 
buying black nylon logo applique 
messenger bag for USD1, 695.00. It look 
too “street wear” and she is not a gothic

11. “Instead 1 will ask her to buy Gucci black nylon messenger 
bag. It’s a man bag but at the same time very ok for lady, at 
only around USD450.00; it is cheap for Gucci standard and it is 
within Kiera reach. The leather trimmed woven nylon with 
signature web stripe down front and Rubberized GG logo with 
front patch pocket proved this is a real Gucci signature. Hope 
Kiera can buy this bag ASAP. This is too good too be true. ”

Figure 22 Emic Narrative Interpretation 

Map Kiera Gucci by Hafiz 2008

This story is about Hafiz helping his friend Kiera select an affordable Gucci bag. Hafiz 

operates a blog site with the name “CuteCarry.” His dialogue shares the hardworking 

nature of Kiera and her life challenges. She desires a real Gucci. Her Calvin Klein bag 

was stolen a few months before hand. Hafiz weights out relevant options and by the end 

of the story narrows the recommended option to a Gucci affordable men’s messenger bag.

The etic archetypal analysis reveals the hero archetype is prevalent within the 

story regarding selection of an affordable Gucci for Kiera. The archetypal story pattern 

instrument for HE supports the findings (exhibit 11), the primary story archetype is HE. 

This story is supported by multiple images of Gucci bags.



The prototypical story pattern inherent within the blog story is the hero as 

warrior. The description of Kiera the working warrior with “...two job, sport apparel 

marketing executive by day and holiday resort telemarketeer at night” and “she is a sole 

breadwinner after her father passed away 3 years ago. Believe me, she works so hard day 

and night to support her family (especially her two younger brothers are still in college!)” 

This description suggests Kiera is the super hero figure with a goal orientation 

overcoming major obstacles to keep her family together at all cost. As a warrior she has a 

code of honour “I am not rich but fake is not in my vocabulary” she tells Hafiz the mentor 

helping her select an authentic affordable Gucci.
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Exhibit 11 Hero Archetype for Kiera Gucci
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Hero (HE)- Archetypal Story Pattern Instrument 

Blog: CuteCarry - Confession of an Asian Styleholic 

Title of Blog Entry: Kiera Gucci 

Please circle N = No; ? = Not sure; Y = Yes for each item below.

1. Protagonist experiences a call to adventure ? N ?

if yes, describe call: Hafiz recognises the call to help friend Kiera 

buy affordable Gucci

2. Is a mentor present? N ?

Evidence: Hafiz is mentoring Kiera in the type of bag she requires.

3. Does protagonist demonstrate great skills ? N ?

Evidence: Hafiz understands very much the variety of handbags available

4. Iconic representation? N ?

Evidence: The opening story indicates, “this is not super-rich Kiera Knightley. 
This is my friend [friend]; super-girl Kiera.

Any sign of superhuman skills ? N ?

Evidence: Kiera is actually working on two jobs.
Hafiz uses his skills to find a relevant but affordable bag.
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The story contains a journey to overcome obstacles ? N ?

Evidence: “Kiera travels from office to office in her day job”. She needs 

two jobs to support her family.

7. A companion on the journey ? N ?

Evidence: Hafiz and Kiera are companions on the journey to select a handbag.

8. Do triumphs over evil exist ?

Evidence: “Frankly, looking at Kiera financial situation, 
she can only get a fake Gucci. But, this is Kiera.
She set her own standard and principle like 
“1 am not rich but fake is not in my vocabulary”.

9. Does the story contain the suffering of a great loss ? N ?

Evidence: “Maybe for some, buying Gucci is nothing. But for this girl, it is
everything. She is a sole breadwinner after her father passed away 3 years ago”.

10. At journey end value brought back to the community ? N ?

Evidence: “Believe me, she works so hard day and night to support 
her family (especially her two younger brothers are still in college!). 
I give her credit for looking like a rich classy spoiled girl on MTV 
reality show even after very long working hours”.

11. Is completion of story signalled by a happy ending ? N ?

Evidence: “Flope Kiera can buy this bag ASAP. This is too good too be true”.

12. Does protagonist achieve marriage or wealth ? N
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Evidence: “...at only around USD450.00; it is cheap for Gucci standard 

and it is within Kiera reach.”

13. Are sacrifices associated with the story ? N ?

Evidence: “...just last three month ago, a theft snatch her Calvin Klein 
patent leather tote. What an inconsiderate thief, she must sell about 
5 holiday packages to buy that bag!”

14. Does the protagonist achieve self discovery? N ?

Evidence: Hafiz finds a solution to satisfy Kiera requirements.

15. Any areas where the hero is not successful ?

Evidence: “...just last three month ago, a theft snatch her Calvin Klein 
patent leather tote. What an inconsiderate thief...”

16. Any sign of pleomorphism ? N ?

Evidence: Discussion includes a non-recommendation to buy
black nylon logo applique messenger bag from Gucci
with final recommendation on a Gucci black nylon messenger bag.



CHAPTER 10 Innocent Archetype
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10.1 Archetype Story Visualisation

Using the technique of archetype story visualisation for brand New York stories generate 

the visualisation (Figure 23) as per the method of analysis (section 5.4.1). Identification of 

archetypes in stories is made using degree centrality to track the number of stories 

incident on the relevant archetype node. Stories 211,218,229,230,235 & 248 are non

stories with no archetypal features and in a network sense are isolates. Further re-reading 

of the stories results in these stories remaining classified as non-stories.

‘211
•218
•229
•230
•235
•248

♦ 212

234

231

228

Figure 23 New York Archetype Story

216

Visualisation



10.2 fsQCA Analysis of Archetype Conditions for Brand New York

Model: CABS (New York) = f (lo,sh)

Algorithm: Quine-McCluskey 

—COMPLEX SOLUTION —
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frequency cutoff: 2,000 consistency cutoff: 0.831
Solution Raw Coverage Unique Coverage Consistency
~sh 0.981 0.981 0.864
solution coverage 0.981; solution consistency 0.864

Solution coverage accounts for nearly all conditions and consistency is within acceptable 

range suggested by Ragin (1987 and 2000). The condition is absence of shadow.

10.3 Archetypal Analysis of Innocent

To study the stories with Innocent (IN) features, the stories incident on node IN are noted 

visually and each one re-read for archetypal interpretation. An archetypal analysis 

(Roesler 2006) of brand story #227 convergent on node IN exemplifies the IN archetype 

features present in the blog story of the title, Eating in NYC. Exhibit 12 represents the 

emic interpretation and captures the entire blog story and photographic portrait of the 

protagonist in support of the blog. Commencing the analysis, an emic narrative 

interpretation map (Figure 24) captures the story found online at the blog “mango &

ginger”.
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Exhibit 12 Emic Interpretation of Two Sisters Eating in NYC

Thursday, December 29, 2005 
Eating in NYC
As I mentioned, my sister and I spent Tuesday traipsing around New York, where the sky 
was blue and the air was not freezing. We were very happy. It was Erin's first visit to 
NYC since eighth grade (she's now a senior in college) and my first in just over a year. 
And, as the saying goes, I love New York. I'd never want to actually live there, but it's a 
great place to visit.

The official purpose of our visit was research-oriented. Erin's writing her senior thesis on 
the Guimard metro entrances in Paris, and she needed to actually see one up close, and 
photograph it. Last fall, when I was in Paris, I took a few pics for her. Unfortunately, I am 
a miserable photographer. She really needed to see one for herself. We tossed around the 
idea of taking a quick trip to Paris, but between the cost and the scheduling (her 
Christmas break is only two weeks long), that just wasn't going to happen.

But, when she discovered that one of the original entrances was transplanted from Paris to 
the MOM A sculpture gardent, we made plans to get to New York, toute de suite. It's only 
a two and a half hour train ride from Baltimore - child's play.

Once we arrived, we dispensed with the "work" part of the trip immediately. We both 
love modem art, so we spent a very enjoyable several hours touring the MOMA galleries 
and gift shops, where I picked up this super cool bowl.

After our visit to the MOMA, we were starving. Several hours of expressionism and 
beyond will do that to you. New York is an amazing town for restaurants. However, the 
neighborhood immediately surrounding the MOMA is not exactly representative of the 
melting pot of restaurant fabulousness the city is famous for being. We were a little lost.

But not for long. As our stomachs growled in the gift shop, Erin looked at me and said, "I 
know you're going to hate this, but Rachael Ray would ask the guy behind the counter 
where to go." As much as I do hate supporting anything Rachael Ray, I knew she was 
right, so I asked. And thank God I did. We were only a few short blocks away from Hell's 
Kitchen, and the culinary wonderland I was looking for.

Once we hit 9th Street, we were totally overwhelmed. How to decide where to eat when 
we have, literally, 20 choices in two blocks? And choices of every type imaginable? I 
wanted to cry...mostly because there were more restaurants in those two blocks than there 
are in my entire zip code. And I knew that almost every one of them would be fantastic.

In the end, we played it safe and went with Thai. Can't go wrong with Thai in my family. 
We decided that a restaurant called Chanpen was cute enough on the outside to earn our 
business. It was a good call.
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The place wasn't super busy, but it was also almost 2 pm on a Tuesday. The service was 
good and the menu was, well, everything we were looking for in a Thai place. And cheap. 
The decor was...Thai. The requisite shrine to the Queen, some gold elephants, lots of 
pink. Standard stuff. I don't go to Thai places for their minimalist design.

And the food was great. Standard Thai fare - nothing fancy or unexpected. Which was 
perfect.

We each chose one dish to share. I, not surprisingly, ordered the panang curry, which was 
darker than what I'm used to, but tasted exactly the same as my hometown panang (and 
that is a good thing):

panang in NYC
Originally uploaded by Kit Pollard.

Erin ordered her Thai favorite, yum woon sen. It's a salad of clear noodles, peppers and 
shrimp in lime. It, too, tasted familiar:

After stuffing ourselves full of Thai, we walked around for a looong time, eventually
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(after a cab ride) ending up in Soho. After a few hours, we'd both reached the point of 
complete exhaustion and just needed to sit down and have a glass of wine. We chose the 
first bar we saw - which turned out to not really be a bar at all, but more of a chocolate 
cafe. Mariebelle's Cacao Bar is a little jewelbox of a tea room, cozy and very inviting, 
especially after walking around for hours. The tables are charmingly tight, the walls are 
mirrored and girly, and silent movies play near the ceiling. It was perfect.

We each got a glass of wine, and Erin ordered a pain au chocolat:

She'd been complaining, just the day before, that after visiting France, she'd been spoiled 
forever by "real" croissants, and that simply nothing in the US would do. This did. It was 
so buttery and so perfectly chocolatey. Not too sweet, not too bitter. Flaky and smooth. 
Delicious.

After finishing our wine and croissant (we shared a little more than she might have liked), 
we dragged ourselves back out to the street, where we eventually found a cab to take us 
back to the train station. I won't torture you with tales of the miserable spinach dip we had 
while waiting for our train. I do mean miserable. And expensive. I'd recommend staying 
away from Houlihan's in Penn Station - at all costs.

But despite the sucky spin dip, overall, our big day in the big city couldn't have been 
better. Or more nourishing.

And, with that, I'm starving. Must go fix a snack.

pain au chocolat
Originally uploaded by Kit Pollard.

Source: http://mangoandginger.blogspot.com/2005/12/eating-in-nyc.html
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18.” After finishing our wine and croissant (we shared a little more than she might have liked), we dragged 
ourselves hack out to the street, where we eventually found a cab to take us hack to the train station. I won't 
torture you w ith tales of the miserable spinach dip we had while waiting for our train. 1 do mean miserable. And 
expensive. I’d recommend staying away from Houlihan's in Penn Station - at all costs.
But despite the sucky spin dip, overall, our big day in the big city couldn't have been better. Or more 
nourishing.
And, with that. I'm starving. Must go fix a snack. "

3. Erin Thesis on 
Guimard Metro

4. “But, when she discovered that one 
of the original entrances was 
transplanted from Paris to the 
MOMA sculpture gardent, we made 
plans to get to New York, tonte de 
suite. It's only a two and a half hour 
train ride from Baltimore - child's 
play."

7
17.” We each got a glass of wine, and Erin ordered a pain au chocolat: 
She'd been complaining, just the day before, that after visiting France, 
she'd been spoiled forever by "real” croissants, and that simply 
nothing in the US would do. This did. It was so buttery and so perfectly 
chocolatey. Not too sweet, not too bitter. Flaky and smooth. Delicious."

5. “Once we arrived, we dispensed 
with the "work" part of the trip 
immediately. We both love modern art, 
so we spent a very enjoyable several 
hours touring the MOMA galleries and 
gift shops, where I picked up this super 
cool bowl.”

13.” After stuffing ourselves full of Thai, we w alked around for a looong time, 
eventually (after a cab ride) ending up in Soho. After a few hours, we’d both 
reached the point of complete exhaustion and just needed to sit down and have 
a glass of wine. We chose the first bar we saw' - which turned out to not really 
be a bar at all, but more of a chocolate cafe. Mariebelle's Cacao Bar is a little 
jewelbox of a tea room, cozy and very inviting, especially after w alking around 
for hours. The tables are charmingly tight, the walls are mirrored and girly, 
and silent movies play near the ceiling, it was perfect."

6. “After our visit to the MOMA, we were starving. 
Several hours of expressionism and beyond will do 
that to you. New York is an amazing town for 
restaurants. However, the neighborhood 
immediately surrounding the MOMA is not exactly 
representative of the melting pot of restaurant 
fabulousness the city is famous for being. We were a 

-liltlo lost.."-----------------------------------------------------

12.” We each chose one dish to share. I, not surprisingly, ordered 
the panang curry, which was darker than what I'm used to, but 
tasted exactly the same as my hometown panang (and that is a good 
thing):
Erin ordered her Thai favorite, yum woon sen. It's a salad of clear 
noodles, peppers and shrimp in lime. It, too, tasted familiar:. "

11. “In the end, we played it safe 
and went with Thai. Can't go wrong 
with Thai in my family. We decided 
that a restaurant called Chanpen 
was cute enough on the outside to 
earn our business. It was a good 
call.
The place wasn't super busy, but it 
was also almost 2 pm on a Tuesday. 
The sendee was good and the menu 
was, well, everything we were 
looking for in a Thai place. And 
cheap. The decor was...Thai. The 
requisite shrine to the Queen, some 
gold elephants, lots of pink. 
Standard stuff. I don't go to Thai 
places for their minimalist design. 
And the food was great. Standard 
Thai fare - nothing fancy or 
unexpected. Which was perfect.".

8.” As our stomachs growled in the gift shop, Erin looked at me and said, "I 
know you're going to hate this, but Rachael Ray would ask the guy behind 
the counter where to go." As much as 1 do hate supporting anything Rachael 
Ray, I knew she was right, so I asked. And thank God I did. We were only a 
few short blocks away from Hell's Kitchen, and the culinary wonderland I 
was looking for.."

10.” Once we hit 9th 
Street, we were totally 
overwhelmed. How to 
decide where to eat when 
we have, literally, 20 
choices in two blocks? And 
choices of every type 
imaginable? 1 wanted to 
cry...mostly because there 
were more restaurants in 
those two blocks than there 
arc in my entire zip rode. 
And I knew that almost 
every one of them would 
be fantastic."

Figure 24 Ernie Narrative Interpretation 

Map Eating in NYC by Kit 2005

The protagonist Kit has sister Erin a senior in college writing a thesis on Hector Guimard, 

a French architect of last century designing metro entrances in Paris. The sisters realise 

they do not have to go to the expense of visiting Paris to see a Parisian metro entrance.

Instead, the sister and protagonist travel to New York city (NYC). One of the 

entrances is available at the Museum of modem Art (MOMA). This museum is only 2 hrs 

30 mins by train from Baltimore where the sisters reside.

After several hours at the MOMA, the sisters are hungry heading for 9th street 

with 20 restaurants packed in two blocks. After eating Thai, the two drop by a chocolate 

cafe where Erin orders wine and a chocolate croissant. They decide to catch a cab back to 

Penn station where even an awful spinach dip does not dampen the exciting day. This



story is supported by multiple images of the food covering the Thai panang curry and 

chocolate croissant.

The archetypal story pattern instrument for IN supports the findings (exhibit 13), 

the primary story archetype is innocent. The prototypical story pattern supporting the 

innocent and inherent within the consumer story is the story of Daphne (Hamilton 1942).

Apollo, the Greek god fell in love with the nymph Daphne and became besotted 

with her running through the forest. Apollo gave chase and Daphne asked her father the 

river god Peneus for assistance. She was turned from women into a laurel tree no longer 

free to roam the forests and fields. To show his love of Daphne, Apollo presented winners 

at the Delphi games with laurel wreaths.

The innocent within the consumer story is Erin supported by her caregiver and 

older sister Kit. Both sisters see NYC as a forest playground especially the variety of 

restaurants they visit. In fact, just as Daphne is transformed into a tree the sisters come 

close to harm with the incident at the train station with Kit commenting, “I won't torture 

you with tales of the miserable spinach dip we had while waiting for our train. I do mean 

miserable. And expensive. I'd recommend staying away from Houlihan's in Penn Station -
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at all costs”.



Exhibit 13 Innocent Archetype for Eating in
168

NYC

Innocent (IN) - Archetypal Story Pattern Instrument 

Blog: mango & ginger 

Title of Blog Entry: Eating in NYC 

Please circle N = No; ? = Not sure; Y = Yes for each item below.

Item No ?

1. Does the story convey happiness ? N ?

If yes, discuss evidence : The sisters are happy to be together and after 

the research is over enjoy eating at nearby restaurants.

2. Does the protagonist avoid problems ? N ?

Evidence: They ask advice of where to eat rather than getting lost.

3. Is the story inspirational ? N ?

Evidence: The story covers how two sisters in middle age 
and younger can enjoy themselves at work and play.

4. Does the story take a simplistic perspective? N ?

Evidence: A lot of details at the MOMA regarding the thesis are left out 
of the story.

5. Is the protagonist a positive thinker? N ?

Evidence. Kit wraps up the story with a gloss, “But despite the sucky spin dip, 
overall, our big day in the big city couldn’t have been better.
Or more nourishing.”

Yes
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6. Protagonist is trustworthy? N

Evidence: Nothing to suggest otherwise.

7. Is the story optimistic? N

Evidence: The story ends with how successful the trip has been.

8. Is “nice” a term that connects with the protagonist? ? N 

Evidence: Both sisters come across as “nice” people.

9. Is perseverance an important aspect of the story? N

Evidence: Several hours at the MOMA for research qualifies.

10. Does the story highlight fairness ? N ?

Evidence: Both sisters are at different stages of life yet enjoy 
each the company of one another.

11. Is the protagonist dependable? N ?

Evidence: The trip has been a long time in preparation and 
could not have gone better without the protagonist involvement.

12. Protagonist is naive? N

Evidence: Naive in relation to knowledge of NYC.

13. Does faith have any association with the story? N

Evidence: The trip is planned to allow Erin to complete her thesis.

14. Is goodness an outcome of the protagonist’s actions ? N ?

Evidence: The trip ends well with both research completed and 
restaurants visited.

15. Any areas where story depicts an optimistic protagonist ? N ?

Evidence: The protagonist loves new York and finds the city a 
great place to visit.
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16. Any comments regarding the parents of protagonist? N ?

Evidence: The sisters do not discuss family matters in accordance 
with story as reported.



CHAPTER 11 Jester Archetype
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11.1 Archetype Story Visualisation

Using the technique of archetype story visualisation for brand Gucci stories generate the 

visualisation (Figure 25) as per the method of analysis (section 5.4.1). Identification of 

archetypes in stories is made using degree centrality to track the number of stories 

incident on the relevant archetype node. Stories 108,110,18,127,132 & 141 are non

stories with no archetypal features and in a network sense are isolates. Further re-reading 

of the stories results in these stories remaining classified as non-stories.

Figure 25 Gucci Archetype Story

Visualisation



11.2 fsQCA Analysis of Archetype Conditions for Brand Gucci

Model: CABS (Gucci) = f(ca, sa)

Algorithm: Quine-McCluskey 
—COMPLEX SOLUTION —
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frequency cutoff: 2.000 consistency cutoff: 0.858
Solution Raw Coverage Unique Coverage Consistency
~sa 0.869 0.869 0.879
solution coverage 0.869 ; solution consistency 0.879

Absence of sage accounts for nearly 87% of the conditions with acceptable consistency.

11.3 Archetypal Analysis of Jester

To study the stories with Jester (JE) features the stories incident on node JE are noted 

visually and each one re-read for archetypal interpretation. An archetypal analysis 

(Roesler 2006) of brand story # 130 convergent on node JE exemplifies the JE archetype 

features present in the blog story of the title, “Tokyo! Day 1: Gucci Cafe”.

Exhibit 14 representing the emic interpretation captures the entire blog story and 

photographic portrait of the protagonist in support of the blog. Commencing the analysis, 

an emic narrative interpretation map (Figure 26) captures the story found online at the

blog “Flas-E!”.
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Exhibit 14 Emic Interpretation of Visiting Gucci Cafe in Tokyo

Tokyo! Day 1: Gucci Cafe 
April 19, 2009

Here’s the irony. The first meal I had in Tokyo is not Japanese. In fact, I stumbled into 
the Gucci Cafe at Ginza. This is the first of its kind in the world in Gucci’s signature 
building in the luxe shopping district. Thanks to Superfuture, I found the place in no 
time. Yes, I’m the navigator and planner - Bubster just went with the flow. This is my 
ultimate luxe dining experience... (well, in a foreign country I’m saying). I thought the 
food was overly pricey but the experience was worth it. I might return for dessert and 
coffee... but not for breakfast! Here’s a sneak peek of my Gucci dining adventure:

Welcome to Gucci Cafe



An overview of the cafe. Yeah, it’s pretty empty on a Sunday morning.



Even the menu is blessed with the Gucci monogram.
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My breakfast: Barlotti Beans & Calamari Salad. Very yummy, surprisingly.



Ill

Yummy!!! As you can tell from my beaming face.
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I love it when my cappucino looks pretty.



r
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My cute Japanese waiter. He’s so shy because I wanted to take his photo! You should 
see the rest of the sales people in Gucci. The men are tall and gorgeous like models! 
Bubster just rolled his eyes.



The man plans our route - yeah right. LOL.
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There are a lot of Guccis around. Make sure you go to 4-4-10 Ginza, Chuo-ku, Tokyo. 
This is a must-see, must-eat destination in Tokyo. Yes, accept the irony.

Source: http://www.fash-eccentric.com/2009/04/tokyo-day-1 -gucci-cafe/
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3. Rubster

4. “Here’s The irony. The first meal I had 
in Tokyo is not Japanese. In fact. I 
stumbled into the Gucci Cafe at Ginza. 
This is the first of its kind in the world in 
Gucci’s signature building in the luxe 
shopping district. Thanks to Supcrfuttirc.
I found the place in no time. Yes. I’m the 
navigator and planner - Bubster just went 
with the flow. This is my ultimate luxe 
dining experience... (well, in a foreign 
country I’m saying)-.!’__ _

6. “I thought the food was 
overly pricey but the 
experience was worth it. I 
might return for dessert and 
coffee... but not for 
breakfast! Here’s a sneak 
peek of my Gucci dining 
adventure:."

7.” Welcome to Gucci Cafe.”

15.” There are a lot of Guccis around. Make sure 
you go to 4-4-10 Ginza, Chuo-ku, Tokyo. This is a 
must-see, must-eat destination in Tokyo. Yes, 
accept the irony.”

14.” The man plans our route - veah right. 
LOL."

Figure 26 Emic Narrative Interpretation Map Tokyo! Gucci Cafe by Xwen 2009

The story is about Xwen’s visit to Tokyo and she finds herself at Gucci Cafe. The 

protagonist is in a playful mood and instead of finding a Japanese meal she dines at the 

Gucci restaurant. Her playfulness manifests with the use of a smiley face to designate the 

beginning of the actual story. Barlotti beans and calamari salad are regarded as “yummy”-



Also, the protagonist loves her coffee with the heart shape considering this to be 

“pretty”. The protagonist has her smiling photograph taken with a Japanese waiter. Her 

partner (Bubster - rhymes with Jester) plans a route using a map. The protagonist urges 

visitors to attend the Gucci cafe she is visiting with a smile.

The etic archetypal analysis reveals the Jester archetype is central to the Gucci 

cafe story. The archetypal story pattern instrument for JE supports the findings (exhibit 

15) the primary story archetype is Jester.

This story is supported by multiple images of the cafe and food. Photographs show the 

protagonist smiling with the waiter staff and she reviews a plate of breakfast food also 

with a smile.

The prototypical story pattern is the Jester (Otto 2001) living life as a child 

enjoying the moment. The protagonist while not singing or dancing is seen in the images 

with a beaming smile on her face indicative of the jester archetype at work.
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Exhibit 15 Jester Archetype for Gucci Cafe
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Jester (JE) - Archetypal Story Pattern Instrument

Blog: Fash-E!

Title of Blog Entry: Tokyo! Day 1: Gucci Cafe 

Please circle N = No; ? = Not sure; Y = Yes for each item below.

Item No

1. Does the story project enjoyment with normal life? N

if yes, discuss evidence : The protagonist is happy and has fun at the Gucci cafe.

2. Docs the protagonist try to make others laugh ? N ?

Evidence: The protagonist continually smiles at breakfast and when having 
her picture taken with the waiter staff.

3. Is the story narration humorous ? N ?

Evidence:: The narration is humorous at times exemplified by a smiley face 
as well as comments “pretty” and “yummy”.

4. Does time wasting relate to any aspect of the story ? N ?

Evidence: The restaurant is empty on Sunday morning yet Xwen 

and partner seems to take considerable time to eat breakfast.

5. Is the protagonist male? N ?

Evidence: The protagonist appears to act as a court jester.



6. The story is written about a specific moment in time? N 9
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Evidence: The story covers day 1 in Tokyo.

7. Are the protagonist’s emotions unclear from reading the story? N ?

Evidence: The protagonist emotions are very clear when considering the 
activities over breakfast.

8. Does the protagonist exhibit laziness? N ?

Evidence: The protagonist partner “Bubster” works at a less frantic pace 
than protagonist.

9. Is perseverance an important aspect of the story? ? N ?

Evidence: Getting to the Gucci cafe on the first day is a major achievement.

10. Does the story make the reader feel happy ? N ?

Evidence: The story does make the reader happy along with the photographs.

11. Protagonist does not empathize with others? N ?

Evidence: Protagonist is playful with her partner and cafe staff.

12. Protagonist is playful? N ?

Evidence: Throughout the story on the cafe the protagonist demonstrates

playfulness.



13. Does the story focus on making the mundane fun? N ?
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Evidence: Taking a simple coffee cup with heart shape foam attempts 
to make activities fun.

14. Do the protagonist’s clowning around make others comfortable ? N ?

Evidence: The waiter staff is happy enough when challenged by protagonist

15. Any areas where the Jester uses humour to better one self? ? N ?

Evidence: Especially when food and coffee is being served

16. Any sign of using fun to allow protagonist to escape daily life ? N ?

Evidence: In spite of the story being a travel story,
the protagonist is smiling and using humour throughout.



CHAPTER 12 Lover Archetype
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12.1 Archetype Story Visualisation

Using the technique of archetype story visualisation for brand LVMH stories generates 

the visualisation (Fig 27) as per the method of analysis (section 5.4.1). Identification of 

archetypes in stories is made using degree centrality to track the number of stories 

incident on the relevant archetype node. Stories 167,174,180,183,192,197,200 & 203 are 

non-stories with no archetypal features and in a network sense are isolates. Further re

reading of the stories results in these stories remaining classified as non-stories.

Figure 27 LVMH Archetype Story

Visualisation
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12.2 fsQCA Analysis of Archetype Conditions for Brand LVMH

Model: CABS (LVMH) = f(lo, ca, cr)

Algorithm: Quine-McCluskey

—COMPLEX SOLUTION —
frequency cutoff: 53.000 consistency cutoff: 0.847

Solution Raw Coverage Unique Coverage Consistency
~sh 0.983 0.983 0.847
solution coverage 0.983 ; solution consistency 0.847 

Solution coverage is good with the condition absence of shadow.

12.3 Archetypal Analysis of Lover

To study the stories with Lover (LO) features the stories incident on node LO are noted 

visually and each one re-read for archetypal interpretation. An archetypal analysis 

(Roesler 2006) of brand story # 160 convergent on node LO informs and exemplifies the 

LO archetype features present in the blog story of the title, “I love Louis Vuitton!!!” 

Exhibit 16 captures the entire emic interpretation of the blog story. Commencing the 

analysis, an emic narrative interpretation map (Figure 28) captures the story found online

at the blog “cfrozal23”.



Exhibit 16 Emic Interpretation of Louis
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Vuitton Addiction

I love Louis Vuitton!!!
• May. 21st, 2008 at 10:46 PM

I have a very, very, very bad addiction. It's the kind of addition that takes over your 
whole body and controls nearly every other thought in your head... an addiction to 
Authentic Louis Vuittion handbags and wallets. I don't know what's come over me in 
the last year or so, but my addiction to add to my purse collection has taken on in a new 
form. 1 at one time or another had the Monogram Pochette, but somewhere between 
moves or at a drunken stupor at Showbox I am now without it.
I am currently in love with the Damier Collection. 1 have the Damier Speedy 25 which 
at the time of purchase was a mere $595 compared with today's price of $660. I also 
have the matching Damier French Wallet purchased for $400 which retails for $595. I 
just recently picked up the Damier Azur Saleya PM ($995) and now have my eyes set 
on the Damier Azur Zippy Wallet/Organizer. However, I am hesitant to buy it since it 
currently retails for $730. I mean really?!?! I can pay for gas for a month, tuition for 
Angelina's Daycare and still have some money left over for other things that my family 
needs.
I guess that's where my problem is, I know that currently buying this kind of purse it out 
of my means. I mean I have a fab job working as a Dental Office Coordinator/Manager 
on Mercer Island, but it's not like I'm make a 6 figure income.

I mean don't get me wrong, I only recently purchased the Damier Azur Saleya PM 
because I felt I was entitled to it. Why? Because we recently got our settlement check 
for the dog attack that occured last October. The fugly 6 inch scar across my left leg is 
a constant reminder of that awful night, and so I felt that I was only deserving of the 
purse I've been eyeing for a year now. We used the majority of the money to pay 
off our debt. Which I'm happy to say we put a huge dent in. Now owe less than $8k for 
everything., yeah por me!!
Anyway back to my purse addiction. I know I have a problem when I'm checking ebay 
for a deal on this wallet every 5 or 10 minutes. I knew I had a problem when I signed 
up for internet access again for my crackaberry just so I could search for this wallet or 
another damier azur or damier handbag. This is a very expensive addiction. One purse 
or wallet could/would set me back a whole paycheck. I know you maybe asking... "IS it 
really worth it" yes, for immediate satisfaction until the next urge for another purse. I 
mean it's as if I'm addicted to drugs, I'm satisfied with the purse once I have it in my 
hands., then I'm searching for the next hit/purse or wallet days later.
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My hubby has been pretty understanding. It was March 2007 when he finally caved 
in and allowed me to purchase my first Louis Vuitton handbag * the others in my 
collections were given to me as gifts* I remember the day as if it were yesterday. Mark 
somehow ended up getting a double paycheck, and I asked him jokingly if I could use 
the extra money to purchase a Louis Vuitton bag. I mean I knew he would say "No., 
let's use it to pay bills", but he didn't. At the time it was about 4:30pm and the Louis 
Vuitton Store in Seattle closed at 6:00pm. When he said "yeah go ahead" I asked about 
a dozen or so times before I believed him, hoped into my car and drove in rush hour 
traffic from Renton to Downtown on the 1-5. I couldn't find any street parking so I had 
to park 2 blocks away. By the time I got out of my car my watch stated it was 5:50 pm, 
with a little less than 10 minutes left I ran for dear life to the store. When I arrived the 
door was opened by a kind doorman and a SA was there within a blink of an eye. I 
knew exactly what purse I wanted and although I was tempted to buy the matching 
wallet right then and there I knew I had to limit myself and left with my Authentic 
Louis Vuitton Damier Speedy 25. The doctor's bag as they call it. The same bag but in 
a different style I watched my mother get for Christmas some 18 years before.

It was some 18 years ago that I first met Louis Vuitton and felt the power of the purse.
I remember Christmas 1990. The look on my mother's face when she opened up the 
Louis Vuitton box and found a Monogram Speedy 30, the tears of joy that streamed 
down her face. At the age of 10 I thought she was crying because it was ugly, little did i 
know what it had meant to her that my father would go and buy her a purse of that 
expense for her. It was alos when I saw my older sister get not 1 not 2 but three 
louis vuitton handbags from her fiance, two one her wedding day. And as stupid as it 
sounds I fell in love with the notion of having and receving a bag from the one I loved. 
And although I was the one to go into the store to get it, Mark set it in motion as if he 
went and purchased it for me, so it's almost the same right?

Okay well enough for now... I am going to search online for a deal on this wallet., if I

can get it for $450 I'll be a happy camper...
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2. Louis Vuitton Handbags

1. cfrozal23

\ +

f 3. Damier Collection

11 .”lt was some 18 years ago that I first met Louis Vuitton and felt the power of the 
purse. 1 remember Christmas 1990. The look on my mother's face when she opened 
up the Louis Vuitton box and found a Monogram Speedy 30, the tears of joy that 
streamed down her face. At the age of 10 I thought she was crying because it was ugly, 
little did i know what it had meant to her that my father would go and buy her a purse 
of that expense for her. It was alos when 1 saw my older sister get not 1 not 2 but three 
louis vuitton handbags from her fiance, two one her wedding day. And as stupid as it 
sounds 1 fell in love with the notion of having and receving a bag from the one I loved. 
And although 1 was the one to go into the store to get it, Mark set it in motion as if he 
went and purchased it for me, so it’s almost the same right?.”

4. I have a very, very, very bad 
addiction. It's the kind of addition that 
takes over your whole body and controls 
nearly every other thought in your head... 
an addiction to Authentic Louis Vuittion 
handbags and wallets. I don't know 
what's come over me in the last year or 
so. but my addiction to add to my purse 
collection has taken on in a new form. 1 
at one time or another had the Monogram 
Pochette, but somewhere between moves 
or at a drunken stupor at Showbox I am 
now without it. "

10.” When I arrived the door was opened by a kind doorman and a SA 
was there within a blink of an eye. 1 knew exactly what purse I wanted 
and although I was tempted to buy the matching wallet right then and 
there J knew 1 had to limit myself and left with my Authentic Louis 
Vuitton Damicr Speedy 25. The doctor's bag as they call it. The same 
bag but in a different style 1 watched my mother get for Christmas 
some 18 years before.”

5. ” 1 am currently in love with the Damier Collection. 1 have 
llie Damier Speedy 25 which at the time of purchase was a 
mere S595 compared with today's price of S660. 1 also have die 
matching Damicr French Wallet purchased for S400 which 
retails for S595. 1 just recently picked up the Damier Azur 
Saleya PM ($995) and now have my eyes set on the Damicr 
Azur Zippy Wallct/Organizer. However, I am hesitant to buy it 
since it currently retails for S730. 1 mean really?!?! I can pay 
for gas for a month, tuition for Angelina's Daycare and still have 
some money left over for other things that my family needs.."

9.” My hubby has been pretty understanding. It was March 
2007 when he finally caved in and allowed me to purchase my 
first Louis Vuitton handbag * the others in my collections 
were given to me as gifts* 1 remember the day as if it were 
yesterday. Mark somehow ended up getting a double 
paycheck, and 1 asked him jokingly if I could use the extra 
money to purchase a Louis Vuitton bag. I mean I knew he 
would say "No., let's use it to pay bills”, but he didn't. At the 
time it was about 4:30pm and the Louis Vuitton Store in 
Seattle closed at 6:00pm. When he said "yeah go ahead" 1 
asked about a dozen or so times before I believed him, hoped 
into my car and drove in rush hour traffic from Renton to 
Downtown on the 1-5. 1 couldn't find any street parking so 1 
had to park 2 blocks away. By the time 1 got out of my car my 
watch stated it was 5:50 pm. with a little less than 10 minutes 
left I ran for dear life to the store. "

\ 6.” I guess that's where my problem is, I know that 
currently buying this kind of purse it out of my means. I 
mean I have a fab job working as a Dental Office 
Coordinator/Manager on Mercer Island, but it’s not like 
I’m make a 6 figure income."

12.” Okay w'ell enough for 
now... I am going to search 
online for a deal on this 
wallet., if 1 can get it for S450 
I’ll be a happy camper..."

8. ‘‘Anyway back to my purse addiction.
1 know I have a problem when I'm 
checking ebay for a deal on this wallet 
every 5 or 10 minutes. I knew I had a 
problem when I signed up for internet 
access again for my crackaberry just so I 
could search for this wallet or another 
damicr azur or damier handbag. This is a 
very expensive addiction. One purse or 
wallet could/would set me back a 
whole paycheck. I know- you maybe 
asking... "IS it really worth it" yes, for 
immediate satisfaction until the next urge 
for another purse. 1 mean it's as if I'm 
addicted to drugs. I'm satisfied with the 
purse once 1 have it in my hands., then 
I'm searching for the next hit/pursc or 
wallet days later. ".

7.” I mean don't get me wrong, I only 
recently purchased the Damier Azur Saleya 
PM because I felt I was entitled to it. Why? 
Because we recently got our settlement 
check for the dog attack that occurcd last 
October. The fugly 6 inch scar across my 
left leg is a constant reminder of that awful 
night, and so I felt that I was only 
deserving of the purse I've been eyeing for 
a year now We used the majority of the 
money to pay off our debt. Which I'm 
happy to say we put a huge dent in. Now 
owe less than S8k for everything, yeah por 
me!!"

Figure 28 Emic Narrative Interpretation 

Map I love Louis Vuitton!!!by cfrozaI23 2008

The story is about an addiction cfrozal23 has with Louis Vuitton handbags. The addiction 

dates back over 18 years when she remembers her mother receiving a Monogram Speedy 

30. The protagonist is a dental co-ordinator and as such does not make a large income.



She recently purchased a $995 Damier handbag using insurance money from a 

dog attack and felt she deserved the bag at the very least. Her husband was instrumental 

in helping the protagonist purchase her first Louis Vuitton handbag with a double 

paycheck. Cfrozal23 remembers getting to the Louis Vuitton store in Seattle with ten 

minutes to spare and purchase the Louis Vuitton Damier Speedy 25.

The etic archetypal analysis reveals the lover archetype is essential to the story of 

cfrozal’s handbag addiction. The archetypal story pattern instrument for LO supports the 

findings (exhibit 17) the primary story archetype is lover.

The prototypical story pattern inherent within the consumer story is Lover 

(Hamilton 1942) but breaks with traditional romance by focusing on the love of an object. 

The protagonist who loves her handbags deeply can be construed to be the lover at the 

centre of her own love story failing to explicate the love of her man and daughter.
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Exhibit 17 Lover Archetype for Louis
193

Vuitton Addiction

Lover (LO) - Archetypal Story Pattern Instrument 

Blog: cfrozal23 livejournal 

Title of Blog Entry: I love Louis Vuitton!!!

Please circle N = No; ? = Not sure; Y = Yes for each item below.

Item No ? Yes

1 .Signs of love of others, pets, activities or job ? N

If yes, discuss evidence :

The protagonist has a day job as a dental co-ordinator and 

daughter Angelina at day care.

2. Is love seen as solving all problems ?

Evidence: The protagonist believes she “...fell in love with the notion 
of having and receiving a bag from the one I loved”. With an addiction 
to Louis Vuitton handbags love does cure all her problems.

3. Story references senses? N

Evidence: Protagonist recognises handbags satisfy a “hit” 
once she has the bag in her hands.

4. Does the story encapsulate strong emotions ? N

Evidence: Emotions revolve around the protagonist addiction.

5. Any sense of beauty in people or objects ? N ?
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Evidence: Clearly seen from the attraction to the variety of Louis Vuitton 
handbags.

6. Protagonist has an interest in romantic stories ?

Evidence: To the extent the protagonist fell in love with idea of receiving 
a bag from her lover.

7. Are several relationships talked about ? N ?

Evidence: Human Relationships discussed are mother, hubby and 
daughter Angelina..

8. Desire for close relationships ? N ?

Evidence: For the protagonist the handbags are a surrogate relationship.

9. Is the protagonist helping people meet other people ? N ?

Evidence: Her dental co-ordination permits helping people.

10. Absence of functional objects or unattractive people ? ?

Evidence: The protagonist is always searching for next handbag 
(functional object).

11. Does the protagonist claim relationships are important ?

Evidence: Her belief in receiving a handbag from the one she loves 
substantiates the importance of relationships.

12. Any signs that the protagonist helps others to feel happy ? N 7
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Evidence: She has a daughter and caring husband who supports her 
handbag habit.

13. Protagonist provides guidance to others on being attractive ?

Evidence: Her attraction to authentic Louis Vuitton handbags satisfies 
the desire for attractiveness.

14. Protagonist unsatisfied or feels empty when love is not present ? N ?

Evidence: The hit she requires from a new handbag is a surrogate for love.

15. Any areas where the story uses seduction to achieve self aims ? N ?

Evidence: Two occasions come to mind the dog insurance and double paycheck.

16. Any sign of good food, great scenery or well dressed people ? N ?

Evidence: Expensive handbags are part of dress and the protagonist herself.



CHAPTER 13 Magician Archetype
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13.1 Archetype Story Visualisation

Using the technique of archetype story visualisation for brand Tokyo stories generate the 

visualisation (Figure 29) as per the method of analysis (section 5.4.1). Identification of 

archetypes in stories is made using degree centrality to track the number of stories 

incident on the relevant archetype node.

Figure 29 Tokyo Archetype Story

Visualisation
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13.2 fsQCA Analysis of Archetype Conditions for Brand Tokyo

Model: CABS (Tokyo) = f (ca, ev, cr)

Algorithm: Quine-McCluskey 

—COMPLEX SOLUTION —

frequency cutoff: 1.000 consistency cutoff: 1.000
Solution Raw Coverage Unique Coverage Consistency
~sa 0.839 0.617 1.000
~lo*~cr 0.239 0.017 1.000
solution coverage 0.856 ; solution consistency 1.000

A reasonable level of coverage allows for nearly 86% of conditions with a perfect level of 

consistency. Causal combinations are: absence of sage; absence of lover and creator.

13.3 Archetypal Analysis of Magician

To study the stories with Magician (MA) features the stories incident on node MA are 

noted visually and each one re-read for archetypal interpretation. An archetypal analysis 

(Roesler 2006) of brand story #479 convergent on node MA exemplifies the magician 

archetype features present in the blog story of the title, “A tour of Tokyo with my 

labmates”. Exhibit 18 emic interpretation captures the entire blog story and photographic 

portrait of the protagonist in support of the blog. Commencing the analysis, an emic 

narrative interpretation map (Figure 30) captures the story found online at the community

travelpod.
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Exhibit 18 Emic Interpretation of a tour of 

Tokyo with my Labmates

Tokyo,Japan 
Tuesday, June 10, 2008
So many things have happened since the last entry that I don't know where to start. Of 
course I spend the vast majority of my time in the laboratory. The resources and the 
environment in the laboratory are so very good for me that it is hard to pass up.

June 30th, 2 Sundays ago, I went to Shibuya a second time; this time a bit more prepared 
for what I was to see and of course I didn't forget my camera... The place was so full of 
people I could hardly believe it. While there, I bought some tights, and these interesting 
slipper things women put under dress shoes. I love them. Makes wearing dress shoes so

much more confortable.
More Shibuya
That following Tuesday, my labmates had a welcome party for me. It was great. We 

went to a barbeque restaurant, which was essentially a heavy woodblock table with a fire 
in the middle of it. Individual fume hoods were above each table to remove the smoke. 
Most of the barbeque was amazing, all different cuts of beef, chicken and pork. I would 
say the one thing I did not like was "cow tongue". It was such a hard piece of meet, one 
could not chew it at all.. The party was an evening affair, starting around 730 and 
proceeding until after 10. They order food and it is brought out continuously throughout 
the night.

The rest of the week was a lot of work, and I performed my very first animal study on 
Saturday. I'm not sure how I felt about it other then emotionally drained, but the results 
turned out good so far so I was relieved.

Yesterday, the post-doc Tetsu arranged soccer. Apparently, the Peppas lab had left a 
soccer legacy (Kristy and Nikhil are both excellent soccer players). I was able to hold 
my own; so that was good. I scored 3 or 4 goals and assisted several as well. The group 
was about 10 people from the lab plus a few outside friends. The soccer place is like 
every other place in Tokyo. Tall. We were may be 6 stories up, playing on outside on the 
roof of a section of the building. To ensure the ball was not lost, the entire field was
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enclosed with a fence (including the ceiling). I've never seen anything remotely like 
it, but I always love the exercise and of course liked getting aerobic exercise for the first 
time since I have been in Japan.

Afterwards, several members of the lab including Nunchan (who I will call Apollo), 
Uniquo, and Tetsu(who I will call Arizona) met me. We went to lunch in Asakusa; a 
traditional district in Tokyo. We went to this very inexpensive diner where we were 
served a rather large piece of fish. (For 500yen the large size of the barbeque sauce- 
covered fish made me nervous that we were eating something undesirable)They wouldn't 
tell me what we were eating until we were done and I found it to be quite good. I am glad 
that they did not tell me what we were eating; because I am certain I would have not tried 
it. It was eel!!

Afterwards we went to a Buddhist temple in Asakusa. There was this mile-long line of 
little shops leading up to the place, mostly selling trinkes, good luck charms and candy;

Temple-with Apallo & Uniquo

Once we reached the temple proper, we crossed under a gate guarded by the God of

Thunder 
God of Thunder
. There is a large open square where people buy incense, light it and then fan the smoke 
over themselves. Then the proceed to drink from a special fountain. This is supposed to 
bring luck. Once a year, you pay for this stick that comes out of a metal box with a small 
hole in the bottom. The stick has a number of Japanese characters that indicate which 
fortune that you have. You remove this fortune from a drawer and that is it for the year... 
Apparantly I'm going to be rich, famous and have good luck with children and marriage 
all this year. My labmates told me I had the very best fortune. To the left of the open 
area, there is this several-story tall cool looking building; assumedly where the leaders 
live..
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Then you enter the main temple which is essential a roof with no walls. In order to 
say a prayer, the patrons throw money into a large container that faces a candle-lit alter, 
clap their hands, and sit there for maybe 30 seconds., then walk away. People stand in line 
to do this and it is always very crowded. I couldn't get a great photo of this because it 
was too dim and it was also backlit by daylight. This is guarded by a single person; and I 
didn't see anyone that looked anything like clergy or any other sort of church leadership 
here.
We exited to the right of the temple and walked past a number of other statues. All were

gardens and many had incense burning near them.

What is he wearing?
Outside of the gardens were still more stands of people selling their wares, home-made 
carvings, all kinds of food and more trinkets.

Once we finished at the temple, we visited Roppongi; this absolutely wonderful area of 
town that had great gardens, great shopping and beautiful buildings. One of the shopping 
centers had a viewing deck that is quite popular; there we went to view the Tokyo Tower

upT. yis >

Trt ' <*v „ , . • -■■

and I was given an "aerial tour".
A great view of Tokyo
1 think all of the foreigners live in this area, because for the first time since I left Detroit, I

finally fit in.

We ended the evening by eating dinner in this cool little restaurant. The restaurant was in 

the basement of a building; and the opening in the door was so small one had to crawl to 

get inside (even me). I was incredulous about such a place; didn't seem very inviting to 

me. But the place was packed!! It was very traditional Japanese, no shoes, sit on little 

mats, and the restaurant is comprised of large tables where the dinner tables are divided
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using large mats. We ate for a long time; like the French, dinner for them is a very 

long affair. By this time, it was after 10 and we went home exhausted.

Source: http://www.travelpod.ca/travel-blog-entries/melkanz/l/1213111260/tpod.html

3. Tokyo

4. “So many things have happened since the last 
entry that 1 don't know where to start. Of course 
I spend the vast majority of my time in the 
laboratory. The resources and the environment 
in the laboratory are so very good for me that it 
is hard to pass up. "

5. “June 30th, 2 Sundays ago, 1 went to Shibuya a 
second time; this time a bit more prepared for what 
I was to see and of course I didn't forget my 
camera... The place was so full of people I could 
hardly believe it. While there, I bought some tights, 
and these interesting slipper things women put 
under dress shoes. 1 love them. Makes wearing dress 
shoes so much more confortable. "

12. “we visited Roppongi; this 
absolutely wonderful area of 
town that had great gardens, 
great shopping and beautiful 
buildings. One of the shopping 
centers had a viewing deck that is 
quite popular; there we went to 
view the Tokyo Tower and I was 
given an "aerial tour

13. “We ended the evening by eating dinner in this cool little 
restaurant. The restaurant was in the basement of a building; and 
the opening in the door was so small one had to crawl to get inside 
(even me). 1 was incredulous about such a place; didn't seem very 
inviting to me. But the place was packed!! It was very traditional 
Japanese, no shoes, sit on little mats, and the restaurant is 
comprised of large tables where the dinner tables are divided 
using large mats. We ate for a long time; like the French, dinner 
for them is a very long affair. By this time, it w as after 10 and we 
went home exhausted “

11.” We exited to the right of the temple and w alked past a 
number of other statues. All were surrounded by gorgeous 
gardens and many had incense burning near them. Outside of 
the gardens were still more stands of people selling their 
wares, home-made carvings, all kinds of food and more 
trinkets.. "

10. “Then you enter the main temple which is essential 
a roof with no walls. In order to say a prayer, the 
patrons throw money into a large container that faces a 
candle-lit alter, clap their hands, and sit there for 
maybe 30 seconds., then walk away. People stand in line 
to do this and it is always very crowded. 1 couldn't get 
a great photo of this because it was too dim and it was 
also backlit by daylight. This is guarded bv a single 
person; and 1 didn’t see anyone that looked anything 
like clergy or any other sort of church leadership 
here. “

9.” Afterwards we wen 
temple in Asakusa. Th 
mile-long line of little s 
up to the place, mostly 
good luck charms and 
could not get to the ten 
walking past maybe 20

to a Buddhist 
ere was this 
tops leading 
selling trinkes, 
andy; one 
pie without 
) of them.

8. “We went to lunch in 
Asakusa; a traditional 
district in Tokyo. We went 
to this very inexpensive 
diner where we were 
served a rather large piece 
of lish. (For SOOven the 
large size of the barbeque

6. “That follow ing Tuesday, my labmates had a welcome party for 
me. It was great. We went to a barbeque restaurant, which was 
essentially a heavy woodblock table with a fire in the middle of it. 
Individual fume hoods were above each table to remove the 
smoke. Most of the barbeque was amazing, all different cuts of 
beef, chicken and pork. I would say the one thing 1 did not like 
was "cow tongue". It was such a hard piece of meet, one could not 
chew it at all.. The party was an evening alTair, starting around 
730 and proceeding until after 10. They order food and it is 
brought out continuously throughout the night. “

7.” Yesterday, the post-doc Tetsu arranged soccer. 
Apparently, the Peppas lab had left a soccer 
legacy (Kristy and Nikhil are both excellent 
soccer players). I was able to hold my own; so 
that was good. 1 scored 3 or 4 goals and assisted 
several as well. The group was about 10 people 
from the lab plus a few outside friends. The 
soccer place is like every other place in Tokyo. "

sauce-covered fish made 
me nervous that we were 
eating something 
undesirable) They 
wouldn't tell me what we 
were eating until we were 
done and 1 found it to be 
quite good. I am glad that 
they did not tell me what 
we were eating; because I 
am certain 1 would have 
not tried it. It was eel!! "

Figure 30 Emic Narrative Interpretation 

Map A tour of Tokyo with my labmates by 

Melkanz 2008

The female protagonist Melkanz spends a majority of time in a laboratory. Visiting 

Shibuya for a second time Melkanz buys slippers local women buy to put under dress 

shoes making them so much more comfortable.

Her labmates hold a barbeque party at a restaurant. Each table has a heavy 

woodblock table with a fire in the middle and fume hoods above each table. The 

protagonist enjoys most of the meat except the very hard cow tongue. A soccer game is 

organised and protagonist enjoys the exercise. After the game, members of lab meet for



lunch in Asakusa at an inexpensive diner serving a large fish with barbeque sauce.

The fish was eel.

After eating, the group arrive at a Buddhist temple crowded with people and a 

walkway of shops leading to the temple. In the open square reached by crossing the god 

of Thunder people buy incense and fan the smoke over themselves and drink from a 

fountain to bring luck. A stick out of a metal box is used to tell the fortune for the coming 

year. The protagonist is happy; she will be rich, famous, children and marriage. Visitors 

enter the main temple with a roof but no walls. Prayers are said while simultaneously 

clapping hands for 30 seconds and walking away. Exiting the temple, the protagonist 

sights a number of statues and all surrounded by garden.

Once finished at the temple, the protagonist is given an "aerial tour" in Roppongi 

from a viewing deck of a shopping centre. Finally, the evening is completed with dinner 

in a restaurant reached by crawling through a small door. A traditional Japanese restaurant 

with seating just on the floor on mats and a dinner takes much of the evening to serve.

The etic archetypal analysis reveals the magician archetype plays a critical role in 

the story of Melkanz. The archetypal story pattern instrument for MA supports the 

findings (exhibit 19) the primary story archetype is magician.

The prototypical story pattern inherent within the consumer story is the Magician 

(Eliot 1990). The protagonist in the consumer story ascribes magical powers to the stick 

at the temple guarded by the God of Thunder. In this manner, the protagonist feels she has 

control of the luck and good fortune she and her labmates intend to inherit in the 

forthcoming year. This magic is different from the magic represented by Merlin, Harry 

Potter and the Wizard of Oz. These Magicians actually perform magic rather than 

bestowing the kind of magic emanating from the temple sticks whereby the protagonist 

believes the magic to be capable of controlling future events.
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Exhibit 19 Magician Archetype for Tokyo 

with Labmates

Magician (MA) - Archetypal Story Pattern Instrument 

Blog: http://www.travelpod.com/travel-blog-entries/melkanz/

Title of Blog Entry: A tour of Tokyo with my labmates

Please circle N = No; ? = Not sure; Y = Yes for each item below.

Item No ? Yes

203

1. Does protagonist inspire and communicate transforming vision ? N ?

If yes, discuss evidence : The protagonist shows willingness to visit temple

2. Protagonist has props to help magical powers e.g. robe ? N ?

Evidence: Protagonist is pleased to eat eel and has access to laboratory equipment.

3. Does the story contain any miracles e.g. rabbit out of hat ? N ?

Evidence: Melkanz is convinced she will be rich, famous and have luck 
with the temple stick in a box ceremony.

4. Is the protagonist charismatic? N ?

Evidence: She is well respected by team members and holds her own in soccer.

5. Is the protagonist a catalyst for change? N ?

Evidence: As a foreigner in Tokyo she is perfectly positioned for changes 
in the lab.
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6. Story is about a transforming event e.g. misfortune to opportunity? N ?

Evidence: the protagonist looks forward to the transforming event to find 
fame and fortune as conveyed to her at the temple with the stick in a box.

7. Protagonist is involved with science ? N ?

Evidence: The protagonist works in the laboratory

8. The story is action orientated? N

Evidence: The tour of Tokyo includes a game of soccer, visit to the temple 
and eating.

9. Protagonist inner thoughts linked to changes in physical world ? N ?

Evidence: The protagonist notices the foreigners in Roppongi.

10. The protagonist uses meditation or chanting to improve thinking? N

Evidence:: Protagonist has spent time in the Buddhist temple.

11. Does the story highlight serendipity and synchronicity ? N ?

Evidence: The members of the lab eat and play together.

12. The story is mysterious ? N

Evidence: The description of the Buddhist temple, gate guard 
statues and prayer/clapping ritual makes the story mysterious.
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13. The protagonist uses intuition? N ? Y

Evidence: In areas, which she does not understand, the protagonist uses intuition.

14. Spiritual help plays a part in the story?

Evidence: The temple adds a strong spiritual component to the story.

15. Any areas where a presentation is made? N ?

Evidence: A presentation is possible on top of the viewing deck in Tokyo Tower.

16. Any sign of a transformation? N ?

Evidence: The stick at the temple is supposed to bring luck and much 
more in the coming year for the protagonist.
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CHAPTER 14 Outlaw Archetype

14.1 Archetype Story Visualisation

Using the technique of archetype story visualisation for brand Tommy Hilfiger stories 

generate the visualisation (Figure 31) as per the method of analysis (section 5.4.1). 

Identification of archetypes in stories is made using degree centrality to track the number 

of stories incident on the relevant archetype node. Stories 514,520,532 & 534 are non

stories with no archetypal features and in a network sense are isolates. Further re-reading 

of the stories results in these stories remaining classified as non-stories.

Figure 31 Tommy Hilfiger Archetype Story

Visualisation
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14.2 fsQCA Analysis of Archetype Conditions for Brand Tommy

Model: CABS (Tommy) = f (ca, je, lo)

Algorithm: Quine-McCluskey

—COMPLEX SOLUTION —

frequency cutoff: 1.000 consistency cutoff: 0. 846
Solution Raw Coverage Unique Coverage Consistency
~je 0.85 0.085 0.903
solution coverage 0.852; solution consistency 0.903

A Tommy Hilfiger story requires the absence of jester. Alternative pathways to the story 

are not explored in light of this solution. Coverage and consistency measures are 

acceptable in accordance with the literature.

14.3 Archetypal Analysis of Outlaw

To study the stories with Outlaw (OU) features the stories incident on node OU are noted 

visually and each one re-read for archetypal interpretation. An archetypal analysis 

(Roesler 2006) of brand story #540 convergent on node OU exemplifies the OU 

archetype features present in the blog story of the title, I Believe in the Disposal of 

Tommy Hilfiger Cologne. Exhibit 20 encapsulates the emic interpretation of the blog 

story as found naturally occurring through method of story listening. Commencing the 

analysis, an emic narrative interpretation map (Figure 32) captures the story found online

at the blog “The Huffs”.
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Exhibit 20 Emic Interpretation of Disposal of 

Tommy Hilfiger Cologne

Wednesday, May 14, 2008
Tommy Hilfiger Cologne ____

TO M MY 3 HILFIGER
I've been wanting to post this for a while now, but just haven't gotten around to doing it. 
This is a paper that I wrote for my English class and I think it's funny. Anyone who 
knows me can appreciate this story and it's all true! It's a little long, so you have to have 
the time and the willingness to read a story. I hope you enjoy reading this as much as I 
enjoyed writing this!

I Believe in the Disposal of Tommy Hilfiger Cologne
Take a deep breath. What do you smell? Is the smell just a smell to you, or does it take 
you back to a person or a place? We associate many of our memories with our sense of 
smell. The smell that I associate my biggest heartaches with, and some of my most 
valuable lessons, is Tommy Hilfiger cologne. Though this smell caused me much 
excitement while I was dating, experience since has led me to now believe in its disposal. 
The experiences behind my belief in the disposal of Tommy Hilfiger cologne are all due 
to four men named Aaron, Todd, Andy and Josh.
Aaron was my high school love. In all reality Aaron was my first real boyfriend, so 
naturally 1 thought I loved him. Aaron and I had been dating for about two months and we 
still had not had our first kiss. One day I was driving my best friend, Beth, and Aaron 
home from school. Aaron lived closest, so I unwillingly took him home first. As I got out 
of my 85’ gold Honda Civic to tell Aaron bye, Beth told me that I could not take her 
home until Aaron and I had kissed. The entire occasion was less than romantic. The dark 
brown apartments in the complex encircled us like cages at a zoo while the afternoon sun 
beat down steadily to reveal our nervousness and embarrassment. What made this kiss 
even more zoo-like was the fact that we had a spectator watching our every move like we 
were a rare species about to do something that no human had ever seen before. In reality, 
no human had ever seen this before, but I wish no one ever had. When the kiss was over, I 
was completely confused. I had imagined our first kiss to be in a secluded and romantic 
place and he would lean in gazing into my eyes. It would be a gentle kiss. But my dreams 
had been plummeted, and now I found myself secretly wishing that there would not be a 
second kiss. However, there was one thing from that moment that made it all worth it, his 
cologne. Aaron wore Tommy Hilfiger cologne. Tommy Hilfiger cologne has a masculine 
smell that isn’t too sweet nor too musky. To me it was the perfect smell. As we dated, I 
savored every smell of his cologne. 1 became so familiar with the smell that it became 
Aaron’s smell. As two years of on and off dating went by, it was obvious that this was 
merely a high school crush. By the end of our junior year, we broke up. It was, of course, 
a dramatic high school break up, and I just knew that I would never find anyone else as 
sensitive as Aaron. I was amazed at how quickly college cured my “un-healable” wounds. 
In my second year of Ricks College, I soon became reacquainted with a smell that still 
lingered in my memory.
Todd and I formally met at church. I initially thought that this 6’4” guy would be great 
with my 6’ 2” roommate, but for some reason all 5’ 2” of me caught his eye. Our first 
date was to Homecoming. We spent the whole day together before going to the dance that



night. Though Todd’s completely forward personality scared me at first, I finally 
wanned up after we got to the dance. We had fun dancing and talking, and by the end of 
the night I thought I might actually be able to like this guy. But then it happened, an 
embarrassing “on the dance floor” kiss. It was the last dance of the night, “More Than 
Words” by Extreme. We were dancing close and right at the end of the song, Todd went 
in for the kiss. How could I have let something so tacky as kissing on the dance floor 
happen? As I burst into my apartment in tears, my roommates crowded around me like 
puppy dogs yearning for a long awaited meal. Through my tears, a familiar scent wafted 
to my nose. The smell must have exchanged onto my dress while we were dancing. This 
time, however, I did not associate it with Aaron. This smell now belonged to Todd. Todd 
wore Tommy Hilfiger cologne. The next day Todd came over and apologized, and 1 
quickly diluted the tackiness of the “dance floor” experience. I rationalized by thinking 
that those things happen at Ricks College all the time. I again became obsessed with the 
smell of Tommy Hilfiger cologne, and I would hold Todd tight just so the smell would 
sink into my clothes. We exclusively dated for the next seven months and things 
progressively became very serious. Then one day Todd proposed! Life was blissful for 
about a month until we broke off our engagement. I was heartbroken, and I just wanted to 
give up. It was the middle of the semester so I knew that I could either sink or swim. I 
decided that this was not the end of the world. Though I wanted to hate him, I clung onto 
everything that smelled like Todd. But the smell faded over time, and I learned to live my 
life to the fullest without the smell of Tommy Hilfiger cologne. I did not seriously date 
again for about three years.
Andy and I met at my brother’s wedding; he was the best man. When Andy and I started 
dating, I was forced to remember two of my past boyfriends because Andy, indeed, 
carried their same smell. Andy wore Tommy Hilfiger cologne. I wondered if maybe this 
was a sign and I should just break up with him before my heart was hurt again. I figured 
that the third time was a charm, so Tommy Hilfiger cologne soon became Andy’s smell. I 
quickly realized that I was more a girlfriend of convenience for Andy. If Andy needed 
someone to kiss or someone to hang out with, he would call me. Every time I wanted to 
end it with Andy, he would do something amazing. Then he would hold me so close and 
tight that his cologne acted as a love potion that drugged me to incoherence and 
agreement with all he said. Along with his amazing spontaneity, Andy’s cologne soon 
became stale and un-magical. It had been two weeks since I had last talked to Andy and 
we did not even talk, we just kissed. It was after that when I made the decision to be done 
with Andy and that I never wanted or deserved to be treated that way again. That is also 
when I decided that Tommy Hilfiger cologne was cursed, and I swore never to date any 
man again who wore that scent. Just one month later my promise to myself was put to the 
test.
Previous to this test, Josh and I met on an airplane ride going to serve as missionaries for 
our church. I talked to him on the plane ride, but as it turned out I would not talk to him 
again for another two and a half years. After two and a half years, Josh randomly 
contacted me by e-mail. We started to talk via e-mail, and then it evolved into telephone 
talking. When Josh and I started to talk more, one day I asked him what kind of cologne 
he wore. He said that there were a couple of scents he wore, but his favorite was his 
Tommy Hilfiger cologne. I literally yelled out in agony. After I had calmed down, I 
explained my over reaction. That night I was discouraged because I knew how this 
relationship was going to turn out. Josh called me the next day, as he always did, but this 
time he seemed overly cheerful.
“Guess what?” he asked.

“What?” I replied half-heartedly.
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“I threw away my Tommy Hilfiger cologne.” He responded.

We were married the next year.
Now and then I’ll pass a man wearing the familiar scent of Tommy Hilfiger cologne. I 
wince as I see the woman suctioned to that man’s side like a leech on flesh, and I wonder 
if she knows of the curse that lies hidden within that smell. Then I look at Josh and take in 
a deep cleansing breath, free of the scented curse. I smile at him and an odd sense of 
gratitude for Tommy Hilfiger cologne creeps into my mind. The lessons I learned in 
association with that scent were lessons of maturity, endurance, self respect, and true 
love. These lessons have shaped me and molded me into the person I am today. But even 
though I was taught a lot by the men who possessed that cologne, I will forever believe in 
the disposal of Tommy Hilfiger cologne

Source: http://joshterrahuff.blogspot.com/2008/05/tommy-hilfiger-cologne.html



2. Tommy Hilfiger 
Cologne

4. “Take a deep breath. What do 
you smell? Is the smell just a smell 
to you. or does it take you back to a 
person or a place? We associate 
many of our memories with our 
sense of smell. The smell that I 
associate my biggest heartaches 

w ith, and some of my most valuable 
lessons, is Tommy Hilfiger 
cologne.."

12. “These lessons have shaped 
me and molded me into the 
person I am today. But even 
though 1 was taught a lot by the 
men who possessed that 
cologne, I will forever believe in 
the disposal of Tommy Hilfiger 
cologne”.

\
\

5. “Aaron was my high school love. In 
all reality Aaron w as my first real 
boyfriend, so naturally I thought I 
loved him. Aaron and I had been 
dating for about two months and we 
still had not had our first kiss”.

i
6. “As sve dated, I savored 
every smell of his cologne. I 
became so familiar with the 
smell that it became Aaron's 
smell. As two years of on and 
off dating went by, it was 
obvious that this was merely 
a high school crush."

7.” Todd and I formally 
met at church. I initially 
thought that this 6’4” 
guv would be great with 
my 6’ 2” roommate, but 
for some reason all 5' 2” 
or me caught his eye. 
Our first date was to 
Homecoming. ."

8.” Andy and I met at my brother’s 
wedding; he was the best man. When 
Andy and I started dating, 1 was forced to 
remember two of my past boyfriends 
because Andy, indeed, carried their same 
smell. Andy wore Tommy Hilfiger 
cologne. I wondered if maybe this was a 
sign and I should just break up with him 
before my heart was hurt again..”
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11.” “Guess what?” he asked. 
“What?” I replied half-heartedly. 
“I threw away my Tommy Hilfiger 
cologne.” He responded.
We svere married the next year”.

10. “Josh and I met on an airplane 
ride going to serve as missionaries for 
our church. I talked to him on the 
plane ride, but as it turned out I 
would not talk to him again for 
another two and a half years. After 
two and a half years, Josh randomly 
contacted me by e-mail..."

9.” It was after that when I made the 
decision to be done with Andy and that I 
never wanted or deserved to be treated 
that way again. That is also when 1 
decided that Tommy Hilfiger cologne was 
cursed, and 1 swore never to date any man 
again who wore that scent. Just one month 
later my promise to myself svas put to the 
test.."

Figure 32 Emic Narrative Interpretation 

Map Tommy Hilfiger Cologne by Josh and 

Terra Huff 2009

At the opening of the story, the protagonist asks readers to take a deep smell. 

What do you smell? The female protagonist Terra associates her biggest heartache with 

Tommy Hilfiger Cologne. Though the smell causes much excitement for the protagonist 

while dating, she now believes in getting rid of the cologne. The belief is due to four men 

Aaron, Todd, Andy and Josh. To the protagonist the cologne has a masculine smell 

neither sweet nor musky. All the men she dates and subsequently losses had one thing in 

common, Tommy Hilfiger Cologne. Todd in fact threw away his cologne and the 

protagonist was married a year later. The protagonist learnt many lessons associated with 

the scent including lessons of maturity and true love. Even though men have taught her



lessons of love and partnering associated with the cologne she will continue to believe 

in the disposal of the cologne.

The etic archetypal analysis reveals the outlaw archetype is a central feature of the 

story. The archetypal story pattern instrument for OU supports the findings (exhibit 21) 

the primary story archetype is outlaw. The prototypical story pattern for outlaw associates 

with Robin Hood (Seal 1996). But, in the case of the cologne story no inappropriate rules 

are broken and the essence of the story is a curse of Tommy Hilfiger cologne. Hence, the 

outlaw is a victim with Terra the story protagonist experiencing the loss of boyfriends 

wearing Tommy Cologne one year after a first meeting. In this circumstance, the 

protagonist is a destroyer who gains insights from the loss and starts anew “destroying” or 

as put by the protagonist “believe in the disposal of the cologne”. Additionally, the 

protagonist is capable of warning others of the danger and thereby avoiding her 

predicament in a latter day Rime of the Ancient Mariner (Samuel Coleridge 1797/98).
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Exhibit 21 Outlaw Archetype for Disposal of
213

Tommy Hilfiger Cologne

Outlaw (OU)- Archetypal Story Pattern Instrument

Blog: The Huffs

Title of Blog Entry: I Believe in the Disposal of Tommy Hilfiger Cologne

Please circle N = No; ? = Not sure; Y = Yes for each item below.

Item No

1. Signs of rule breaking ? N

If yes, discuss evidence: Boyfriends leave after one year after first meeting 

protagonist. The protagonist believes in disposing of cologne 

(Tommy Hilfiger) to over come issue.

2. Does the story cite acts of disruption to normal life ? N ?

Evidence: A new boyfriend every year becomes untenable for the protagonist.

3. Is rebellious behaviour exhibited by protagonist ? N ?

Evidence: The protagonist desires to dispose of the cologne as a means of rebellion.

4. Does the story mention bad events ? N

Evidence: Absolutely, losing the boyfriends.

Symbol associated with the protagonist ? N ?



Evidence: Tommy Hilfiger Cologne

Protagonist appears disenfranchised from society ? N
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Evidence: With boyfriend insecurity the protagonist feels very uncomfortable.

7. Is destruction a common theme ?

Evidence: The suggestion of “disposing of the cologne” is tantamount to 
destruction.

8. A sense of emptiness on reading the story ? N ?

Evidence: Recounting the revolving doors of boyfriends does not make for 
happiness for the reader nor protagonist.

9. Is the protagonist seeking revenge ? N ?

Evidence: Protagonist desires to overcome the problem by disposing of cologne.

10. Old and new world comparisons ? N ?

Evidence: The story is perhaps more a cautionary tale not unlike the 
Rime Ancient mariner such that someone with the experience is able to 
spread the word to others.

11. Does the protagonist question her identity ?

Evidence: Until the problem resolution was found the protagonist 
questions her capability and identity.

12. Protagonist is grief stricken ? N ?



Evidence: When thinking about her earliest boyfriend she is saddened.
215

13. Protagonist is self destructive ?

Evidence: Appearing to be on a path of self -destruction until solution found.

14. Protagonist is caught up in rapid change ?

Evidence: A consequence of boyfriends leaving after a year has 
been a great deal of change.

15. Areas where story openly illustrates desire for freedom ? N ?

Evidence: Every time the protagonist passes a man wearing the cologne 

she thinks about her past relationships.

16. Any sign of the manner of dress symbolizing an outlaw ? N ?

Evidence: The blog centrepiece is the protagonist dressed in a jacket 

standing in a corn field with her husband and child.



CHAPTER 15 Ruler Archetype
216

15.1 Archetype Story Visualisation

Using the technique of archetype story visualisation for brand Paris stories generate the 

visualisation (Figure 33) as per the method of analysis (section 5.4.1). Identification of 

archetypes in stories is made using degree centrality to track the number of stories 

incident on the relevant archetype node. Stories 306,321 & 329 are non-stories with no 

archetypal features and in a network sense are isolates. Further re-reading of the stories 

results in these stories remaining classified as non-stories.

Figure 33 Paris Archetype Story

Visualisation
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15.2 fsQCA Analysis of Archetype Conditions for Brand Paris

Model: CABS (Paris) = f (lo, ca, cr)

Algorithm: Quine-McCluskey 
—COMPLEX SOLUTION —

frequency cutoff: 1.000 consistency cutoff: 0,890
Solution Raw Coverage Unique Coverage Consistency
~lo 0.750 0.593 0.923
ca*cr 0.203 0.046 1.000
solution coverage 0.796; solution consistency 0.927

Consistency and coverage parameters are within range of a good model with just absence 

of lover. Conditions are: absence of lover; caregiver and creator.

15.3 Archetypal Analysis of Ruler

To study the stories with Ruler (RU) features the stories incident on node RU are noted 

visually and each one re-read for archetypal interpretation. An archetypal analysis 

(Roesler 2006) of brand story #351 convergent on node RU exemplifies the ruler 

archetype features present in the blog story of the title, Paris ki Pari[ Beautiful in Hindi], 

The emic interpretation (exhibit 22) encapsulates the blog story as found naturally 

occurring. Commencing the analysis, an emic narrative interpretation map (Figure 34) 

captures the story found online at the blog “CrossRoads - The "Journey" in the making...”
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Exhibit 22 Emic Interpretation of a visit to 

Beautiful Paris

Thursday, February 12, 2009
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Paris ki Pari [Hindi word pronunciation Paree meaning Angel ]: We were in Paris, 
for the second round which again would prove to be inadequate, pleasantly enough. Paris
woah!!!....one of the power capitals of the world and we were here....for he 2nd time.
Taking off from the first one the metro/tube reminded us of the Cal metro in terms of the 
number of people thronging the place but the frequency sure delighted us. It was a 
convenient mode of transport which was what it had meant to be. Some of the 
compartments also sported hot looks.

Paris is a unique and fabulous tourist destination and hence marketed and maintained in 
an even graceful manner. There are myriad places to visit and is a vast city. Paris is so 
famous from a tourists point of view was confirmed by the tourist information office at 
the Gare du Nord [station]. He was flabbergasted when asked for where to visit apart 
from the Eiffel and Louvre and other few known to us. From his look it seemed as to how 
we could arrive in Paris without knowing A-Z of the city.

Our first destination was the beautiful St. Marguerite Basilica. The weather really was 
depressing in all its elements with the cold breeze and occasional rain which splattered on 
our faces. We speculated as to how clear and enjoyable the weather would eventually be 
once we reached the mighty Eiffel. We made our way to the Grande Arche. This seemed 
like the corporate part of the city. To welcome us was this massive gate or arche from 
which I believe it got its name from. Wherever the eye moved from there on in terms of 
direction or distance one could see only steel structures jutting out of the ground as an 
attempt for the sky. All kinds of MNC’s names led signage to these sky scrapers and 
hence lend its equity with poise. We then moved onto the renowned and well-recognized 
Champs Elysees which also seemed to be the major artery of the capital. This was erected 
in commemoration to the French soldiers who had lost their lives. Right bang in the 
middle of the multi-point crossing it lent the place the expected sense of elegance. On 
both sides of the road were brands of every category and any name one could imagine and 
more importantly afford. One actually felt and sensed a power while walking on this 
street. I remembered this spot from the various celebrations the French carry out 
especially the glorious World Cup wining gala festival in 1998.

Our next and ultimately final stop or more appropriately termed destination was the 
Tower de Eiffel or popularly known as the Eiffel Tower. Made by Gustavo Eiffel this 
structure and world wonder have always fascinated me especially after viewing the 
documentary on Discovery. It had become a dream to watch it in person after attaining 
the facts about this construction. The Tower was supposed to be constructed in Barcelona 
by Gustavo Eiffel but was eventually done so at this spot as an entrance to a fair. It was 
also supposed to be dismantled after a year. But the French fell in love with it and hence 
to our delight and fate it still stands at the very same place. It has on it three coats of color 
currently a reddish brown at its three levels so that from afar it looks like just one shade. 
Bunk the facts and history let’s get down to the place....for real...live!!!

The first sight of the Eiffel Tower left me yes in wonder..... I mean isn’t that what a
Wonder of the World supposed to do... .according to me if it doesn’t then it’s not one.
The first picture or thought which came to my mind was that of walking through that gate
at the Taj Mahal..... another masterpiece. There sure was a connect between these two
attractions and historic spots, both also left me motionless and staring at them for approx
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7 minutes, no blinking involved. To read about it and be amazed is one thing and to 
witness the spectacle and monument is another experience altogether. From every angle 
and with every step it seemed more attractive than the previous moment. After clicking 
around a million pictures at every possible and impossible angle we made our way to the 
base and joined the snaky line for tickets or Billets. My i-pod comes out....it had to. Had 
to be one with one of the most important things in the world to me... .if 1 could 1 would 
have taken a football too. World Hold On.. .plays on.. .and it sure is on my command at 
least that was what it felt like while moving up the lift to the 1st floor. Deciding on to 
move to the second level straightaway it gets colder and makes way for Limp Bizkit, my 
all time favorite and an inspiration to other forms of music was the obvious choice. It was 
like Fred paving the way for me. The music just cut out all forms of human efforts which 
tried very hard to spoil this special moment via intervention and affirmed the fact that at 
times its always better to be one with the nature or excellence delivered by man. This was 
quite an irony on my part as it was built by the vision of one such individual. The work 
and talent of many such workers who believed in the vision and the architecture is 
exemplary especially considering the time at which it was thought of, planned and built. 
We moved onto the second floor and Limp moves onto Lakshya which seemed apt for the 
situation and view... .oh wata sight... .the city of Paris right beneath you and one sight 
captured thousands of people and numerous man made houses and cars, along with the 
river and lined up trees. I changed the song to Swades and put on my favourite song 
which I purposely had not heard on this entire trip and had kept it for a exceptional 
moment like this.. .which truly deserved the value of this song.
We couldn’t hide our excitement and wanted to at once to move onto the final or 3rd 
floor. As soon as we move onto the 3rd floor there was this really chilly breeze which 
greeted us. “Kuch paane ke liye kuch khona padta hai”... I took out the i-pod and finally 
toggled to Pink Floyd as I knew taking it out another time in this wind would be 
physically impossible. From here it just seemed like the city of blinding lights...unaware 
of the height at which we stood we sure were at a high and with Gilmour singing it 
seemed an out of world experience. We noticed this small window and found a man 
selling champagne for 10 Euros. We had been quite very thrifty in our spending on our 
Euro Trip.. ..so far. At the price quotation we didn’t even think twice or exchanged any 
kind of acceptance looks. We just had to have it for the appropriate cherry on the top 
adorning this momentous occasion. As per Jajoo a very deserving scene took place after 
this. A French individual came and asked for the price and at hearing it slowly turned 
away dejected finding it too expensive. For us it seemed like a moment for further 
celebration and a few laughs. “Learning to fly”.... ’’High Hopes”... ’’Comfortably 
Numb ”... ’’Wishyou were here”...each one sounded so apt and fitted in 
perfectly.. ..insanity.. ..too good to be true and real. The weather was challenging to say 
the least and the champagne kept spilling over as I was literally shivering. We also did the 
inevitable and yet surprising. We peed on the 3rd floor of the Eiffel....obviously in the 
WC facility. One had to after the guzzling of coke cans which were not allowed at the 
security check. Every tourist was enjoying this special moment and romance was 
definitely in the air, the cold one. It is said that a large number of proposals are made at 
the Eiffel which did not a come as a surprise to me. I ended up with random talk with 
many of them and happiness and achievement seemed contagious. I asked myself what 
else could one ask for, what else could one see more pretty and gorgeous than this, how 
higher could man go from here.
Simply a dream comes true.. .simply...
Reluctantly, once we came down from a distance we could see the Eiffel to our



amazement sparkling and glittering in blue... incredulously. 
Shine on you Crazy Diamond...
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Source: http://varunpachisia.blogspot.com/2009/02/paris-ki-pari-we-were-in-paris- 

for.html
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3. metro/tube

1. Varun

4. “Paris ki Pari: Wc were in Paris, for the second round 
which again would prove to be inadequate, pleasantly
enough. Paris woah!!!... one of the power capitals of the
world and we were here.. ..for he 2nd time. Taking off 
from the first one the metro/lube reminded us of the Cal 
metro in terms of the number of people thronging the place 
but the frequency sure delighted us. It was a convenient 
mode of transport which was what it had meant to be.
Some of the compartments also sported hot looks.."

5. “Paris is a unique and fabulous tourist destination 
and hence marketed and maintained in an even 
graceful manner. There are myriad places to visit and 
is a vast city. Paris is so famous from a tourists point 
of view was confirmed by the tourist information 
office at the Gare du Nord [station]. He was 
flabbergasted when asked for where to visit apart 
from the Eiffel and Louvre and other few known to 
us. From his look it seemed as to how we could arrive 
in Paris without knowing A-Z of the city."

9. “Every tourist was enjoying this special moment and 
romance was definitely in the air, the cold one. It is said 
that a large number of proposals are made at the Eiffel 
which did not a come as a surprise to me. I ended up with 
random talk with many of them and happiness and 
achievement seemed contagious. 1 asked myself what else 
could one ask for, what else could one see more pretty and 
gorgeous than this, how higher could man go from here.”

10. "Simply a dream comes true...simply...

Reluctantly, once wc came down from a 
distance we could see the Eiffel to our 
amazement sparkling and glittering in 
blue... incredulously.

Shine on you Crazy Diamond.,.

8.” We noticed this small window 
and found a man selling 
champagne for 10 Euros. We had 
been quite very thrifty in our 
spending on our Euro Trip... .so 
far. At the price quotation we 
didn’t even think twice or 
exchanged any kind of acceptance 
looks. We just had to have it for 
the appropriate cherry on the top 
adorning this momentous 
occasion.."

7. “The first sight of the Eiffel Tower left me yes in wonder.... I mean isn't
that what a Wonder of the World supposed to do....according to me if it 
doesn’t then it’s not one. The first picture or thought which came to my mind
was that of walking through that gate at the Taj Mahal....another
masterpiece. There sure was a connect between these two attractions and 
historic spots, both also left me motionless and staring at them for approx 7 
minutes, no blinking involved."

5. “Our first destination was the beautiful St. 
Marguerite Basilica. The weather really was 
depressing in all its elements with the cold breeze 
and occasional rain which splattered on our faces. 
We speculated as to how clear and enjoyable the 
weather would eventually be once we reached the 
mighty Eiffel. We made our way to the Grande 
Arche. This seemed like the corporate part of the 

j city. To welcome us was this massive gate or 
arche from which 1 believe it got its name from. 
Wherever the eye moved from there on in terms 
of direction or distance one could see only steel 
structures jutting out of the ground as an attempt 

i for the sky. "

6. “Our next and ultimately final stop or 
more appropriately termed destination was 
the Tower de Eiffel or popularly known as 
the Eiffel Tower. Made by Gustavo Eiffel 
this structure and world wonder have 
always fascinated me especially after 
viewing the documentary on Discovery. It 
had become a dream to watch it in person 
after attaining the facts about this 
construction. The Tower was supposed to be 
constructed in Barcelona by Gustavo Eiffel 
but was eventually done so at this spot as an 
entrance to a fair. It was also supposed to be 
dismantled after a year. But the French fell 
in love with it and hence to our delight and 
fate it still stands at the very same place. It 
has on it three coats of color currently a 
reddish brown at its three levels so that 
from afar it looks like just one shade. Bunk 
the facts and history let’s get down to the 
place. ...for real., .live!!!"

Figure 34 Emic Narrative Interpretation 

Map Paris ki Pari by Varun 2009

The protagonist Vamn from India is visiting Paris a second time. The metro reminds the 

travelling companions of the "Cal Metro" and while convenient "Some of the 

compartments also sported hot looks". The ‘hot looks” refers to the sighting of fashion 

models, the name attributable to the fashion model dolls of the 1980s. St.Marguerite 

Basilica is the first venue for the protagonist and friends followed by Grande Arche.



The Champs Elysees supports every brand one could imagine according to the 

protagonist. He seems to recollect the location from the World Cup in 1998. Unclear as to 

whether the protagonist visited previously or watched the event unfold on television.

Varun saves the Eiffel tower as the last but not least sight to visit. He is stunned 

and feels the same connection as with the Taj Mahal and stands just motionless for 7 

minutes. The long ticket queues for the Eiffel signal the blogger to listen to music on his 

iPod. The protagonist has made a pre-selection of tracks for the magnificent view.

The travelling companions splurge out on 10 euro champagne glasses at the Eiffel 

in a celebration of the amazing skyline. The protagonist recognises his visit to the Eiffel is 

"Simply a dream come true.” This story is supported by two key images of the Eiffel and 

protagonist Varun (see Exhibit 22).

The etic archetypal analysis reveals the Ruler archetype is present within the story 

of Varun visiting Paris. The archetypal story pattern instrument for RU supports the 

thinking (see exhibit 23) around the RU story archetype but is not conclusive.

The prototypical story pattern for ruler is King Midas (Hamilton 1942) and the 

role Varun and fellow travellers are playing is not King Midas and his court but Silenus 

(Varun as head of travellers) and the satyrs (travel companions). Support for this thinking 

stems from completion of the RU instrument. Satyrs are mythical beings who have a love 

of drinking wine and festivities.

The Paris story told by Varun does not explicitly centre on power and 

responsibility further reinforcing attention on satyrs. Only at one point in the story is 

Varun providing limited insight as to what power and control feels to him as he listens to 

his ipod and the elevator moves up and “...World Hold On [a popular dance song] 

...plays on...and it sure is on my command at least that was what it felt like while
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moving up the lift to the 1st floor”.



The setting at the top of the Eiffel tower with Varun and companions drinking 

champagne is evidence of all the grandeur associated with monarchy, status, image, 

prestige and power for onlookers. At one stage, analogous to the suffering during the 

French revolution of widespread bread shortage, “a French individual came and asked for 

the price [of a champagne glass] and at hearing it slowly turned away dejected finding it 

too expensive”. Nothing further suggests the shadow of the ruler archetype pattern is 

present, as no evidence exists regarding tyrannical or manipulative behaviour.
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Exhibit 23 Ruler Archetype for Paris is
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Beautiful

Ruler (RU) - Archetypal Story Pattern Instrument 

Blog: CrossRoads - The "Journey" in the making...

Title of Blog Entry: Paris ki Pari 

Please circle N = No; ? = Not sure; Y = Yes for each item below.

Item No ? Yes

1. Is the protagonist “the boss” ? N ?

If yes, discuss evidence : This is far from conclusive. We have no further feedback 

or contact with his travellers. However, he is not answerable to anybody and 

so he is his own keeper.

2. Does the protagonist exercise control ? N ?

Evidence: Protagonist indicates financial control and being thrifty with money. 
Also, Varun has total control of the music he is listening to during the Eiffel visit.

3. Is the story about putting policies/procedures in place ? N ?

Evidence: The processes in place regarding the European trip are back of office.

4. Does the protagonist use a prop as a source of power ? N ?

Evidence: The iPod provides control of the background music for the 
protagonist as he recollects the music playing on each floor of the 
Eiffel tower and a source of inspiration.

5. Is the protagonist a ruler by entitlement ? N ?



Evidence: The protagonist takes his natural position without recourse 
to entitlement or other trappings beyond his ipod during the story.

6. The story relates to creating order? N ?
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Evidence: The blog is about the “journey in the making” and the 
natural or emergent order though the travels of the protagonist.

7. Is the protagonist authoritarian ? N ?

Evidence: The authoritative nature of the protagonist remains unclear 
and no incidents within the story substantiate this thinking.

8. Does the protagonist resist criticism? N ?

Evidence: The protagonist does not participate in activities within 
the story demanding him to be critical.

9. Story is about creating successful company/family? N ?

Evidence: The focus is on a successful tour of Europe.

10. Does protagonist enhance her power through appearance ? N

Evidence: The ipod is an important enhancement of self for the protagonist.

11. Does the story highlight protagonist taking responsibility ? N ?

Evidence: The entire trip and visits to tourist locations has the 
protagonist taking responsibility for him. The leadership 
amongst the travellers is not made explicit within the story.

12. Leadership demonstrated? N ?

Evidence: The pictures show two leadership poses in which the 
protagonist is shown looking over the kingdom below the Eiffel 
tower at night and shows a contemplative leader.
The second is a daytime photograph with a salute to the Eiffel tower.



13. Protagonist represents collective spirit of those around her? N ?
227

Evidence: Seems to be the protagonist represents the views of others as no 
conflicting views are expressed within the blog storyline.

14. Security and stability important themes of the story ? N ?

Evidence: No situation arises within the story to create a significant 
imbalance regarding security on the tour.

15.Is protagonist very decisive?

Evidence: The story focus is the visit to the Eiffel tower as a dream come 
true and does not necessitate the protagonist to make a variety of 
spontaneous decisions.

16. Any sign of the desire to keep order ?

Evidence: The protagonist and fellow travellers follow a natural course 
of activities with the Eiffel Tower visit including sipping champagne 
and attending the Eiffel tower toilets with an enthralling vista 
at the completion of the visit.



CHAPTER 16 Sage Archetype
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16.1 Archetype Story Visualisation

Using the technique of archetype story visualisation for brand Beijing stories generate the 

visualisation (Figure 35) as per the method of analysis (section 5.4.1). Identification of 

archetypes in stories is made using degree centrality to track the number of stories 

incident on the relevant archetype node. Stories 75, 86 & 101 are non-stories with no 

archetypal features and in a network sense are isolates. Further re-reading of the stories 

results in these stories remaining classified as non-stories.

•75

Figure 35 Beijing Archetype Story

Visualisation



16.2 fsQCA Analysis of Archetype Conditions for Brand Beijing

Model: CABS (Beijing) = f (ev, lo)

Algorithm: Quine-McCluskey 

—COMPLEX SOLUTION —
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frequency cutoff: 2.000000 consistency cutoff: 0.911765
Solution Raw Coverage Unique Coverage Consistency
~lo 0.823 0.823 0.925
solution coverage 0.823; solution consistency 0.925

The postulated causal conditions account for over 82% of outcome values. The conditions 

are: absence of lover and absence of ruler.

16.3 Archetypal Analysis of Sage

To study the stories with Sage (SA) features the stories incident on node SA are noted 

visually and each one re-read for archetypal interpretation. An archetypal analysis 

(Roesler 2006) of brand story #73 convergent on node SA illuminates and exemplifies the 

SA archetype features present in the blog story of the title, Farewell Beijing. Exhibit 24 

encapsulates the emic interpretation of Farewell Beijing. Commencing the analysis, an 

emic narrative interpretation map (Figure 36) captures the story found online at the blog

“China Monologues”.
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Exhibit 24 Emic Interpretation of Scott 

Farewell to Beijing

Wednesday, December 22, 2004 
Farewell Beijing
I just finished packing, each bag bursting with goodness. Nostaligic 
songs have given way to Rick James and a more celebratory mood.
Today I went to the Forbidden City for the first time, and couldn't 
have picked a better day. 28 degrees F, snow...perfect outdoor touring conditions. As 1 
approached the gate 2 friends of mine from school had th e same idea. Gordon and 
Charlie are both from Beijing and couldn't wait for the first snow to see the Forbidden 
City again. We all toured around taking pictures. Although I didn't see it, apparently there 
is a Starbucks IN the Forbidden City...unreal. I did manage to buy a great hat that all the 
soldiers wear in winter time and got a few cool pics.

What can I say, this has been the time of my life. I went out with a bunch of foriegn 
exchange students last night for duck, and we all toasted to the good times here, and had a 
few laughs over some classic stories. At that moment I realized that I now have friends on 
6 continents. That pretty much covers them all, until I meet a nice Antarctican. The world 
just got a whole lot smaller to me...a place where opportunity is boundless, or bounded 
only by the limitations of the mind.

I have seen things I have only dreamed of. I recall driving to the Great Wall for the first 
time. The driver was flying around turns with reckless abandon. In my heart I felt that if I 
was going to go flying off this cliff, it better be AFTER I see the Great Wall. I did see it, 
and it blew me away, and for a brief second on the way home I thought "okay, now you 
can drive like a nut." On second thought, nevermind, I've got grandkids to tell these 
stories to one day.

And now, I venture home. One semester left at Pepperdine, and its back to the real world 
again. Only I have a great feeling the real world is going to be a lot more unreal than I 
ever imagine.

Finally a special thanks to -
-my parents for making all of this possible. They are the absolute best people on the 
planet, for if they weren't my parents, I'd be the luckiest person in the world to have them 
as friends. They were with me every step of the way.
-My friends and family who kept me up on all of the happenings back home, and who I 
sorely missed as time went on here. Your contact made me feel like I was never that far 
away.
-the internet...I couldn't have done it with out you.
-a special note to Justin Andersen, my old roomate (AKA the Other Worst Guy). Your 
stories and comments to this blog were absolutely out of control. So funny. Looking 
forward to seeing you again...WEEEEEEEE!!
-Pepperdine University -Graziadio School of Business, this opportunity has been so
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incredible. I knew coming back to school was going to change my life...but I had no 
idea.
-Ming, my landlord. You will probably won't be able to read this without breaking some 
kind of law, but all of your help has been greatly appreciated.
-My Tsinghua professors. You all seemed patient to open my eyes to China and its inner 
workings. You gave me a view of a future, globalization, that I finally understood.

On a final note, I realize something that perhaps is only possible by traveling or living 
abroad. America is not the center of the universe. It is utterly important, no doubt, but the 
world is coming up, and the playing field will even out in my lifetime. Take heed those 
who shun the rest of the world...we will reap what we sow.

On that note...I've got a plane to catch!

Source: http://china-monologues.blogspot.com/2004/12/farewell-beijing_22.html
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4. "We all toured around 
taking pictures. Although I 
didn't sec it. apparently 
there is a Starbucks IN the 
Forbidden City...unreal. I 
did manage to buy a great 
hat that all the soldiers 
wear in winter time and got 
a few cool pics..”

10. “Finally a special thanks to -
-my parents for making all of this possible. They are the absolute best 
people on the planet, for if they weren’t my parents. I’d be the luckiest 
person in the world to have them as friends. They were with me every 
step of the w ay.
-My friends and family who kept me up on all of the happenings back 
home, and who 1 sorely missed as time went on here. Your contact made 
me feel like 1 was never that far away.
-the internet...! couldn't have done it with out you.
-a special note to Justin Andersen, my old roomate (AKA the Other 
Worst Guy). Your stories and comments to this blog were absolutely out 
of control. So funny. Looking forward to seeing you 
again...WEEEEEEEE!!
-Pepperdine University -Graziadio School of Business, this opportunity 
has been so incredible. 1 knew coming back to school was going to 
change my lifc...but I had no idea.
-Ming, my landlord. You will probably won't be able to read this without 
breaking some kind of law, but all of your help has been greatly 
appreciated.
-My Tsinghua professors. You all seemed patient to open my eyes to 
China and its inner workings. You gave me a view of a future, 
globalization, that I finally understood.”

II. “On a final note, 1 realize 
something that perhaps is only 
possible by traveling or living abroad. 
America is not the center of the 
universe. It is utterly important, no 
doubt, but the world is coming up, 
and the playing field will even out in 
my lifetime. Take heed those who shun 
the rest of the world...we will reap 
what we sow.

On that note...l've got a plane to 
catch! .”

9. “And now, I venture home. One semester left at 
Pepperdine, and its back to the real world again. Only 
I have a great feeling the real world is going to be a lot 
more unreal than 1 ever imagine.!”

6. “What can I say, this has been the time 
of my life. I went out with a bunch of 
foriegn exchange students last night for 
duck, and we all toasted to the good times 
here, and had a few laughs over some 
classic stories. At that moment 1 realized 
that I now have friends on 6 continents.."

7. “That pretty much covers them all, until I 
meet a nice Antarctican. The world just got 
a w hole lot smaller to me...a place where 
opportunity is boundless, or bounded only 
by the limitations of the mind.”

8. “I have seen things 1 have only dreamed of. 1 
recall driving to the Great Wall for the first 

time. The driver was flying around turns with 
reckless abandon. In my heart I felt that if I was 
going to go flying off this cliff, it better be AFTER 
I see the Great Wall. I did see it, and it blew me 
away, and for a brief second on the w ay home 1 
thought "okay, now you can drive like a nut." On 
second thought, nevermind, I've got grandkids to 
tell these stories to one day.."

Figure 36 Emic Narrative Interpretation 

Map Farewell Beijing by Scott 2004

Scott is reminiscing on the last day of semester study in Beijing as a student with 

Pepperdine graduate school of business. Visit to the great Wall and Forbidden City are 

left until the end of the stay with interesting consequences.

The snow is perfect for a visit to the Forbidden City where he understands 

Starbucks is “IN” the city but does not witness the store first hand. Scott manages to buy a 

hat similar to the type the soldiers wear.



Scott recognises he is a global student with contacts in each of the continents 

except Antarctica. Before concluding the story, he lists special thanks to individuals 

ranging from flat mates to University professors in China. His parting conclusion is 

recognition America is no longer at the centre of the universe and in his lifetime he sees 

the world playing field becoming a more even place as he heads off catching a plane 

home. Unlike other stories, Scott does not embellish his farewell with photographs.

The etic archetypal analysis reveals the sage archetype is important in the story 

capturing Scott’s farewell to Beijing. The archetypal story pattern instrument for SA 

supports the findings (exhibit 25) the primary story archetype is SA.

The prototypical story pattern inherent within the Scott story is a story of the Sage 

(Hamilton 1942) as teacher. The story is not a mystery waiting to be solved by archetypes 

of Sherlock Holmes or Miss Marple elk. Scott, quiet simply is the sage character eagerly 

wishing to share learning from China as well as his business school.
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Exhibit 25 Sage Archetype for Farewell
234

Beijing

Sage (SA) - Archetypal Story Pattern Instrument 

Blog: The China Monologues 

Title of Blog Entry: Farewell Beijing 

Please circle N = No; ? = Not sure; Y = Yes for each item below.

Item No

1. Does the story invoke an old man or women ? N

If yes, discuss evidence : Scott expresses his mad ride to the great Wall as 
“...I’ve got grandkids to tell these stories to one day”.

Does protagonist research and think through her problems? N ?

Evidence: Sharing thinking on the business concepts of globalisation 
does suggest Scott is capable of research and deep thinking.

3. Reference to academia ? N ?

Evidence: Scott is in final semester of Graduate School of Business

4. Does the story cover a long-range perspective? N ?

Evidence: Nearing conclusion of his story Scott raises the importance of US 
not being at the centre of all activities “...and the playing field will even 
out in my lifetime.”

5. Is the protagonist seeking truth ? N ?

Evidence: In his summary Scott affirms, “...take heed those who shun 
the rest of the world...we will reap what we sow.”
This thinking points to a desire to seek truth.
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6. Protagonist has an area of expertise ? N ?

Evidence: In his limited time in China Scott indicates to his professors 
“...you all seemed patient to open my eyes to China and its inner workings. 
You gave me a view of a future, globalization, that I finally understood”.

7. Is the story objective? N ?

Evidence: The story is a balance of Scott’s learnings and own experiences 
while in Beijing.

8. Reading the story a sense of teaching or mentoring ? N ?

Evidence: The story provides a sense of teaching.

9. Is the protagonist always calm? N ?

Evidence: Scott appears to have remained calm in the “mad driving” 

to the Great Wall.

10. Does the story suggest an ivory tower mentality ? N ?

Evidence: In a way the conclusion or teaching Scott shares with readers is idealistic 

and missing the integration of some real world issues.

11. Advice given? N ?

Evidence: Absolutely, Scott provides his view of globalisation and



America in his lifetime no longer being in a central position of power.
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12. Protagonist is foreigner or different culture/age? N ?

Evidence. Scott is visiting China from America for one semester.

13. Is deep thinking/intelligence essential to follow story? N ?

Evidence: Useful but probably not essential.

14. Protagonist plans decisions ? N ?

Evidence: Not enough decision making witnessed to provide an answer.

15. Areas where story involves technology or complexity ? N ?

Evidence. As a farewell, the story does not involve much difficulties for an English 

reader. However, readers may find an understanding of globalisation helps 

weigh the comments Scott makes at the end.

16. Any sign of people asking protagonist for advice ? N ?

Evidence: The blog story will precipitate advice seeking but nothing in the story 

illustrates the advice giving capability of the protagonist.



CHAPTER 17 Shadow Archetype
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17.1 Archetype Story Visualisation

Using the technique of archetype story visualisation for brand Sydney stories generate the 

visualisation (Figure 37) as per the method of analysis (section 5.4.1). Identification of 

archetypes in stories is made using degree centrality to track the number of stories 

incident on the relevant archetype node. Stories 3,12,18,27,39 & 49 are non-stories with 

no archetypal features and in a network sense are isolates. Further re-reading of the stories 

results in these stories remaining classified as non-stories.

Figure 37 Sydney Archetype Story

387

Visualisation
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17.2 fsQCA Analysis of Archetype Conditions for Brand Sydney

Model: CABS (Sydney) = f(lo,ma, ca)
Algorithm: Quine-McCluskey 
—COMPLEX SOLUTION —
frequency cutoff: 1.000 consistency cutoff: 0.929
Solution Raw Coverage Unique Coverage Consistency
~ma 0.920 0.920 0.953
solution coverage 0.920; solution consistency 0.951

Coverage accommodates 92% of conditions. The casual pathway is:

Absence of magician.

17.3 Archetypal Analysis of Shadow

To study the stories with Shadow (SH) features the stories incident on node SH are noted 

visually and each one re-read for archetypal interpretation. An archetypal analysis 

(Roesler 2006) of brand story #391 convergent on node SH illuminates and exemplifies 

the shadow archetype features present in the blog story of the title, “Picture Postcard 

Perfect Sydney - too good to be true!” Exhibit 26 captures the emic interpretation of the 

blog story inclusive of images. Commencing the analysis, an emic narrative interpretation 

map (Figure 38) captures the story found online at the community travel blog, “real

travel”.



Exhibit 26 Emic Interpretation of Picture Postcard Sydney
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So after fighting off the flies in Newcastle we headed for quite possibly one of the most 
photographed and recognised city's in the world - Sydney. Buzzing with anticipation as 
we had heard many a wonderful thing about the place we fittingly arrived by crossing 
the Harbour Bridge in the dark of night with the most beautiful panaroma of the trip so 
far - there before us was the glorious vista of many a skyscrapers twinkling lights and to 
our left was the Opera House lit up to magical proportians - the perfect start!

1 , ,
Sydney Harbour Bridge 
see all photos »

The coach depositied us of outside the main train station at about 11pm and Em and I 
collected our bags, heaved them on to our backs and wondered into the tube (or should I 
say subway) to catch a train to Kings Cross. Yep every city worth its salt has a seedy 
area populated by prositutes, glue sniffers and slightly off the rails screaming in the 
middle of the night, where are the men in white coats type characters and Em and I 
decided to set up camp in familiar surroundings so picked a hostel right in the centre of 
this bastion of city life. Strangely enough however despite the reputation of Sydneys 
Kings Cross we trundled along the main street on that first evening with no fear or 
trepidation whatsoever, despite the slightly dirty aspect of the area it was not 
uncomfortable and should definately be on a backpackers list of places to visit while in 
the city, yep if you want a little bit of paid how's your father or something illicit and 
naughty of the narcotics variety you could get it here but hey don't let that hold you 
back as there are restaurants and bars galore - enough to keep anyone chipper for an 
evening I reckon.

Max has arrived 
see all photos »
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The Palms - our chosen hostel however is the opposite - do not and I repeat do not 
stay here, it is manky. The place is an old 3 story townhouse down a side street just 
away from the main hub of Kings Cross and it was full to the rafters with people who 
had lived there for aproximately 3-4 months who had no desire to move out. This 
coupled with the tiny communal living space, small and cluttered kitchen and never- 
ending queue of people for the "free" internet gave the hostel a particularly 
unwelcoming, unnerving and torrid atmosphere. The only nice thing about the place 
was our ensuite bathroom which for reasons that I will explain later become the biggest 
and most needed accessory.

Pavorotti eat your heart out! 
see all photos »

On our first day in the City of Sights Em and 1 decided to do exactly that and go 
sightseeing so we got out our wee map and planned our route, and off we set from our 
hostel in Kings Cross walked down Oxford St to Liverpool St and sat in Hyde Park for 
lunch. We later went to Greenwich via Lewisham and Croydon and ate tea at the 
Covent Garden hotel - ok 1 joke about the direction of our day but not to the extent that 
Sydney place names are based on good old London town - it is really quite funny and as 
Em and I are London girls at heart it made us feel quite homely and we quite enjoyed 
wondering around and finding another link to home - and 1 tell you if the Australians 
did a version of Monopoly for Sydney it would be an exact replica of the original 
London one!

Emma., we know it was this big! 
see all photos »
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Anyway I have digressed - off we went to the Opera House and the Botanic Gardens 
and they are picture postcard perfect. The Opera House is stunning, a truly iconic 
building if ever there was one and the toilets there are sublime. Tickets are far to 
expensive for words mind - $90 for the cheap seats at the back behind a pillar - as much 
as I wanted to watch something 1 just couldn't justify the expense, I used to sit in the 
stalls for free dontcha know...so we never made it further in then the loos in the foyer 
but that was far enough to know this place is amazing and that the acustics would be 
fab. And the Botanic Gardens are lovely with loads of different areas and such a 
massive amount of space you could easily find a small comer in among the palms and 
ponds where you could lay out your blanket, have a picnic, drink some bubbles 
and chill out in pure relaxed bliss while gently fanning of those pesky Aussie flies. Of 
course Em and I didn't do that we ate moist cheese sandwiches, washed down with flat 
coke and got evermore agressive towards the horrendous buzzing creatures which 
eternally attempted to rocket up our noses and into our ears but the thought was there 
and we appreciated the beauty and serenity of the place...Next stop was the Harbour 
Bridge which we meandered across late afternoon so that we could sit at Milsons Point 
to watch the sun set across the water and have the bridge, city scape and opera house 
in view for another one of those perfect Sydney moments, and all the elements were 
there apart from the sun being obscured by the cloud and the rain which started to 
drizzle down as soon as we stepped onto the Bridge - perfick. Huddled on a bench in 
the cold and rain we got our pickys - and pretty nice they were too proving that from 
whatever angle and weather you encounter Sydney you will always capture a bit of its 
beauty on polariod film.

Not far from home... 
see all photos »

So picture postcard sights ticked off the list we felt it was time to enter the nitty gritty of 
Sydney and experience the actual place, afterall the iconic sights are all well and good 
but what do the Sydneysiders do when they aren't mingling with the tourists? So we set 
off to Newtown a rather hip, down with the "yoof' area about 10 mins away from the 
centre of the city, and wow what a treat. If you like the slightly gritty round the edges 
type of suburb Newtown is the place for you with grafitti clad walls, retro shops galore 
(Ifell in love with some gorgeous typewriters and tea sets), cafes where you can get the 
perfect cup of coffee whilst reading fab mags sitting in a darkened corner or perching 
on bar stools and people watching out the window. Newtown is quite frankly pretty 
'cool'. From here we wandered through Victoria Park up to Glebe which is sort of like a 
grown-up slightly more moneyed Newtown, it has the streetside cafes and nice little 
restaurants but in a more family friendly setting, and the houses here are luvely. If you



want the idylic affordable lifestyle of Saturday strolling and lazy Sundays yet still 
wish to be able to overlook the city - Glebe is your answer.
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Night out on the town ladies! 
see all photos »

Having explored some other suburbs, visited both the Art Gallery of New South Wales 
(disjoined currating, the exhibits didn't really flow that well for me, was it thematic? by 
era? or ism? I couldn't really tell, but still a good collection of pieces and a great 
building) and the Modern Art Gallery, we felt that we deserved to treat ourselves to 
dinner. When 1 say treat we couldn't afford to go all out so off we trundled to China 
Town to chow down on a $15 dinner special. And boy, oh boy please none of you ever, 
ever do that, not only were the staff incredibly rude but Em's Satay Chicken was 
certainly not upto muster and as we were returning to the hostel she started to feel 
her belly tighten in a rather muscular contortionaist get this poisioned food out of my 
gut asap type way. And yep she ended up spending the entire night with her head in the 
loo. As I said the ensuite bathroom was a true godsend!!! We later discovered that 
Sydneysiders DO NOT eat in China Town - no blooming wonder I say.

Saucy
see all photos »

The next day we decided to take it easy in order for Em's belly to recover and what 
better way to pamper yourself after a night over the bowl then to get your hair cut. 1 
shall explain: earlier in the week we had been stopped in the street by a young chap who
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promised that we could get a colour, gloss, cut and laser treatment (!) for 
only $50 from a well established saloon on Oxford Street. Em and I normally steer well 
clear of these type of touts in ondon but for some reason we had 'glutton for 
punishment' and 'we are financial losers' written across our t'shirts whils walking past 
this dude. Needless to say we umm'ed and arg'hed and after getting repeated assurances 
that it only cost $50 we ended up handing him our precious cash. Of course the offer 
was to good to be true and when we booked with the saloon we discovered we had to 
stump up another $80! Bloody typical, but as we felt we deserved a wee bit of 
pampering (our hair was looking pretty grim) we decided bugger it and off we trotted. 
Not only did we get our hair pruned, washed professionally with gloss treatments and a 
wee bit of colour enhancer aye Em? we also got our under arms lasered. A hilarious 
experience especially as the hair on my underarms is so pale the nurse whacked the 
laser up the strongest she had ever got it going and rated me a level 2 - a level 1 is an 
albino! I can still smell that burning hair - lovely. But I must say we came out looking 
fabulous darrling and our armpits were hair free.

Pouting minus Jellyfish...
see all photos »

Looking gorgeous and feeling sublime - Em had made a marvelous recovery by this 
point - amazing what a wee bit of princess pampering can do to our gal, we 
accordingly dolled ourselves up and pretty much drank Sydney dry. The perfick end to 
the perfect city or at least the night started out picture perfect and ended up completly 
messy. But what can you say aye?
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2. Frienc

+

3. Emma

4. “Yep ever)' city worth its salt has a seedy 
area populated by prositutes, glue sniffers 
and slightly off the rails screaming in the 
middle of the night, where are the men in 
white coats type characters and Em and I 
decided to set up camp in familiar 
surroundings so picked a hostel right in the 
centre of this bastion of city life.."

5. “The Palms - our chosen hostel however is the 
opposite - do not and I repeal do not stay here, it 
is manky. The place is an old 3 story 
town house down a side street just away from the 
main hub of Kings Cross and it was full to the 
rafters with people who had lived there for 
aproximately 3-4 months who had no desire to 
move out”.

6. “On our first day in the City 
of Sights Em and I decided to 
do exactly that and go 
sightseeing so we got out our 
wee map and planned our 
route, and off we set from our 
hostel in Kings Cross walked 
down Oxford St to Liverpool St 
and sat in Hyde Park for 
lunch."

7.” off wc went to the 
Opera House and the 
Botanic Gardens and 
they are picture 

-► postcard perfect. The 
Opera House is 
stunning, a truly iconic 
building if ever there 
was one and the toilets 
there are sublime ."

Figure 38 Ernie Narrative Interpretation Map Picture Postcard Sydney by Emma

The protagonists Emma and friend arrive at night by bus from Newcastle, outside 

of Sydney to a lovely view at the Sydney harbour bridge. The protagonist Emma arrives 

with her girlfriend to Kings Cross and reaches the “Palms” accomodation.

The protagonist believes you should never stay at the Palms. She describes the 

place as unpleasant. She contends, the people in residence have been staying for the last 

three or four months and have no desire to leave.

On the first day, the protagonist jokes about street directions as the names are all 

from London and a Sydney Monopoly would be exactly same as London. Opera house



and Botantical Gradens are seen as being picture postcard perfect. Having done the 

postcard bit the girls visit Newtown, Victoria Park and Glebe. After the art gallery of 

NSW and modem art gallery the protagonist and companion head to China Town.

In China town a $15 dinner is consumed and the protagonist recommend no one 

do the same. Emma feels very ill. The ensuite [at the Palms] is a "godsend". The next day 

the girls go out to pamper themselves and have hair removed from armpits. Emma felt 

much better and the girls “drank the city dry”.

The etic archetypal analysis using the archetypal story pattern instrument supports 

the findings (exhibit 27) and presence of the shadow archetype. The prototypical story 

pattern inherent within the story is Shiva the Destroyer (Hemenway 2003).

Clear instances of the shadow archetype being present within the story includes 

recognition of the protagonist accommodation location, “Yep every city worth its salt has 

a seedy area populated by prostitutes, glue sniffers and slightly off the rails screaming in 

the middle of the night...”. In fact, “the Palms - our chosen hostel however is the opposite 

- do not and I repeat do not stay here, it is manky [slang originating from England the 

home of Emma meaning unpleasant]. The place is an old 3 story townhouse down a side 

street just away from the main hub of Kings Cross and it was full to the rafters with 

people who had lived there for approximately 3-4 months who had no desire to move 

out”.

The protagonists endure suffering and experience some disruption during travel as 

Emma “...started to feel her belly tighten in a rather muscular contortionist get this 

poisoned food out of my gut asap type way. And yep she ended up spending the entire 

night with her head in the loo ...”.

By story end the protagonists, “looking gorgeous and feeling sublime - Em 

[Emma] had made a marvellous recovery by this point - amazing what a wee bit of
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princess pampering can do to our gal, we accordingly dolled ourselves up and pretty 

much drank Sydney dry”. This latter comment regarding “pretty much drank Sydney” is 

the classic Shiva cycle of destruction (drinking) and rebuilding (the day after).
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Exhibit 27 Shadow Archetype for Picture 

Postcard Sydney

Shadow (SH) - Archetypal Story Pattern Instrument 

Blog: Real Travel Community Blog Site

Title of Blog Entry: Picture Postcard Perfect Sydney - too good to be true!

Please circle N = No; ? = Not sure; Y = Yes for each item below.

Item No

1. Protagonist causes uneasiness? N

If yes, describe the uneasiness or why others are repelled:

The girls have been travelling and not pampered themselves for some time.

2. Is protagonist young sibling, work junior or criminal? N 

Evidence: N/A

3. Does protagonist demonstrate evil deeds? N

Evidence: Travelling on a budget so the girls do eat in places they would 
not otherwise

4. Protagonist likely to break rules? N ?

Evidence: No evidence but girls allude to breaking rules and likely to do 
so for fun

5. Any sign of disregard for human emotions? N ?
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Evidence: The girls look after each other but do talk about Kings Cross



as “a seedy area populated by prositutes, glue sniffers and slightly off the 
rails
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6. The story contains acts of abusing people? N

Evidence: Purely through eating the wrong food.

7. Any actions of the protagonist you would never do? N

Evidence: Probably not follow the eating and drinking habits.

8. Do the actions of protagonist represent personal gain? N ?

Evidence: The girls do everything possible to enjoy themselves on a tight budget.

9. Does the story contain deceit or telling false stories? N ?

Evidence: Emma is critical and talks about never staying at Palms 
in Kings Cross. This requires further checking with reviews of 
other travellers before making a determination.

10. By the end of the story any sign of dictatorial control? N

Evidence: The girls appear to just have fun drinking.

11. By the finish of story does the protagonist win at all cost? N

Evidence: The protagonists try to enjoy themselves especially after 
a rough time.

12. Does protagonist prefer luck rather than hard work ?

Evidence: The protagonists are on holiday so difficult to ascertain.



13. Are betrayal of secrets part of the story ? N ?
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Evidence: no secrets appear to have been kept during the course 
of storytelling.

14. Does the protagonist put money ahead of spirituality? N ?

Evidence: Money is a driving factor as the protagonists are travelling.

15. Any areas where story shows refusal to help others in need ? N ?

Evidence: The girls as indicated are stay ing in a difficult area of prostitutes 
and homeless people but do not share any interactions with these groups.

16. Any sign of the protagonist being superficial? N ?

Evidence: Both the protagonists are having fun and appear to be 
superficial at times. This is a persona they have while travelling?
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CHAPTER 18 Caregiver Archetype

18.1 Archetype Story Visualisation

Using the technique of archetype story visualisation for brand Abercrombie and Fitch 

stories generate the visualisation (Figure 40) as per the method of analysis (section 5.4.1). 

Identification of archetypes in stories is made using degree centrality to track the number 

of stories incident on the relevant archetype node. Stories 3,12,18,27,39 & 49 are non

stories with no archetypal features and in a network sense are isolates. Further re-reading 

of the stories results in these stories remaining classified as non-stories.

Figure 40 Abercrombie & Fitch Archetype

Story Visualisation
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18.2 fsQCA Analysis of Archetype Conditions for Brand Abercrombie

Model: CABS (Abercrombie) =f (ca, je) 

Algorithm: Quine-McCluskey 

—COMPLEX SOLUTION —

frequency cutoff: 4.000 consistency cutoff: 0.802
Solution Raw Coverage Unique Coverage Consistency
~je 0.842 0.842 0.838
solution coverage 0.842; solution consistency 0.838

This analysis shows an Abercrombie consumer archetype brand story occurs (CABS) 

with an absence of Jester archetype. This casual condition accounts for nearly 84% of the 

conditions. Solution consistency is good.

18.3 Archetypal Analysis of Caregiver

To study the stories with Caregiver (CA) features the stories incident on node CA are 

noted visually and each one re-read for archetypal interpretation. An archetypal analysis 

(Roesler 2006) of brand story #9 convergent on node CA illuminates and exemplifies the 

CA archetype features present in the blog story of the title, Abercrombie and Fitch, and 

Abbie. Exhibit 27 captures the emic interpretation of the blog story inclusive of images 

with Abbie gawking at the Abercrombie storefront. Commencing the analysis, an emic 

narrative interpretation map (Figure 41) captures the story found online at the blog “Itty

Bitty Abbie”.



Exhibit 27 Emic Interpretation of
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Abercrombie and Fitch, and Abbie

Saturday, February 7, 2009

Abbie had a mesmerizing experience last week, at Abercrombie and 
Fitch. Note: 1 hate A&F. There isn't a store that I won't set foot in, 
except for A&F. It's so "dicky", a retailer trying to sell a look to 
people that, bottom line, says: "stop being ugly, ugly doesn't sell." 
Well, the fact that they gratuitously exploit any type of negative "ism" 

in the dictionary to sell t-shirts like hotcakes doesn't really make me a fan.

Regardless, or "irregardless" (as undoubtedly A&F customers would say) Abbie got the 
shock of her life while walking in front of their store at the Fair Oaks Mall. She let go of 
my hand, and simply stood there, at the entrance of the store, staring at this typical 
"A&F's Boys" poster. She stood motionless, totally devoured by how big, shiny, and 
obnoxious the whole thing was. Loud music blared from inside the store, but (unlike her 
usual self) she didn't try to dance, she didn't wiggle and jump around to the rhythm. I 
called her, over and over, and over, but she just stood there. Staring. Motionless and 
speechless.

Finally, a few minutes into this, I picked her up and walked away, telling her "don't look 
back, honey! Look into the light! Look into the light!"

Poor kid. Scarred for life.
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Figure 41 Emic Narrative Interpretation 

Map Abercrombie and Fitch, and Abbie by 

Carole 2009

The story is about the shopping trip of a mother (Carole; “Abbie’s Mommy”) and her 

daughter Abbie (Abigail) on a shopping trip to the Fair Oaks Mall. While at the shopping 

centre, the daughter lets go of her mother’s hand and stands motionless in front of the



Abercrombie store looking at a poster of the boys. In spite of the loud music the 

young girl does not dance and stands “motionless and speechless.” Her mother picks her 

up and walks away requesting Abbie does not look back towards the shop. The story 

abruptly finishes with “Poor kid. Scared for life.”

The etic archetypal analysis reveals the caregiver archetype is central to the story 

of Abbie visiting the shopping centre. The archetypal story pattern instrument for CA 

supports the findings (exhibit 28) the primary story archetype is CA. The mother, Carole 

is alerted to the sadness and fear exhibited by Abbie in her letting go of mother’s hand 

and standing motionless in full view of the large Abercrombie posters of half naked 

males. At this moment, the mother sees her daughter is in need of attention and receives 

an instinctive call to control the situation and protect her daughter. The mother provides 

comfort and reassurance while proceeding to take Abbie out of harm by carrying her 

away from the shop front. Carole tells her daughter to look away from the Abercrombie 

shop and “look into the light.”

This story is supported by multiple images of Abbie in a red one piece baby outfit 

starring with her back to the photographer and head tilted to left trying to make sense of 

the over size black and white prints of Abercrombie models. Another photograph brackets 

the story and depicts Carole kissing her baby to sleep in a perfect caregiver pose.

The prototypical story pattern inherent within the consumer story is Demeter the 

Greek Goddess (Hamilton 1942) who in Greek mythology struggles to save her daughter 

Persephone from the Underworld. The story analysis shows the archetype not only as 

mother but rescuer providing her daughter with strength during a time of crisis without 

expectation of any reward. An alternative story form around the shadow mother who 

abandons her children because she is busy is found not to hold. At conclusion of story as 

the mother flees with daughter and requests the daughter look into the light has semblance
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of mother avoiding a repetition of Persephone (Abbie), the daughter of Demeter 

(Carole) being kidnapped by Hades king of the dark underworld.
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Exhibit 28 Caregiver Archetype for 

Abercrombie and Fitch, and Abbie

256

Caregiver (CA) - Archetypal Story Pattern Instrument 

Blog: ITTY -BITTY ABBIE

Title of Blog Entry: Abercrombie and Fitch, and Abbie

Please circle N = No; ? = Not sure; Y = Yes for each item below.

Item

1. Story contains acts of helping friends, relatives or strangers?

No

N ?

Yes

If yes, discuss evidence: The story focal point is mother helping her baby daughter

2. Is compassion illustrated?

N ?

Evidence: When the child lets go of her mother hand and does not dance to 
loud music mother recognises her daughter has issues with standing in 
front of the store. Mother calls her daughter “honey”.

3. Does protagonist act as a guide or teacher?
N ?

Evidence: The mother acts as both guide and teacher telling her daughter 
to look away towards the light as she carries her daughter Abbie away.

4. Is the story concerning itself with social issues ?
N ?

Evidence: The protagonist explains how she is not supportive of 
the Abercrombie approach to sales through exploitation and telling 
people to stop being ugly. Large scale posters of Abercrombie models 
in public display is an issue for younger children.

5. Any acts of generosity?
N

Evidence: Carole instinctively picks up her daughter and walks away.

6. Protagonist helps solve other people’s problems? N

Evidence: She carries Abbie away from storefront before she becomes



distraught enough to cry.

7. Do people being helped heal or grow in some aspect ? N
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Evidence: The story gloss is a reflection and indicates while the child is not 
traumatised she is “scared for life”.

8. Others feel safe around the protagonist? 

Evidence: Abbie holds her mother’s hand.

N ?

9. Does the story contain others showing gratitude? N ?

Evidence: Abbie goes willingly with her mother and does not make a scene in the 
centre. This hints she is willing enough to leave the Abercrombie store front 
without any crying.

10. Is someone needing the protagonist? N ?

Evidence: The daughter is very young ~18 -24 months and requires a caregiver.

11. Does the protagonist champion the underdog? N ?

Evidence: In the story, the daughter is very young and treated as 
the underdog unable to support her own self.

12. Is the protagonist taking time out to reflect? N ?

Evidence: Yes, the incident in the store with Abercrombie store and her daughter 
reinforces the negative view already held by Carole.

13. Can we say protagonist exhibits a co-dependency on others? N ?

Evidence: Control of her daughter and carrying her away from the store.

14. Is trust in the protagonist exhibited by others? N ?

Evidence: The daughter sees the protagonist as her mother and key caregiver.

15. Any areas where story protagonist replaceable with a nurse? N ?

Evidence: The entire story is interchangeable with a nanny or nurse.

16. Any sign of caring about children? N

Evidence: Clearly the mother is the primary caregiver for Abbie.
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CHAPTER 19

THEORY REFINEMENT AND CONCLUSIONS

19.1 Introduction

This chapter explores, analyses and “sense makes” the corpus of consumer brand 

stories to contribute deep insights into the consumer and theory of brand enabling 

archetype enactment through a series of propositions. This final chapter brings together an 

analysis and probing across stories of the theory propositions as well as new propositions 

associated with theory development and generalization. The chapter concludes with 

discussions, research limitations, and implications for practice, commentary on theory and 

recommendations for future research activities.

19.2 Theory of Brand Enabling Archetype Enactment and Propositions

Theory development for the research builds from both cross-case/story and 

within- case/story analysis of the corpus of consumer archetype brand stories against the 

set of theory propositions. Netnography brand findings from story listening (chapter 4) 

further inform theory propositions building on the online collective intelligence with 

regard to a brand. This intelligence represents the naturalistic views of the brand as 

opposed to solely the brand controller perspective. Exhibit 28 encapsulates a concise 

netnography of the brands representing key brand consumer associations and concepts. 

The netnography represents the essential ingredients of stories.

Theory building and support of the propositions derives from analysis of the story 

corpus. The actors in the brand stories under study are referenced as real people rather 

than “consumers”. This ensures traceability of findings with analysis relating back to the
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story identifier (denoted by #) and protagonist name. Where available findings discuss 

the demographic profile of the protagonist.



Exhibit 28 - Concise Netnography of Brands
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under Study

Fashion Brands Destination Brands

Abercrombie and Fitch: Beijing:

■ Strong presence in Web destinations Major city of China
• Young male models and gays • Railways and airport
• Hot models vs. sales assistants results • Great SVall of China

in poor customer service • Politics
• Buying clothes second rate experience 

comparing with visiting the store
* Olympics

Old Navy brand: New York City:

•
Everyday life for families and kids
Strong discount clothing and families 
Families kids are welcome at stores

.
Resonates “1 love New' York"
Food

* Mannequins element of Old Navy 
shopping experience •

Music
Manhattan and Statue of Liberty

Low wages mean the store stall' are not 
well presented

Paris is:

Tommy Hilflger: City of love

Connects with racism and American
City of lights

« Landmarks
patriotism Museums & galleries
The brand is Tommy Hil tiger Cafes and conversations

Friendship, artists, lovers and 
philosophers

Luxury Brands * Casablanca and American in Paris

Gucci;

. Handbags with Gucci motif
Sydney is;

• White jeans . Harbour city
• Opera bouse

LVMHt • Beaches
• Ex-British colony

• LVMH is about good life
* Luxurious showy objects Tokyo is:

. Busiest city on Earth - Shibuya
Tiffany: crossing

• "Lost in Translation" movie
Turquoise blue boxes as hallmark « Robots

• Bridge to Breakfast at Tiffany • Pink blossom
• Seen as timeless and generational ■ Sushi platter
• Special occasions baby shower, 

anniversary or even job promotion
• Beautiful stores A customer service

Versace brand:

. Exuberant lifestyles
* Untimely deaths - Gianni Versace and 

Lady Diana
• Luxurious sunglasses

Transcends age and beauty
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1L2.1 Proposition PI - Inciting Incident

Narrative storytelling on purchasing-consumption requires a protagonist consumer 

tc experience an “inciting incident” (McKee 2003) that focuses her attention and results 

in action in response to this incident.

An inciting incident (ibid) propels the story into action, the moment when the 

world of the protagonist changes and she must set about taking action to bring back the 

status quo through resolution of the change. A cross analysis of the corpus of stories finds 

support of proposition PI, the inciting incident to take place very early in the story and is 

not an action by the protagonist but an incident outside her control.

A new A&F (Abercrombie and Fitch) store opening becomes the inciting 

incident in the lives of consumers curious or passionate about the brand. The resulting 

action is anywhere from visiting the store to peruse the new venue or a purchase at the 

store through to writing a consumer story sharing the experience with friends and 

strangers.

Janet (#1) from Toronto, Canada tells the story of “Dirty little (or big) Secrets” 

waking into an A&F store with her friend Emily after a new store opening in Eaton. Janet 

is curious about the clothes but not really as she puts in her story “wink, not the guys!”. 

She is referring to the models adorning the A&F stores. Janet meets a “store greeter guy” 

with “gorgeous blue eyes”. She finds the smell of cologne too strong and believes the dim 

lights exist to make people “sexy”.

David (#14) from London experiences a morning of “shopping heaven” in New 

Yoik and visits the flagship 5th avenue A&F store. In his words “it blew my mind” and 

Dadd went back to take photographs. He recognises the store is unlike any other clothing 

ston he has ever seen. He walks through different aspects of the shopping experience
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commencing with entering the store and having a photograph taken with a model.

Shutters around a jeans cabinet evoke his curiosity asking, “What’s in there?” circling the 

cabinet. The lighting is dim and music “as loud as a nightclub”. He contrasts staff to help 

shoppers with “staff as models” the “sexy, six-pack hunks and gorgeous girls”.

Diamond Geezer (#54) from London visits the opening of the new London store 

in Mayfair on day 1. He suspects, “The two live specimens of topless chiselled beefcake 

positioned just inside the front door yesterday were special features exclusive to Day 1”. 

Geezer describes the store interior “tidy piles of colourful sweatshirts and subdued 

crewnecks, above tables strewn with neatly-folded shirts and hoodies. In the central 

hallway there's more of a jeans focus, dispensed from behind a glass-fronted counter 

reminiscent of a post-war department store (apart from the moose's head on the wall, 

obviously)”. He urges others to go experience the store but potentially avoid “wallet 

emptying” prices.

Tanya (#21) is making her first visit to the London A&F store. She is reminded to 

share her visit experience owing to the “half naked hottie” feature on the London Double 

Decker buses. She contrasts the experience to a brand experience first and foremost. More 

specifically, she claims the London store to be “a living advert”. Inside the store is 

“service heaven” with American accents asking if anybody needs help. Not unlike other 

visitors, Tanya finds “the helpers were embarrassingly good-looking” and “as is the 

Abercrombie way, the man was standing around without a shirt - the idea being that if 

you want to be like He of the Rippling Abs, you should buy Abercrombie’s..Unlike 

Diamond Geezer’s analogy of the jeans counter/bar akin to a “post-war department store” 

Tanya sees the jeans display “user-unfriendly” and “as if you’re in a jewellery store” with 

a sign announcing “only 250 pairs of these jeans exist in the world, and only the extra-



cool stores (LA, New York and London) stock them”. Overall Tanya describes the 

store interior . .all high drama”.

Emily (#52) in her early thirties from Somerville, Massachusetts is direct and to 

the point with her boyfriend Rich wanting some shorts from the Grand Rapids A&F store. 

She finds the store “obnoxious”, the music “BLASTING”, the whole place ‘dimly lit” and 

“disgusting” owing to the “literally mist cologne throughout the air”.

An inciting incident worthy of attention refers to the story ((#24), “Abercrombie 

and Fitch Stole My Money!!!” in which June Clever a 35 year old from Nebraska buys 

her niece an A&F gift card. After discussions with the mother of the niece, June returns to 

the store with the card to ask for a refund. Apparently, the store policy is never give back 

money for a purchased gift card. The store manager’s reaction is clear “don't think she 

really cared if me, a 35 year old, slightly chubby woman wearing Levi's and a Bear's 

sweatshirt would never shop there again”. The aunty [June Clever] became worried: 

after I had all of the employees arguing with me over my $25 (It was 

like a bad teen movie) I decided to leave before they called security 

and I would end up on Fox News being interviewed by Greta Van 

Susteren [an American journalist and television personality on the 

Fox News Channel] about being tazered [certain states in the USA 

e.g. Tennessee allow the carrying of any weapon by a security 

guard] by a part time security guard wearing comfortable shoes.

The inciting incident kicking a consumer story into action frequently turns out to 

be an everyday occurrence or a mundane activity. Nish (#121) from San Francisco visits 

the local Union Square Gucci store to see if the Gucci belt purchased in Aspen a few 

months earlier is repairable. In the story “Oh Oh Gucci” (#132) Xiiao from Sunway,
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Kuala Lumpur has a friend return from Paris with a bag not available in Malaysia!
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Crybaby a male (#161) from Brisbane, Australia walks past the Louis Vuitton shop in 

Brisbane, Australia and captivated by the picture of Mikail Gorbachev. This incident 

triggers a conversational story on his favourite advertisement as narrative not a celebrity 

campaign.

On occasions, consumers dream about a purchase. Weeksie50 (#162) from a small 

town in Oklahoma finds herself “drooling” over a $2,800 handbag. This leads her to share 

her recent real life handbag experiences.

Liv and Mike (#173) are newly weds from Texas and spot the next door 

neighbours on actually the same flight to Paris.

Humanitarian issues occupy Amanda from New York. Her thoughts (#205) form 

the basis of an inciting incident. Amanada is unhappy about the Louis Vuitton desire to 

sue artist Nadia Plesner for using an image in which a LV handbag and chihuahua is 

being carried by a naked starving African child.

A disturbance of the peace can lead to the development of a story. Scott Gold 

(#206) from Washington in his story “I (don’t) Love New York” stays with his friends 

midtown and sleeps on the sofa. A “jack hammer” on Madison avenue awakens Scott 

before the sun comes up.

The storyteller, Kit in her early thirties (#227) has a sister writing a thesis on 

Guimard [Hector Guimard is a French Art Nouveau architect] metro entrances in Paris. 

One such entrance is actually an exhibit at the Museum of Modem Art New York a short 

train journey from the home of the storyteller. Thus, the trip to New York saves a visit to 

Paris.

Shonah (#258) is compelled to shop for clothes for a newly adopted baby boy 

Esuyawkal-aka, Ma-Mush (Amharic for baby boy).



Unusual hobbies lead to interesting stories and blog postings. Jennifer in her 

late thirties and Sarah (#281) both from Arizona share the same interest in “fitting room 

photography” and are two females who visit the changing rooms of Target and Old Navy. 

Marianne (#465) is a lover of all things vampire and just has to visit the Tokyo vampire 

cafe in spite of difficulties in finding the restaurant.

Rachel (#287) recollects her inciting incident in terms of her physical body “but as 

I stood in front of the mirror I had an epiphany- my thighs actually looked slim!”

Dramaqueen’s (#420) story “Sometimes you get dumped on your birthday” 

confronts the incident of being dumped on her birthday head on by visiting Tiffany & Co 

as a diversion.

Emily (#426) while cleaning the bathroom accidently knocks out of the bathroom 

cabinet a bottle of perfume. The perfume was from the wedding shower of a girlfriend. 

Emily did so look forward to using the perfume put out of harms way.

Christine (#541) from Washington drops her Versace glasses with case into a 

puddle of greasy oil in the post office parking lot is enough of an inciting incident to push 

away from the status quo for the storyteller to create a new eyeglass cloth with the softest 

of cashmere. The protagonist has more than enough free time and embroiders a little pair 

of glasses because she believes this looks cute.

19.2.2 Proposition P2 - Presentation of Seif

Consumer storytelling theory extends beyond highly risky consumption acts to the 

more mundane and improvisational presentations of self to self and others (Goffman 

1959) in everyday life.

A key aspect in the presentation of self to self and others (Goffman 1959) is the 

drama structure (Moiso and Amould 2005) comprising the observable setting,
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actors/audience and performance (Grove and Fisk 1992). Amongst the analysis of



consumer brand stories Abercrombie demonstrates a consistent shopping 

dramaturgical framework “front of office” (Goffman 1959).

Sam (#22), female from the UK considers a visit to the Abercrombie London store 

akin to an overseas trip through her striking choice of the word “pilgrimage”, “ for those 

of you that haven't made the pilgrimage yet, Abercrombie & Fitch - Savile Row, is a shop 

second and a brand experience first”. Sam reiterates the settings and props as others 

“...into the darkness, and the thumping music, and the scent of aftershave which I'd love 

to say was lingering on the air but I'm pretty sure was pumped through the air-con”. Janet 

(#1) from Toronto Canada has a strong impression of the setting within the Abercrombie 

Eaton store, “First off, the smell of cologne was so strong that I was suppressing my 

cough until I left the store. Next, it's so dim that I can't even see the clothes properly! I 

think it's a marketing gimmick”. Emily (#52) from Somerville Massachusetts is of a 

similar view,

Yesterday, 1 reluctantly went into one in the mall because Rich wanted 

some shorts. We laugh every time we walk in because I find it so 

obnoxious that I can barely be in there for longer than 5 seconds. First of 

all, the music is BLASTING. Second, it's basically dark in there, very 

dimly lit, so you can't even see where you're going or what you don't want 

to buy. At least, it leaves me extremely disoriented. Lastly, they seem to 

literally mist cologne throughout the air. As if it is coming out of sprayers 

from the ceiling. It's disgusting.

Aaron (#48) from New York is most direct about the smell of cologne if nothing 

else about the store:

The Abercrombie & Fitch store on Fifth Avenue has got to be the
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most deplorable retail space in the entire world. Unfortunately, I



have to pass it most every single day. The first thing you notice is 

the stench. Depending how the wind is blowing, you can smell this 

store from as far north as Central Park and as far south as the NBA 

Store on 52nd. The odor is that of a cheap cologne factory 

explosion. It’s noxious, penetrating your nostrils and sticking to the 

fibers of your clothing, making any person you interact with for the 

rest of the day wonder why you smell like a Maxim Magazine 

cologne sample.

Fabi (#3) female from Los Angeles takes the context of the Abercrombie cologne 

smell outside of shopping malls when evaluating Abercrombie sprays “my only problem 

is it always conjures up a scent memory of the mall because Abercrombie & Fitch sprays 

it all over their stores”. Music is also a major element signifying meaning of the 

Abercrombie store and props (Moiso and Arnould 2005). Fabi’s view of the music is “ear 

blasting” corroborating Tanya (#21) in London who “... almost walked past the entrance 

- that is, until I heard the pounding techno music inside” and Weld El-Ma6aba (#47) 30 

year old female visiting the same London store contends “there was one thing that I didnt 

like about it though, The music being too loud for you to even hear the person next to you 

talking”. The music is not just inside the store according to Mallory (#53) a male, “When 

I am in the mall, I can always hear music from Abercrombie like five stores down...” is 

his view. Another consumer (#32) a mother, Collen with a child of ten expresses her story 

about music more formally,

While I stood at the register, a older Caucasian woman came to the 

register and explained to Christina [the store manager in Towson,

Maryland] that the music was too loud and could it please be turned
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down because she could not shop it would give her a headache.



Christina looked at her and said “No we can not" in an 

uncomplimentary tone (I have a witness to account for this). The 

women walked out of the store. I felt the music was at club level and 

loud but I could bare it.

Breanna (#57) a female from America is a supporter but finds herself “...in 

Abercrombie & Fitch for so long [she was at the mall from 11 am to 5pm] that I almost 

died in the store because there music is so freaking loud and there cologne & perfume is 

so strong.” But an anonymous consumer (#56) tells the story of the music differently: 

Well, if you didn't know, Abercrombie is by far my fave 

place to shop. I love their clothing, and 1 especially love the music 

they play in the store (and the fact that they play it nice and 

LOUD!). So i figured, why not make a post for some of the many 

songs included in their playlist from past and present. 1 hope you all 

enjoy the variety!

Jme (#11) a female college student from Pennsylvania provides “dark secrets” 

(Goffman 1959) about the back office (ibid) activities of the “service specialists” (ibid), 

“rumor has it that the unattractive A&F workers work after hours resetting up the clothes 

for the next day. If you are reading this blog and realize that you work at A&F and you 

only work when the store is closed. Sorry, you're ugly”. But being beautiful according to 

Sam (#22) female from the UK leads to more dark secrets, “.. .alas for all the ‘model 

servers’ were smiling, they didn't look all that happy. Perhaps we all need something to 

aim for to be happy in our work? After all how much pressure must it be to be hired 

because you're perfect?” and “if you were to walk past all the soft, pseudo luxurious
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clothes to the very lavish register you would find a cute young woman folding clothes.



And if you took the time to give this girl a second glance you would notice that 

beyond her perky, carefree smile a very heavy and distant sadness fills her eyes”.

PJ (#23) witnesses first hand the front “mask” (Goffman 1959) and “team 

members” of Abercrombie controlling who have access to the performance: 

...approaching the front entrance for the first time, I wasn't entirely 

sure if this was Abercrombie & Fitch. 1 was relatively certain that it 

was, judging by the two preppy "doormen". (I knew the brand's 

image and reputation, but still, why were they there?).

Diamond Geezer (#54) from London is not sure about the team members at the 

door and suspects:

...that the two live specimens of topless chiselled beefcake 

positioned just inside the front door yesterday were special features 

exclusive to Day l.A&F do like to associate themselves with barely- 

attainable muscle, and there are plenty of pert pectorals depicted in 

paintings and murals high up on the interior walls.

Weld El-Ma6aba (#47) a female sees the team members at the door as “collegues” in 

Goffman’s scheme not participating with other team members within the store:

First thing i see when im in is this topless male-model standing right 

infront of the door taking pictures with almost every girl in the 

store! (there was an actual queue lined next to him) So i think, i 

wanna take a picture too! and next thing you know im standing 

right behind those girls waiting for my turn : unfortunately i had no 

time, (it was either i shop or take picture!) so i didn’t [sic] take the
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picture.



Aaron (#48) a male New Yorker is less polite with his views of the New York
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setting on approach and the front performers:

“...the ‘bouncers’ for this stinky dump are shirtless concave-chested 

and prepubescently hairless nineteen-years old “models.” The little 

tourist girls seem to love to get Polaroids taken with these chaps.

Firstly, I can’t believe Polaroids still exist, but secondly, I’ve now 

decided getting your picture taken with a shirtless A&F “hunk” is 

the lamest thing that can possibly be done on Fifth.

Tanya (#21) provides commentary on the “front stage” of Abercrombie London 

store setting and interiors,

The store interior was all high drama. Dark rooms; soaring ceilings; 

pinpoint lighting; gorgeous wrought-iron railings and grand stone 

staircases. The most entertaining touches were the oil paintings of 

studly young men in their American football outfits. And here I 

thought oil painting was a dying art.

PJ (#23) from the UK finds “the shop staff, both boys and girls, were probably the 

most attractive group of sales assistants I had ever seen. Later I found that their proper job 

title is "in-store models". No wonder. They certainly look modely...” concurs with Sam 

(#22) also from the UK, “and then we just stood and looked, as various beautiful clones 

came to ask us Hi. How are you?” Sam is one of few people noticing the “non-person”, 

Up on the balcony overlooking the house was a size zero/skinny rib 

dancing to the music, and she remained dancing in exactly the same 

way, in the same spot for the entire time we were there. I found 

myself wondering if they have Abercrombie dance classes for all



their staff. If they don't they really should - Danceworks is just down 

the road, they could sell branded dance classes hand over fist.

XxWarrenxX (#28) shares “How to become a Abercrombie and Fitch model” neither as 

an Abercrombie team member or member of audience. His position in Goffman terms is a 

“spotter” not unlike a restaurant critic. His suggestions to performers looking to become 

part of the Abercrombie team are:

In the computer survey at the store, make sure you say that people 

tell you that you should work for Abercrombie and Fitch. There will 

usually be 3 "in" colors, and try to wear that to the interview to show 

that you know whats up. Be very smiley and friendly at the 

interview and when they ask you what your friends say about you 

say things more like you’re fun to be around and you make people 

feel comfortable, NOT that everyone confides in you and tells you 

your problems. And when they ask you to describe the style of 

A&F, it is a distinct "all-American style" and they are a competitor 

of American Eagle (make sure not to wear AE to the interview).

Breeanna (#57) breaks free from being a member of the audience and performs 

knowing “I had the best time of my life because I mainly spent all of my time in 

Abercrombie & Fitch and all the hott [deliberately spelt in this manner denoting the 

number 2 rock song in 2007 “So Hott” from American singer Kid Rock] guys were just 

staring at me because I was in the store for so long. When ever I go into Abercrombie & 

Fitch I always just feel so comforted because I know that I am being watch over by all of 

the Abercrombie hotties in the store”.

Diamond Geezer (#54) from London notes, “tidy piles of colourful sweatshirts
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and subdued crewnecks, above tables strewn with neatly-folded shirts and hoodies”. This
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is in stark contradiction to Old Navy. Jin (#255) female from northern Virginia works 

in retail and feels:

The store is ALWAYS in a complete disarray. I can never find any 

staff in the store. The only time I see them are in the fitting room, 

talking to each other. Speaking of fitting room... oh my goodness... 

why is there always like five racks of clothes and random stuff just 

thrown about everywhere? Busy weekend-1 can understand, but at 

3pm on a Tuesday when the store's near empty?

Jin shares further, “I put up with a lot to shop at Old Navy (messy store, 

screaming kids throwing balls everywhere, being ignored by the staff, etc.).

Robin (#269) writes on Old Navy:

.. .but it was so picked over there was hardly anything worth buying.

Everything that was left was in complete disarray and the only 

salesperson working the Boor was a teenage malcontent who gave 

me attitude for getting in her way.

Gilbert (#294) provides the “free secret” (Goffman 1959),

The worst part are [sic] the customers. It's like parents lose their 

ability to watch their children because they're blinded by the 

awesome deals. And others thing they can be rude to you because 

you're just a retail sales associate. Without a doubt, the store is 

incredibly dirty, a constant mess and folding is an exercise in 

futility. If you like mundane, tedious work where you don't get to 

exercise your brain, then ON is for you.



Scavenging for clothes outside of Old Navy develops into a whole different 

game according to Rachel in the “story of my life” (#116) more akin to treasure hunting 

(not to say Old navy does not give some consumers the same pleasurable feeling):

Vintage shopping is basically like a treasure hunt. You are in search 

of those few key pieces that would fit right into your wardrobe and, 

more importantly, on you. When I was going through vintage 

shops in London, I got some cool belts, a few accessories... But 

mostly the designer items were super expensive and just okay.

Vintage shopping in Montreal was also fun but I had yet to find my 

star pieces. Here in NYC, I finally uncover gems after hours of 

scavenging. How lucky was I to stumble into this Gucci 2-piece set 

and find that it fits me perfectly? The jacket has this military (I 

LOVE) feel to it with an epaulet and the four pockets.

In a totally different type of pre-orchestrated customer experience with actors 

waiting off-stage (Goffman 1959), Southern Daze (SD, #427) from Louisiana is given a 

surprise by her husband, Lee. He has previously visited the Santa Barbara Tiffany store 

and chose a ring for the weeding anniversary. The performance is set as soon as the 

storyteller SD walks through the doors of Tiffany. All Tiffany employees are in place 

ready and waiting with a glass of champagne:

I'll be honest, I was a bit nervous walking into the gorgeous store 

looking like the sweaty tourist I was. It didn't help matters when 

the security guard starting talking to Lee like he knew him and 

immediately offered us champagne. I could feel something in the 

air but couldn't describe it. Before I knew it a glass of cold 

champagne was placed in my hand and Lee was told that "Chelsea
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would be right with us." I could tell that something was going on 

but didn't know how to ask or, for that matter, what to say at all.

The next thing I knew Chelsea walked out of the back holding a 

Tiffany blue bag, took out a Tiffany blue box wrapped with a bow 

and handed it to me. 1 felt like the room was spinning and everyone 

in the store was looking at me trying to gauge my reaction. Lee 

said, "Happy Anniversary" and I was nudged to open the beautiful 

box. Once I did, 1 found the most beautiful silver bracelet inside!

It really did "look" like me and I couldn't believe that Lee had gone 

to the trouble to set up this incredible surprise. It was AMAZING!

I literally shook for the rest of the afternoon and couldn't take my 

eyes off my new bracelet. I love, love, LOVE it and plan to have it 

on my wrist most of the time.

A key component of the observable drama structures (Moiso and Amould 2005) 

enhancing performances are props. Certain props are key to a successful performance 

(Goffman 1959). Kim (#107), female and an ex-librarian exemplifies the importance of 

props in her story “Of cat bags and Easter bilbies” about the awful experience about 

walking into a Gucci store in Hong Kong with the wrong prop:

.. .1 took with me a vinyl bag that I received as a freebie from a local 

vet .. .Now, I realise that it’s not the most stylish thing you’ve ever 

seen but it’s quite a handy tote bag -1 can carry books to read, I can 

carry my new Diana F+ camera and it was very useful during my 

Hong Kong visit for lugging around my new macro lens and stuff a
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girl needs when out and about.



I walked into a Gucci shop in Hong Kong. I just wanted to see what 

the prices were like and to drool over a couple of handbags.. .Well, 

dear reader, you should have seen the look on the salesgirl’s face 

when she clamped her eyes on my Eukanuba Cat Foods bag.

Here she was - immaculately dressed in a black suit, ruby red nails, 

a touch of glitter eyeshadow on her eyelids, shining black hair 

coiffed to perfection. And here I was - with my new plastic toy 

camera draped around my neck and vinyl bag, touting an 

advertisement for cat food.

She looked me up and down and her eyes settled in amazement on 

my tote. Her expression positively dripped with disdain. She 

muttered something to her companion - probably along the lines of 

“how do we get this person out of our store fast?

On the other hand, to ensure a memorable stay in Paris the props are inevitably 

cheese, wine and baguettes.

Mother and daughter take a trip with Leslie (#305) from Vancouver 

accompanying her mother to Paris. Mother, 85 year old has angina and both mother and 

daughter have to walk at “snails pace”. Sharing apartment daughter snores and mother 

leaves lights on to bathroom. Slow walk to boat launch missing penultimate boat by one 

minute because of mother walking so slowly.

Picture girlfriend (#307) Robin from Vancouver and lover in Paris, “It pissed rain; 

all the galleries we walked to were closed; my supposedly waterproof shoes sprung 

leaks”. Adding insult to injury the girlfriend “struggling through with my crappy French 

was an embarrasing and tiring experience like two smacks in the face with a pretty
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glove”. But food soon rectifies the situation the following day,



Off to Androuet Fromager to sample the Brie, the Chevre, the 

roquefort. Get old french cheesie guy to recommend a wedge or 

two for lunch or a French style dessert for later. Pick up some 

pastries and lovely baguettes from any Paul Boulangerie.

Mara (#311) has an unusual Thanksgiving meal, “We spent Thanksgiving day 

wandering the winding streets of Montmarte and exploring Espacio Dali and the Musee 

de Erotocismo. Our Thanksgiving meal consisted of cheeses, fresh baguettes, fruit and 

wine from the grocery store”. Helena (#313) a primary school teacher from Nice has 

become “a... baguette-cheese-wine-jazz lover...” after visiting Paris. Collen (#317) 

observes on her first night “in typical French style, we consumed some wine and cheese 

in her room, and then headed out for dinner (mules et frites - mussels and fires yum), and 

then on to the best gelato and creperie (and their paninis are good too)”. Elbe (#323) from 

Buenos Aires is fully abreast of the local habits and supporting props, “Ah Paris-where 

croissants abound and you almost seem out of place on the street without a baguette 

tucked under your arm”.

The mind’s eye can visualise the French chef with a handlebar moustache and 

kitchen implement in hand. So finally, Louisa (#335) from Chicago gets time with the 

owner of the restaurant she frequents in Paris and “I talked to the handlebar-moustached 

guy who runs the place” and “there's a wall-sized photo of him as a younger man”.

A key cultural norm of impression management (Goffman 1959) in France is 

articulated and mimicked by Chiko and Jon (#345), “Chiko heard somewhere that people 

in Paris carry baguettes with them everywhere they go. This urban legend was actually 

confirmed, as we encountered numerous people walking down the street with baguettes 

firmly implanted in their armpits. As part of my quest to fit in we purchased a baguette
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and took turns holding it throughout the rest of the trip”.
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Sarah and Gan (#350) on visiting Paris recognise . .we are, 2 Malaysians 

from New York City, having French cuisine in a restaurant in Paris, but we had to order 

in Japanese”. But another Mother/daughter (#352) trip has very different impressions with 

daughter Evelyn-Kathleen from Toronto observing, “Mum befriended a handsome young 

40 something gentleman and before long they were chatting, hugging and parting with 

him saying 'he would always remember her' ”.

Allan (#412) from Kuala Lumpur co-ordinates a breakfast for the Tiffany store 

manager Barbara to launch the new range of Tiffany jewellery. Guests were no doubt 

bemused by the cake shop owner Allan who notes “there were quite a few photographers 

around and with me carrying my D70, people must have been wondering why I wasn't 

taking any photographs of them”.

The dejected birthday girl dramaqueenja (#420) from Long Island, New York 

visits Tiffany’s and provides an account and justification (Goffman 1959) in accordance 

with dramaturgical model (ibid) of the Tiffany elevator attendant as actor using the 

elevator as stage:

On the elevators at Tiffany's, there are elevator attendants.

Customers are not allowed to push the buttons at Tiffany's. That is 

the job of the men who tend to the elevators. On our way down 

from the third floor where all the silver lives, the elevator attendant 

did more than tend to the elevator... he tended to my broken heart.

As the doors were sliding closed, he started singing... then he began 

serenading... me. Hand on heart, arm outstretched, singing at the top 

of his lungs...

Some performances are clearly scripted with little or no effort on the part of the 

consumer. Tiffany cocktail parties, new range of jewellery or opening of a new store are



situations whereby the consumer is cognizant of the role and expectations of the 

impressions to be given at front stage (Goffman 1959). For example,

My friends Ashley & Allison (#422) and I arrived at the store while 

the rest of the mall was still closed, we were greeted by a Tiffany 

employee, ushered inside the store to dine on some fine pastries & 

juice, listened to a non-boring explanation of Tiffany's history (did 

you know Tiffany's was in business when Abraham Lincoln was 

president??) & then were allowed to try on the most GORGEOUS 

baubles in the engagement ring case!

Personal events including the baby shower mirror the formal Tiffany launch 

events in everything down to a sample bag but venue. Emily 25 years old (#426) 

recollects,

Last summer 1 went to a memorable baby shower for a friend from 

dental hygiene school (Crystal Sanford). The theme was "Breakfast 

at Tiffany's" and so we ate fancy breakfast with virgin sunrise 

mimosas in fancy champagne glasses. The party favor came in a 

signature little Tiffany blue gift bag in the form of a sample-sized 

glass tube of Tiffany & Co. perfume...

19.2.3 Proposition P3 - Archetypal Myths and Brand Controller Scripts

Consumption stories protagonists tell about themselves consciously and/or unconsciously 

often match the plot lines scripted by brand controllers (e.g., Nike’s myth of individual 

achievement through perseverance) or by deep-seated, “hardwired” (Hirschman 2000a; 

Rapaille 2005) cultural archetypal myths.

Abercrombie, Old Navy and Tiffany stories are each distinctive but match the 

core of the intended brand controller story.
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Casey (#4) the 22 year old writer from Missouri cleverly titles her story 

“You're So Vain, You Probably Think This Shirt Is About You” references a 1973 pop 

charts musical number 1 Carly Simon hit song. The song has been mythologized owing to 

speculation regarding which lover Carly wrote the song about e.g. James Taylor, Mick 

Jagger, Warren Beatty or more recently record executive David Geffen (Weller 2010). 

Casey matches the script conceived by Abercrombie CEO and brand management with 

clothes as props in a:

Romantic retail fantasy part of the romantic retail fantasy. "You buy 

into the emotional experience of a movie," says the director, CEO 

Michael Jeffries. "And that's what we're creating. Here I am walking 

into a movie, and I say, What's going to be the box office today?

(Perman 2000)

Casey follows the brand script and explains:

I love going to Abercrombie & Fitch to browse. But I'm not talking 

about scoping out the clothes, silly, I'm strictly talking guys... 1 

would never admit this face to face, but I'm going to admit a secret:

I can't tell you how many times I've walked in an Abercrombie store 

for the sole reason of gawking at the gorgeous store studs, I mean, 

employees... If it wasn't for the guys, I would never walk in the 

store in the first place. If it wasn't for those guys, I wouldn't even 

bother flipping through the catalog.

Casey acknowledges, “Mr. Abercrombie, you are a sneaky, sneaky man”.

Carole, Abbie’s Mommy (#9) from Salt Lake City, Utah writes a story following 

the Abercrombie script with regard to the box office (ibid) but finishing with an 

unexpected resolution not at all in the manner prescribed by an Abercrombie brand
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manager. Carole and daughter Abbie of around 5 years old go shopping in Fair Oaks 

Mall to find:

She [Abbie] let go of my hand, and simply stood there, at the 

entrance of the store, staring at this typical "A&F's Boys" poster [ 

photo image of Abbie staring at Abercrombie poster]. She stood 

motionless, totally devoured by how big, shiny, and obnoxious the 

whole thing was. Loud music blared from inside the store, but 

(unlike her usual self) she didn't try to dance, she didn't wiggle and 

jump around to the rhythm. I called her, over and over, and over, 

but she just stood there. Staring. Motionless and speechless.

Finally, a few minutes into this, I picked her up and walked away, 

telling her don't look back, honey! Look into the light! Look into 

the light!

Clearly, the theme of the unwritten Abercrombie script is “Kids not welcome” 

since the primary clientele are 14 to 25 year olds. The Abercrombie shopping experience 

contrasts markedly from Old Navy where storyteller protagonists frequently include kids 

as an integral part of the in-store activities and shopping visitations.

Manic Mom (#286) from California shops with 9 year old Mahala, Tasha (#297) 

from Highland Indiana arrives at Old Navy with her children and still wearing her house 

clothes, Beckie (#263) from Utah explains with her 5 year old son “at Old Navy we found 

Beau the cutest swim suit that has a silver skull on it” and Night Owl Mama (#260) from 

Windy City (Chicago), Illinois “couldn't wait to take my daughter on a Mommy and 

Daughter shopping Trip to Old Navy for Back-To-School Clothes.”

The last word on shopping at Abercrombie must go to Californian protagonist Liz 

Ditz (# 33) who during member check shares:



I wish I had been more vehement about the store's external display 

that Christmas season, especially in the follow-up post. There's a 

store in the mall we patronize, and the external photo displays (15 

feet tall blow-ups of topless teen models, embracing each other) 

were displayed in the store windows, rather than the clothes. It was 

pretty offensive to many.

Liz reconciles her views as follows, “Personally I disliked (and still do dislike) the 

atmosphere in the store nearest us. The merchandising is hard to understand, and I find 

the loud music aversive. But I'm not the target demographic”. Emily’s (#52) experiences 

suggest “basically, the store is for 90 lb., 13 year olds. I'm just too old. They play loud 

music and spritz the disgusting scents and turn down the lights because they don't want 

old fuddy-duddy 28 year olds like me in there anyway.”

The Old Navy script as formulated by the brand controller follows the trajectory 

of a committed consumer receiving coupons and motivates purchasing items of clothing 

with the coupon savings. Mrs. Lewis (#277) a wife and mother to be follows a variation 

ultimately representing the intended brand controller gist with nearly deadly 

consequences. Mrs. Lewis has a 30% off coupon and rushes to the local Old Navy store. 

She feels faint as she is pregnant and asks the shop assistant to get her some water. The 

shop assistant actually asks Mrs. Lewis for 75 cents to get her a bottle of water at which 

stage the shopper “wanting to live more than I wanted to save a dollar, I gave him the 

money, and just sat on a bench while people watched the big pregnant lady”. The fainting 

moment is well past and whilst literally praising Jesus Mrs. Lewis grabs 30% off a new 

shirt and drives home. In spite of the incident, the storyteller remains a shopper of Old
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The storyteller “Manic Mom” (MM, #286) is unable to blog over the weekend 

owing to problems with Internet service. Blogging is an important aspect of the life of 

MM judging by her blog and Twitter messages. So, taking a weekend shopping trip with 

her daughter Mahala (9) to Old Navy is an important aspect of life especially straight after 

weekend church service. After spending hours and finding just the right pair of jeans on 

special she leaves the jeans with the shop assistant. MM is returning with her hubby to 

pay for the goods. Upon arriving back at the store, the assistant cannot locate the jeans. 

MM accepts the shop assistant offer to help find other pairs. Some time later (45 minutes) 

the assistant cannot find any. In return, MM is given two vouchers but still needs two 

pairs of jeans. MM asks if the coupon is valid for two pairs from any Navy line. The 

coupon entitles her to purchase the jeans for $6.99. The store manager is called and 

agrees. Together with two young assistants helps MM and Mahala make a selection after 

trying on 9 pairs. 5 hours later in Old Navy, the shopping is finished!

American Rachel (#287) prepares herself for the shopping trip organising a baby 

sitter and a coupon in hand following the script, “I was already feeling giddy because 

Noah was with his sitter and I had a Friends and Family 30% off coupon”.

The Tiffany brand script for gift giving seems well understood by a variety of 

participants. The value of the Tiffany blue box in all Tiffany stories under study to 

consistently hold greater value and appeal to the person receiving the gift than the 

jewellery itself even without opening the box.

Staicee (#414) 24 year old from New York City has a 3 year anniversary with her 

boyfriend:

We originally agreed on not getting each other gifts because times are tough and I 

don't want him to waste money and instead we would just go someplace nice for 

dinner. He picks me up from work and then he askes me to go to the trunk of the



car to get him a bottle of water....... and look what I found in the trunk- It is
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truly gorgeous.... I love it so much and I'm so surprised because he picked it out 

all by himself.

Christine Catherine (#415, an alter ego as she suggests) at 37 from Cincinnati, 

Ohio considers her interest to be “finding my future husband” and re-iterates the value of 

the “blue box”: “Like the Tiffany & Co. blue box. I love it. It is pretty. It is fun to hold.

It is exciting. And every girl deserves a blue box. (Remember that boys). We love the 

blue box!) I am almost afraid to open the box. Of course the contents are fabulous”.

The hardwired archetypal myth (Hirschman 2000a;Rapaille 2005) is the hallmark 

of Alynda (#416, pseudonym Alyndabear) aged 25 recruitment consultant from London 

story representation. The proposal is the dream of every woman with the man on one knee 

as espoused by Alynda and fits like a glove with the script of Tiffany marketing:

Pinch Me. A few days back in the real world, and it still hasn’t sunk 

in that I’m engaged. Every so often (alright let’s be honest, every 

few minutes) I’ll catch a glimpse of my left hand and find myself 

feeling completely giddy with happiness. And don’t get me wrong, 

as amazing as it feels to have a ring on my finger, it’s not the ring 

that makes me feel that way - it’s so much more than that.

It’s realising that after almost seven years, he and I are on the same 

page. It’s imagining Jason walking into a jewellery store on his own, 

and choosing a ring that we would both adore. It’s having our future 

life together seeming somewhat more solid, more real. And it’s the 

overall feeling of comfort, that makes me think everything was 

supposed to happen this way, and at this time.



Because I want to remember how I’m feeling in a week, a month, a 

year, I thought it only best that I write up how the proposal went 

down.

So, we arrived in Prague late Friday night, and headed straight for 

the hotel. It was lovely, and our room had a river view and the 

biggest, most amazing bed ever... After a while, Jason commented 

that he had another surprise waiting for me. This is the last image I 

had on my camera, before turning around to find him down on one 

knee!

1 think I was more surprised than anything else - looking back, I 

have a bit of a blank when it comes to what I said when he asked me 

to marry him. I’m fairly sure there were a few ‘Oh my Gods’ 

thrown in amidst the slack-jawed gasping like a fish out of water, 

but Jason assures me that the final answer was a ‘Yes, of course’.

He was trying to show me the ring, but I was freaking out that we 

were near the water - so he put it on my finger as far as it would go, 

and we decided to head back to the hotel to check it out in better 

lighting. I think that I asked Jason ‘if he was sure’ about a dozen 

times during that walk.I blame it on the shock factor!

Lisan (#417), a 27 year old female from Kuala Lumpur is pleasantly surprised by her 

boyfriend and a Tiffany purchase adheres to the brand script,

I guess it's almost every girl's dream of owning an item from Tiffany 

& Co (for me at least!), be it sterling silver, white gold, gold or 

platinum, be it diamond ring, necklace or bracelet. Yesterday, LKC 

just made one of my dreams came true. 1 remember watching a
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movie where the guy brought the girl to Tiffany & Co and proposed
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to her there. Anyone remember what movie was it? Anyway, that 

didn't happen to me yesterday, but mine was quite memorable too.

LKC went to KLCC [a major shopping mall in Kuala Lumpur and 

home to many fashion and jewellery brand name stores] around 

lunchtime yesterday.. .LKC suddenly walked me to one comer and 

told me he found a shop. Then I thought he found LV shop and 

wanted to bring me in. Then he stopped at the outside of Tiffany &

Co shop (fyi, Tiffany & Co is located opposite of LV) and took out 

a box from his pants pocket.

I was stunned! I was shocked! It was a very big surprise from 

LKC honestly. I never thought he will buy me something from 

Tiffany & Co as I doubt he knows what Tiffany & Co is. 1 thought 

he would buy me a handbag instead but he was empty-handed when 

I met him. He asked me to open the box and try it on...

Lisan posts images of the Tiffany packaging on her blog to accompany the story 

and professes,

...Ok ler...enough of showing off liao [a word specific to 

Malaysians of Chinese origin often appearing at the end of online 

games to signal “already”]. Don't be jealous ya! And don't go and 

tell your boy-boy I got this and you don't get it. Later your boy-boy 

come and scold me and ask me stop posting all these entries.

Tiffany (yes, this is her first name) a 29-year-old event manager from Pittsburgh 

does not wait for a baby shower or boyfriend to present her with a blue box. Instead, the 

Tiffany marketers orchestrate a store opening with intended brand story consequences,
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The opening was an experience and I'm glad that I had the unique opportunity 

to attend! I literally got to have breakfast at Tiffany's! Once the ceremony was 

over, the doors were opened, as I entered everyone received mimosas, small 

breakfast hour'd ouvs, and was able to shop! Everyone also received a small gift 

bag with an adorable Tiffany & CO. blue box wrapped in a white ribbon like 

pictures at the top of my blog. It was really cute and I'm glad I was able to 

receive it as a gift from Tiffany's...

Paris is the oldest destination brand under study and separate Mother/Daughter 

groups follow similar scripts while visiting. Leslie (#304) a middle age female from 

Vancouver visits with her Mother as does Evelyn (#352) a 60-year-old female from 

Toronto accompanying her mother. Both groups follow the script line sightseeing, eating, 

stay and shopping (table 13). This script breaks from the other storytellers describing and 

following the cycle of the destination brand controller script sightseeing-eating-stay- 

nightlife and shopping.

Table 13 Mother Daughter Paris Script

[Sights] [Eat] [Stay] [Shopping]

Les Vedettes Pont-Neuf Le Grand Vefour VIP #72 Rue Printemps Department
in Le Palais Simon le Franc in Stores
Royal Gardens Le Marais

HOHO Open Tours Bus Place des Vosges La Belle Epoque Rue Rambateau

Louvre croissants Rue Montorgueil

Musee D’Orsay chocolates

Seine pate

Place Dauphine creme brulee

Butte-aux-Cailles Robert & Louis

La Campagne a Paris Le Pave

Eiffel Tower Le 3

Isle St. Louis

Champs d'Elysee

Arc de Triomphe
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19.2.4 Proposition P4 - Protagonist Actions and Goals

The story presents a protagonist engaging in actions to achieve goals.

From the stories, Paris is a destination brand meeting the proposition for a variety 

of protagonists with life goals transcending a recreational or sightseeing trip in mind 

before arriving. Louisa Chu (#335) from Chicago travels to Paris to attend Cordon Bleu 

cooking school and work in Parisian restaurants to fulfil her lifetime goal of working with 

food. Merlon (#347) travels to Paris for different reasons to achieve the goal of attending 

the Sorbonne for a semester. To achieve his goal Merlon explores Paris, purchases Metro 

cards, explores cafes, find bookshops and endeavours to “try some of the famous 

Berthillon’s ice cream, which is honestly the best ice cream in the world”.

James (#348) from New York city has a trip over a few days to achieve three 

goals if not four comprising spending time “...with our favorite friends there, find a good 

traditional croque-monsieur [hot ham and Emmental or gruyere cheese grilled sandwich], 

see the Seine, and perhaps squeeze in a soccer game...”. Two days later his aims are close 

to fulfilment with 2 croque-monsiers, a quick stop by the Seine and having watched 

“Bourdeaux win over Paris” in a great game before leaving town.

On the other hand, Alex (Missy, #499) a 29 year old from Norwich Norfolk in 

England shares a backstory on her Paris trip preparing by packing with 3 days to go. She 

guides her actions by her desire “...to be comfortable but let’s face it fashionable”. She 

selects a “smallish Tommy Hilfiger” case. Also, Missy needs space for the day in 

Disneyland Paris as “I go a bit spending mad when I'm there”. Missy does not seem to 

have consulted her boyfriend but assumes her “fella” [an often used English term for 

boyfriend] “.. .won't pack too much as no doubt I will need to put some bits in his case on 

the way back”. Also, she is thinking ahead well aware of chargers for mobiles, digital



cameras (Missy remembers taking 659 pictures from a New York trip with over a 100
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on the first day) and hair straightners for her fringe.

After six years of being together with her boyfriend, Melissa (#424) 23 year old 

from Melbourne shares her clearly focused life actions and goals:

We are also saving out moneys now, more seriously than ever, for a house! Yay!

We have an 18-24 month saving goal and we're hoping to buy around

Mentone/Cheltenham.

Coney (#519) from Toronto is focusing on getting herself a pair of jeans. Being a 

five feet ten inches complications often arise with jeans being too long. Visiting Tommy 

Hilfiger she manages to gain not one but two pairs of good fitting jeans with one of them 

from the window mannequin. Initially, upon entering the shop Coney cannot find a size 

seven on the racks. A shop assistant asks if she can help and Coney explains the problem 

and asks about the blue faded jeans on the mannequin. The assistant confirms the jeans on 

the mannequin are size seven. The assistant suggests a plan to try a faded black pair of the 

same size and if they fit Coney can have the pair on the mannequin. Coney enters the 

dressing room and stepping out she notices two men talking and looking at her. They 

appear to be sizing up Coney and inspecting her. One of the men asks “can you do a full 

turn?”. By now, Coney is thinking, this is going too far but feels not only great in the 

jeans but looks fabulous. Another guy says, “Thank you can you put something else on 

now?”, the sales assistant rushes to the men and a hushed conversation takes place. The 

two men rush away quickly exchanging barely a sideways glance. The assistant 

apologises and shares with Coney the store was expecting a size seven model and the men 

thought Coney was the model. Assistant hopes Coney has not minded. In fact, Coney is 

overjoyed for being mistaken as a model and her day gets even better. The black jeans she



was wearing and another pair of her choice is free. Coney literally floats out of the 

boutique and she has not one but two Tommy Hilfiger jeans for free.

Jessica (#582) a teacher assistant from Provo, Utah conveys a story of how she 

acquires the turquoise Versace jacket now in her possession. The protagonist commences 

the story “once upon a time” she attends a store in Freeport, Maine named Contemporary 

Clothing. The store is filled with designer clothing and the protagonist picks up a Samuel 

Dong blouse and walking by the jacket section she sees a beautiful turquoise jacket. The 

jacket fits like a glove and the shop assistant is astonished and admits no one can ever 

wear the Versace jacket looking amazing given Jessica is so skinny and of small stature. 

She loves the jacket but admits to the assistant she cannot afford the Versace. The 

assistant offers to make a phone call and communicates to Jessica they will sell the jacket 

for $150. Jessica almost starts crying from joy and asks to put the jacket on hold until 

Friday. On the Friday, Jessica immediately cashes her paycheck and heads directly to 

Freeport. A different lady is working behind the counter and Jessica remarks she is Jess 

and has a jacket on hold. This triggers the shop assistant to share her understanding of 

how good the jackets looks on Jessica and she must put the jacket on. This time around, 

Jessica puts the jacket on and the assistant almost starts crying. She packs the jacket and 

says how perfect “we never thought the jacket would sell owing to the small size”. Jessica 

walks out with her Versace jacket and feels the jacket to be the nicest piece of clothing 

she has ever owned. During member checking the jacket is found to be a “Versus Versace 

turquoise leather jacket”.

Tiffany rings afford consistency across stories in creating unplanned actions for 

protagonists and generating newly found goals.

Alynda (#416) after Jason her boyfriend proposes to her on his knees in Prague
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explains,



...so by now, you’ve seen the ring: but I’m in love with it so much that I’m 

going to post [refers to blog posting of image of the ring accompanying her story 

narrative] it again. It turns out that Jase had purchased the ring over a month in 

advance, and it was just sitting innocently in our wardrobe the whole time. He 

picked it all by himself, and he did an amazing job. The ring is amazing, just 

perfect.

Unfortunately the ring size was too small, and it wasn’t the correct fit - not 

because Jason chose wrong, but because Tiffany’s only stocks a standard size 6 in 

its London stores. We went straight from Heathrow to the store, had my finger 

sized, and the ring has been sent off to NYC to be completely re-fit. That’s all 

fine, but the only downside? It takes between 10-12 weeks!

Brian has a problem and goal to solve of similar making to the Jason and Alynda 

engagement with a newly created action of completing insurance forms,

Well the ring finally showed up yesterday. As Christina told you, we had 

to leave it at Tiffany’s in New York [Brian and Christina actually got 

married in front of the New York Tiffany store] to have it resized to fit her 

better. They said 4-5 days, but it took more 9-10. Christina was 

definitely dissapointed [disappointed] that she only got to wear it for like 

half an hour before giving it away.

I’m completely paranoid she’s going to lose it or something. I keep asking 

her if it’s on tight enough and making her shake her hand like crazy to test 

whether it’s going to fall off. I know diamonds are very durable so I’m not 

too worried about damage, just loss or theft. It just seems insane to be 

walking around with something that expensive on your finger.
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I need to hurry up and finish filling out the insurance info and get that 

taken care of That should ease my fears a little bit.

Lisan (#417) from Malaysia after the shock of her boyfriend LKC actually buying 

her a Tiffany ring shares her feelings and actions on having to wait for a ring 

alteration,

It was a very simple bracelet with a small heart hanging in the middle. 

The bracelet was a bit too long for me and thought of sending back to the 

shop for alteration. It will take them 1 month to alter it as they will have 

to send it to Singapore.

I asked for an exchange instead of waiting for the alteration. There were 

so many nice items that I like, from bracelets to bangles, from necklaces to 

rings, from earrings to charms. Everything is just so perfect in there. I 

tried the bangle which 1 had been longing for quite sometime, it was very 

nice, but it will not be very convenient for me if I were to wear it daily. 

So skipped.

I tried the Heart Tag charm on bracelet but LKC said I looked like a 

gangster, so skipped. Tried on the ring, but LKC said not nice, so skipped. 

In the end, I chose a necklace with a bar pendant and a small diamond on 

it. LKC needed to top up RM410 in additional to the bracelet that he had 

bought that cost RM525.

19.2.5 Proposition P5 - Conscious/Unconscious Thoughts of Protagonists and Actors

The story informs about conscious and/or unconscious thoughts of the protagonist 

and other actors.

Mengels (#2, Somerville Metro Man) openly shares the thoughts of women
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(actors) he knows “I have two women I play volleyball with, much younger than me, and



while they always mention that I smell good. Both of them have mentioned how 

good they think Fierce [cologne from Abercrombie] smells on the guys in the clubs. One 

of them calls it "pimp juice". The other thinks it smells even better after it gets all warmed 

up on a guy she's dancing with.”

Stories revealing consumer views on the environment are not as plentiful as one 

might imagine (one story in the corpus of 600) but nonetheless do share the innermost 

thoughts of protagonists. Rahim Sonawalla (#79) from Irvine California while in Beijing 

asking,

So, what’s wrong with Beijing? Where do I start? How about with 

the pollution [sic]. It’s everywhere. A lot of days it seems like a 

low fog has rolled in, but you know it’s not fog. You can’t mistake 

the smell of burning for the smell of fog. It’s so bad that when you 

blow your nose, everything in the napkin is black. Now, that’s not 

normal, but for some reason people in Beijing don’t realize that.

My friend’s university professor actually asked her class of study 

abroad kids if the pollution was that bad. Black snot and the constant 

smell of BBQ? Yeah, that’s bad.

Blowhole (#155) from Melbourne, Australia has very strong emotions regarding 

Louis Vuitton handbags urging readers of her story “when you see someone carrying one 

of those Louis Vuitton monogrammed ‘LV’ handbags, though, you can be quite sure that 

the person in question is merely showing off their ridiculous wealth, and is to be scorned 

and hated”. The contrast is striking with cfrozal (#160) a dental office co-ordinator from 

Washington who titles her story “I love Louis Vuitton!!!” and proclaims, “I have a very,
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very, very bad addiction. It's the kind of addition that takes over your whole body and



controls nearly every other thought in your head... an addiction to Authentic Louis 

Vuittion [Vuitton] handbags and wallets”.

Sergey (#207) a 24 year old settled in New York City loves New York and even 

more loves Broadway sharing his innermost feelings about musical theatre not only in 

YouTube videos but within his written story:

I’ve been dreaming to see a show on Broadway since I was really young. And 

now I understand how happy and lucky I am living in this city and being able to 

watch all these musicals and plays on Broadway! Musical theatre it’s an amazing 

form of art and very often I feel myself like a character of a musical, my soul 

sings and I want to dance. It doesn’t matter if 1 am happy or if I am sad. I think a 

lot of people feel the same, and that’s why the art of the musical theatre is so 

popular - this art can express “inside” feelings and thoughts like no other form of 

art on stage”.

Some stories and storytellers are explicit about conscious or unconscious thinking when 

the awareness is recognised by Daniel (#334) from New York in a story of a trip to Paris. 

At least a third of the length of the entire story shared is a back-story regarding trials and 

tribulations of the on again off again trip to Paris. Daniel shares his inner thinking as he 

suggests in his “...little brain” with readers along the lines:

...as time passed, however, I had to really look inside and ask myself if that type 

of family trip was really what I wanted from Paris, and as it turns out it wasn’t. 1 

didn’t want to take an infant and a precocious toddler (two creatures that as any 

parent knows have very different needs and schedules) across the ocean and
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basically do our family routine in Paris versus in New York”.



Daniel starts to hatch a plan “an idea began to take shape in my little brain, 

and so one morning over breakfast I finally got the courage to ask Laurie how she 

would feel if I went to Paris by myself for a few days.

David (#339) from Oakland California visiting Paris shares his innermost feelings about 

the first night,

Another reason 1 was timid was because our first night in Paris,

President DeGaulle had just lost his job, and the students were 

rioting all over the place. We understood that the police were 

pleased to arrest any foreign students and blame their domestic 

disturbances on "outside agitators." I'd heard this particular song 

and dance back home, and felt that I'd better watch my step. I 

understood that if a foreign student-especially an American foreign 

student, and here I hailed from Berkeley, no less-fell into their hands 

that it would not go well with him.

On the opportunity to meet acquaintances of his sister Lisa in Paris, David backs away by 

indicating “I became fearful that a maid might answer the telephone and that I would be 

unable to make myself understood. So, out of shyness, I didn't call them, although my 

imaginary fear was doubtless completely unfounded”. By the end of the story David 

shares his thoughts with a passive voice and honesty where others keep the thinking to 

themselves. He recounts:

It's no fun being in a new place and seeing new things and doing new things by 

yourself. Life is meant to be lived with somebody to point things out to and talk 

about them and remember later on with. It takes two to remember something. A 

man alone is not complete, and neither is the world to a man alone.
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These stories illustrate support of the proposition P5 for both unconscious and 

conscious thinking.

19.2.6 Proposition P6 - Changing Life and Evolution of the Protagonist

The story informs about how personal evolution or change in the life of the protagonist 

occurs. Stories across the entire range of brands support this proposition with major life 

transforming changes as well as minor. A sampling of stories serve to illustrate the 

proposition.
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In the story “On the up and up”, chronic_petunia,( #20) a male from Oskaloosa, 

Kansas realises consciously, “.. .but life changes. Time passes. As the years have 

progressed and I gain life experiences, I have started to look at things differently.”

Monica (also known as Chessa, #250) tells of quitting her day job with a corporate 

law firm to pursue an interest in photography. Her source of inspiration is not only her 

husband but New York City, “You love the energy of the city and love the freedom of 

working for yourself. Whenever you go for a walk you make sure to take the camera”.

Not just one story, the sheer act of blogging stories has a profound impact on individuals 

and life changes. Manic Mom (MM, #286) has a welcome banner on her blog site 

proclaiming:

Welcome to my online therapy session. This is where I go to let go 

of my past, enjoy the present & look forward to the future. I don't 

care about spelling or grammar, so don't grade me just listen & talk 

to me. I've been crying on the inside for years now it's time to let it 

out. Not every post will be crazy talk, because I have a ton of good 

in my life right now. But, I can promise you a rant or two & maybe 

even a juicy secret.



A further read of the profile of MM reveals a major challenge in her life. “I've 

been fighting Lupus [an autoimmune disease capable of causing inflammation, damage, 

and pain] for 5 years now & I pray daily for pain free days”.

An inciting incident can act as a catalyst to reflect on personal evolution in life. 

For Daniel (#334), the incident is a cancellation of a family trip to Paris owing to a 

member of family (his daughter) taken sick. Unfortunately, this was a second cancellation 

and Daniel can no longer hide his disappointment owing to “the thing is I love Paris. A 

lot. Everything about it”. He plucks up the courage to ask his wife Laurie.

Rachel (#287) a 30-year-old mother shares an image of her sister Amanda 

explaining her sister is “super-beautiful, devastatingly stylish”. Rachel explains both her 

sister and friend Summer have a talent “they put together fantastic outfits on a budget. 

Somehow I missed this gene”. Rachel recognises her lack of style in college “I was 

surrounded by sorority sisters who gave my tattered Target jeans and old sweatshirts sad 

looks of disapproval.” As a 19 year old she “began purchasing jeans which I saw other 

girls wearing in hope that it would get me "in" with all the cool kids”. After her first year 

in college Rachel saves enough summer earnings from her job and buys “my first pair of 

7's” [image of lower part of female modelling 7’s - stylish premium denim jeans], Rachel 

looks a lot slimmer and freshmen finally recognise her “making the freshmen 15 look 

only like the freshmen 5”. She would sleep in the jeans and do literally everything. Much 

later the blogger falls in love with Paige jeans giving her butt a lift. After Paige, there was 

Joe - more specifically Joe's Jeans. But Rachel as she explains “don't tell my fancy jeans, 

but last week I cheated on all of them” and she spends a mere “FIFTEEN DOLLARS” on 

Old Navy Diva pants. Her conclusion, she shares “If you are in an unhealthy relationship 

with expensive / oppressive jeans, please, go out and buy some [Diva pants], it will do
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you a "wealth" of good”.



Spikey Annie (SA, #296) used to be a regular contributor to a body 

modifications blog site community. Annie writes a story commencing with her teen years 

and perfectly following a story arc capturing her journey from her teen years of identity 

formation to integration within a workplace (Boyd 2007),

At many points in my late teens, the number of piercings in my face 

exceeded the number of years I had been on this planet.

Maybe that's not such a good thing, hm? I loved my mods and was 

convinced they made me a happier and better person, convinced that 

I had found the ultimate road to self-discovery and I was going to 

ride down that road until the end. I acquired 11 tattoos in the span 

of about 4 years. I had enough jewelry to pierce an entire baseball 

team. People stereotyped me constantly, hardly ever referred to me 

except by either a nickname given to me because of my piercings 

and spiky hair, or worse yet, they wouldn't even look at me. I 

convinced myself that this was what I wanted and that I didn't care.

She begins to recognise many of the things people around her were pointing towards 

made sense “I realize now that these are all valid questions” but at the time SA feels,

I was so intent on Finding Myself that I forgot about the rest of the 

world and that they do matter. When you're an artist, the rest of the 

world is your audience, and you should always respect them at least 

on some level. Well, I don't think I respected my audience, and I 

don't think they understood what I was trying to do. My deep, 

meaningful, neo-tribal rites of passage became typical 

teenage/college kid bullshit in their eyes. How could you possibly 

find yourself with a piercing that millions of others have gotten
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before you? How does that make you unique and special? And 

how the fuck are you going to get a job?

A change starts to occur in her life, “anyway, in the spring of 2004 something 

clicked into place that wasn't there before. I got into film and sound design and immersed 

myself in audiovisual delights. Picking up a camera was like being touched by the hand of 

God. Looking through that lens, it didn't matter what I looked like. Everything made 

sense.”

Still in 2004 further change occurs as SA starts to notice “there are things about 

me that are really fucking cool, that nobody ever sees because they can't see past this 

image I have constructed for myself’. The reality catches up with her as others incorrectly 

guess her gender:

Not only was I getting called ‘sir’ quite often due to my skinny (read: built like 

Kate Moss!) stature, big clothes, and short hair, but I am sure most people 

assumed that having more than one facial piercing was more common among 

males (and it may be; I don't know). This bothered me because while I don't care 

about gender that much, the bottom line is I am not male and do not identify that 

way, nor have I ever. I suddenly looked back on the past decade of my life and 

realized that hey, I started this bullshit.

As SA grows she pictures herself working on movie sets and no longer desires the body 

modifications,

I tried to picture myself again, holding a couple million bucks' worth of 

Panavision equipment, souped up with Primo lenses, following the action 

beautifully, gears of the tripod head whirring, the camera purring away. Getting 

the shots, or even just pulling focus for somebody else. Or mixing postproduction
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audio all night for someone's amazing film. And slowly, the person who I thought



I was going to turn into, fell apart. In its place, I saw someone who looked- 

for lack of a better word- more ordinary. And I realized then that if I looked 

more "ordinary", people might look me in the eye when they talked to me, they 

might call me by name, and they might actually hire me to operate camera or 

boom for them.

She reconciles the body rings actually prevent her from sleeping properly and hurt her 

teeth and lips. This helps her to contemplate starting over, “I could start over a little and 

create a new image, just like I did back in seventh grade!”

After buying new outfits, nail polish and laser surgery to remove tattoos SA finds a new 

freedom,

Think about what's out there in the world, and all the amazing people you will 

meet. I met Roger Ebert for crying out loud. I met a Dolby representative. They 

might have never given me a second glance if I'd looked like just another member 

of the Goth Squad or a member of an 80s punk band. You have to remain open to 

what other people think. Take it from me: it could make or break you.

Annie’s life story is not yet complete and awaits her to complete her life stage of societal 

contributions as an adult (ibid) and eventually as a retiree. Rachel (#25) from New York 

City in the story “Then and Now: Abercrombie and Fitch” is neither precise nor 

descriptive regarding her life changes during a similar period to Annie’s story. In fact 

Rachel expresses, “...but then, between sophomore [10th grade of high school] and junior 

years (around spring/summer 2002), I noticed a huge change”.

Continuing on from school to University Alissa (#312) Female from Oakland California 

in the story of “Funkytown” the protagonist is nearly finishing up her junior year at 

college in London and internship with other peers. She has this realisation once she
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completes the time in London:



Change is about to happen. Big time. In two weeks from tomorrow I will be 

packing up and heading home. I am not worried about reverse culture shock, or 

relearning which direction to look when crossing the road, or even not being able 

to drink in public (just for three months though!!!), because well I have lived like 

that much longer than the three months here. I just get worried about all the 

unknowns. I am excited to go home, nervous to go back to school. Where will I 

live, who will I live with (hopefully Kelsey and Savannah in the new apartments, 

hint hint nudge nudge to those in charge at Guilford)? Many of my friends have 

been abroad this semester, what kind of changes have they been through? How 

will it show? What about the people that stayed? Will we be able to meet on the 

same level? Oh, and it will feel like I am in a new school because there have been 

so many physical changes to campus, old news now, but I still haven't seen it.

Pam (#51) age 64 is a retiree at an age of reflection and shares talk of her grandchild very 

proudly and notes observed changes. Pam delights in the story “Shopping With Kacy”,

We stopped for breakfast at our local cafe. I love to show her off as much 

as I can. I'm amazed at how much she changes from time to time that I 

see her. I last saw her in October and she has grown taller and more lovely 

in that time.

Daniel’s (#334) story of a trip to Paris informs the reader of “the family trip that turned 

into a solo trip that turned into a guy trip”. In the naturalistic setting of “Breakfast at Cafe 

Delmas on place de la Contrescarpe” Daniel recollects “this was the trip to Paris that 

almost wasn’t”. Daniel savours his freedom and love of Paris before returning home to his
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wife and a newborn baby.
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A relocation overseas fuels personal evolution as Louisa (#335) executes her 

plan "‘I first moved here to go to Cordon Bleu, it was no dream come true. I came back to 

Paris to go to school - and then work”.

On occasions Emily (#426) a 25 year old female as protagonist and storyteller 

recognises a personal transformation, “I'm 25. This year I've noticed a lot of perspective 

changes in my self-talk and behavior”.

19.2.7 Proposition P7 - Protagonist Events

The story informs how events involving the protagonist take place.

A variety of event types involve protagonists, opening of stores, holidays, 

exclusive events and special celebrations are the subject of brand stories.

Openings of stores occupy the stories of protagonists personally attending on or 

close to the first day of an opening. London openings of the Abercrombie store attract, 

Susie (#5) 25 year old from the UK, Tanya (#21), Samantha (#22) a UK recruitment 

consultant, PJ (#23) with a smiley face as her image from the UK, Ma6aba (#47) a 30 

year old female from Kuwait and Diamond Geezer (# 54) a male from London.

Last days on overseas trips occupy protagonists with special activities or events 

quarantined from the rest of a trip. China girl (#74) eating Beijing duck, Pudgy Panda 

(#94) from Milwaukee, Wisconsin visits silk /pearl markets and Buddhist temple, Darren 

(#101) from Boston Massachusetts feasts on favourite food and contemplates a little 

about pollution. Luis (#114) decides to splurge out on a Gucci wallet before heading back 

home. Patty (#158) returning home to the Philippines with family from Hong Kong but at 

last minute “H&M” store and favourable prices catch her attention. She spends the last 

hour shopping and picking up whatever catches her fancy in the store.

Exclusive events held by luxury brand owners tend to get the attention of 

protagonists. Nirit (#164) from Paris receives a gold plate invitation with 25 of the top



women of Paris to attend a book launch about the history of champagne hosted by
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Louis Vuitton. Lindsey (#422) from Indianapolis , Indiana presents herself at a Tiffany 

event covering the unusual history of Tiffany & Co. Tiffany Cramer (#425) a 29 year old 

from Pittsburgh, Philadelphia attends the opening of a new store in Ross Park Mall.

Special occasions are events focusing the attention of the protagonist. 

Anniversaries, baby showers, birthdays and wedding stories are a feature of protagonist 

blog stories. Staciee (#414) 24 year old from New York City has three year anniversary 

celebrations with a Tiffany package. Molly (#437) of age 41 from Tucson Arizona gains a 

sister in law and receives a Tiffany gift (Elsa Peretti bean pendant in silver) for her 41st 

birthday. Brian (#440) from Dallas, Texas gets engaged to his partner Christina on the 

second floor of Tiffany & Co. Fifth Ave in New York City.

Holidays provide experiences and setups for protagonist participation. James 

(#77) age 31 circulates amongst locals in Beijing on National Day in Tiananmen Square. 

Ninja (#235) a male uses Thanks Giving day to visit the Met and MOMA in New York 

City. Lalit (#332) a 30-year-old technology consultant from Dilli [local pronunciation for 

Delhi] visiting Paris attends Notre Dame on Christmas Eve with family and work 

associates. Melissa (#424) 23 years of age from Melbourne, Australia feels Christmas was 

extra special with a Tiffany blue box containing a necklace from her boyfriend.

19.2.8 Proposition P8 - Protagonist Turning Point, Beginning and Resolution 

The story has an inciting event (a crisis or turning point) involving the protagonist along 

with a beginning and a resolution.

The classic pattern of inciting incident, beginning and resolution repeats through 

the diversity of consumer brand stories across fashion, luxury and travel.

Amanda (#19) of age 30 from North Carolina regards herself as a “fat chick” and 

proceeds to share the secrets of the “closet of a fat chick”. She is to go out to the movies



in the evening as long as she is able to find suitable items to wear. The inciting 

incident pushing her way from the status quo is the potential to attend the movie theatre. 

But, the resolution requires her to find something suitable to wear:

Then, I spied it. What it was doing out of it's [sic] place in the 

"probably never again" section of my closet I'll never know. But it 

was lying there on a shelf, spotlighted, with a chorus of angels 

singing backup. My blue camo Abercrombie & Fitch ringer T. So I 

stood there in my bedroom, staring at The Shirt and wondering if it 

there was any possible way that I could fit into it without looking 

like a sausage. I bit my lower lip as my mind raced. I peeked 

around the room like someone about to commit a crime, and then I 

quickly jerked The Shirt on and turned around to face our huge 

mirror.

OhmygodohmygodohmygodOHMYGOD! [exclamation of great 

surprise] It fit! It not only fit, but I thought it looked decent on!

Holy crap! I can wear The Shirt again!

Pia (#531) from Bangalore India still recollects the Tommy myth of racism and 

has an “ex-boss and tommy story” when she found out the boss only wears Tommy 

Hilfiger underwear and ever since never discusses brands. Her cousins recently gave her a 

gift of Tommy perfume and a watch. Not wanting to upset her cousins Pia resolves the 

issue and wears both the perfume and watch with slight discomfort, as she does not want 

to endorse the brand. However, she recognises the cousins spent a lot of money and mean 

well.

Christine (#271) from Fremont California leaves a sprinkle cake she brought for 

her boyfriend Ray in the car. She travels to San Francisco by train to meet with Ray. After
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a hectic day in San Francisco she is driven home by her boyfriend and able to give 

him the sprinkle cake she previously left behind.

Incidents and resolutions are prevalent amongst the corpus of stories providing strong 

support of the proposition P8.

19.2.9 Proposition P9 - Protagonist in Clear Cut Situations

The story presents the protagonist in clear-cut situations.

Eleven situations taken from the brand story corpus are noteworthy and illustrate 

protagonists find themselves enacting in clear-cut circumstances:

1. christa86 (#18) twenty year old female hates Abercrombie as she is overweight

2. Jin (#40) from Tampa Florida is offended by racist Abercrombie tee shirts

3. Rosanna (#100), a female age 33 from Los Angeles loves her hotel in Beijing.

4. Jennifer (#289) from New Jersey has 59 pairs of Old Navy sandals.

5. Kate (#377) lives in Sydney and is training for the 14 Km Sydney to surf race

6. Dramaqueenja (#420) from Long Island NY is dumped by her boyfriend on her 

birthday

7. Elizabeth (#421) from Lansing, Michigan writes a detailed review of the film 

Breakfast at Tiffany’s

8. Jonathan (#491) living in Spain visits Tokyo for the first time

9. Miss Amy (#493) from Naples, Florida hosts a swap party whereby friends clean 

out closets, swap a few things and send the bulk of remaining items to charity

10. Missy Alex (#499) the age 25 female protagonist from UK starts packing 3 days 

before leaving for Paris

11. Sophia (#506) age 41 from America is attending college at age 41.
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6.2.10 Proposition P10 - Lessons Learnt or Gloss of Wisdom
305

The storyteller provides a lesson learned— a gloss/gist of wisdom—in a sense making 

summary comment in the closing or opening emic interpretation to the story.

The proposition P10 finds support across the corpus of stories with sensemaking 

summaries forming part of the opening or closing of the story. On occasions, the gloss is a 

mere summary of the story but inevitably has a variety of forms from personalising 

experience to the protagonist sharing the gloss as a generalisation. Stories highlight the 

necessity for follow up to determine authenticity and trustworthiness of the presented 

generalisation.

Amanda (#19) the age 30 female from North Carolina opens her storytelling and 

promptly shares wisdom regarding the divisions of the closet of a “fat chick”. She 

suggests the divisions simply follow the categories:

1. ) Clothing you wear

2. ) No longer worn

3. ) Probably never again

Some gists or words of wisdom are future looking with a little bit of business 

advice thrown in. Tanya (#21) visiting the London Abercrombie store advises the store 

owners “Td go back to the store if it ever closes and turns into a martini lounge. If that 

happens, the new owners should keep the helpers around. They’re hot.” Another shopper 

closes with the same perspective “I’d go back to the store if it ever closes and turns into a 

martini lounge”.

Advice can be direct and to the point as June (#24) states after her tete-a-tete with 

an Abercrombie store manager on requesting a refund for a gift certificate, “so I am 

sending out this warning... do not shop at Abercrombie and Fitch. They are not nice. They
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have no customer service, and they all need to eat a Big Mac or something. Seriously.

Like Totally ’.

Albert (#36), on “The Creepy Pom of Abercrombie & Fitch: Are Parents Blind?” 

hopes readers recognise the importance of his wisdom to “never stop developing your 

style - Throughout your life, your style is going to grow and change. And that’s a good 

thing! Whatever you do, don’t let yourself get complacent and bored, wearing the same 

looks over and over. Have fun with your look and don’t be afraid to shake things up 

whenever you feel the urge!”

For the mother & daughter trip to Paris, Leslie (#305) from Vancouver reminds 

story readers “1 will close in saying that I truly recommend a Mother/Daughter trip to 

Paris, no matter what age. We shared a special bond in a very special city”.

Jakloz (Jacki And Lauren, #337) from Melbourne Australia on their trip to Paris 

are keen to share and finish up the story (Paris; the city of love?!) with guidance not 

normally made available by other visitors:

Five Things We've Learnt So Far,

[L Paris is only the city of love for its inhabitants who don't mind 

practically having sex with each other on the train, in the street..

Well anywhere public really.

[2 When in Paris watch out for postcard wielding bosnian bandits...

[3 When the day gets you down alcohol is cheap ($10 bottle of 

vodka) and readily available at any supermarket, bakery or pretty 

much any shop.

[4 Don't act suspiciously near and of the landmarks as they are 

pa:rolled by machine gun wielding army men (No second chances

there!)



[5] Last but not least, when thinking of going to Paris.... Don't!

Zach, the ice hockey player shares wisdom from his weekend trip. This is a totally 

different experience to Jakloz, “The city just has so much to offer. It probably isn’t a 

place that I would ever consider living, it is a little too big and I had a hard time 

communicating, but it offers everything you could ask for if visiting for a week or two”.

Elizabeth from Lansing, Michigan in her story “and I said, what about Breakfast 

at Tiffany’s?” concludes by reminding the audience during the 1960s women were being 

kept by men but in the movie the tables are turned with George Peppard acting and 

behaving as a kept man!

Stories appear with the sole purpose of sharing wisdom and experiences with 

readers. For instance, Emily (#426) in her story “Lesson Learned” finishes her story with 

“I recently learned a new life lesson... the moral of the story...live in the moment..”. The 

lesson refers to her breaking a bottle of Tiffany perfume while cleaning the bathroom. She 

had been intending to keep the perfume for a special day. The lesson results in Emily 

realising, don't save Tiffany & Co. perfume for a special occasion or as the star of 

Breakfast at Tiffany’s, “...Holly Golightly would have worn that perfume on any 

ordinary day”.

Heather (#572) 25 years of age from Kelowna, British Columbia is a sales lady at 

Surplus Sam. Heather learns an important lesson from a sales story she shares with the 

audience after mistakenly selling a Versace teapot for much less the selling price,

And so I learned an important lesson that I should’ve learned before. It seems that 

it is a repeat lesson, one that takes the shape of a broken-down Volvo and a 

Versace teapot and I suppose whatever other object God would like to use to teach
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me the lesson. Pride goes before a fall, and the more I allow my pride to get



inflated, the bigger the fall is going to be. Pride is expensive, I have been told.

The lesson she finishes her story with is “pride goes before a fall and the more the 

protagonist allows her pride to be inflated the bigger the fall.

Alynda (416) from London wraps up her engagement details with a clear summarisation 

of the events contributing to her engagement together with a view of her boyfriend,

“... And that, my friends, is how Alyndabear got engaged. In a stunning city, with a well 

planned surprise, and an amazing partner who went to such efforts and blew me away. 

That boy -1 think I love him”.

From the personal to the general gloss, the proposition P10 is well supported.

19.2.11 Proposition PI 1 - Anthropomorphism of the Brand

The story reflects anthropomorphism of the brand with the protagonist (Fournier 1988).

This proposition centring on brand humanisation (anthropomorphism) finds 

support in a number of different forms within the brand stories under study (the corpus). 

Consumers sleep with favourite brands objects, transfer the brand to a pet, converse 

frequently with brands and enhance the body with a favourite brand symbol.

In the story “For the love of Gucci”, Davina (#131), Female from Montreal 

Canada through first hand experience believes the Gucci bag symbolises goodness in 

humans,

I made my first purchase on Kijiji a few weeks ago: a vintage Gucci 

speedy for the price of $175. The seller and I went back and forth 

for a while trying to arrange a time and place to exchange the goods.

Then her family got sick. Then she got sick. Then she asked me to 

transfer the money online via our banks. I trust people (sometimes 

too much) so I decided to trust my instinct and go ahead with it. My
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fiance, Daniel, thought I was being naive and that I’d get scammed.

I still stuck to my gut.

Well, she got my deposit and promised to send over the bag but a 

week later I still hadn’t heard back. I had pretty much decided that I 

had indeed been scammed when Daniel woke me up this morning 

by announcing that my bag had arrived and I had “won”.

So here’s to having faith in your fellow man (or woman). Here’s to 

my new bag which will forever symbolize that faith. And here is my 

Gucci!

This age 29 female known as winz (#159) from Singapore actually goes beyond 

projecting her feelings onto her purchase and goes physical sleeping with her Louis 

Vuitton organiser as a sign of her love taking anthropomorphism to the extreme,

I love LV!!Louis Vuitton is my favourite brand. Its official - im 

obsessed w.th it.I LOVE love LurrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrmTrrrrrrrrrve my 

organizer. :heck it out.the first day, i actually slept with it.

Yeayyy!! imagine carrying it to meetings, yesss thats what im 

talking abort.hahahaha.

Another person cfrozal23 from Washington recognises her addiction in handbags,

I love Louis Vuitton!!! I have a very, very, very bad addiction. It's the kind of 

addiction that takes over your whole body and controls nearly every other thought 

in your head... an addiction to Authentic Louis Vuitton handbags and wallets. 

Perhaps, yet another way to achieve anthropomorphism is bestowing love on a cat called 

Louie after the designer Louis Vuitton. Weeksie50, a female age 34 from a small town in 

Oklahoma loves her brand so much and cat to the extent, “I am such a huge Vuitton fan
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But we call him Louie. Oh, How I love this cat. He is so funny. He has the best
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personality”.

Janice (#259) a mother of 4 children living in a suburb of Salt Lake City in Utah 

cannot get Halloween shirts for her girls and reappraises her relationship with Old Navy: 

Old Navy, I love you and have a great regular relationship with you.

Your jeans fit my sons perfectly. I live in your lounge pants. My 

husband wore one of your sweaters (which I purchased on a whim 

for $ 10) for our very expensive family photo last year.

So, while I am not breaking up with you, I am having a "define the 

relationship" (Fournier 1998) chat expressing that you are not 

fulfilling all of my needs and expectations. Please reconsider 

bringing back Old Navy Halloween shirts in girls sizes. My 

daughter and my wallet would appreciate it. Thank you. (And, keep 

up all of the other great things you are doing. I'll see you again in 

July when we buy our annual 4th of July flag shirts.).

Hannah (#265) mother to 3 boys and a girl from Florida, on the other hand is thankful for 

a labelling mistake, which sees her pants with a label size 4 instead of 8. On this basis, she 

commences a conversational dialogue (ibid) with Old Navy.

Sure, I know it’s a lie. I know it is a terribly delightful mistake that just happen to 

land in my favor, but I still love you for it... I love you Old Navy for lying to me. 

And I REALLY love you for being so dam convincing.

Anthropomorphism shows transcendence over brands with fashion items of 

varying brands present through all the life stages (Boyd 2007) of an individual. Take for 

instance, Rachel in her early thirties from America, the protagonist known online as 

“Sippy Cup Chardonnay” (#287). Her story “Is the love affair over?” refers to a life in
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which she sought comfort and support from jeans. About her 7s [a premium brand of 

denim jeans] she shares “when I went through my Mac and Cheese months, and they 

never complained when I spilt beer or wiped my Cheetos fingers on them. Hell, they were 

BETTER than a boyfriend”. After 7s “It was all a wonderful affair until I fell in love with 

Paige. No, Paige was not Katy Perry, "I Kissed A Girl" [a 2008 pop song by Kate Perry] 

college fling, but pair of fantabulous jeans that give you and an instant butt lift a la Jessica 

Beil. Those were my official party pants”. When Rachel discovers Joe’s Jeans “I had a 

long, but casual relationship with Joe. We were together long enough to produce two 

offspring capri's and a dark bootleg jean I still wear today”. Discovering Diva jeans from 

Old Navy, Rachel expresses “please don't tell my fancy jeans, but last week I cheated on 

all of them.” She spends $15 on a pair of Old Navy jeans and “I dropped my overpriced 

Citizens on the floor and stomped on them - Bad jeans, bad! Bad for making me feel like I 

needed to spend that much to be cool and fashionable”.

Luke (luke200202 a YouTube viewer) endorses the brand transcendence “I saw 

my dad swearing at the zip on his coat the other day after it wouldnt do up...he took the 

coat off and stamped on it after calling it a xxxx several times ...”

Body modification is a different level of anthropomorphism. While on a perhaps 

less vivid front relative to Rachel and Luke, Mrs. Classic (#139) from Denver, Colorado 

on a hike meets with a guy who has a Gucci tattoo emblazoned across his bellybutton. A 

picture accompanies the story as living proof of the incident and is the centrepiece of the 

relatively short blog story. Thomas (#434) age 34 from Melbourne spies another tattoo 

while walking down an escalator where a girl has a tattoo “Tiffany and Co fashionable

above her low cut brand name jeans”.



19.3 Extended Propositions

The previous analysis of corpus stories maintains propositions PI-PI 1 (see 2.2 for 

details of propositions) in support of theory generalisation of brand enabling archetype 

enactment by consumers. Further patterns of data arising from the brand story findings 

support an extended set of new propositions P12 - PI 6 derived ex-post of the corpus 

generation. Each of these new propositions is discussed in conjunction with supporting 

cases/stories.

19.3.1 Proposition P12 - Film Scripts Inform Consumers of Archetype Enactment

Film scripts inform consumers of archetype enactment.

Nostalgic films of yesteryear including Casablanca (1942) and Breakfast at 

Tiffany’s (1961) in spite of age, both classic movies provide music and haunting images 

directly relating to at least two of the brands under study, Tiffany Jewellery and the 

destination marketing of Paris. For other brands, the relationship is not direct but 

nonetheless the imagery of the films is capable of creating emotional connections with a 

multitude of brands. These films and more guide brand consumer stories in actual brand 

purchases, location visits, scene setting, filling incomplete plot lines, assisting the 

protagonist to achieve catharsis (Hiltunen 2002) and thereby obtain a deeper knowledge 

of self through cognitive and emotional understanding.

In particular, the success of Casablanca is traceable to the mythic potency exuded 

by each scene of the film from the first to the last images of the fog ridden airport and 

pervasiveness of participant archetypes through a power of intertextuality (see Hirschman 

2000a) whereby “Casablanca brings with it, like a trail of perfume, other situations that 

the viewer brings to bear on it quite readily, taking them without realizing it from films 

that only appeared later...”(Eco 1994). But above all, the timelessness and ability of the 

film to tap into human thinking and orchestrate emotion to achieve “proper pleasure”
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(ibid) is a testimonial to the power of archetypes and multiple myths as the American 

sociologist Todd Gitlin reminds us:

Casablanca dramatizes archetypes. The main one is the imperative 

to move from disengagement and cynicism to commitment. The 

question is why Casablanca does this more effectively than other 

films. Several other Bogart films of the same period — Passage to 

Marseilles, To Have and Have Not, Key Largo — enact exactly the 

same conversation. But the Rick character does not simply go from 

disengagement to engagement but from bitter and truculent denial of 

his past to a recovery and re-ignition of the past. And that is very 

moving, particularly because it is also associated with Oedipal 

[reference to Greek mythical character Oedipus, who unknowingly 

kills father, Laius and marries the mother, Jocasta] drama. But there 

is also a third myth narrative, a story about coming to terms with the 

past. Rick had this wonderful romance; he also had his passionate 

commitment. It seems gone forever. But you can get it back. That is 

a very powerful mythic story, because everybody has lost 

something, and the past it, by definition, something people have lost.

This film enables people to feel that they have redeemed the past 

and recovered it, and yet without nostalgia. Rick doesn't want to be 

back in Paris. And the plot is brilliantly constructed so that these 

three myths are not three separate tales, but one story with three 

myths rushing down the same channel (Harmetz 2002 p.350)



Chiko and Jon (#345) recount the story of visiting Paris in “We’ll always have Paris - 

Part Deux ”. The story title reflects the pairing of the famous line from Casablanca with a 

little bit of French. Casablanca is not the only film to surface in establishing Paris as a 

brand. Filins set in the actual destination create interest in specific locations to visit. The 

2003 Da Vinci Code mystery features in Shane’s (#330) age 31 from London story, Paris. 

The protagonist and partner Erika visit the Louvre and remind the audience, “.. .this is 

where that story starts”. Lalit Singh (#332) from Delhi, India links the film with the 

landmark Notre Dame, “.. .one of the more interesting features of Gothic architecture is 

the gargoyle. Hideous monstrous looking creatures, which were to scare off evil spirits 

and attract pagans (remember Da Vinci Code) to the Christian Church...”. Rebekah 

(#318) female from Wisconsin on her Paris Trip is pleased she “.. .ate at the restaurant 

where Amelie was filmed”.

For the brands under study films and related archetype characters appear across 

the diversity of consumer stories supporting the proposition PI 2. Some films and 

characters recur in a variety of brand stories and settings taking for example, the 

protagonist Holly Golightly from “Breakfast at Tiffany’s”. Holly to audiences the world 

over is an archetypal character as presented in the opening of the movie by Audrey 

Hepburn in her black Givenchy evening dress eating a bagel with coffee cup in hand 

perusing the windows of Tiffany jewellery store in New York. But what archetype does 

Holly represent? At a simple level, Holly is Cinderella the girl from the country who 

searches the city for a better life. Look more closely she is a siren, “a woman men get 

excited by—on a sexual level and on other levels”(White 2007).

Billie (#402), a 20 plus female from Florida appearing as protagonist in her own 

story, “I'm just crazy about Tiffany's!” [actual quote from the movie as expressed by 

Audrey Hepburn playing the lead role of Holy Golightly] restates, “I've been a big fan of
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Tiffany since I was a little girl. Maybe that's because Audrey Hepburn has always 

been my favourite actress and Breakfast at Tiffany's my favourite movie..

Michelle (#409) as protagonist in ‘I love Tiffany” takes action as a result of 

watching the movie, “While watching “Breakfast at Tiffany’s” last month, I realized that 

even though I’m in NYC, I had never gone into Tiffany & Co. at 727 Fifth Avenue [This 

Tiffany jewellery store appears within the first few minutes of the movie with Audrey 

Hepburn window shopping]. I set out to change that. Not only did I set out to change 

never going into the store, 1 decided to make my first Tiffany purchase”.

Even special customer occasions featuring Tiffany & Co. product follow up on 

the direct brand association with the film,

Last summer I went to a memorable baby shower for a friend from 

dental hygiene school (Crystal Sanford). The theme was "Breakfast 

at Tiffany's" and so we ate fancy breakfast with virgin sunrise 

mimosas in fancy champagne glasses. The party favor came in a 

signature little Tiffany blue gift bag in the form of a sample-sized

glass tube of Tiffany & Co. perfume...... I KNOW! This party was

such a treat for me because I love Audrey Hepburn.

Allan (#412) readying for a Breakfast at Tiffany’s on the launch of a new Stars 

range of jewellery inquires, “..." Moon River, wider than a mile, I'm crossing you in style 

someday." Who of us knows this song? I won't say "remember" because none of those of 

my generation are truly old enough to remember the movie except as a classic starring 

Audrey Hepburn and William Holden. But the title of that movie, filmed outside the 

original Tiffany & Co store in New York...”

The contemporary movie, Lost in Translation (2003) creates interest for 

prospective visitors to Tokyo where the movie is set. A focus on Tokyo in this manner is
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purely a surface level detail of the film sidestepping the story of love and spontaneous 

relationships in foreign lands where the archetypal characters feel alone and lost as the 

title of the movie resounds. Also, missed in the neon light imagery of Tokyo is the setup 

of a potential marital infidelity between characters Bob and Charlotte echoing 1945 and 

“the archetype of the extramarital love affair: David Lean's Brief Encounter ” (Mirasol 

2010) or a contemporary version in the guise of Mademoiselle Chambon (Farber 2010).

Aiofe and Alan (#454) in the story of the “Bullet train To Tokyo” elect to take the 

superficial viewpoint of the movie and feel “...the crowds in Shibuya were amazing, and 

we had our own Lost in Translation moment wandering across the busiest pedestrian 

crossing in the world”. Glen (#460), age 34 from Houston, Texas notices, “our hotel was 

in Shinjuku, across the road from a lovely park and about 100 yards from the Park Hyatt 

(the hotel from Lost in Translation)” along with Melkanz (#479) female living in Tokyo 

concurs in the story, “A tour of Tokyo with my labmates”, “It's the Park Hyatt in Tokyo - 

the hotel from Lost in Translation”.

For visitors to Sydney, Australia “Home & Away” is an Australian daily 

television series centring on the fictitious beach location Summer Bay. The show has 

viewings in a variety of countries including (but not limited to) Belgium, France, Ireland, 

New Zealand and United Kingdom. This series is filmed in Sydney’s most northern 

beach, Palm Beach and attracts visitors to the natural settings. Amelia (#382) 28 year old 

female from London, UK tells the story “Chasing the Cupcake: Sydney's Sweet 

Sensations”. Amelia and friends “.. .chose a good location for the first cupcake tasting - 

at Palm Beach, aka Summer Bay, where Home & Away is filmed”. Lucy (#400) also a 

female from the UK shares, “The Sydney Experience” and with travelling companions 

“headed off to Palm Beach (aka Home-and-Away’s Summers Bay).. .Lee wouldn’t come 

with me, so Muriel came and we had a lovely chat with the lady at the kiosk. Who told



me that it was the same surf-club that they used in the filming of Home-and- 

Away.. .Leaving Summer Bay (Don’t you mean Palm Beach Lucy? - Lee)...”

Unlike fictional shows reality television provides direct guidance on locales to visit 

without any pretence. Whitney Johnson (#399) confesses the story “I love Sydney”,

I went to Bondi Beach on Thursday...again. I have now gone 

to the same beach 3 times in one week. I think it's time for us to 

explore the alternative beaches around the area. There's a popular 

show in Australia called Bondi Rescue, which is filmed right on 

Bondi Beach and it's basically a real life "Bay Watch." It's Gabi's 

goal/dream to be on this show. I'm pretty sure it's because she 

wants to be saved by an attractive Australian lifeguard, but then 

again, who wouldn't want to be saved by an attractive Australian 

lifeguard?

Rosanna (#100) 33 from Los Angeles in story “I heart Beijing!” benefits from 

watching a movie before visiting the destination and considers a second viewing upon 

returning home,

Great! I don’t like listening to those audio headsets they were 

selling Forbidden city I mostly remembered from the film, “The 

Last Emperor” which I will re- watch promptly upon my return to 

LA. It was amazing to see things I recalled from the movie and to 

take them in with Tracey’s insight.

Films (e.g., Casablanca/Paris, Breakfast at Tiffany’s/Tiffany & Co. and Tokyo/ Lost in 

Translation) create interests in destinations and select brands. These films create the 

mental imager/ for consumers to use when considering products or choosing the
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landmarks/neighbourhoods to visit when present in the destination. These mental
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constructs consumers create with each and every viewing of a movie goes well 

beyond the use of archetypal figures to encapsulate person as a representation of the brand 

iconic dimensions (Hirschman 2000). Consumers organising enactments based on stories 

/myths appearing in films to build strong brand attachment provides strong support for 

Proposition P12 as evidence gleamed from the brand stories highlights.

19.3.2 Proposition P13 - Word Patterns Illustrate Sensemaking in Consumer Stories 

Specific word patterns emphasise sensemaking in consumer stories.

This proposition supports the notion of select word groupings allows consumers 

to ascribe meaning about experiences the stories capture. Support of this proposition is 

obtainable from noting the stories carrying the specific word groupings e.g. once upon a 

time, as if, I wish and what if.

“Once upon a time” is a phrase often used to mark the beginning of a myth or a story set 

in the past without recourse to specific dates. The phrase associates with stories ending 

with “they all lived happily ever after.” Consumers use the wording within story titles and 

well as the story itself. Ian (#69) age 21 student from Sydney recollects his story “Once 

upon a time in Beijing”. Spikey Annie (#296) commences her story “Once upon a time, I 

was a regular contributor to this amazing web site [the web site supports a community on 

body modifications] - and how it has grown!” Marquis Deja Du (#560) begins his story of 

a Hong Kong tailor, “Tailor-Ho” with “Once upon a time, I was walking through a casino 

in Vegas with my friend when I noticed the really nice cut of his suit”. Jessica (#582) in 

“fab friday: the beloved versace jacket” writes “once upon a time, 2 years ago, there was a 

girl named jess living in maine for the summer...”

Some storytellers use the phrase “once upon a time” within the story. An 

anonymous female protagonist (#550) from Malaysia “I bought one versace jeans which 

was on sale once upon a time ago.. ..and I havent worn it till now... 1 think the jeans is
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horrible....have no idea why 1 bought it in the first place!” While yet another (#125) 

shares comments about working at Gucci, “ and the reception area is styled juts as in 

Devil Wears Prada. The receptionist situation is a lot like ‘The Devil Wears Prada.’

Claire was, once upon a time, the 2nd receptionist (kind of like 2nd string).

The use and power of “As if’ (Smythe 2005; Battino 2006) is inherent within the 

story contexts in which the terms appear. Tanya (#21) contends her experience of the 

Abercrombie London store “...as if you are in a jewellery store”. XxWarrenxX (#30) 

doubles up his use of “as if’ and remarks “With a maximum of 2 shifts a week, folding 

clothes all day, being treated as if you are incompetent and as if you have no other talent 

except to look pretty— is ridiculous.” Zephyr (#35) 22 and female considers “Of course 

it’s fun to feel like you fit in, as if that moose-embroidered Henley [a collarless shirt for 

men named after the traditional uniform of English Henley rowers] you’re wearing makes 

you a tiny bit cooler somehow”. From a focus on extending the self to the “Most 

Annoying Store in the World” Emily (#52) female and 32, “Lastly, they seem to literally 

mist cologne throughout the air. As if it is coming out of sprayers from the ceiling. It's 

disgusting”. Diamond Geezer (#54) from London notices while in the store “Some 

schoolgirls looked like they'd bunked off lessons early just to be here, while many 20- and 

30-something blokes were staring in reverence as if they'd just had their wardrobe prayers 

answered”.

The dental office co-ordinator from Washington cfrozal23 (#160) recollects, “It 

was March 2007 when he finally caved in and allowed me to purchase my first Louis 

Vuitton handbag the others in my collections were given to me as gifts I remember the 

day as if it were yesterday” and “Mark set it in motion as if he went and purchased it for 

me, so it's almost the same right?” Liv (#173) from Texas and a story “Paris What Fun” 

notices “I didn’t have any make-up on, and her [a next door neighbour travelling on the
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same flight] make-up looked as if she’d had a girl from Nordstom do it earlier”. Ellie 

(#323) from Buenos Aires in “A Week In Paris”, hesitates . .it also looked as if they had 

great pastries and crepes”. JustAGirl (#442) from Chicago Illinois deals with forces 

outside her control in story “Oh Tiffany!” and finds “Yesterday, I got in the car and 

started driving like a zombie, as if the automobile was being pulled along the way by 

some unknown force. Must...regain...control... OH, here we are at the Mothership: 

Tiffany & Co”. Heather (#572), 25 from Kelowna British Columbia moving from a 

dream like state of mind to reality recognises “I suddenly felt as if the giant balloon that 

was my ego had been deflated.”

“I wish” provides opportunities for consumers to express latent motivations and 

wishes. Jme (#11) a female college student from Philadelphia vents her frustration about 

never being asked to work for Abercrombie indicating, “I did shop there before in my life. 

I wish I did not”. Breeanna (#57) a female accountant indicates, “I wish that Abercrombie 

& Fitch had things that you could sign your life away to that store because Abercrombie 

and Fitch is my favorite store in the world”. Vicki (#102) from Salt Lake City talks her 

mind about Beijing, “Sometimes I wish I were teaching there, but then I remember the 

heat and smog”. This thinking contrasts with Juliet (#522) 27 year student from Hamilton, 

Canada in a New York story indicates her ideal situation “I wish I lived in the city and 

could ride my bike there in the morning”. Rachel (#287), thirty something American 

mother in her “Is The Love Affair Over?”, “I wish I were a real life stylista [someone who 

does her own hair, make up and dresses in a manner she receives praise from own peers] 

like my lil [the abbreviation relates to little but normally associated with the names of 

rappers] sis [denotes sister] Amanda or my friend Summer.”



Francisca, 39 years old from Alabama “What I wish Old Navy would realize is that 

we..re just like your thinner customers. We want to buy and wear clothes that fit well 

and look good”.

Rod 43 from Wichita Kansas while visiting Scotland en route to Paris remembers 

“we drank Tennant’s beer, very good stuff, I wish they had it here.” Melissa, 31 from 

Portland, she yearns for Paris and misses the food “Ah, I wish I were back in France now. 

I need some breakfast and am dreaming of pain au chocolat...”

Sometimes as Cyndia from Louisiana (#429) found you desire to take the clock back but 

can’t and “My only regret is that we didn't hire a videographer to capture our day on film. 

Oh how I wish we had!”

“What if’ captures the worries anxieties, fears and phobias of the protagonist storyteller. 

Protagonists have a wide range of fears from missing flights, arriving in a foreign country, 

dressing colourfully, job hunting, entering a luxury shop, purchasing a luxury handbag 

and even opening a Tiffany gift box.

Ryan (#81), 27 from Texas, reflects on how he overcomes an anxiety inherited 

from his father with regard to missing flights, “My flight today was at 12. My goal was to 

get to the airport at 9 AM. Why so early? Well, I normally have small fits of anxiety 

about missing flights, so I like to get to the airport early (1 truly am my father's son)”. 

Stefan (#336) from Washington is less concerned about missing flights in his “Excellent 

European Adventure ’93” and realises the challenge of landing in Paris, “I suffer a huge 

anxiety attack as I enter the main concourse. The first of my short life... my schoolboy 

French has completely deserted me and I'll be damned if I resort to English. Hardly a 

propitious start to my vacation...”

thebestiary (#112) stumbles into a Gucci shop with her “sweet frenchie-mama” 

and is paranoid /‘After all, what if I break something? There's no way the credit limit on
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even Mama's Visa card could possibly cover the cost of anything I might knock over.

I walk gingerly, even though this store is mostly full of clothes and leather products. 

There's nothing I really can break, but I'm still paranoid”, girl-in-wonderland (#146) in 

her story has concerns about her boyfriend and her spending habits in a story “Free 

Gucci!” about winning a Gucci tote “...what if he were to see me with the tote!? How 

can I explain myself with such an expensive tote! And anyways, I kind of grew tired 

shopping online behind his back anyways.”

Spikey Annie (#296), 27 from Brooklyn New York is transforming her outward 

appearance from being gothic [the fashion of the gothic subculture is linked to a dark and 

morbid style of dress] to dressing professionally and exhibits her current lack of 

confidence in making the shift, “And it was oftentimes terrifying. I forgot all my color 

theory and in the anxiety of trying to wear a shade that was NOT black, I forgot what 

"goes" with orange. Or stripes? Does this go? I hadn't had to ask myself that in years, 

and that was just the clothes! It was like a second adolescence in many ways. I felt 

awkward and afraid at first, but equally certain that I needed to do something different. 

And in a big way!”

Buildings and interiors occupy the concerns and anxieties of at least two 

consumers. Barbara (#210) a retired architect from Washington has this to say about the 

new Standard Hotel in NewYork and her anxiety, “I feared that my glee over its exterior 

might be tempered by an uninspiring interior. So I was content with marching around it 

from all four sides, particularly admiring the way it meets the remaining railroad 

structure”. Jodi (#240) in her early twenties from Brooklyn has less grandiose concerns 

and considers apartment hunting in New York “So what if the bathroom is so tiny there's

no room for a sink?”



Female (#142) is overly concerned about her job hunting to the extent she 

exhibits a long chain of worrying sentiments, “Then I started panicking. I bet there's 

courses you have to take in waving. What if I fail? What if I PASS?! What if I passed but 

then they're like "You did awesomely but we can't hire you because you're short”. Syd or 

sydneyvicious (#153) female from Sydney demonstrates yet another chain of worry with 

each round commencing with “I fear”. Syd has a longing to buy a Louis Vuitton 

monogram bag. Previously, she has had little or no desire for luxurious goods and feels if 

she does buy a Louis handbag she will become addicted to luxury and believes “I fear it 

will be tie first step to surrendering to a life of slick advertising and celebrity 

endorsements, I fear addiction to the luxurious, I fear my other bags will get jealous, I fear 

that none of my clothes will go with my Louis”.

Catherine (#415) 37 from Cincinnati, Ohio is anxious and fearful not of the 

contents cf her package but actually opening a Tiffany gift box and not being able to wrap 

the box up as new, “And every girl deserves a blue box. (Remember that boys. We love 

the blue box!) 1 am almost afraid to open the box. Of course the contents are fabulous. 

But there may be a tiny part of me that fears disappointment. Maybe I crave it. The 

disappoimment. 1 want to open it. But then the ribbon will tatter, the blue suede bag inside 

guarding :he contents will soil. Even though I think I can wrap the box back up to its 

original fcrm, it will never be the same...”

The stories highlight the Proposition P13 gains widespread support throughout the 

story corpus.

19.3.3 Proposition P14 -Stories Tap an Emotional Connection to Brand

Stories Tap an Emotional Connection to Brand.

This proposition manifests in stories reflecting a close consumer connection with the 

brand. The story corpus provides ample support of the proposition across stories. At the 

highest level of emotion stories indicate the brand assists the consumer to meet and
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embrace key challenges in life. Such levels of emotion are further supporting evidence 

for the proposition and are discussed.

As a starting point, “wow” is an explicit statement by a consumer beyond 

knowing the brand and alerts the story readers of the deep level of engagement of the 

protagonist with the brand.

Pudgy (#94) Panada in “I found them” expresses, “WOW! I love Beijing! I 

could live here. It's a great city! I'm really going to miss it when I leave tomorrow”. 

Jingwei (#78) still on the topic of Beijing in “My Beijing!”, 27 year old female from 

Shanghai on Houhai [ an area of Beijing encircling Houhai and popular for bars and 

restaurants] maintains, “I had the best memories in Nuage - a very nice Vietnamese 

restaurant because I had 2 farewell dinners there for two very special friends of mine... “I 

still remember I 'wow'ed when I saw this place for the first time. Better than any 

bar/restaurant areas in Shanghai”.

On food related matters, Daniel (#334) from New York in his “Report 1539: An 

Unexpected Trip to Paris” has a wow experience with his pate of pork linking back to his 

childhood memories,

Wow, that brought me right back to being a little kid and getting so 

excited when my mother used to let me indulge in this rare treat. My 

mother, you see, used to turn her nose up at “all that processed 

American food.” She eschewed things like deviled ham,

Hamburger Helper, Kraft macaroni & cheese, yada, yada. Those 

were unhealthy things that “lazy mothers” fed their children.

Anyway, while I was taking my trip down memory lane, David was 

savoring his starter of gnocchi that were splashing around in a pool
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Louis (£390) male age 25 from Cambridge UK in “Sublime Sydney” is mesmerised 

by the Sydney vista,

...Circular Quay which nests neatly between the famous Sydney 

Harbour Bridge and the breathtaking Sydney Opera house. Wow.

Even though it was baking hot, i had to sit quayside for half an hour 

to take in the beautiful detail and loads of photos... Im v.content to 

be finally seeing it with my own eyes! though i can't explain why it 

meant so much, maybe because im sitting as i can be from the UK 

and got here myself...no caption required.

Emotional connection is not always espoused by a wow moment with sentiments 

of attraction, awe, confidence, excitement, inspiration and love hinting at deeper 

emotioral brand connections. Chessa (#250) female from New York in “I love New York 

!” just cannot stop loving New York, “New York City. I love this city. I love the energy, 

the diversity, the anonymity, the feeling that you may be walking down the street alone, 

but are always accompanied... New York inspires me and motivates me”. In the story 

“Dare to Dream”, female (#199) Rebekah Roy seeks inspiration not love in the 

destination and neighbourhood “Some people like to visit the "7 Wonders of the World", 

me I like to go to markets, Liberty’s, Selfridges or cafes - to be inspired. Lack of 

inspirat on creates boredom. Although maybe something desperate and great is really 

created from boredom.. .anyway, there are so many things that 1 like and so few things 

that I wint. As a stylist I’m not very materialistic, I’m not a pack rat or magpie although 

I do live surrounded by clutter”.

Female (#402), 20+ Billie from Florida says “I'm just crazy about Tiffany's!” and 

her stor/ reflects, “Needless to say, very few things excite me like that little blue box”. 

Male (#464) from Singapore is excited pondering his fashion purchase in Tokyo, “I was
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attracted so much to the creative design from different brands. I finally made a 

choice on one of the bag from CK with price slightly lower than my budget”. He is not 

the only person attracted to a brand and in “& your love is all 1 ever wanted”, Female 

(#496), pseudonym “iloveyou”, Singapore . .we headed to bugis to take a look at 

watches, was really attracted to the tommy hilfiger watch!!” Attraction still transcends 

brands with a problem, male (#530), 21 year old Aveek in “Racist - So What ?” puts 

aside views others may have of the brand especially in India,

“Tommy Hilfiger. WOW. What amazing clothing. Lovely designs, fine 

craftsmanship and one HUGE price tag. But it’s worth it. The clothes fit perfectly, 

feel snug and cozy, and are hardy. Given the chance, (and the money) I’d 

definitely want to fill my wardrobe with this brand”.

A high level of emotional connection occurs when the brand story and protagonist reflects 

confidence in the brand extending the individual to meet life challenges. Rachel (#25) 

Female from NYC in Then and Now: Abercrombie and Fitch,

But I never did it, because after some experimenting in the privacy of my room, 1 

realized I never felt more comfortable or confident in anything besides my trusted A&F 

wardrobe. Rugby tops, ripstop pants, Oxfords and cotton skirts - how could it get any 

better?

Ian (#69), Male student at University in Sydney, recollects his story “Once upon a 

time in Beijing” where he says “I’ve become more confident in my ability to 

communicate with Beijingers and try to work my way through a new situation every
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day”. Here the brand Beijing directly assists Ian to achieve more with himself.



19.3.4 Proposition P15-Script Patterns Inform Script Invocation in Brand 

Stories

The script patterns After -Almost -Always -Never - Open-ended - Until (Berne 1964, 

Steiner 1990 and Stewart & Joines 1987) inform script invocation in brand stories.

“Always” as a script pattern (Berne 1964) appears throughout a number of 

consumer brand stories. In her travel blog story posting on Tokyo, Karin (#472) female 

from Dublin, California postulates a future script to allow her to always remember to 

change money in future because she recollects:

ALWAYS change Yen before you go to TOKYO. We asked about 

10000 people about money changers but were told that only places 

like Tokyo Station and Shinjuku have them. If you carry US$ it's 

slightly better because many banks at Tokyo Station allow you to 

change for that. But for SGD$, there is only ONE money changer 

at Tokyo Station, with very very lousy rates. I exchanged about 

SGD$ 1 = 66 yen in Singapore but it was only 1=58 there! So I 

refused to change money at Tokyo Station, where I had gone to visit 

the Imperial Palace. The train station operator told me it was a 200 

metre walk but after 200m, 1 could only catch a glimpse of its roof.

I just took a couple of pictures with its exterior, refusing to go any 

nearer cos I was so tired of walking around, looking for a money 

changer and being poor.

June (#24) from Nebraska visits Abercrombie as “I always get my niece a gift 

card...” while Breeanna has a different purpose knowing, “I go into Abercrombie & Fitch 

1 always just feel so comforted because I know that I am being watch over by all of the
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In Beijing scripts guide the mundane with the story of My Beijing, the 27 year 

old Female (#78) from Shanghai concedes, . .1 always enjoy staying in my room alone, 

reading, blogging or cleaning it!” while Ryan (#81) 27 year old male from Texas in his 

Beijing Day admits, “But because I stick to eating Chinese food, I always eat with 

chopsticks...”

On the occasion of Easter in Australia, Kim (#107) “Of cat bags and Easter 

bilbies” story discusses whether chocolate bilbies were more popular than chocolate 

rabbits and in accordance with the script offers “.. .personally, I always buy a bilby 

[Australian endangered species popularised as an alternative to Easter bunnies]”.

Some scripts are curt but to the point as Cherieladie (#115) finds “.. .i keep getting my 

own name mixed up with this girl called sherry lee. every time her name is being called, i 

always think it's my name. Grrr..” While in drooling Rebecca (#156) 34 year old Female 

from Mesa ,Arizona, “...It seems that this time of year is when I always start to look for 

my new handbag”. Tiffany (#163) Female 19 year old, Toronto Ontario, Canada in .204 - 

graphite confides, “I always give my parents a wishlist when they go on vacation lol 

[laugh oui loud] ”.

Marc Vallon (#232), 20 year old Male indicates “I hate New York, no matter what 

anyone says” but in spite of this he indicates, “I always hold doors open for people, often 

say “thane you,” and would almost certainly help a stranger who had dropped a pile of 

papers. Jcdi Bullock (#240) Female , 23 from Brooklyn , New York has a similar view in 

“Sometimes I Hate New York”, and “when faced with establishments like Union Pool on 

a Saturday night, I always have to wonder if I am a snob, or merely a miser”.

Ai Old Navy script from nicolastanga (#270) Italian female provides the rarity of 

not one bat two “Always” script patterns together,



Old Navy flipflops are now harder and less comfortable Then 1 tried them 

on.... mmmm they look shorter!! I had all the 12 pairs in my size, that is W11, as 

I always wore W11 of Old Navy flipflops. Horror! They ARE shorter!

But she is not alone as Buford Betty(#288) 32 year old Female from Buford, Georgia 

doubles up on her script in her story “Five things I love right now”,

I love how Old Navy tanks fit and they're cheap, so I always load up when I go in 

there. "Royal" is my favorite color right now. 1 always keep an eye out for a good 

sale to hit, and then load up on them.

Also, Lynnette (#446), female, 27 year old from Denver , Colarado doubles up her 

“never script” with regard to a Tiffany & Co. present,

I have never owned anything from Tiffany's before yesterday -1 never would 

have spent the money on myself, because I think at sometimes it's overrated and 

too popular - and no one has ever given me something from there, so there you 

go. BUT - every girl would love to get a Tiffany blue bag or box, and I am no 

exception to that rule.

Joelle (#280), Female, Ontario, Canada in “shopping therapy” immediately points to, 

“anyways, so to make myself feel better I went shopping. I always tell myself I "deserve" 

what I'm getting”. In a similar vein but focusing on footwear in the story “Shoes!”, 

Jennifer (#289), New Jersey, USA believes, “anyone who shops at Old Navy knows the 

great deals they have their comfortable and affordable sandals! So of course I always 

jump on that deal. lol”. But Katie Thomson (#291), 27 year old Female from Mesa 

Arizona in the story “Ten on Tuesday” is adamant, “Once again... I always find 

something in that store!”

Daniel (#334), Male from New York in his unexpected trip to Paris,
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When we got out onto the street, I had that same surreal “I’m really here!” 

moment that I always have when I arrive in Paris. It’s like you’re magically 

stepping into that street map that you’ve been studying for all those weeks.

Beverly (#353) from Atlanta, Georgia USA in spite of her fair share of problems in Paris 

is clear, “Because once again Paris calls and when Paris calls I always come running even 

if she is a pain in the neck”.

“Never” is a script normally associated with desires assumed to be impossible to achieve. 

Chrys (#376) from Melbourne Australia in “Hello sunshine Sydney” achieves the dream 

of seeing the Sydney Opera House, “1 never imagined myself being able to actually see 

this beautiful piece of work which I always see on television, postcards etc. and just a 

couple of weeks ago, I was at the place itself’. On the story of New York City 

Retrospective, Athur (#233), 26 year old male, says “1 never thought I would say these 

things, but here goes: 1 had such a great time in New York”. In Paris and her long 2nd 

Paris trip report Leslie (#304), Female from Vancouver, Canada recollects, “I was given a 

personal tour around parts of Paris that I never would have seen left on my own”. But for 

21 year old female (#350) from Glasgow, UK in Paris & a girl with an A! “We spent 

Monday in Louvre, and shopping. I never should go even close to all the shops, i know i'll 

end up spending money., too much”.

Rachel (#25) Female from New York states in the story of Then and now: 

Abercrombie and Fitch admits,“I never felt more comfortable or confident in anything 

besides my trusted A&F wardrobe”. This compares markedly with female (#137) 22 

year old unique_daisy from Johor, Malaysia in her story informs, “I never knew Gucci
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is a high end brand that only rich & famous can afford”.



The stories illustrate support of the proposition PI 5 - Script Patterns Inform Script 

Invocatior in Brand Stories. Further, each individual story highlights the script pattern 

being invcked.

19.3.5 Proposition P16 - The Story Contributes to Individuation of the Consumer

The story ;ontributes to individuation of the consumer.

Ctnsumer brand stories deepen and amplify the protagonist desire to become 

more whole as an individual consistent with the Jungian proposition of individuation 

(Jung 195)). The consumer brand story is a self-story and highlights how the consumer 

uses the b'and to become the true self.

A review and discussion of the stories supporting the proposition PI 6 and notion 

of individiation follow:

Fcshion provides an ideal starting point to witness the role of brands in extending 

the consumer self. In fact, Fabi (#3) female from Los Angeles shares how she uses 

Abercrorrbie and Fitch, “I proudly flaunted my tan tummy and that moose embroidery” 

and after 'hopping “I walked away with this gorgeous bedazzled navy number that I can't 

wait to sh)w you guys”. The fat chick (#19, pseudonym) 30 year Amanda from North 

Carolina is overjoyed to find a once popular Abercrombie shirt she can actually wear. 

Most impirtantly her husband “.. .said the words every girl longs to hear. It looks great on 

you ”. The key here is the brand shirt makes her look great helping Amanda become more 

of her true self. Meanwhile, Pam age 64 from New York State with her niece Deb in an 

Abercrorrbie store feels “.. .here was one moment when Deb and I felt cool as we danced 

to the munc in Abercrombie and Fitch”. But 26 year Kale from Washington has parted 

ways wit! Abercrombie and points out “... I love clothes that have a function. I love
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Favianna is not at all looking for functionality but instead “I decided that I 

needed to spend some money on myself on things that I felt made me look and feel HOT 

and SEXY! So I got some new GUCCI sunglasses”. Again, the pattern repeats with the 

brand Gucci helping to extend Favianna (#113) to become hot and sexy. Syd from 

Sydney in restricting her handbag expenditures to the high street has one outstanding 

desire “.. .big bags make your hips look smaller” truly considers the handbag to be an 

extension of her self.

Sergey (#207) Izbash 24 from New York City refers to himself as ‘Broadway 

Sergey” has a goal and dream to become a Broadway producer. Each and every image 

and YouTube video supporting his blog shows Sergey in Broadway poses of a producer. 

Sergey’s blog story is informed by Broadway conveying his message “I love theatre: 

Plays, Musicals, Broadway, West End, regional theatres, any theatre and stage 

productions”. Broadway the destination is what defines and feeds the whole identity of 

Sergey.

Old Navy has a fair share of shoppers who see themselves in a different light after 

purchasing sweaters and jeans. Juno (#253) finds her ideal body size sweater,

It turns out to be perfect. The back is the right length and shape and size for my 

body - no extra material under the amis or hanging from the shoulders - the front - 

well, OK it would be the better for some short rows, but that's too much to ask of 

a commercial sweater. It is the plain black cardigan I've been looking for since 

forever... The spandex surprised me as it doesn't seem that kind of stretchy. Even 

the sleeves are the perfect length. Which never happens. This feels like the 

Rosetta Stone, the proto garment, the missing link in my sweater sizing
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Kelly (#254) mother from Minnesota is not to be outdone by a sweater and seeks 

comfort all year round from her Old Navy Denim. Kelly is inseparable from her jeans as 

witnessed by her blog story:

I love my jeans. I esteem them highly. I wear them 6.5 days a week, varying only 

on Sundays — when 1 might wear black or brown dress pants to church — and the 

days when I have to do laundry — when I wear my black yoga pants.

Don't believe me? Me and my daughter on my birthday. Me and my older 

children dishing up hot fudge cake on Valentine's Day. Even when I'm pregnant, 

I'm wearing jeans. Under the snow pants? Jeans.

You get the idea. I love that my jeans are comfortable, durable and able to stand 

up to baby spit-up without showing the goober marks. I almost always buy my 

jeans at Old Navy, because I first found stretchy jeans at Old Navy five plus years 

ago, and I never looked back.

The last word in fashion must go to Sarah and Jennifer (#281) who take co-creation to a 

serious art form with a love of “fitting room photography” pioneered in Target stores. The 

two ladies spend nearly an hour in the Old navy fitting room to work through a variety of 

current season of dresses. The last costume Sarah tries is a sweater with shorts and 

Jennifer comments “she did say she felt like she was, "going to Princeton." After I 

ascertained she meant the university and not the city 1 approved”.

19.3.6 Proposition P17 - Break Free Strategies Occur Infrequently within Consumer 

Brand Stories

Break free strategies occur infrequently within consumer brand stories is a proposition 

worthy of further discussion and thinking.
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If colours reflect personal desires and feelings, the idea of breaking free totally 

online from the brands and objects of desire by the protagonist storytellers is a rarity. 

Films appear to break free but nonetheless have direct associations with the brand or 

destination.

About the only evidence of consumers breaking free of brands across the story 

corpus is association with cupcakes. The corpus reveals nine bloggers with an interest in 

“cupcakes”. Graceafr (#12) cites her interest as including “cupcakes”. Samantha Powell 

(#279) generates a personal blog covering “clothes, shoes, bags and cupcakes!” Katie 

Thomson (#291) tells the story about “ten of her favourite things”. Her blog frame 

contains cupcakes. Amelia Bate (#382) spends her story “Chasing the Cupcake: Sydney's 

Sweet Sensations”. Jessica Bagley (#410) shares thoughts on “Tiffany Cupcake 

Jewellery” coming close to a brand but turns to a cheaper offering. Allan Yap (#412) 

“Breakfast at Tiffany's” creates real chocolate cupcakes for the opening of a Tiffany 

outlet in Malaysia. Emily (#426) creates a blog regarding "my husband, my kids, and 

cupcakes". Trisha (#497) supports a cupcake on her blog front page with the caption “Life 

is Sweet”. Christine Ernest (#541) uses cupcakes for her blog background. Christine 

(#271) from Fremont California leaves a sprinkle cake she brought for her boyfriend Ray 

in the car.

“The Psychology of Cupcakes” (Reeve 2009) article pins the level of interest in 

cupcakes as a return to affordable nostalgia stemming from mothers baking trays of 

cupcakes, a rebellious “two fingers up to the diet police” as well as the TV series Sex and 

the City. Whatever the rationale support of Proposition PI 7 is valid.

19.3.7 Proposition PI 8 - Stories Contain Timeless Verbal Cues of Archetypes

Stories contain timeless verbal cues of archetypes.
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The evaluation of proposition PI8 directly relates to the detection of 

archetypes within the entire story corpus.

Traditionally, the brand controller/owner or advertising agency creates stories 

attempting to link relevant archetypes with desirable characteristics to consumers (Aaker 

1997). This focus of communication from brand to consumer is the foundation of existing 

archetype brand theory literature (Holt 2004; Howard-Spink 2002; Pearson 1991, 

Randazzo 1993). The perspective of this proposition and the overall research is seeking 

archetypes from the consumer perspective rather than brand owner through the consumer 

brand stories circulating online forming part of “the culture’s story stock” (Stem 1995).

To explore and assess this proposition a dictionary of verbal cue words and 

archetype categories is developed. The dictionary is generated from timeless prototypical 

texts (Appendix V, table 17) and Wordnet (Fellbaum 1998) electronic lexical database. 

Wordnet (ibid) generates an expansion of the terms accommodating a wide variety of 

situations not yet encountered or hitherto unforeseen. The software (Appendix IX 

contains the software code and dictionary words) automatically matches the text with the 

archetype categories providing a final output incorporating a count of words in each 

archetype category (see Appendix X for sample output). Executing the software program 

across the entire corpus of brand stories reveals archetypes automatically detected using 

the cue words.

The results highlighting the count of archetype words associated with each 

category appear in the Figure 39 chart. The results are consistent with previous analysis 

using fuzzy set scoring and visualisation. Indeed, the brand stories do exhibit archetypal 

patterns detected using a dictionary of archetype words derived from the timeless myths 

of archetypal characters supporting the proposition PI 8.
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CREATOR 13.2%

LOVER 11 .6%

CAREGIVER 18.6%

JESTER 10.2%

EVERY-WO-MAN 9.4%

INNOCENT 1.2% 
OUTLAW 1.7% 

SHADOW 1.7%

MAGICIAN 4.9%

HERO 4.2%

RULER 6.4% 
EXPLORER 6.3%

Figure 39 Archetype Detection in Corpus

19.4 Theory Generalization and Proposition Framework

The story-by-story discussion and analysis using real people not generic 

consumers highlights and helps to reflect upon the existing propositions as well as 

contribute towards the development or refinement of new theory propositions. Taken 

together as a framework the propositions support the theory of archetype enabling 

enactment and represent theory generalization from the corpus of stories. For 

completeness, the full list of propositions follows:

1. Proposition PI - Narrative storytelling on purchasing-consumption requires a 

protagonist consumer to experience an “inciting incident” (McKee 2003) that 

focuses her attention and results in action in response to this incident.
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2. Proposition P2 - Consumer storytelling theory extends beyond highly risky 

consumption acts to the more mundane and improvisational presentations of self 

to self and others (Goffman 1959) in everyday life.

3. Proposition P3 - Consumption stories protagonists tell about themselves 

consciously and/or unconsciously often match the plot lines scripted by brand 

controllers (e.g., Nike’s myth of individual achievement through perseverance) or 

by deep-seated, “hardwired” (see Hirschman 2000; Rapaille 2005) cultural 

archetypal myths.

4. Proposition P4 - The story presents a protagonist engaging in actions to achieve 

goals.

5. Proposition P5 - The story informs about conscious and/or unconscious thoughts 

of the protagonist and other actors.

6. Proposition P6 - The story informs about how personal evolution or change in the 

life of the protagonist occurs.

7. Proposition P7 - The story informs how events involving the protagonist take 

place.

8. Proposition P8 - The story has an inciting event (a crisis or turning point) 

involving the protagonist along with a beginning and a resolution.

9. Proposition P9 - The story presents the protagonist in clear-cut situations.

10. Proposition P10 - The storyteller provides a lesson learned— a gloss/gist of 

wisdom—in a sense making summary comment in the closing or opening emic 

interpretation to the story.

11. Proposition PI 1 - The story reflects anthropomorphism of the brand with the 

protagonist (Fournier 1988).

12. Proposition PI 2 - Film Scripts Inform Consumers of Archetype Enactment



13. Proposition PI 3 - Word Patterns Illustrate Sensemaking in Consumer Stories

14. Proposition PI4 -Stories Tap an Emotional Connection to Brand

15. Proposition PI 5 -Script Patterns Inform Script Invocation in Brand Stories

16. Proposition PI 6 - The Story Contributes to Individuation of the Consumer

17. Proposition PI7 - Break Free Strategies Occur Infrequently within Stories

18. Proposition PI 8 - Consumer Stories Contain Timeless Verbal Cues of Archetypes

Broadly, the propositions categorise into 3 groupings:

■ Self as protagonist - P2, P4 - P9, P11 and P16

■ Archetypes - P3, PI2 and PI 8

■ Story/structure - P10, P13-P15 and PI 7
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19.5 Conclusions

At the outset of the research two key areas meriting attention are the lack of 

consumer self-storytelling research and the astronomical volume of consumer stories 

being generated across a diverse range of brands online. A consumer comes to know a 

brand by creating a self-story.

This research explores and develops a theory of brand enabling archetype 

enactment using consumer self stories. The theory derives from Jungian archetypes 

providing a direct linking of the consumer unconsciousness with the brand. 18 key 

propositions in three areas of self as protagonist, archetypes and story/structure provide 

theory support and generalisation of the brand stories under study. The propositions taken 

together provide a framework for building repeatable consistent brand archetype

enactments using storytelling.



This research shows an analysis of unsolicited consumer stories found on 

blogs helps provide deep insights into consumer marketing processes not readily 

accessible through questionnaires and associated techniques for eliciting consumer 

attitudes and preferences. The storytelling analysis in this research identifies what buyers 

and users say to the brand and what the brand says first and back-and-forth in such 

conversations providing valuable clues for designing highly effective marketing and 

advertising strategies.

The overall findings support the view that consumer self stories in naturally 

occurring blog communications include enactments of brands as archetypical icons. This 

conclusion complements and extends the work of Holt (2003, 2004, 2005), Holt and 

Thompson (2004), and related literature (e.g., Adaval & Wyer, 1988; Arnold & 

Wallendorf, 1994; Boiler, 1990; Delgadillo & Escalas, 2004; Fourier, 1998; Hirschman, 

1986; Padgett & Allen, 1997; Woodsidc & Chcbat, 2001).

Consumer storytelling research provides evidence as to how and why brands 

become archetypal icons in the own words of informants. The informant reported 

enactments of the iconic roles played by brands likely include symbols and expressions 

that match with imprinted unconsciously driving myths affecting the informant behaviour. 

Consequently, becoming aware of the consumer enactments of imprinted myths via brand 

icons provides direction for story genre and consumer-brand relationships (e.g., the Fairy 

godmother myth is one plotline worthy of producing alternative enactments to encourage 

one segment of travellers to visit Paris; showing alternative scenes of a protagonist 

wearing a Versace coat sans knickers is a story gist useful for rejuvenating romance in a 

tired relationship).

The present research verifies not only Goffman (1959) and other behavioural
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scientists have a compelling need to interpret the presentation-of-self in everyday life but



some consumers are driven to offer their own interpretations i.e. self stories of their 

everyday lives—lives that enact myths via the use of iconic brands.

The theory model helps describe how consumers use brands as props or 

anthropomorphic actors in stories they report about themselves found on the web. The 

stories are drama enactments enabling the storytellers to experience powerful myths. The 

construction of these first person stories about the online self (“I” or “me”) occurs through 

a process of storification (Aylett 2000) driving consumer sense making and completing 

gaps in autobiographical memory (Fivush and Haden 2003).

Systematic analysis of the corpus is undertaken by considering stories as cases 

and using a unique combination of Fuzzy Set Qualitative Comparative Analysis (Ragin 

and Benoit 2004) and Social Network Analysis (Wasserman 1997) for checking 

alignment of stories grouped individually and by brand category with the proposed theory 

of archetype enactment within brand stories.

A key research finding is discrepant with mainstream thinking about advertisers 

and marketers who use archetypes to connect with the consumer unconsciousness. From a 

consumer emic perspective, the findings (see 5.4.2) suggest the hero archetype is not the 

pre-eminent mental model driving online consumer brand stories in the early part of the 

twenty first century. The research indicates caregiver is the predominant archetype across 

the brands under study either taken collectively or categorised by brand. These findings 

are further validated using a specially created archetype content dictionary (Figure 39).

To date, however, male myths and stories have dominated culture. Now these 

stories reflect the domination of the female archetype online breaking away from the 

constraints of male culture and, in so doing, bring to the surface the female archetype of
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Demeter (Hamilton 1942, pp. 53-64) and caregiving (Figure 39).
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While throughout this research project, the researcher has gotten to listen to a 

large number and variety of consumer brand stories found on blogs the last word must go 

to the 40 year old Mom blogger “nightowlmama” (#260) who explains the importance of 

blogs in her life and many other fellow bloggers and in doing so inadvertently re-iterates 

the caregiver archetype:

.. .Blogs are like conversations with friends. You share what you 

feel and what excites you about certain things. It's almost as good as 

being there. The fact that others can Google your topic and read is 

like tuning into a television station.

We all want to know what's out there. Who's doing what, shopping 

where and what products help others. Blogs are just another way to 

share all the great things, not so great things and just a part of who 

we are. An outlet if you will. The blogisphere community is all 

connect and we make contacts in many ways. Through posts, 

through twitter conversations, through smaller nit community's, live 

web casts, and through conferences that we met in person. We make 

many friends and help each other with lot of topics. Many of us are 

Mom bloggers who stay at home and have no way of making new 

friends or communicating with others until we found blogging.

Blogging creates friendships and that's what makes us real and

connected.



CHAPTER 20
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RESEARCH IMPLICATIONS, LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE

20.1 Implications for Theory

This research extends the work of Holt (2004) contributing to a theory of brand 

enabling archetype enactment by demonstrating brands reflect archetype-enabling 

behaviour of consumers. The model helps describe how consumers use brands as props or 

anthropomorphic actors in stories they report about themselves found on the Web. The 

stories are drama enactments enabling the storytellers to experience powerful myths.

The market research method employed gains insight into the consumer experience 

of everyday life and how brands fit into life through listening to the self-stories of 

consumers found online. The focus is inherently on the voice and experience of 

consumers as real people and not product or service centric issues. Working with 

naturally occurring online consumer self-report stories avoids issues of researcher or 

experimenter biases normally arising from asking a consumer brand intentionality 

questions in surveys, focus groups or interviews.

Additional insights to the theory include an understanding of the type of fashion, 

luxury and travel brands associating with specific myths and archetypes. The research 

findings using either the technique of story visualisation or the superficial verbal cues 

points to the primary archetype across all the brands under study to be Caregiver. The 

research method to analyse the online consumer self report stories and experience with 

brands enables future researchers to test and build further theory.

20.2 Implications for Managerial and Marketing Practice

Traditionally, the marketing community and executives desirous of listening to 

customer brand experiences utilise structured (multiple choice questions) and solicited 

approaches (interviews) to gain customer feedback as exemplified by the Net Promoter



Score (Reichheld 2006). This research shows with the astronomical volume of 

consumer generated content on the Web now exceeding over 126 million blogs (Nielsen 

Company 2010), the unsolicited unstructured consumer brand stories (self report stories) 

found as blog posts represent a veritable goldmine of consumer experiences.

From a managerial perspective this research gains insights into the value created 

by archetypes and consumer reports of brand interactions. The brand story consumer 

reports can help provide inputs for a new product or service not yet positioned in the 

marketplace. The potential exists to develop a new type of archetypal brand story audit as 

well as the creation of new processes to handle unstructured consumer story content 

within the purview of marketing.

Management learning using consumer stories and archetypes provides a more 

complete mental model of customers than using specially commissioned research 

containing inbuilt bias based on the managerial briefing and the manager/researcher 

consulting relationship. For managers, understanding and working with archetypes is an 

essential component of brand building and management to create deeper relationships 

with consumers.

The proposed theory model provides a model for the manager to understand how 

the subconscious consumer archetype manifests brand interactions. For the manager, the 

archetype dictionary provides a concrete tool for the concept of the archetype to become 

embedded in all managerial efforts and activities to build relationships with consumers 

from a consumer driven perspective.

The contribution to marketing practice allows marketers and advertising 

executives to explicitly understand first hand the brand conversations taking place 

between consumers as well as consumers and brands rather than only thinking about what
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buyers and users say to the brand and what the brand says first and back in such
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conversations. Hence, leveraging the knowledge from understanding these first hand 

conversations that actually take place between consumers and brands in blog stories to 

develop creative plotlines using archetypes e.g. use Fairy Godmother to attract travellers 

to Paris or the Siren to rejuvenate tiring relationships by acquiring Versace.

Further, the corpus and schema of consumer stories provides realistic input to 

advertising strategies using the real voice of a consumer drawing on actual people living a 

messy life rather than placing a sole reliance on storytelling by creative agencies and 

marketers or mining stories from scratch.

On another front, using theory propositions PI to PI8 as generators to frame key 

elements into own brand stories allows a springboard to concept advertisements before 

development of a creative brief. Also, this is valuable during the actual advertising 

content development to ensure correct and consistent usage of vocabulary. Further uses of 

the proposition framework allow evaluation of alternative executions as well as 

competitor evaluation of archetype advertising e.g. Subaru myth of Australian Outback 

hero (Randazzo 2006).

More broadly, the research methodology provides a multi-step method for 

sampling blogs in real time and listening to the consumer stories of interest. Once brand 

stories are preserved a corpus scheme aids in classifying and reporting the open-ended 

feedback of stories from consumers helps to catalyse marketing action. Wiki software 

technology assists with putting the “messiness” of multimedia stories at the heart of the 

research conversation (Bonser 2010) providing a workbench for the real time sampling 

and listening of stories with the assistance of brand dashboards and subsequent archival.

The method of sampling stories via a brand story dashboard provides marketing 

executives ample opportunity to achieve a “wide cognitive peripheral vision” (Barabba 

1995) to enable seeing what is happening at the fringes with brands and hence
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springboard new ideas for brand rejuvenation and tipping point trends not hitherto 

seen. The brand story dashboard ensures a brand manager does not lose her way by losing 

touch of customer needs and instead achieves marketing by engagement through 

. .living the consumer life rather than asking about it, or indeed attempting to direct it” 

(Raymond 2003).

By listening to consumer stories about events or activities a marketer moves from 

a backward looking and explanatory mental model of providing customers marketing 

guidance to a forward looking and anticipatory perspective whereby marketing support 

for customers is planned and directed more effectively.

20.3 Limitations

The overarching limitation of the research project is the current analysis uses English 

blogs and a natural step is extending the research to incorporate non -English stories 

especially given the universal appeal and nature of archetypes.

The number of brand stories originating from consumers and forming the basis of 

the corpus is restricted in size by the number of stories the researcher is able to process. 

This is because, after initial exploratory activities using a variety of software and 

techniques (e.g. search text based on first person pronouns I, me and my using LIWC) to 

mine blogs no reliable method for extracting authentic first person consumer stories from 

blogs is possible without human intervention. In this research, the definition of story in 

accordance with storytelling theory is understood and involves a protagonist, a beginning, 

turning point and end of story with a gloss or gist of wisdom. Available tools no matter 

how advanced are unable to extract stories on the basis of storytelling theory, as the 

features of the consumer story are abstract and unable to achieve automated extraction.

An attempt to use an analysis of Russian folk tales (Propp 1968) reducing the 

typology of Russian fairy tales to 31 functions and 8 broad characters in conjunction with
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the development of software proves to be unsatisfactory. Simply put, no automated or 

substitute approach no matter how creative exists in lieu of a human researcher reading 

the emic stories and capturing the researcher etic interpretation alongside. For large-scale 

research projects or commercial operations a decision to analyse online consumer stories 

becomes distributing the necessary labour within the organisation or outsource to an 

innovative service provider via the web. Even after satisfying the division of labour the 

etic interpretation of the story still requires expert and significant human intervention 

from a researcher or marketer familiar with the culture and setting of the brand study.

Increasingly, across the entire range of brands under study much of the brand 

information in fashion, luxury goods and travel occurs visually and online in YouTube, 

Flickr and Facebook. Consumer stories are following suit with blogs appearing with less 

verbal text and exacerbated by the use of short Twitter messages being posted by 

consumers as pointers to visual artefacts. The opportunity exists with future research to 

entirely study consumer brand stories with little or no text but rich with imagery.

20.4 Further Research

20.4.1 Archetype Dictionary

What started as a tool to merely assess and probe a proposition (PI8) at a 

superficial level is emerging as a useful tool and technique for both researcher and brand 

manager. No other purpose built archetype dictionary validated or otherwise is known to 

exist according to knowledge of the researcher and extensive desk research. Currently, the 

archetype dictionary is prototype and returns meaningful results in tests using brand 

stories from the corpus. The results thus far are promising and concur with findings using 

the technique of story visualisation.

Extensive empirical testing to detect archetype correctness and meaning in a wide 

variety of stories and reports (non-stories) requires further effort. Beyond extensive
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testing, the validity of the results requires a judging panel to be set up to correlate the 

custom archetype output (see Appendix X) with ratings from judges to create an inter 

rater agreement score ensuring satisfactory external validity and the establishment of 

baseline data. The software archetype dictionary detection mechanism provides a means 

to achieve scalability of analysis and further generalise the findings of this research 

through related projects to cover the growing volume of stories on blogs and within social 

networks. The dictionary allows advertising executives, marketers and researchers to 

detect archetype cues within previously selected brand stories with little or no training 

and requires substantially less effort and setup relative to the archetype story visualisation 

technique. However, the archetype story visualisation technique has merits and 

traceability as a rigorous method supporting fuzzy set scoring of archetypes through 

cycles of hermeneutic analysis (Arnold and Fischer 1994; Thompson 1997) with the 

added benefit of an archetype content analysis dictionary delivering a validation of the 

results output by the archetype story visualisation method. But further methodological 

work is required before dispensing entirely with all but an archetype content dictionary. 

Extending the brands under study may require modifications to the archetype dictionary 

with finer levels of detail to more specifically cover the area of the brand under study.

20.4.2 Data Mining

The corpus provides a useful starting point to squeeze further marketing value 

from the brand stories held within the corpus using data mining techniques. Such an 

approach offers the opportunity to use the corpus to identify archetypes with consumer 

interests, film, music and books as well as make predictions with regard to brands of 

interest and type of consumer brand relationship (Fournier 1998). Preliminary work with 

the corpus and interaction with R (R development core team 2009), shows extreme 

promise with regard to further insights, descriptive models, patterns and predictions
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obtainable from using Rattle (the R Analytical Tool To Learn Easily; Williams 2009) 

an open source and freely (in terms of distribution and price) available data mining toolkit 

built atop R with an attractive graphical user interface avoids the necessity to resort to R 

commands. Further work with the corpus and data mining techniques provides for great 

potential with respect to the usage of consumer brand stories amongst researchers and 

practitioners.

20.4.3 Marketing Theatre

Marketing theatre (not theatre marketing) provides the means for researchers and 

marketers to work together and share information. The research corpus and findings 

advocates marketers to work with storytelling and dramaturgy to generate authentic 

customer experiences for performances to staff and interested stakeholders. Such live 

performances help shape new service offerings to complement existing products as well 

as provide a learning context for new employees in which the thinking of the customer 

not the product or service is the preferred trigger of the learning.

Further, using a dramaturgical framework the observable and unobservable 

structures, content and interaction are taken into consideration resulting in an authentic 

performance containing unconscious activities, customer voice, jargon free vocabulary 

and props.

The process of the marketing theatre requires the use of a “playbook” for a source 

of materials. Nominally, the research corpus of brand stories or a purpose built corpus is 

the playbook to allow brand enabling archetype enactment of the stories of real people, 

thus putting onlookers in the shoes of customers. The ideal venue for such performances 

is in the actual natural setting e.g. Abercrombie London store. The value of marketing 

theatre cannot be understated particularly as customers use brands to extend themselves as 

stories demonstrate and increasingly such stories of self engender the creation of a
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production comprising both customer and brand owner simultaneously feed from the 

identities and priorities of each party. For Old Navy marketing staff or any fashion brand 

manager to see the performance of self as portrayed by the extraordinary adventures of 

the change room photographers Jennifer in her late thirties and Sarah (#281) from 

Arizona is a dream to understanding the selections customers are making amongst a 

variety of fashion labels through the co-creation of a marketing performance between 

customer and brand owner.

The vocabulary employees begin to use is an important but understated aspect of 

the theatre is (e.g.< protagonist or hero is a better term than continually referring to 

consumers). In a B2B setting such vocabulary ensures the activity is not about the 

salesperson as hero but the customer as hero.

An additional refinement to the marketing theatre concept is to setup an 

arrangement with a panel of judges including both marketing academics and company 

marketing executives to review the performances inclusive of customer voice and 

vocabulary to determine the course of marketing action to be taken proactively as a result 

of the performance. The Marketing Theatre offers a new way of working together for 

marketing researchers, marketing executives and brand managers.

20.4.4 Story Corpus

The brand story corpus is an asset and building block to develop and further 

research in this nascent area of consumer self-storytelling rather than having a researcher 

or practitioner develop a corpus from scratch. The opportunity exists for marketing 

researchers investigating consumer brand stories to share and analyse a standard dataset 

of stories.

To date, the brand stories under study led to the generation of a corpus of nearly 

600 consumer archetype brand stories with socialgraphics (Li and Owyang 2010 ; 

Dougherty 2010) of story protagonists (bloggers), portrait images of real people and rich



psychographic data alongside actual stories about fashion, travel and luxury goods.

The corpus captures additional insights including the story gist, brand relationship 

(Fournier 1998; Sweeney and Chew 2000) and cognitive style (Urban et al 2009) of the 

storyteller.

Using the corpus, researchers seek patterns and themes amongst each of the brands under 

study. Marketers can use the corpus and story additions to achieve pattern-based 

strategies derivable from the weak signals generated by changing consumer stories.

The corpus is an asset usable to supplement expert interpretation necessary for 

seeking archetypes, complete any story gaps and considerations of character, mood, tone 

and anything that differentiates the consumer story under study from any other story. The 

importance of such a knowledge base cannot go unnoticed especially with the translation 

of ambiguities arising in consumer stories from time to time. For example, when a 

protagonist notices the spraying in Abercrombie shops but fails to develop the concept 

any further within the story the tendency by the interpreter is to consider this act 

positively and suggest the customer recognises freshening the air within the shop is for 

the good of consumers.

Reference to the stories and gists within the corpus reveals otherwise with some 

shoppers feeling they are being treated inappropriately as roaches. In other examples, the 

whole concept of being scrutinized i.e. being judged, observed, tracked and watched is 

expected to be bad. Turning to the corpus for knowledge and looking up stories with 

similar situations, the reviewer finds for Old Navy a mother (#297) in her nighty with 

children following and being watched by security guards makes her feel very 

uncomfortable as mumbling takes place between security guards across walkie talkies 

behind her back. This is vastly different from the story of Breeanna (#57) who confesses
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in relation to scrutiny:



I had the best time of my life because I mainly spent all of 

my time in Abercrombie & Fitch and all the hott [sic] guys 

were just staring at me because I was in the store for so long.

When ever I go into Abercrombie & Fitch I always just feel 

so comforted because I know that I am being watch over by 

all of the Abercrombie hotties in the store.

Further research activities using the body of knowledge held within the corpus to 

more efficiently and effectively elicit the knowledge and transfer a meaningful 

representation to marketers and front line customer staff is worthy of investigation and 

merits attention. In the end, we may find the most efficient and effective representation is 

the original emic story free of any etic interpretation.

20.4.5 Automation of Story Listening and Brand Dashboard

As this research shows an analysis of brand stories provides much marketing advantage 

and research information. To handle much larger collections of stories and longer term 

longitudinal sampling (5 to 10 years) a dedicated processing infrastructure for story 

listening and collection method is desirable for organisational deployment by any 

organisation or as a standard market research offering for brand exploration and 

monitoring from a service provider. Beyond this, eliciting and capturing the brand 

manager rules for discerning the story features of critical importance to the brand 

manager harbours the possibility of creating an automated workflow incorporating brand 

manager rules in the acquisition of stories by the brand dashboard. This aspect of 

capturing the brand manager rules is a promising step towards automating as much of the
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steps to story listening.
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